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Abstract
Is there a world in this text? Viewing Hosea l-3 flot as a “con’:ieration” or
anthology,” but as a possible world. sheds light on the ways in which the voice
ofGod is articulated in Hosea 1-3. The original contribution ofthis dissertation is
to examine how the literary world of Hosea is structured to convey meaning to the
reader.

It uses an approach that combines: (1) the analysis of the narrative

dimension of the text: (2) questions about the relationship between the world of
the text with the ‘real world: and (3) the role of the reader as a world
constructing element’ in the hermeneutical process.

Such an approach differs

from most previous scholarship, which reads Hosea as a collection of fragments
gathered together by collectors and redactors in order to make the contents
relevant to their particular period and milieu.

While layers of redaction are

undoubtedly present in Hosea, this dissertation examines their final form,
incorporated into the textual world of a prophetic text.

A textual world is a system of coherence, situated in time and space that contains
the representation of time, space, objects, characters, speech, perception and
action.

These entities are organized according to conventions that have been

studied primarily for narrative texts. Narrative conventions serve as a baseline for
the hypothesis that chapters 1-3 of Hosea create a textual world, yet alters it in
such a way that it constitutes a different genre—a prophetic book.

A prophetic text alters a fundamental narrative convention: the existence of a
hierarchy of speech consisting of a ground or matrix—usually articulated as a
narrator-narratee relationship—in which ail other voices ofthe text are embedded.
In Hosea. for example. the superscription—”The Word of Yahweh which came to
Hosea.

..“

(1:1)—sets up a relationship between a third person narrator. and an

umiamed narratee. Evoked in this narrator-narratee relationship is the prophetic
paradigrn composed of two speech events: (1) God speaks to a prophet. (2) who
then speaks to the people of Israel. These two speech events correspond to two
stages of communication—inspiration and proclamation—where the prophet acts

iv

as a messenger between God and the people. The narrative ground or matrix is the
vehicle that evokes the prophetic paradigm in the mmd of the reader. The
interaction between these two modes of communication (narrative and prophetic)
creates a discourse hierarchv that is different from that ofa narrative text.
In order to analvze the world of Hosea severai methodologicai tools were
evaluated and adapted for use with a prophetic text. Possible world theory was
used as a framework for describing the existence of a multi-dimensional. non
chronological textual world. [I] Concepts drawn ftom narratology and text
linguistics or discourse analysis were used to develop criteria that allow the reader
to separate the domains of speech of different participants in the text from that of
the narrator.

Application of the methodology described above has shown that the discourse
hierarchy in Hosea is much more complex than that of a narrative text. In
narrative texts. once the outermost sheli of discourse is established, it grounds ail
levels of speech within the text. However. Hosea shows much greater variability.
Chapter I establishes one outer sheil, which is gradualiy phased out in Hosea 2.
This is followed by first person narration in Hosea 3 that cannot be inserted at any
point on the main story une in chapters 1 and 2. Readers accustorned to narrative
texts may expect a text to consistently refer or conform to the hierarchy of
speakers. However, in the book of Hosea. boundaries between domains of speech
are blurred. As a resuit. chapters 1-3 of Hosea do flot construct one. consistent
world. Rather, they juxtapose several related worlds. cadi with its own ground or
matrix. This juxtaposition of severai worlds impacts upon the well-known
metaphor of marnage between Yahweh and his people that is a halÏmark of the
book ofHosea. Each cliapter deveiops the metaphor differently. thus contnibuting
to a highly varied representation ofthe Word ofGod in the text.
Kev terms: Old Testament. prophecy. Book ofHosea. possible wonlds.
narratology. discourse analysis
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Résumé

Existe-il un «monde» dans ce texte? Cette question oriente la recherche de cette
thèse sur la façon dont le monde littéraire du livre d’Osée est structuré pour en
communiquer le sens au lecteur. Trois aspects des mondes littéraires constituent
l’approche originale qui est articulée dans cette investigation: d’abord une analyse
de la dimension narrative du texte, suivie de questions sur la relation entre le monde
du texte et le «monde réel» et finalement le rôle du lecteur en tant qu’élément
constructeur du monde dans le processus hennéneutique.
Par ailleurs, la recherche antérieure sur le livre d’Osée décrit ce texte prophétique
comme une collection «décousue et fragmentaire» ramassée et rédigée par
plusieurs rédacteurs pour la rendre pertinente à leur époque
chercheurs concentrent leur regard sur le

<f

.

Aussi, plusieurs

scandale» du signe prophétique:

Yahweh demande au prophète Osée d’aller épouser une prostituée. Alors que l’on
retrouve plusieurs couches de rédaction dans le livre d’Osée, l’objectif de cette
thèse est d’en examiner la version finale.
Le monde du texte est un système de cohérence temporellement et spatialement
situé, qui articule la représentation du temps, de l’espace, des objets, des personnes,
du discours, de la perception et de l’action.

Ces entités sont organisées selon

certaines conventions qui ont été étudiées surtout pour les textes narratifs. Les
conventions narratives servent de base à l’hypothèse que les chapitres l-3 du livre
d’Osée construisent un monde textuel mais le modifient de façon à constituer un
différent genre, celui d’un livre prophétique.
Une convention de construction du monde est une contrainte qui oriente
I ‘interprétation du monde du texte par le lecteur. Par exemple, les textes narratifs
sont habituellement construits par une hiérarchie du discours dans laquelle chaque
voix est enchâssée dans le discours d’une autre voix. Le plus haut niveau constitue
‘A Gélin, “Osée” DBsup 6: 932.
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la base ou matrice pour tout le texte et elle peut être articulée par la relation entre un
narrateur et son narrataire. Selon la convention, le niveau plus haut est interprété
comme portant le plus haut degré d’autorité.
Un texte prophétique modifie la hiérarchie de discours en commençant par la base
qui est normalement articulée dans la relation narrateur-narrataire. Par exemple.
dans le premier chapitre du livre d’Osée la superscription « La Parole de Yahveh
qui est venue à Osée.

.

.

» (1 :1), articule la relation entre un narrateur à la troisième

personne. et un narrataire anonyme.

Cette relation évoque le paradigme

prophétique qui comporte deux événements de parole: (1) Dieu parle à un prophète
(2) qui à son tour parle au peuple d’Isral. Ces deux événements correspondent aux
deux étapes de la communication—_l’inspiration et la proclamation—où le prophète
agit comme messager entre Dieu et le peuple. La base ou la matrice de la hiérarchie
est le véhicule qui évoque le paradigme prophétique dans l’esprit du lecteur, qui
interprète le livre à travers cette optique. Avec ces concepts. nous proposons
l’hypothèse avec plus de précision: l’interaction entre le paradigme prophétique et
le cadre narratif construit une hiérarchie de discours, qui est différente de celle que
l’on trouve dans les textes narratifs. La hiérarchie véhicule tous les autres éléments
du monde, incluant les autres éléments et conventions qui agissent dans le texte.
Cette thèse examine la façon dont d’autres éléments et conventions narratives
opèrent dans Osée l-3. Parmi ces conventions, nous retrouvons les contraintes
modales qui contrôlent l’action dans le texte et l’articulation de la perception. Les
opérateurs modaux déterminent les limites de ce qui est possible ou impossible.
permis ou interdit, bon ou mauvais. connu ou inconnu dans le monde du texte. Les
conventions attribuent le plus haut degré d’autorité aux opérateurs modaux qui se
trouvent dans la «base » ou matrice. Comme nous l’avons déjà vu, dans le livre
d’Osée. la superscription dans le discours du narrateur établit la possibilité de la
communication

entre

le monde

naturel

et

surnaturel :

communication entre ce qui est possible et ce qui est impossible.

autrement dit.

la
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La perspective, autre élément présent autant dans les textes narratifs que dans les
textes prophétiques, contribue aussi à la construction du monde du texte. Gérard
Genette distingue entre la perspective et la narration:

«...

la plupart des travaux

théoriques sur ce sujet... souffrent à mon sens d’une racheuse confusion entre ce
que j’appelle ici mode et voix.., entre la question qui voit et la question qui
parle

2?»

Toutefois, la narration et les autres niveaux de la hiérarchie véhiculent la

perception pour le lecteur.

Selon les conventions, les lecteurs emploient une

métaphore spatiale pour interpréter l’impact d’une perspective particulière dans un
texte. Par exemple, plus l’observateur se rapproche de l’objet, de la personne ou de
la situation décrite, plus subjective est sa perspective.

De même, l’objectivité

augmente avec l’éloignement du spectateur.
Plusieurs outils méthodologiques ont été évalués et adaptés pour l’analyse du
monde construit dans Osée l-3. La théorie des mondes possibles a servi de cadre
pour décrire un monde multidimensionnel qui n’est pas un reflet du monde actuel
ou «réel. » De plus, puisque la hiérarchie du discours est un élément fondamental
dans le monde du texte, cette thèse utilise des concepts tirés de la narratologie et de
l’analyse du discours pour analyser les critères qui permettent au lecteur de
distinguer les domaines de discours enchâssés dans le texte.
La délimitation des domaines du discours est un élément crucial pour établir la
hiérarchie du discours dans le texte. Les études traditionnelles du discours dans les
textes narratifs de la Bible traitent de la délimitation du discours direct par les
cadres de citation telles que: «Yahveh dit à Osée » ou « Yahveh m’a dit ». Ces
cadres identifient non seulement celui qui parle et son interlocuteur mais aussi
situent le discours dans la hiérarchie: le premier situe la commande à Osée dans le
domaine du narrateur à la troisième personne, et le deuxième dans le domaine du
personnage dans le texte. Néanmoins, dans le livre d’Osée les cadres ne sont pas
utilisés d’une façon systématique. Pour cette raison, nous avons proposé quatre
critères qui analysent non seulement les limites entre domaines (les cadres de

C::’

2

Gérard Genette, figures 111, (Collection poétique, ed. Gérard Genette et Tsvetan Todorov Paris:
;
Editions du Seuil, 1972), 203.
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citation), mais qui décrivent aussi la façon dont le texte détermine l’identité de celui

qui parle et de la personne qui écoute à l’intérieur d’un domaine de discours. Les
trois critères supplémentaires sont: la référence aux participants, la typologie du
discours et les constructions verbales.

Utilisés ensemble, les quatre critères

pourraient définir qui parle en relation avec le cadre narratif et le paradigme
prophétique dans le texte.
L’application de cette approche méthodologique montre que la hiérarchie du
discours dans Osée l-3 est beaucoup pius complexe que celle d’un texte narratif
Dans les textes narratifs, une fois que la base discursive est établie, tous les autres
niveaux du discours s’articulent en fonction de cette base.

Cependant, le livre

d’Osée démontre une plus grande variété: Osée I établit la base ou le cadre narratif
qui disparaît graduellement dans Osée 2.

Ensuite, le troisième chapitre d’Osée

commence avec un cadre de citation à la première personne qu’on ne peut pas situer
en relation à la hiérarchie des deux premiers chapitres. Le lecteur, habitué aux
textes narratifs, s’attendrait à l’articulation d’une seule base avec une seule
hiérarchie qui construit un seul monde unifié.

Au contraire, les multiples

hiérarchies dans Osée l-3 ne construisent pas un seul monde, mais plusieurs
mondes juxtaposés, chacun avec sa propre base ou matrice.
Cet effet donne au(x) monde(s) d’Osée l-3 la flexibilité de développer la métaphore
du manage entre Yahweh et son peuple de façons apparemment contraires: la
fertilité (Os 1 et 2) est juxtaposé avec l’abstinence Os 3).

La pluralité des

hiérarchies du discours, des mondes du texte, et du sens de la métaphore du mariage
contribue au «dépaysement» du lecteur habitué à l’unité et à la consolidation qui
caractérise les textes narratifs.

Dans leur façon d’ébranler les conventions

narratives, ces trois chapitres du livre d’Osée ressemblent aux textes post-modemes

qui oscillent entre plusieurs représentations des mondes dans un seul texte.
Mots clés : Ancien testament, prophétie, livre d’Osée, mondes possibles,
narratologie, analyse du discours
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Chapteri
Introduction: The World of a Prophetic Text

1.1 The “World” of a Prophetic Text: Stating the Issue
Reading is an activity that builds coherence from elements and structures given in
a text. Author(s) encode time, space, states of affairs, actions and perceptions via
linguistic signs in a linear text.

When a reader decodes these elements and

structures, lie or she also conmbutes knowledge and expenence of the actuai
world to create an imaginary, textual world. Reading can therefore be defined as
the process of communication whereby the generative activity’

0f

the author(s)

encounters the interpretation of the reader in the construction of the world of a
text.2

When scholars read the Book of Hosea, the process of constructing the world of
the text seems to jar.

Indeed, the book has been descnbed as “décousu et

fragmentaire,”3 “turbulent”4 and generally problematic.5 Ibis fragmentation bas
been attributed to both the form and the content ofthe book (even to the “story” in
chapters 1-3).

Thus, schol ars describe Hosea 1-3 as a narrative about God

ordenng a prophet to many a prostitute that is written ftom several different
points of view—a strategy that creates disunity.6

Furthermore, the content—

Umberto Eco explains the concept ofgenerativity in texis: “When trying to propose a model for
an ideal text, current theones tend to represent its structure in terms of levels—vanously
conceived as ideal steps in a process of generation or of a process of interpretation (or both.)”
Umberto Eco, The Role of the Reader: Explorations in the Semiotics of Texts, (AS; ed. Thomas A.
Sebeok, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1979), 12.
2
The Book of Hosea seems to evoke a high degree of reader participation in the construction of
the world ofthe text: “Perhaps the most liberating lesson ofRosea 1-3 is that one must compose
bis own mmd on its structure and import. In this instance, an abundance of scholarship serves to
show both the limits and necessity of reading Scripture through the lenses of one’s own
experience.” J. Carmody, “Lessons ofHosea l-3” BT4O (1969): 2780.
A Gélin, “Osée” DBsup 6 (1960): 932.
Francis I. Andersen and David Noel Freedman, Hosea, (AB, 24; New York: Doubleday, 1980),
140.
Gerhard von Rad’s observation about the prophetic corpus applies equally well to scholar’s
perceptions of Hosea:
The prophetic corpus lies before us in what are, to some extent, very
shapeless collections of traditional material, arranged with almost no regard for content or
chronological order, and apparently quite unaware of the laws with which we are familiar in the
development of European literature.” Gerhard von Rad, The Message of the Prophets, (trans.
D.M.G. Staiker; New York: Harpercollins, 1965), 15.
6
“The f;rst chapter and the third suppose different authors, since the former is a third person
narrative and the latter a first person one; thus disunity is already implicit in the text. In addition,
ch 3 presents itself as an excerpt ftom a longer autobiographical account. Our text is accordingly
“. . .

n

Yahweh’s command to the prophet Hosea—creates its own form of turbulence. as
readers struggie with the ethics it implies:

La heterogeneidad de las proposiciones que componen esta unidad
y la sutil interrelacién existente entre ellas son responsables de las
rni1tiples y diversas interpretaciones arriesgadas a b largo de los
siglos. El problema es conocido: ,se trata de un auténtico
episodio de la vida dcl propheta. en parte biogrâfico y en parte
autobiogrâfico. por rnedio del cual Dios ha querido transmitir un
mensaje? Cérno explicar entonces la moralidad de Oseas y de las
érdenes divinas?7
Hosea 4-14 is perceived to be even less structured as a textual world than 1-3.
Most scholars view it as a collection of sayings that originated with the prophet
and were later developed by subsequent redactors: “Here the collector is working
simply to arrange the rest of the material available to him and he is using common
themes and catchwords to organize it.”8 The link with Hosea 1-3 is implicit. since
it is flot articulated chronologically, nor by direct reference to the same set of
characters and settings.

As we have seen, readers seem to perceive both unity and disunity in Hosea,
which invites the question: Is there cx world in this text? The fact that scholars
speak of “biography” and “autobiography” when refening to Nosea 1-3, would
seem to indicate that there is a “world.”9 Both these types of narratives represent
time, space, states of affairs, and actions, while focusing on the life of one
character. Nevertheless. readers’ perceptions of fragmentation may be a sign that
the world in Hosea is constructed differently than the modem reader expects it to
be. What are these expectations?
both a torso and a conglomerate.” Francis Landy. Hosea, (RNBC: ed. John Jarick; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1995). 11.
Horacio Simian-Yofre. El desierto de los dioses. Teologia e historia en e! libro de Oseas,
(Cârdoba: Ediciones el Almendro. 1992). 23.
Jarnes Luther Mavs. Hosea: .4 Co,n,nentan. (OTL: ed. Peter Ackrovd, James Barr. Bemhard W.
Anderson. Jarnes L. Mavs: Philadeiphia: Westminster Press. 1969). 15.
Hans W. Wolff describes Hosea 3 as a inemorabile. a form of historical report that gives
prominence to the significance 0f events. Hans Walter Wolff. Hosea: .4 Conunentan 00 111e Book
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1.1.1 Textual WorIds
Before looking at these expectations, we wilI pause to define more fully the
concept of a represented “world” in a text. A textual world is a system of
coherence. an organized set of entities situated in time and space and defined in
relation to human experience as a matrix for existence and action.0 Textual
worlds contain the representation of time, space, objects, characters, speech,
perception and action; thus categories from the (actual) world as it is are
transferred to different media, including written texts. However, the world of a
text differs from the actual world in one significant way: it is mediated through
the discourse of a sender and receiver (which is usualÏv transmitted via narrative
prose).

In narrative texts. this basic communicational situation creates the

conditions (in time and space) for represented speech to take place.

In other

words, a narrative framework anchors represented speech in time and space, and
identifies the participants in this interaction.1’
The world of the text as we have described it, has usually been associated with
narrative texts. Readers expect events to occur in time and space, and to provide
the basic building blocks of a “plot” that moves the story forward. Events are
arranged to create tension and resolution, a characteristic normally associated
with narratives. However. chronology is not the only element that constructs a
textual world. Other elements—space, characters, reported speech, or

of the Prophet Hosea. (trans. Gary Stanseil. Hermeneia, ed. Paul D. Hanson: Philadelphia:
Fortress Press. 1974). 57.
‘°
According to possible world theorists. cohesion is a quality that resides both in the function of
the author( ) (deiegated to a narrator), but also n resuit ofthe reader’s activity. “The process ofre
constructing the fictional world is hence a process of maximal coherence-imposing. Propositions
made about fiction are formulated in such a way as to show how fictional worlds obey structural
requirernents of coherence. continuity. and organization. .the reader tryino to understand follows
the convention that a given world is not only characterized by what it contains, but also by specific
modes of organization imposing order and coherence on world-components.” Ruth Ronen. “The
Possibilit of Fictional Worlds.’ in Possible î1’orlds in Literan Theon, (LCT: ed. Richard
Macksev. Michael Spinkler: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1994. 92.) See also:
Lubomir Doleel. Prologue T: From Nonexistent Entities to Fictionat World in Heterocosmica:
Fiction anti Possible Wor/ds. (Parallax: eU. Stephen G. Nichols. Gerald Prince, Wendy Steiner:
Baltimore: ]ohns Hopkins Universitv Press. 1998), 92-93.
A more detailed and theoretical description ofthe world ofthe text will be developed in Chapter
2. along with a methodologv for analyzing its components.
.
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perception—could potentially be more dominant than the others.

Thus it is

possible to imagine a world where the representation of speech and perception
would be pre-eminent. and the representation of time (chronology) less
important. p

=

Another expectation built into the process of reading is that the world of the text
witl resemble the actual world ofthe reader’s experience:

13

.the reader has many tasks to perform. .1-le must recognize what
the text accepts and mentions as actual’ and what has to be
recognized as a mere matter of propositional attitudes on the parts
of both the reader and of the characters of the story. .Thus the
reader must compare the world structures with each other and
must, so to speak, accept the textual truthi4
•

.

.

.

Conditioned by these expectations, scholars may be trying to read prophetic texts
using the same criteria as narratives. assuming a strong resemblance to the actual
world. Thus events in a prophetic text must be represented in such a way that a
reader is able to abstract a sequence that resembles the flow of time in the actual
world.

for example. attempts to re-construct the chronology of Hosea’s

marriage(s) are efforts airned at fihling in a temporal gap:

que s’est-il donc passé exactement dans sa vie conjugale?
Quelques auteurs affirment que nous avons deux récits parallèles.
des doublets en somme. Le chapitre 1 et le chapitre 3 raconteraient
le même drame, mais présenté une première fois par les disciples et
ensuite par le prophète lui-même. Rares sont ceux qui soutiennent
que le chapitre 3 précède en réalité le chapitre 1. En général on
respecte l’ordre du livre, le chapitre 3 suivant le chapitre 1, et cela
qu’il s’agisse de marnages successifs avec deux femmes
2

These features characterize prophetic texts. and will be used to construct a hypothesis in Section
1.4.
For the purposes of this introduction, an actual world is the world of human experience
cornposed ofobjects. agents. spatial and chronological relationships. natural laws, species, logical
laws. analytical truths. and language. From a theological perspective, an actual world would also
include the presence and experience of the divine. The existence and composition of an “actual
orld” is a verv complex issue in logical semantics. Two excellent summaries of the issues
involved can be found in Ruth Ronen. Possible JJ’or/ds. l-30.
‘
Umberto Eco. Rote ofihe Reader. 37.

6
differentes ou—et c’est l’opinion la plus répandue—qu’il s’agisse
d’un remarriage avec la première femme Gomer. Dans de telles
approches, on laisse parfois de côté. pour un moment, le chapitre 2.
qu’on étudie après avoir essayé de résoudre la question du mariage
d’Osée.’
When events in a text resist chronological sequencing. readers will use isolated
references within the text to anchor it to a sequence of events in an extemal,
actual (historical) world context.

The Book of Hosea resists chronological

sequencing, but also incorporates individual references that anchor the text in the
religious and political ethos of eighth century BCE Palestine.

The life of the

prophet. and his marnage is situated only generally in history through the reigns
of the kings mentioned in the superscription (title) of the book. On the other
hand. specific allusions to the collective (religious and political) history of Israel
are scattered throughout the text.

For example, the name Jezreel, given to

Hosea’s first child, evokes the Jehu dynasty, and brings to mmd “ominous
histonical memories of incidents in that city [Jezreel] which overshadowed and
stained the promise of its name. The city had been a place of violence, murder,
and the shedding of much blood—all of it associated with the machinations of
royal politics.”16 These events are not part of the main story line (the family’s
life) as it develops in chapter 1 and 3, but give an approximate illustration ofthe
political, religious and social milieu that shapes the text.

Readers differ over the degree of histonical material they expect to be encoded in
the text.

A maximalist reader will expect both individual events and their

sequence in the text to be histonically accurate:

The maximalist Old Testament scholar believes that the material is
de fricto telling something about what the text is dealing with at
first sight. It is then the task of the scholar to find the historical
facts that lie behind the information. This is the case whether one

‘

Walter Vogels. “‘Osée
712.
6
Mays. Hosea. 27.

—

Gomer’ car et comme Yahweh

—

IsraI’ Os 1-3,” NRT 103 (1981):
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is trying to find the original historical occurrences or the original
narrative.17
This mimetic approach assumes that historical references are articulated so that
the represent an exact model ofthe actual world.18 Thus it should be possible to
re-construct the life of a biblical character. his or ber social milieu. and a
chronology of events that is reflected in the “plot” structure of the text. At the
other end ofthe spectrum. a minimalist reading views the contents ofthe Book of
Hosea as rooted in historical events. but transformed by theological development.
and the processes of representation and communication that shaped the final form
ofthe book.

When reading the text in relation to the actual world does not work, scholars
assign proplietic texts to literary genres that do flot project. or project only a
minimal representation of a “world” in a text. Overholt. for example. assigns the
prophetic books to a genre lie calis ‘anthology’:

I am proposing that at least some of the prophetic books of the
Hebrew Bible belong to a genre that we may cal! antho!ogy.’
Works in this genre have two prominent features: there is an
opening co!ophon which announces that the work contains the
words (or vision) of a named (male) individual. .Following the
colophon is a body of material consisting of separate and discrete
units which are homogeneous in neither form nor (in the judgment
of many researchers) date.
If we view the colophons as
expressions of authorial intention, it should be immediately clear
that what follows is to be understood as collections of material
related to the !ife and work of historical figures who were active at
specified times.19
.

17

Else Kragelund HoIt. Prophesving the Past: The Use oflsrael’s Histon’ in the Book ofllosea,
(JSOTsup 194: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 12.
18
Mimesis is commonl defined as the imitation’ ofreality in art or literature. Alexandre Gefen
defines mimesis as [la] représentation des choses par les signes et la transposition du monde par
la litérature. Ihis apparentlv simple definition raises a host of issues including: What is the
relationship between a representation and the actual world? How is the actual world related to the
signs that represent it? Alexandre Gefen. “Introduction in AIiniésis (Corpus: Paris: Flammarion.
2002). 14.
“
Thomas W. Overholt. “Prophec in History: The Social Reality of Intermediation” in The
Prophets: .4 Shef/ieId Reader, (BS 42: ed. P. R. Davies: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press.
l996). 103.
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In this view. the person of the prophet. mentioned in the colophon. is the
organizing principle in the text.

Another solution attributes the world-constructing characteristics of stories only
to sections of the text. Thus scholars have located “islands” of prose amid the
reported speech in prophetic texts and labeled them accounts. reports or legends,
but do not view them as part of an overail structure or textuai “world.” In other
words, these sections of prose are not viewed as a framework that supports
reported speech, or even as stories in their own right:

“.

.

.they are flot ail stories if

by that we mean a prose narrative that includes what literary critics have
described as an arc of tension or plot, nameiy, a begiiming point, followed by a
complication that is then resolved. Put simply. a story may report, but flot ail
chronicles or reports are stories in this strict sense.”20

This brief survey has shown that reading the world of a prophetic text as a
narrative creates an impression of both unity and fragmentation. This may be due
to the fact that both narrative and prophetic texts create a “world,” but the one
constructed in a prophetic text is different enough, so that the reader accustomed
to narratives is de-farniliarized.

Paul Ricoeur suggests that differences in

structure between narrative and prophetic texts may purposely evoke different
meanings ofthe divine in the Bible:

J’ai développé ici, de préférence, l’exemple de la structure du récit
et de la signification théologique qui lui correspond. Il faudrait
entreprendre la même recherche à propos des autres formes
littéraires, afin d’éclairer les tensions immanentes au discours
théologique qui correspondent aux oppositions de structure. La
tension entre récit et prophétie est à cet égard très éclairante
ici, la chronique. là.
l’opposition entre deux formes poétiques
l’oracle s’étend à la perception du temps qui, dans un cas est
—

—

°

David L. Petersen. The Prophetic Literatiire: An Introduction, (Louisville, Kentucky:
Westminster John Knox. 2002). 9. Petersen identifies seven types of prose sections: symbolic
action report. commissioning report. vision report. legend. prophetic historiography. biography.
and divinatory chronicle (19-24.)
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consolidé, dans lautre ébranlé: la signification même du divin est
affectée.. 21
If prophetic texts like narratives also “construct” a world. and the perception of
time in prophecy is ébranÏé—disturbed. unhinged. or fragmented—perhaps other
aspects of world construction’ are also affected.
Exploring Ricoeur’s insight. we return to the issue of tt’hv a narrative reading of
prophetic texts fails. To define the similarities and differences between the worlds
projected by these two types of text, we begin with a model that articulates more
precisely how time is represented in narrative texts.22

1.1.2 The Representation 0f lime and the Structure of the World of a Text
Gérard Genette identifies four levels of representation that affect the way time is
structured in narrative texts.23 The first level, which lie calls histoire, is composed
of events that represent a change from one state of being to another. These are the
basic building blocks of the content of narrative (le signifié). The reader abstracts
individual events from their presentation in the text and arranges them in
chronological sequence. based on his or her experience of ‘how things normally
happen” in the actual world. The second level. récit (le signifiant) is the
presentation of these events in the text. They may be shifted around by flashback
or flash-forward (analepse and prolepse are the terms Genette uses) to heighten
tension or involve the reader more actively in the reconstruction of the event
sequence (histoire).24

Included in the récit (and histoire) are botli action and

speech events. which are anchored in tirne in relation to one another.
Paul Ricoeur. “La philosophie et la spécificité du langage religieux” in Du texte à l’action
(Paris: Seuil. 1986). 19.
Gérard Genette. Figures III. (CP: Paris: Editons du Seuil. 1972). 7 1-76.
2.’
Histoire as it is used here b Genette with a small h. is normally translated as ‘story” in English.
and in other nomenclatures it is called the/àhula.
23
Narratives differ in the degree of”tension” thev build into a text. Some may even layer several
récits ith differing degrees of stress and resolution. In Que Thousand anci Que ;Vights. for
example. Scherezad&s stories create and resolve tension regularly within the ftamework of
suspense created bv the main stor\ line—the possibilit of her execution is resolved onlv at the
end. This laering of stories occurs when a character within the text (Scherezade) becomes the
narrator oC an ernbedded ston..
‘
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Récit and histoire are mediated through an act of telling or narration. Narration

(third level) is a speech act whereby a nanator transmits the contents of the récit
to a narratee.

Thus. a text is an artifact that also represents an act of

communication. These categories contribute to the structure of the world of the
text, but only the récit is physically accessible to a reader in the words on the
printed page.

A fourth level is external to the text. Histoire is a sequence of events that takes
place in the actual world. Readers ofien compare the sequence of events within
the text (histoire) to an external sequence in the actual world (Histoire) when
constructing the world of the text. In doing

so.

they are making a referential

connection between events as they are represented in the text. and as they actually
occur. Some texts make direct reference to the actual world (newspaper accounts.
historiography, and even realistic novels). others do so to a lesser degree (science
fiction, for example.)

When readers approach prophetic texts as narratives, they assume that there is a
referential relationship to some degree between the actual world and the world of
the text. A maximalist reader assumes that récit and histoire is the same thing.
and that both of these categories are an exact representation of Histoire. In other
words. this type of reader assumes that the sequence of events is presented exactly
as they would occur in the actual world—a strategy that does flot account for the
process of selection and re-arrangement that takes place in every type of text.
Furthermore. it does not account for differing angles of perception—a
characteristic that almost invariably exists as part of human communication. A
ininimaÏist will deny that any reference to the actual world is possible in a text. In

the middle of the spectrum. a reader who is more aware of the mediated nature of
a text will understand that events are selected and presented from a particular
point of

view or perspective. The levels described by Genette—histoire. récit, and

Il
narrciuion—serve as a guide to the reader’s active interpretation of events in the
text.

How does the representation of time differ in prophetic texts?

Genette’s

categories highlight immediate differences between narrative and prophetic texts.
Unlike narrative texts. in prophetic books, histoire includes a substantial number
of projected future or possible. unrealized events. Furthermore, narrative texts
highlight action events, whereas prophetic texts highlight speech events; and

because speech events are more prominent, action is mostly “talked about’ rather
than “acted out.”25

The prorninence of reported speech in prophetic text creates a thicker” texture by
constructing hierarchies of speech. Unlike actions. reported speech events are

inserted in the récit as part of a hierarchv: “In reported speech. two discourse
events are brought together—that in which an utterance was originallv expressed
and that in which it is reported by another—and most criticaHy. both discursive
events involve a context-of-speaking. that is. a pragmatics.’26 The context of
speaking for each uflerance locates it in time. and (usuafly) indicates the identity
ofthe participants (speaker and addressee.)

Yahweh said to Hosea: 1 :2a
“Go take a woman, prostitute, and have chiidren of prostitution, for
the land has been committing prostitution away from Yahweh.” 1:
2h (NRSV)
A quotation frame such as “Yahweh said to Hosea” identifies Yahweh as speaker.
Hosea as the addressee. and locates the utterance in the immediate past. The
contents of the quoted utterance may. however. refer to a similar or completely
different set of participants Iocated in another context in space and time.

Exceptions to this statement are prophetic sign-acts or svmbolic actions that wilI be discussed in
section 1.3.
C nihia L. Miller. The Represeiitation of Speech in Biblical Hehrew Narrative: A Linguistic
Ana/vsiv. (HMMS 55: ed. Peter Machinist: Atlanta: Scholars Press. 1996). 3.
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For example. in verse I :2b the quoted utterance develops its own event sequence,
projected in the future (go, take, have.. ),27 with a flashback (“bas been
committing” I :2b) or analepse to the past. Embedding one speech event within
another aiso embeds one event sequence (récit) within another.

When quotation frames are minimized or disappear entirely (as they do in Hosea),
the reader can only rely on internai references in the original utterance to
contextualize it. The speaker may mention historical events, but the reader is flot
able to locate them in relation to a quotation frame, which in tum does flot allow
them to be situated in relation to an overarching structure in the book.28
Moreover, quotation frames mark boundaries between the domains of different
speakers. When they are not present, the reader caimot distinguish between the
discourse of one speaker and another.

This occurs in prophetic texts where

narration is minimized, whule the representation of the speech of participants
within the worid ofthe text is piaced in the foreground.

To summarize, this introduction began by raising the question of why both
fragmentation and

unity

have been perceived by readers of the Book of Hosea.

To explore this we defined reading as the construction of an imaginary world
from the structures and content provided by a text. Narratives are the genre of
texts nonTlally associated with the construction of a world, so we surveyed
strategies readers commonly use to decode them. Readers habitually read a text
and construct an imaginary world by comparing the contents to actual world
objects and experiences. They therefore expect that the chronology in a textual
world will resemble the flow of time in an actual world setting. However. time
(and other world components) in a textual world is transformed through the
process of representation. Genette’s model shows that events in a textual world
are selected (in the histoire). re-arranged in the récit. and mediated through an act
r This event sequence could be Iabeled as a récit whose narrator is a character in the text. thus it

is

represented as reported speech.
28

Unlike drarna. prophetic texts do not provide the physical cues or the stage directions for the
vieer to locate speech in a specific context.

1.)

of narration. finaliv. a briefcomparison of narrative and prophetic texts sketched
important differences in the ways histoire, récit and narration functions in both
types oftext.

Prophetic texts stretch the limits of representation beyond those of narrative texts;
they de-familiarize the reader. whose expectations are shaped. .by narratives,
Understanding how differently the world of a prophetic text is constntcted may
help us to move bevond the narrative reading of these texts. Achieving this goal
involves (1) investigating how time is structured in the text, and (2) exploring the
possibilitv that elements other than chronology may play a more important role in
structuring the textual world. Our brief survey has shown that steps

and 2 of

this project are closely related.

Time and reported speech are closely linked in prophetic texts. As we have seen,
reported speech is the embedding of one speech event within another.

This

embedding creates more complex layers or hierarchies of narration than would be
expected in a narrative text, since each layer introduces its own event sequence
(and arrangement of those events in a récit). ‘Such narratives within narratives
create a stratification of levels whereby each inner narrative is subordinate to the
narrative within which it is embedded.”29

The fact that quotation frames are

minimal, or disappear altogether blurs the levels of subordination in the world, so
that the reader is flot always able to distinguish clearly who speaks at a given
point.

The effect is to produce multiple layers of event sequences whose

boundaries are flot well established. This may account for Ricoeur’s description
of tirne in prophetic texts as ébran/é—fragmented or disjointed.

Up to this point. we have focused on reading strategies for narrative texts that
compare the reader’ s actual world experience to the world represented in a text.
Ibis focus is too narrow.

What happens when a reader encounters something

29Sch Iom ith Rimmon Kènan .Narratii’e Fiction: Conteniporan’ Poetics. (NA: cd. Terence
Havkes: Routlede: London. 1983). 91.
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“unnaturaF’ or unfamiliar?

How can readers account for strange or deviant

elements in the texts thev read? This is an important issue for prophetic texts.
because they represent the interrelationship between the natural and the
supernatural through the representation of speech.
In the rernaining sections of this introduction we follow a path similar to the one
used to state the issue in this first section: first we investigate the impact of
reading “narratively.” and then we apply the resuits ofthis exploration to reported
speech—the most prominent element in the world of a prophetic text. In section
1 .2 we will explore narrative reading strategies that extend beyond the boundaries
of comparison with an actual world scenario. In other words. we will see how a
reader naturalizes unusual elements in narrative texts. followed by a brief
comparison to prophetic texts. The resuits of this exploration will then be applied
to reported speech in prophecy. Section 1.3 uses the event sequence (histoire)
that is typically attributed to prophetic texts—God speaks to the prophet, who
speaks to the people—to look at the ways scholars have read prophetic texts
“narrative1y.’ A prirnary concem is to see how reported speech has been studied.
especially for disceming the boundaries of discourse domains. Finally. section
1 .4 articulates a more accurate hypothesis (in terms of Genettes theory) that
shapes the research described in subsequent chapters.
1.2. How Do We Read a Narrative Text?
What happens when a reader cornes across an elernent in a narrative text that does
flot correspond to the actual world? The response is to “naturalize” the oddity by
expanding their frame ofreference beyond the limits ofthe actual world: “readers
refuse to allow this intrusion of the Other into their neat picture of the world.
preferring to invent additional strategies of defusion and re-farniliarization.
naturalizing the odditv by means of a recourse to other frarnes. other explanatory
pattems.”3° for example. the presence of angels or supematural beings in a text

Monika Ftudernik. Touard. a ‘.Vatura/ .\arrato/ogv. (London: Routledge, 1996). 31-32.
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can be expÏained as being part of a characters dream. visions and subjective
experiences.

Jonathan Culler describes naturalization in narrative as—the fact that the strange
or deviant is brought within a discursive order and thus iiiade

û

seern natural.’3’

He identifies five levels or frames of reference for naturalization that readers use
to re-familiarize the inexplicable. the Other. The following sections define these
levels. and illustrate them when pertinent. with reference to the Book ofHosea.

1.2.1

The ‘Reat World’ Template

A reader’s available interpretative patterns or frarnes of reference corne from his
or her own experience ofthe actual world. For example. the sun rises and sets in
the course of a day; events happen in chronological sequence; life is organized
according to certain “scripts”—using the telephone means picking up the device,
dialing. saying ‘hello.” etc. These expectations and scripts--based on everyday
experience--are used as a template for reading the world of a text. This is best
defined as a discourse which requires no justification because it seerns to derive
directly from the structure of the world.

-

As Culler maintains. this discourse is

so naturaF that forrns of existence. operations. and attitudes—like imagining.
remembering, and emotional reactions—do flot have to be justified by
phulosophical argument. The assumption underlying this reading strategy is that
the text is a coherent and true representation ofthe real world.’

So. as stated previouslv. when something violates the representation ofthe real,
or natural world. the reader is forced to locate the action. event. or being in a
fantastic world associated with the real wor1d. For example. a trance. vision or
dream-like state might be proposed to account for the fact that God (a being from
31

Jonathan CuBer. Structuralisi Poches: Structuralism, Linguisucs and hie Studl of Literature,
(London: Routiedge and Kegan Paul. 1975). 137-8. Naturalization was a term used by Veronica
Forrest-Thomson to describe a process wherebv a reader reduces everything in a text to a
statement about the outside world. Veronica Forrest-Thomson. Poetic Artifice: A Theo’ of
Twentwth Ce,7turL’ Poetn’ (New York: St. Martin’s. 197$).
CuBer. Strucwralist Poeties. 140.
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a supernatural world) speaks to human beings. By doing this, the reader makes
the text intelligible. accounting for the ‘inexplicable’ as a possible world that is
accessible through the subjectivity of one ofthe characters.

1.2.2

Cultural Norms and Stereotypes

A text ofien uses accepted knowledge or cultural stereotypes to make its world
intelligible to the reader.33

Characters in a text are expected to think and act

according to cultural norms:

Citing this general social discourse is a way of grounding a work in
reality. of establishing a relationship between words and world,
which serves as a guarantee of intelligibility; but more important
are the interpretive operations, which it permits. .Naturalization
proceeds on the assumption that action is intelligible. and cultural
codes specify the forms ofintelligibility.34
.

Included in the ‘accepted knowledge” of a culture are images of God. and
structures ofreligious belief.

However. cultural codes are not always intelligible or coherent, and the conflict
this creates can be a rich source of material for stories. The Book of Hosea has
generated a lot of debate precisely because it juxtaposes two incompatible codes.
In commanding the prophet to marry a “promiscuous woman” or a prostitute’
(Hosea I )—God is inconsistent; he commands the prophet to marry a woman
whose sexuality does flot conform to the ideal of a patriarchal society. Coming
from Yahweh. the command to many an unclean” promiscuous woman creates a
clash that has disturbed interpreters throughout the centuries:

They have found it morafly repugnant that God should have
comrnanded a prophet to marry or even to re-marry an adulterous
woman. The suggestion bas been made therefore. that the incident
The availabIe interpretative pattems’ of a modem reader will differ considerably from those of
the ancient reader of the Biblical text. The modem reader naturalizes the Biblical text in a wav
that vas neyer envisioned bv the original writers.
Culler. Structuralist Poetics. 143.
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took place in a vision or a dream and was neyer carried out in real
life, or that the story was told as a parable or an allegory. Ibn Ezra.
Mairnonides. and Kimbi advance the first view. while the Targum.
Rashi and Hieronymous express the second view.3
These interpretations rest on the premise that God is consistent and supports the
cultural codes of a patriarchal society: lie therefore would flot issue a command
that would undermine its norms and stereotypes. The command creates an ethical
and moral dilemma for the reader; both ancient and modem interpreters have
attempted to naturalize this by consigning the command to a non-actual state.36
This form of naturalization locates the “strange’ or “deviant” behavior of God in
the subjective world of the prophet, and in doing so bypasses a potential shifi in
the cuhural understanding of God.

In this example, when Hosea faiTs to

naturalize according to cultural codes. readers revert to the strategy of the first
level ofnaturalization—assigning the command to a dream or vision.

1.2.3

Naturalization by Switching Genres

During the reading process. a reader relates the content of a text to literary norms
that give it meaning and coherence.

The function of genre conventions is essentially to establish a
contract between writer and reader so as to make certain relevant
expectations operative and thus to permit both compliance with
and deviation from accepted modes of intelligibility. A statement
will be taken differently if found in an ode and in a comedy.37
.

.

Genres are uniform panems that operate at syntactic. semantic. and pragmatic
levels to construct the world of a text. Moreover. readers use their understanding
Abraham J. Heschel. The Prophets, (IPC: New York: HarperCollins, 2001). 65
Yvonne Sherwood chronicles the discomfort this text causes to a long succession ofpatriarchal
interpreters calling it the strange case of the missing prostitute. The assumption behind most
critical revisions of the marnage is that the text should uphold logical categonies and preserve a
proper distance between antitheses. and that it should ensure that the onlv relationship between a
man of God and such a woman is a platonic (asexual) one. Yvonne Sherwood. The Prostit etc
and the Prophet: Hosea s Marricige in Literan-Theoreiical Perspective. (GCT 2: ed. Cheryl
Exum; JSOTSupp 212: ed. David J. A. CImes. Philip R. Davies: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press. 1996). 81.
Culler. Structuralist Poetics. 147.
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of genres to guide their construction of the textual world: genre [is] a
henneneutical device that enables the fusing of horizons of both text and reader.
while maintaining the integrity of both.

When a text does flot conform to the

norms of a particular genre. readers will assign it to another one that
accommodates the strange or deviant element. for example, supematural beings
are perfectly acceptable in a fairy tale or legend. whereas they fail to be
naturalized in a “realistic’ novel.39

What constitutes the genre of a prophetic text? Scholars have studied the genre
conventions of prophetic texts by relating them to oracles, lawsuits (rib).
messenger speech and their characteristic formulas. These forms are rooted in
specific instances of actual world experience (in other words they have a Sitz im
Leben). In some cases. the genre conventions of these smaller forrns have been
enlarged or extended to describe the conventions underlying the transmission of
the entire contents of prophetic texts (for example. messenger speech formulas.)
However. they have flot successfully defined the genre of a prophetic book.
probably because their specific. actual world setting caimot be extended to
describe an entire hook.4°

1.2.4

Exposing the Naturalization 0f Conventions

Culler describes a counter-conventional reading as an explicit citation of. or
opposition to the conventions of a particular genre.

The text brings to the

attention of the reader the artificial nature of those conventions. According to

Bo-Krister Ljungberg. “Genre and Forrn Criticism in Oid Testament Exegesis” in Biblical
Hehreu and Discourse Linguistics. (ed. Roben D. Bergen: Dallas: Summer Institute of
Linguistics. 1994). 421.
Strict boundaries between genres are no longer the norm in modem literature. as postmodemism
“fuses” genres.
Present scholarship is extending form criticism bevond traditional “forms”: “At the end of the
twentieth century. form criticism has changed markedly. Form-critical approaches are concemed
at present with the analysis of large and small literary units. the interrelationship between text and
audience (both ancient and modem). the oral and wriflen character oftexts. the impact ofcultural
seuing in relation to both the formulation oftexts and their reception. and texts as an expression of
lnguage systems.” Marvin A. Sweenev and Ehud ben Zvi. “Introduction” in Tue Changing face
tin.’ TwenR-First CentuR. (ed. Marvin A. Sweeney and Ehud ben Zvi:
qf Forai Criticisai
Grand Rapids. Ml: Eerdmans. 2003). 5.
.
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Culler. in narrative texts, ‘to naturalize it at this level is to read it as a statement
about the writing of novels. a critique of mimetic fiction, an illustration of the
production of a world by language.”4’ This causes the reader to read the genre of
the text in opposition to the discourse that exposes ils artificial nature.
An example of this type of naturalization occurs when a narrator either denies or
draws attention to the conventions of the genre lie is operating within. Cervantes
draws attention to the artificial nature of Don Quixote (and kiils off his main
character). in order to stop bis work from being plagiarized. In this citation lie
addresses the reader directly and personally:

advierte que consideres que esta segunda parte de Don Quijote
que te oftezco es cortada dcl mismo artifice y dcl mesmo paflo que
la primera, y que en ella te doy a Don Quijote difatado, y.
finalmente. muerto y sepultado. porque ninguno se atreva a
levantarle nuevos testimonios.
A similar (though less polemical) strategy can be seen in the introduction to
Luke’s gospel, where the narrator draws attention to the truth value of his work:
Since many have undertaken to set down an orderly account of the
events that have been fulfilled among us. just as they werc handed
on to us by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and
servants of the word, I too decided. afier investigating everything
carefully from thc very first, to write an orderly account for you,
most excellent Theophilus, so that you may know the truth
conceming the things about which you have been instructed. 1:1-4
This level ofnaturalization does not occur in Hosea 1-3.

4!

CuIler.Structura/ist Poetics. 150.
Miguel de Cervantes u Saavedra. E! Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Otn,iote de la Mancha. in Obras
Conip/etcis. To,no II. (Madrid: Ediciones Aguilar. 1970). 1489.
However in Hosea 14. the speaker draws the reader’s attention to his or her own reaction to the
content ofthe text: Those ‘ho are tvise understand these things: those who are discerning know
them. For the wavs ofthe Lord are right. and the upright walk in them. but transgressors stumble
in them.” (Hosea 14: 9. NRSV).
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1.2.5

Dialectical Reading without Synthesis

Naturalization at this level involves reading a text in relation to another particular
work. and exploring their differences and similarities. Ihe conventions of parody
or irony are some devices of naturalization. for example. Cervantes’ novel Don
Quixote de la Mancha is a parody of the novels of chivalry. and the tradition of
courtly love. In this type of reading. the reader must keep in mmd two structures
of meaning. the conventions of the novels of chivalry and court]y love, and the
convention of Cervantes’ novel.

It is the discrepancies between the two

conventions that alert the reader that parody or irony may be taking place.

Culler limits this fifth level of naturalization to the vehicles of irony and parody.
In lis article on the prophet Obadiah, however, Robert Robinson objects to the

narrow focus Culler gives to this level: “The category rnight better be called
explicitly intertextuality. one text commenting on another specific text without
limiting the relationship between the two to parody or irony.’”44 For example. the
superscriptions of the prophetic texts invite the reader to read intertextually,
keeping in mmd the narratives in Kings and Chronicles that help to locate the
prophetic text in history. Given the explicit location of biblical texts within a
canon, and particularly, the location of Hosea among the twelve minor prophets.
this level of naturalization is extremely important for the interpretation of
prophecy.

To summarize. this brief survey of naturalization lias shown how readers can
expand the characteristics of the world of a text to include strange or deviant
elernents that do flot occur in actual world experience. The first two levels of

naturalization deal with the actual world as it is.” a strategy that includes the
phvsical properties of the world. the entities that populate it. and cultural norms
and stereotypes that define expected pattems of behavior and belief. The next

Robert B. Robinson. “Levels of Naturalization in Obadiah’ in The Prophets: À Sheffield
Reader. (BS 42: ed. Philip R. Davies: Sheffleld: Sheffield Academic Press. 1996). 358.
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three levels of naturalization—switching genres, exposing the conventions of a
genre and reading inter-textually—touch upon the rhetorical impact of the world
of the text. The articulation of these reading strategies allows us to investigate
why the strange or deviant elements in Hosea resist naturalization (as a narrative
text.)

Section 1 .1 explored the ways in which Hosea resists naturalization of
element of the world of a text—the representation of time—considered to be a

salient feature of narratives:

‘. .

.time is. .a constitutent factor of both story
.

(histoire) and text (récit.) The pecularity of verbal narrative is that in it time is
constitutive both of the means of representation (language) and of the object
represented (the incidents of the story.)”45 But there are other elements that
construct the world of a prophetic text that could play an equally prominent role.
Using Gérard Genette’s theory as a guide, we have shown that represented speech
is the distinguishing characteristic of prophetic texts, for this reason. we narrow
the focus of our inquiry to reported speech in section 1 .2.6.

1.2.6

Naturalizing the “Textuality” of Represented Speech

Reported speech is the representation of a supposedly oral event. and the
circumstances in which it occurred (speaker, addressee, time, and sometimes
location.)

In an oral context. the copresence and interaction of the speaker and

addressee binds language to an immediate social context.

“The nature of

conversational language and conversational consciousness is dependent on their
situatedness. Written language is desituated, the environment and circumstances
of its production and reception having minimal influence on the language itself
and consciousness.”46 Readers oftexts (narrative and prophetic) normally read as
though the language of a text were the equivalent of oral conversation, an
indication that some forrn ofnaturalization is taking place. Prophetic texts

Rimmon Kenan. Aarrative Fiction. 44.
Wallace Chafe. Discourse, Consciousness anci Tiine: The F/ow and Dispiacement of Conscions
Experience in Speaking ana’ Il rùing. (Chicago: Lniversitv of Chicago Press. 1994) 44-45.
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present a peculiar challenge in this regard.

On the one hand. the primary

emphasis ofthe text is to represent God speaking through a prophet. while at the
same time, minimizing the “textuality” of the representation.

In other words.

prophetic texts conceal the fact that they are writing about speaking.
If the representation of speech is the salient constituent that shapes the world of a
prophetic text. then the way a reader naturalizes this representation may be a key
to interpreting the text. More precisely, the way the reader naturalizes the fact
that a linear text represents a series of oral events could be highly significant for
prophetic texts.

Since direct speech consists of one speech event embedded

within another (the quoted utterance embedded in a narrator’s discourse field),
two questions derive from this issue: (1) how is narration naturalized so that it is
barely perceptible to the reader? (2) How does a reader equate direct speech with
oral conversation?

A generalized and widespread assumption by modem readers is that writing is a
mimetic representation of conversation.

the assimilation of writing to speech is deeply rooted in the
metaphysics of Western culture. To think of the written word as
simply a record of the spoken word is but one version of a
metaphysics of presence’ which locates truth in what is
immediately present to consciousness. .The tendency is thus to
read a text as if it were spoken and to try to move through the
words to recover the meaning which was present in the speaker’s
mmd at the moment of utterance, to determine what the speaker, in
that revealing phrase. had in mind.’48
.

This assumption hides the fact that when writing represents speech, displacement
takes place. The speaker-addressee relationship of verbal interaction is encased in

Umberto Eco describes this process as “an immediate connection between the linear text
manifestation and the act ofutterance.” Eco. Ro/e ofthe Reader. 16
Culler. Structuralist Poetics, 13 1-2.
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the narrator-narratee relationship that frames communication in a textual
medium.49 Eco describes this framework as a “metatextual proposition:”
When a fictional text is read, the reference to the act of utterance
has instead other functions. The more elementary resulting in
establishing a sort of metatextual proposition such as “there is
(was) a hurnan individual who utters (uflered) the text I am
presently reading and who asks for an act of suspension of
disbelief since he is (vas) speaking about a possible course of
events.’ O
.

.

Two forms of naturalization seem to operate in the narrator-narratee relationship
in a text. The first and most basic one—the assumption that the written word is
the mimetic representation of the spoken word—operates at the level of cultural
expectation. Secondly. naturalization shapes the contract that is established
between the writer and the reader as to how a particular genre should be read. For
example. Roland Barthes describes the expectations of the reader of modem
novels:

notre société escamote aussi soigneusement que possible le
codage de la situation du récit : on ne compte plus les procédés de
narration qui tentent de naturaliser le récit qui va suivre, en
feignant de lui donner pour cause une occasion naturelle, et, si l’on
peut dire, de le « désinaugurer» : romans par lettres, manuscrits
prétendument retrouvés, auteur qui a rencontré le narrateur.. La
répugnance à afficher ses codes marque la société bourgeoise et la
culture de masse qui en est issue : à l’une et à l’autre, il ne faut que
des signes qui n’aient pas l’air des signes.
.

This process ofdisplacement has been noted by scholars studying prophetic texts in the Ancient
.even the firsthand wriuen documents of prophecy. however faithfutlv they may aim
Near East:
to preserve the message delivered in the oral performance. make the prophetic words accessible
only through a scribal filter.’ Marti Nissinen. Spoken. Wrinen. Quoted and lnvented: Orality and
Wrinenness in Ancient Near Eastern Prophecv” in iVriting and Speech in lsraetite and .4ncient
;Vear Eastern Ptophecv. (SBLSS: cd. Ehud ben Zvi and Michael H. Floyd: Atlanta: Scholars
Press. 2000). 245.
Eco. Raie ofthe Reader. 17. Suspension of disbelief is itself an act of naturalization. The
reader assumes an identity between his world and the world of the text. When a discrepancy
occurs. such as a taikino horse. the reader suspends bis or her disbelief. He or she waits for more
information. so that the “talking horse” can be assimilated to the genre “fair tale” or any other
genre that does flot imitate the readers world ofexperience.
‘
Roland Barthes. Introduction à lanalvse structurale des récits.’ in L andd3’se structurale du
récit. (COM 8: Paris: Editions du Seuil. 1981). 28.
..
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Naturalization of the meta-textual proposition operates so that “signs. do flot
appear to be signs.’ Readers suppress awareness of the presence or function of a
.

.

nan-ator (usually third person narrator) unless the narrator is explicitly given a
“naturar setting (flrst person narrator).52 If readers naturalize the process of
communication

(Ï ‘instance

d’énonciation)

in

narrative

texts

so

that

it

disappears.” do they operate in the same way when reading prophetic texts?
Prophetic texts (unlike narratives) offer the reader a unique opportunity to ensure
that the act of narration in the text is almost imperceptible. As we have seen in
section 1 .1, the underlying paradigm or sequence of events in the text (histoire) is:
God speaks to the prophet. who speaks to the people. This means that the primary
events at the histoire and récit level are speech events: and therefore it is easy to
assume that this paradigm at the same time constitutes the act of narration. This
process is illustrated in the Figure 1:
God—* prophet —*
Prophetic paradigm

people

histoire = récit = narration

=

=

narration for meta-textua proposition)
Narrator—narratee retationship

Figure 1: Naturalizing the Act of Narration in a Prophetic Text
In other words. the reader assumes that the prophetic paradigm perfomis the same
function as the narrator—narratee relationship. This naturalization begins with
the superscriptions in prophetic texts. A typical example such as. “The word of
Yahweh which came to X in the time of Y.. describes the first step in the
.

paradigm—God speaks to the prophet—and at the same time encodes the
presence of a third person narrator (through third person reference).

One assumption underhing this thesis is that the human voice in Ecos metatextual proposition
is not necessarilv the author(s) of a text. Furthermore. the author of a text is flot alwavs the voice
of the narrator: “only some . . propositions corne &orn an authorial source. whereas others corne
from a source w whorn the power of narration has been delegated with different degrees of
authorization. Ronen. Possiblc’ IJor/ds. 92.
.
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The assimilation of writing to speech, or the naturalization of narration, in
prophetic texts is also fostered by the fact that action events and quotation frames
in the narrator’s domain are minimized. In Hosea, for example the superscription
is followed by four successive quotation frames in the narrator’s domain, which
eventually disappears:

Yahweh said to Hosea 1:2
Yahweh said to him... 1:4
Hesaidtohim... 1:6
Hesaid... 1:9
...

The reader is lefi with unftamed speech (2: 1-25), so that it appears that the text
has broken away from the fefters of its narrative ftamework to return to its “oral”
ongins. This is an illusion.

The fact that a reader of prophetic text struggies to discem boundanes between
the speech domains of different characters betrays the absence and need for the
narrative framework. In an oral context, the conversation between a speaker and
addressee is situated or bound to an immediate social context via the co-presence
and interaction ofthe two participants. Wnflen Janguage, on the other hand, must
provide a pragmatic context for reported speech so that the reader can assign it to
the correct speaker.

Prophetic texts undermine this process by minimizing

quotation frames.

Naturalization of the act of uflerance, or narration in prophetic texts wavers
between two extremes. On the one hand, the reader can be led to believe that the
prophetic paradigm is equivalent to the act of narration; while on the other, the
reader becomes increasingly aware of the absence of reference to the narrative
framework. Interpreters of prophetic texts have attempted to ovemde this

Ml translations are by the author, except when noted.
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ambiguity by providing a pragmatic context. The Targums for example. insert
quotation frames where they do flot exist in the Hebrew version ofa text:4

One may appreciate the broad latitude available to the
interpretation of speaking voices in the prophets by a glance at
later targurnic attempts to resolve some of the text’s vagueness
The lack of clarification on the one hand (the Hebrew text) and the
penchant to remove ambiguity on the other (the Targum) emanate
from distinctly different conceptions ofhow to read a text.’
In this section we have seen that narrative and prophetic texts foster the
naturalization of their ‘textuality” by minimizing the appearance of the narrator
narratee relationship. They conceal the displacement that is typical of a written
text by providing a plausible context for the metatextual proposition” or by
minimizing the representation of the narrator in the text.

However, prophetic

texts have an additional avenue for reducing the saliency of the narrative
framework, and thus fostering naturalization.

The prophetic paradigm—God

speaks to the prophet. who speaks to the people—is a series of speech events, so
that a reader can equate them with the function of narration in the text. In this
case. writing is assimilated to or equated with a specific series of speech events.

In the following section we take a doser look at the way scholars have studied the
prophetic paradigrn, without an awareness of the act of utterance or metatextual
proposition that underlies a prophetic text. Section 1.3 begins by defining the
prophetic paradigm more precisely. It then examines studies that have been
carried out at each stage of the paradigm in order to see how the role of
represented speech has been understood in prophetic texts. The goal is to see

For example. in the Book of Hosea, the Targum Jonathan does flot insert quotation frames in
chapters l-2. However. in chapter 3. it inserts: Oprophet! S to her: ‘Congregation ofisrael...
(3:3). This quotation frame explicitly identifies the woman in the text as the congregation of
lsrael. thus fleshing out the storyline ofthe chapter. What is remarkable is that it does flot do this
for Hosea 2. where the plot or storvline is much less evident. See Kevin J.Cathcart and Robert P.
Gordon. The Targum ofthe Minor Prophets: Translated with a Critical introduction, Apparatus
and Notes. (ArB. 14: Edinburgh: T & T Clark. 1989).
Sarnuel A. Meier, Speaking of Speaking: Marking Direct Discourse in the Hebrew Bible.
(Vlsup 46: cd. J.A. Enienon et al.: Leiden: E.J. BriIl. 1992). 207.
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whether scholars are aware of the embedded nature of represented speech in a
textual environment.

1.3

Studies of the Process of Prophetic Communication

lnitially, scholars attempted to read prophetic texts at Culler’s first two levels of
naturalization: (1) as a representation of the real world, or (2) by leaming the
cultural norms and stereotypes of the prophet’s milieu.

However, as the

limitations of previous approaches are understood more fully and new
methodologies employed. other reading strategies have been taken more
seriously. These changes are flot limited to the use and adaptation of new tools,
but have been defined as a paradigm switch.”56 In “A Story of Two Paradigm
Shifts,” Robert P. Gordon describes several elements that have put pressure on the
old paradigm: (1) new historical information. (2) new methodologies for
reconstructing the role of prophets in their social milieu. and (3) attention to the
final form of a prophetic text.57

Furthermore, archeological discoveries of

prophetic texts outside of ancient Israel question the “uniqueness” of Biblical
prophecy. both in terms of its process and content.

Historical criticism established itself as the paradigm for interpreting the “writing
prophets” (those who have books named for them) during the first half of the
twentieth century. The prophetic books were read against the backdrop of the
social environment and the historical time of each particular prophet as it could be
reconstructed from other biblical books, and from information gained from the
developing field of biblical archeology. On this basis. “historical critics during

56

Paradigm can be defined as an ideal standard or pauern. In this case. assumptions underlying
the historical critical method have been used to determine the origin. historical milieu, and
(chrono1oica1) coherence ofa text.
Robert P. Gordon. A Storv of Two Paradigm Shifis” in The Place is Too Smal//àr Us The
Israelite Prophets in Recent Scholarship. (ed. Robert P. Gordon. SBTS: cd David W. Baker:
Winona Lake. Indiana: Eisenbrauns. 1995). 3-26.
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the nineteenth and early twentieth century initiated the quest for the very words of
the individual prophets.”8

As scholars realized that prophetic texts could flot be read in relation to one
particular historical period. they began to hypothesize about the process of the
transmission of the texts. and the history of their redaction over time.

The

collectors and redactors of each layer altered the original text in order to make the
contents relevant to their particular period and milieu.59 Instead of a “fixed”
template that reflected an unchanging “real world” scenario, biblical scholars
were dealing with historical realities, and cultural codes that changed over time.

B)’ the mid- twentieth century, many prophetic texts were described as incoherent,
chaotic. or at best collections or anthologies of oracles and sayings collected over
time. The idea that each book might 5e a coherent unit was abandoned in favor of
smaller units or forms. such as oracles, that were easily defined by their content
and the identity ofthe addressee.6°

Recent publications have stressed the necessity of re-evaluating the nature of
prophetic literature. D.L. Petersen suggests that the source of the methodological
impasse is the fact that scholars have vastly underestimated the complexity of this

58Ferdinand Deist. “The Prophets: Are We Heading for a Paradigm Switch?” in The Place is Too
Sniall for Us The Israelite Prophets in Recent SchoÏarship, (eU. Robert P. Gordon, SBTS. 5, cd.
David W. Baker: Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns), 583.
Cullers definition ofnaturalization describes this approach to reading the text: “Naturalization
proceeds
the assumption that action is intelligible, and cultural codes specify the forms of
intelligibility.’ The definition assumes that a text is read in relation to a specific historical period.
Cul 1er. Stritcturulist Poetics, 143
60
For example. oracles ofjudgment, salvation, oracles directed to Israel, to other nations were
identified and related to a particular Sit_- 1m Lehen. Often the social settings they were related to
were also based on scholarly reconstructions of lsraelite society. A setting that generated intense
interest was that ofprophecy in a cultic environment. “Gunkel listed several speech forms used by
prophets—somzs. liturgies. parables. priestly torah—but distinguished these carefully from forms
specific and peculiar to prophecv. ofwhich he believed the most ancient to be the oracle against a
foreign and hostile land. At this point the error noted earlier enters into play. in that several form
critics of prophetic speech were lcd to assume that traditional liturgical forms, when used by
prophets. could serve as evidence that these prophets held a cultic office.’ ]oseph Blenkinsopp. .4
Histon ofProphecv in Jsrae/ (revised and enlarged; Louisville: Westminster John Knox. 1996).
23.
“:
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literature.

6!

Prophecy in the Hebrew Bible covers a spectrum from the oral

transmission of(primarily) oral events. to transcrihed orality. to utterances refined
by their literary formulation:

Whereas some scholars stress the difference between these two
foci [oral and written transmission] and wam that thev should be
kept apart in historical-critical studies. many others sense that the
two are flot too distant—for instance. that the prophetic books bare
at least in part some form of “transcribed oraIity’ or that the world
described in the literary text resembles in the main the actual
historical world ofthe monarchic prophets.62
Factors contributing to the complexity of prophetic texts are: (1) the successive
layers of redaction that a prophetic text may have undergone throughout its
historv; (2) different traditions of interpretation (3) the adaptation of a Iiterary
genre over time: and (4) the importance that prophetic texts held for diverse
interpreting communities. Another factor is varying levels of literacy among the
transmitters of the prophetic texts:

.

.

.

do we then have a process. or at least the

beginning of a process. in which the characteristics of high literacy is
anachronistically attributed to figures who were mainly or exclusively associated
with oral prophetic proclamation?”63

Finally. a major concern is the question of how poetry and prose interact to
produce a meaningful whole, and how this impacts on a prophetic text. Roy F.
Melugin states that the very language of the biblical text stands in the way of
historical reconstruction. Metaphorical or highly figurative texts construct worlds
that are far removed from the actual world:

6

D.L. Petersen. Rethinking the Nature of Prophetic Literature’ in Prophecv and Prophets: The
Diversirt’ of Contemporan Issues in Scholarship (SBLSS: ed. Y. Gitav: Atianta: Scholars Press.
1997). 23-40.
62
Ehud ben Zvi, “Introduction: Writinos. Speeches and the Prophetic Books—Sening an Agenda”
in Wtitings and Speech in tsraetite and ,-lncient Aear Eastern Prophecv. (ed. Ehud ben Zvi and
Michael H. FIod: SBLSS 10: ed. Christopher R. Matthews: Atlarna: Society of Biblical
Literature. 2000). 24.
Ehud ben Zvi. “Introduction: Writings. Speeches and the Prophetic Books.” 25.
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Poetic language creates its own world. Like a seif-contained work
of sculpture. poetic discourse seems to shape a world of its own
which can be strikingly independent in its referentiai function. The
poetrys own worid” probiematizes the quest for the historicai
prophet, and makes the study of the aesthetics of literature vital.
even for historicai criticism.
A striking shifi is evident among these calis for a re-evaluation of the prophetic
genre: scholars no longer speak soieiy of the redactional history, or the forms of
prophetic speech of the text as the object of inquiry. They are beginning to view
prophecy flot as an artifact or process from the past. but as a textuai world rooted
in the past that also generates meaning in the present. In his comments on Isaiah
53. David J.A. Cimes says: “A literary text creates an alternative “world,” another
set of principies. values. relationships, and perceptions, which then confronts the
reader. The result is a conflict between two worids. two ways of seeing things,
which puts the bail in the reader’s court.6D

Each of these attempts to define the prophetic genre assumes an impiicit paradigm
or modei of communication that underlies the text.

Schoiars who focus on

recuperating the oral setting for prophetic texts assume that the underiying model
of communication for the text is the sequence: God speaks to the prophet. who
then speaks to the peopie. In section 1.1. we proposed that this paradigm is the
sequence of events that Genette cails histoire in a narrative text. However, since
this histoire is transmitted through a text, it is mediated through a narrator
narratee relationship that is typical of narratives.66 Readers who do flot take into
account the ‘textuaiization” of oral events wiii not recognize the possibility that
the prophetic paradigm and the narrative framework may both be operating in a
prophetic text.
64

R.F. Melugin. Prophetic Boo[s and the Problem ofHistorical Reconstruction, in Prophets ami
Paradigms: Essavs in Honor of Gene M. Tucker. (ed. S.B. Reid. JSOTSup. 229; Sheffield:
Sheffleld Acadernic Press. 1996). 70-71.
6
David J.A. Cimes. Language as EvenC in “The Place is Too Smull for Us”. The Jsraelite
Prophets in Recent Scholarship, (SBTS. 5. ed. Robert P. Gordon. reprinted from 1, He, We and
Ther: A Literarv Approach to Jsaiah 53: JSOTsup 1: Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1976. 53-6 and 5965: Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns. 1995) 167.
From now on. the narrator—narratee relationship wilI be referred to as the narrative frameworh.
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Section 1.3A analyzes differences between the prophetic paradigm and the
process of communication associated with narrative texts. h then illustrates the
complex series of events that are part of the prophetic paradigrn. This tool can
then be used to evaluate the resuits of previous research on prophetic texts,
focusing especialÏy on how scholars perceived the representation of speech in
prophetic texts.

1.3.1

The Process of Communication in Prophecy

How does the underlying model of communication affect the representation of
speech in the text? As we have seen. narrative texts entail two dual relationships
-narrator-narratee. and speaker-addressee—embedded one within another.

This

embedding is one of the characteristics of reported speech. In narrative texts. the
content provided through the narrator-narratee relationship is much more
dominant than the quoted speech of any given speaker-addressee pair. Although
I ai-id 2 Kings. for example. are considered “prophetic” texts because prophets are
important characters throughout, reported speech, and more speciflcally. oracles
are rnuch less dominant than narration.
Prophetic texts focus on the prophet”s experience of intermediation. therefore his
status affects the underlying paradigm or sequence of events in the text. The
prophet is both addressee and speaker (but flot necessarily a partner in dialogue).67
The model is composed oftwo “consecutive” speech events: inspiration and
proclamation. During inspiration, the speaker is Yahweh (Y), and the addressee

The term prophetic paradigm has been used by Brian Peckham to refer to the type of literature
created b\ lsaiah. Amos and Hosea in the eighth centurv: “Thev spoke. as the authors ofthe epic
and the sequel had wrinen. about the fail of Samaria and its repercussions for ]udah. Thev spoke
flot oniv about the facts as the’ saw them but about the interpretation that the events had received
in their histories that were pubiished before them. They addressed. in particular. the covenant bias
of the epic and the sequel and in their oracles anempted to aUj ust these foundations of belief to
atree with the faith oftheir ancestors. Their works. above ail the prophecy of Isaiah. became the
iiterary models and historical paradiams for ail the prophets who foliowed them.’ Brian Peckharn.
Hiçto’ and Prophecï: The Developinent ofLate Judean Literan- Traditions. (ABRL: Doubleda
New York. 1993.) 133. In this thesis. the term prophetic paradigrn is used specificaiiv to refer to
the sequence ofevents that show God speakine to the prophet. who then speaks to the people.
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is the prophet (P). Proclamation introduces a shifi in the prophet’s role from
addressee to speaker. and introduces a new addressee, the people oflsrael (Is).
Figure 2 illustrates these differences:

Narrative Text
Narrator

Speaker

Addressee

Inspiration

Proclamation

Narratee

Prophetic Text

Speaker (Y)

Addressee (P)
Speaker (P) Addressee (Is)

YYahweh, P prophet, IsPeople of Israel

Figure 2: Narrative and Prophetic Process of Communication68
The vertical lines illustrate the embedding of one speech event within another in

narrative texts. The process of communication in a prophetic text involves two
successive speech events.69 In a prophetic text. the person of the prophet is a
pivotal point between two very different contexts of speech; one originates in a
supematural world, the other in the actual world of human existence.7°

The prophet is a transmitter of knowledge. of a “word of God” between God and
lis people—a seemingly simple two-step process, which. as research progressed
lias been shown to be quite complex.
68

It involves transmission from God.

Althouh this diagram shows inspiration and proclamation as two successive events, in practice
they can be represented in the text in a different order (cf. Amos).
69
This fact has been explicitly recognized and analyzed in recent scholarship. For this analysis
from a discourse linguistic perspective see: H. van Dyke Parunak, “Some Discourse Functions of
Prophetic Quotation Formulas in Jeremiah in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics. (ed.
Robert D. Bergen: Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 1994) 489-519. Marti Nissinen
develops this idea in relation to Ancient Near Eastern prophecy. Marti Nissinen. “Spoken.
Wrinen. Quoted and Invented.’ 239-40.
°
Chapter 2 wiÏÏ illustrate the wav the prophetic paradigm is embedded within the narrative
framework shown abo\e.
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reception by the prophet. followed by re-transmission from the prophet, and
reception by the people. The simplified process is shown in Figure 3, as well as
the analyzed” version of the process. along with the two traditional terms for the
stages of transmission—(l) inspiration and (2) proclamation:

(1) Inspiration71

(2) Proclamation

a. God

,

b. Transmission
c. Speaker

-

Prophet

People

Reception

+

Re-transmission

Reception

Addressee

+

Speaker

Addressee

Figure 3: Paradigm or Process of Communication in a Prophetic Text

Row “a” shows the prophet as a pivotal point between God and the people. Row
“b” analyzes this process in terms of transmission and reception. In row “c” the
same categories are expressed using terms relating to reported speech. God is the
speaker; the prophet the addressee, as well as a speaker; and the people are the
final addressees targeted by the process of communication.

Reading the prophetic paradigm in relation to the actual world bas raised issues
that have preoccupied scholars for more than a century: Which stages of the
process of communication in a prophetic text were oral? Whicb stages were
written?

Is a prophet aiways a speaker?

Did the ultimate addressees in the

process always receive the “word of God” in oral form. or was it written down
and tben proclaimed?

J. Lindblom uses the terni inspiration to refer to the state of an individual who performs actions
and proclaims ideas in a state of intense mental excitement. He differentiates this from ecstasy
where the inspired person loses control of himself. (J. Lindblom. Prophecv in Ancieni Israel,
(Philadeiphia: Fortress Press. 1962). 35.) In this diagram we use it more generally to refer to the
process of transmission from Yahweh to the prophet. which Biblical texts do not necessarily show
happening in a state ofheightened awareness. For example. the Book of Hosea does not explicitly
refer to the psychological state ofthe prophet. The reader does not hear him argue or object to the
particular circumstances of his cail. nor does the text describe or represent a vision or ecstatic
experience.
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Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 analyze the resuits of research of prophetic texts in
relation to the paradigm.

This wilI contribute to our understanding of how

scholars have naturalized each stage in the paradigm. and allows us to sifi through
the tools that have been used so far to analyze reported speech in prophetic texts.
Section 1.3.2 looks at the representation of the inspiration stage focusing on the
experience of the prophet. Section 1.3.3 analyzes the proclamation stage with
special attention to the representation of speech.

1.3.2

Inspiration: The Prophet as the Pivotai Point in the Prophetic Paradigm

The way the prophet achieves true contact with God is the issue that underlies
research on the inspiration stage. For this reason. scholars have investigated the
nature of visions and ecstatic experiences relating them to the terminology used in
the Hebrew Bible to refer to the prophet and his function. Scholars have focused
on the prophet’s role as a bridge between two worlds:

The prophet stands between the human and divine worlds and has
strong ties to both. As a human being delivering divine messages
to a specific audience. the prophet is intimately involved with a
particular historical society. Yet at the same time the prophet
participates in the supernatural world, which is the source of his
oracles. Although both aspects ofthe prophets existence must be
carefully studied in order to obtain an accurate understanding of
the prophetic process. scholars have oflen concentrated on the
second.72
However, they rarely reflect upon how the representation of these experiences is
carried out in a text.

for example. the prophet’s contact with God could be

represented as an interior. subjective experience, or exteriorized as a dialogic
exchange. Each of these strategies would condition the way reported speech and
consciousness is used to represent the event.

R.R. Wilson. “Interpreting lsrae1s Religion: An Anthropological Perspective on the Problem of
False Prophecy.” Sociologiccil -1pproaches to the O/d Testament. (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1966). 71.
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Sections 1 .3.2.1-2 explore the inspiration of the prophet when it is represented as
an interior experience (vision. ecstasy etc.). or exteriorized as a messenger or
participant in a divine council. Each section briefly summarizes research on the
prophetic corpus. and where appropriate. concepts are related to the book of
Hosea.

1.3.2.1 Inspiration: Represented as an Internalized Experience
Scholars have studied terms that designate prophets in the Hebrew Scriptures
hoping they would give an indication of how the prophet came into contact with
God. The history and use of terms such as nabi’ (translated by the LXX as
prophetes). 1ozeh (seer). ro ‘eh (seeing). man of God. and mal ok (messenger)
have received a lot of attention. Each term adds a different nuance to the process
of reception. and the prophet’s role as the addressee in the inspiration part of the
prophetic paradigm.

The first three terms refer to experiences within the

consciousness ofthe prophet. Man of God and mal ok imply this experience.

Three terrns—nabi’, l7ozeh and ro ‘eh—refer to a subjective experience involving
either ecstasy or perception. What does the term nabi’ mean? The Septuagint uses
the word prophetes to designate the “one who speaks for another’ or interprets the
divine mmd. and consistently uses it as an equivalent term for the Hebrew word
nabi

‘.

The prophet might receive inspiration via dreams, visions, ecstatic,

mystical experiences, and divinatory practices.

The reception of a message

from God can also occur through non-verbal, visual experience. Two words that
focus on the act of perceiving—ro ‘eh and J7ozeh —are used in close proximity in

73

Bruce Vawter, ‘introduction to Prophetic Literature.” in The Je,’o,ne Biblical Cominentan. (eU,
Ravrnond Brown. Joseph Fitzrnver. Roland E. Murphv: London: Geoffrev Chapman. 1990), 188.
4
Philo’s viev of the prophetic experience was adopted bv the Church Fathers. However. the
Montanist’s clainis that ecstasv was the hihest form ofrevelation soon created a counter-reaction,
and the Fathers asserted that the prophet does flot lose control of his will and judgrnent under the
influence of the Spirit. This view prevailed throughout the Middle Ages and is illustrated by
Aquinas. who places the exercise of this charism in the intellect. “The things which this gifi
rnanifests to the prophet are normally truths hidden to the mmd, and which are flot known to him
except through supernatural intervention.” Paul Synave and Pierre Benoit. Prophecv and
Inspiration: .1 Com,nenta,’v on the Summa Theological II—II. Questions 171—Ï 78, (Ne’ York:
Desclée. 1961). 63.
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biblical texts to designate perception of Gods self and actions (Psaim 63:3).
Ro ‘eh. the Hebrew word for seeing. can refer to speciai perception of non-actual
beings and events. When the word appears in the niphal or hiphiL it can mean to
appear’ or cause to perceive respectively. Hozeh is used in Psalms 11:7 and
17:15 to designate perception ofGod by human beings. It also appears in relation
to the word a’in other texts: ‘In Chronicles... hozeh (seef) alternates with
nabi’ (and indeed ro ‘eh) in quite a stylized way. The situation is quite different
in Samuel-Kings.

Seer and ‘vision’ make only four appearances in these

books—and ‘prophef is part of each context. though perhaps not aiways an
original part.”7

What happens within the intemwdiary? Both B. Duhm and H.Gunkel claimed
that prophets received their message in an altered psychological state.76 Later, G.
Wilscher claimed that Israel inherited ecstatic behavior from its Canaanite
predecessors.77

J. Lindblom described contact between the prophet and the

supematural as inspiration” and ecstasy. as a heightened state of inspiration:
‘inspiration is the more general term. Inspiration appears as a mental excitement
and exaltation in general. I prefer to use the term ecstasy when inspiration bas
grown so strong that the inspired person bas lost full control of himself”78
However, recent research based on sociological models finds that there is no firm
evidence that ecstasy is the only characteristic oflsraelite prophecy:

a systematic consideration of prophetic role enactment reveals
that ecstatic behavior occurs rarely, if at ail, among IsraeFs
prophets. Further. when one recognizes that prophets could enact
their roles at a variety of behavioral levels. attempts to delimit one

A. Graeme Auld. “Prophets Through the Looking Glass: Between Writing and Moses” in The
Propheis: .4 Sheffie/d Reader, (BS 42: ed. Philip R. Davies: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press.
1996). 31.
Bernard Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja, (Gôuingen:Vendenhoeck and Ruprecht. ]982). Herman
Gunkel ‘Die geheimen Erfahrungen der Propheten lsraels” (SAT. lI. 2. ed. H. Schmidt: Giittingen:
Vaendenhoeck and Ruprecht. 1915).
G. Hôlscher. Die Propheten: Untersuchiingen .ur Religionsgeschichte Israels. (Leipzig: J.C.
Hinrichs. 1914).
Johannes Lindblom, Proph’cv in .1ncient Istae/. 8.
‘
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beliavioral type. e.g.. trance or possession behavior.
characteristic ofprophetic activity are impossible to sustain.79

as

Even the Biblical text itself shows skepticism conceming the reliability of ecstasy
as a locus ofrevelation:

The ecstatic experience transformed the prophet. made him
another man” (1 Sam 10:11). In sucli a state. his antics could
become grotesque. so that lie could be called with rough familiarity
‘a madman’ (2Kgs 9:11). while his profession was regarded as
hardly in keeping with responsible. respectable citizenship (1 Sam
10:11). In ancient times littie distinction was made among psychic
abnormalities. whetlier they originated in inspiration. frenzy or
insanity. Certainly this condition was tlie medium of genuine
religious experience in which true contact was achieved with God.
There is no doubt. too. that it could easily be a source of delusion
and superstition. as the later polemics of the classical prophets
against the nebiim show.8°
To summarize. nabi (as h is used in the Hebrew text) describes the prophet’s
reception of the message from God. usually through some inner subjective
experience. The LXX’s translation of nabi as prophetes—one who speaks for
God—broadens the semantic field related to the term so that it includes the re
transmission of the message.

The prophet’ s dual fiinction as addressee and

speaker seems to be reflected in the original Hebrew term, as it is amplified by the
Greek translation.

Two other terms define prophetic figures in their relationship to God as divine
agents. but do flot describe the reception of a message or commission as a
subjective experience. Man of God’ introduces several prophetic figures (Elijah.
Elisha. Samuel. Moses and David. as well as an unidentified prophet in lKings

David L. Petersen. “Ecstasy and Role Enactment.” in ‘Tue Place is Too Small for Us”: The
Israelite Prophets in Recent Scholarship. (SBTS. 5: ed. Robert P. Gordon: Winona Lake. Indiana:
Eisenbrauns. 1995). 288. This brief survey of the impact of the social sciences is narrowly
focused on the issue of inspiration. Describing the entire contribution of socio1og and
anthropologv to studies ofprophetic texts is bevond the scope ofthis survey.
9°Bruce Vawter. tntroduction to Prophetic Literature.’ I $8.
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13) in the Hebrew Bible, but it is flot used extensively. The term is more general
than those we have examined so far, and does flot make direct reference to the
processes of reception and re-transmission in the prophetic paradigm. The second
term mal ‘ak, or messenger is found in the titie of the Malachi, and appears in
Zechanah, Isaiah 37:36 and Hosea 12:5.81 In the narrative books, the term
‘messenger’ is used to designate characters ranging from Abraham to Elijah.
Mal ‘ak is a role that refers directly to the proclamation stage in the prophetic
paradigm, and presumes that the commissiomng ofthe messenger has taken place.

Scholars disagree about how closely the tenns discussed above refer to an actual
world experience. Graeme Auld concludes that the cluster of terms described
above--Nabi, seer and messenger—cannot necessarily be related to a recognized
office or roÏe in society:

The evidence reviewed suggests refmement by supplementation,
rather than alteration or suppression of terminology already in our
texts. The earlier biblical tradition may have been less interested
in designation—and so too perhaps in ‘office.’ It remembered
some ofthe names: ofthose who had ‘stepped out ofline’? And if
this is so, then sound method requires us to start our quest from
these words, and flot from any institution or office.82

81

Messenger of God can mean either a human or divine agent. This ambiguity can be seen in
Redditt’s commentary on Malachi: “In 3:la God spoke of “my messenger’ who was already
preparing or was about to prepare the way of the Lord. “My messenger” in 3 la could have been
the prophet himself or the angel of God. In 3:1 b however, the redactor repeated the noun mal ‘aki,
calling him the messenger ofthe covenant and ]ooking fonvard to lis coming. The redactor thus
did not understand the prophet as the messenger. It woutd appear then that the redactor was
claiming that God had revealed the whoie book through an intermediary, that same (angelic?)
messenger whose coming 3:1 b predicted.” Pan! L. Redditt, Haggai Zechariah, and Malachi, The
New Century Bible Commenlary, (NCB; ed, Ronald E. Clements and Matthew Black; London:
HarperCollins, 1995), 162.
82
A. Graeme Auld, “Prophets Through the Looking Glass,” 34. E.J. Reveil, based on a study of
narrative texts, also concludes that terms designating prophets possibiy evoived over time: “The
use ofdifferent possible designations for prophets, then seems tess consistent than the use ofthose
for priests and kings. This lack of consistency appears mainly in the fact that the narrator uses the
title as a simple designation only for Elisha, and in the use oftwo titles “prophet” (X’D3) and “man
of God” (D’rt’2lfl
), as (apparently) free variants. The use of these two tities may reflect the
historical development of the terminology, aithough this is flot clear.” E.J. Reveil, The
Designation of hie Individual: Expressive Usage in Biblical Narrative, (CBET; ed. Tj Baarda et
al.; Kampen: KokPharos, 1996), 172.
.

.

.

.
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Auld’s conclusions have generated opposition. particularly from scholars working
from a sociological perspective. Overholt. for example. objects on the basis of
cross-cultural research. that prophecy is a social reality with roles recognized both
by society and individuals who view them as prophets.83
Although the experience of prophetic inspiration may be difficuit to discem, its
structure certainly has an impact on the way it is represented in a text. In a recent
article. David L. Petersen takes five role labels

(ro

‘eh, hozeh, nabi, man of God

and uimamed individuals) and relates them to the way they are represented in the
text:

“...

it is appropriate to think that differing kinds of prophetic activity

normally resulted in different kinds of literature.. one kind of literature will be
.

especially prominent as a reflection of one mode of prophetic behavior.”84
Petersen identifies several types of narratives, and units of reported speech that
relate to specific prophetic roles.

The experience of the

ro

‘eh or seer, for

example. is attested to by a prose chronicle or narrative, but also includes a
divinatory oracle. However. it is to the role of the nabi that he attributes the
greatest diversity of reported speech:

Various types of utterance characterize this form of prophetic
behavior. One may say that direct speech is its hallmark. These
prophets were speakers, and their utterances were of two basic
types: divine oracles, in which the deity speaks in the first person
(e.g. Hosea 11:1-7), and prophetic sayings. in which the prophet
speaks in the first person and refers to Yahweh in the third person
(e.g. Micah 3:5-8). Since admixtures of these two forms occur
with sorne regularity, however, one should flot construe them as
fundamentally different in rhetorical force. Together, these two
forms of discourse—divine oracle and prophetic speech—
constitute a third basic form ofprophetic literature.8

Thomas Overholt. “Prophecy in History: The Social Reality of 1ntermediation’ The Prophets:
A Sheffie/dReader. (BS 42: eU. Philip R. Davies: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press. 1996), 8284

David L. Petersen. Basic Forms of Prophetic Literature” in The Changing Face of Form
Criticism for the Twentv-First Centuri’. (ed. Marvin A Sweeney and Ehud ben Zvi: Grand Rapids.
MI: Eerdrnans. 2003). 270.
Petersen. Basic Forms of Prophetic Literatctre. 272.
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Unfortunately. Petersen does flot reflect upon the way these forms interact with
their setting in the text.

To conclude, types of prophetic roles in a text may shape the way the reader
naturalizes the representation of inspiration in a text. The terms (hozeh, ro ‘eh,
and nahi) usually locate inspiration in the intemaiized consciousness or
perception of the prophet himseif Thus. a present-day reader can naturalize
internai inspiration by attributing it to the prophets consciousness (levels 1 and 2
in Cuiiers list).

1.3.2.2 Inspiration: Externat Representation 0f the Prophet as the Receiver of the
Word of God
In this section we will see that some texts “externalize inspiration by
representing the prophet as a “cross-world” traveler who is allowed to participate
in the divine council. The iocus of inspiration is externai to the prophet. Although
the consciousness and perception of the prophet is invoived. it is as an active.
relatively independent agent.

In this scenario, the actual world can no longer

serve as the sole template for interpreting the text; therefore the modem reader
must naturalize this experience as a strange or deviant eiement by assigning it to a
genre rooted in the culture ofthe Ancient Near East.

Some scholars link the role ofthe prophet in the divine council with the formulas
found in the superscriptions of prophetic texts.

According to Andersen and

Freedman. the active. agentiai role of the prophet can be seen in the use of the
term dhr h—, a technical terrn for his function. In Hosea 1:2 it can be translated

as word of Yahweh in Hosea.” “word of Yahweh through Hosea,” or “word of
Yahweh with Hosea.” “In the idiom dbr b the verb is active. and in ail known
occurrences there is no other object. [and] involve[sl emphatic or unusual
.

assertions of prophetic status.’86

.

Andersen and Freedman explicitiy iink the

usage ofthis idiom to the prophets participation in the divine council:
“‘

Andersen and Freedman. Hosea, 155.
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In some cases, Yahweh speaks by, and in others with, the prophet.
Compare Zech 1:9, 13-14; 2:2,7 4:1 in which the angel is not
speaking “through” the prophet. The Habbakuk case (Rab 2:1)
offers a close parallel to the present passage. for the context there
makes clear that Rabbakuk is waiting for God’s reply to him, flot
for some message through him. Ail these passages suggest
intimate conversation between God and the prophet in the divine
council, to which lie has been admitted b)’ lis eau and to which lie
is summoned again from time to time as his work requires. .Arnos
7: 2 shows that the prophet participates in the discussion of the
heavenlv assembly and was flot merely permitted to overhear it.87
.

The divine council is a motif that “explains” the origin of the prophet’s message.
and lends authority to its transmission. It provides a context for the initial point of
the “inspiration” stage in the prophetic paradigm described above. The experience
itseÏf seerns to have a particular structure that is sometimes. but not aiways re
produced in every example: ‘On voit Dieu sur son trône entouré de sa cour, qui
chante sa grandeur royale sur l’univers une délibération sur la direction à donner
à l’histoire est résumée dans le style « nous» comme en Gen 1, 26; une décision
est prise, irrévocable, dont la proclamation est assurée.”88

Representation of the divine council provides some insight into the prophet’s role
during “inspiration” stage of prophetic communication. The prophet stands as a
free agent and is commissioned in the council (Isaiah 6:1-13). Reported speech
during this process is generally represented as dialogue.

It is upon being

comrnissioned that lie takes on the “speaking I’ of God:

Si nous ne pouvons pas circonscrire la nature intégrale du prophète
par cette fonction de messager du conseil divin, il nous faut
Andersen. and Freedrnan, Hosea, 155. Linking Hosea with the divine council because of the
idiom dhr h would question bis northern lsraelite origins. According to the state ofresearch in the
mid-twentieth centurv. prophec\ in the North was grounded in the proclamation of covenant.
whereas the South featured the prophet as a visitor to the divine council. These two formulations
“do not point to two different roles: rather. this distinction comprises two different role
legitimations for an individual as central prophet.” David L. Petersen, The Roles of Israel’s
Prophets. (JSOTSS 17: Sheffield: JSOTPress. 1981). 87.
Gu P. Couturier. “La vision du conseil divin: étude d’une forme commune au prophétisme et à
l’apocalyptique.” ScEs 36. (1984): 20.
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toutefois reconnaître que nous avons là Fessence du rôle qu’il lui
est demandé de jouer dans l’histoire religieuse d’1sral. La
tradition ne pouvait pas trouver dexplication théologique plus
profonde de son rapport avec Dieu et avec les hommes il n’est nul
autre que la re-présentation de Dieu dans l’histoire. car en tant que
messager du conseil divin son «je)> est celui de Dieu lui-même.
révélant ses plans dans la direction de cette histoire.89
In contrast to ecstatic prophecy. the prophet participating in the divine council
remains “in himself’ throughout the experience. However. at the re-transmission
(or proclamation) stage. his “self’ and God’s seem to merge. Therefore, in order
to represent the speech of those who participate in the divine council, a text needs
to be able to distinguish boundaries between speakers in dialogue, whule at the
same tirne be able to blur those limits when the self of the prophet merges with
God’s. What signals are present in the text so that both boundaries and blurring
of boundaries is perceptible to the reader? The scholars rnentioned in this survey
do flot explore this issue.

Up to now. we have been looking at the figure of the prophet as a flesh and
blood” human being involved in the dynamics of communication between God
and society. Biblical texts use spatialization (the representation of space) to
provide several models for the prophet’s role during the inspiration stage. On the
one hand. the prophet’s own inner self, his acts of perception and consciousness.
are represented as the locus of inspiration (ecstasy or tardernah.) On the other
hand. the prophet is represented as a cross-world traveler, who has access to both
the supernatural and a natural world (as a participant in the divine council). Both
of these models relate to the person of the prophet as a locus or agent of
communication.

In some prophetic texts. the prophet eau assume an additional role beyond those
of addressee and speaker in the prophetic paradigm. He can also be an agent of
action in cases where God commands a svrnholic action.

Couturier. La vision du conseil divin 23.

This introduces

1’

‘f-)

additionat steps into the paradigm when the action is commanded and interpreted
by God, and carried out (and sornetimes interpreted) by the prophet. This process
is shown in Figure 4:

(1) Inspiration
Prophet

God
Speaker

(2) Proclamation

—v

Addressee

±

Agent of action
(speaker)

Addressee

Figure 4: Prophetic Paradigm and Symbolic Action
In this case. the prophet generates additional meaning through the symbolic action
lie perforrns.

1.3.2.3 Actions Speak Louder than Words: Symbolic Act or Sign
In the inspiration stage. God’s speech inspires action. which becomes a semiotic
activity generating meaning. In the proclamation stage. counter-intuitive or even
counter-cultural actions are (usually) followed by words that explain their
meaning to the addressees (usually Israel) of the proclamation stage. Prophetic
signs or symbolic actions bridge the inspiration and proclamation stages. The
focus is no longer fixed on the origin of the message, but on its manifestation in
circumstances that clash with the ultimate addressee’s (the people’s) perception of
reality.

Svmbolic actions or sign / acts abound in the prophetic texts.

The spoken

message is received by the prophet. and transformed into an action. which is then
interpreted. or as in the case of Hosea, the command is given. followed by the
interpretation and the confirmation ofthe action (Hosea 1:2-3). Speech describes.
elicits and interprets a symbolic act. but the action itself carnes its own meaning:
it is itselfa sign. Some authors would even say that the symbolic action itselfis a
forrn of prophecv: “What are called the svmbolic acts of the prophets mav also be
classed arnong the prophetic literarv forrns. for these acts are also prophecies...
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We cail them symbolic because we think of them as signs of some other
reality.”9°

Vawter’s definition blurs the distinction between speech and action, but also
raises the issue of the prophet’s dual role as speaker and agent of action. The
examples shown below in figure 5 are from other prophetic texts, which closely
resemble the sign found in Hosea 3:
The Word of the Lord came to me:
‘You shah not take a wife. nor shah you have sons and daughters
in this place. for thus says the Lord conceming the sons and
daughters who are born in this place. and concerning the mothers
that wiIl bear them, and the fathers who beget them in this land:
They shall die of deadly diseases. they shall not be lamented.
(Jeremiah 16:1)
.

The Word of the Lord came to mc:
‘Mortal. with one blow I am about to take away from you the
delight of your eves: yet you shah not mourn 110f weep. nor shah
your tears run down...” (Ezekiel 24:15)
Then the Lord said to me:
‘Take a large tablet and write on it in common characters.
“Belonging to Maher-shalal-hash-baz,’ and have it attested for me
by reliable witnesses. the priest Uriah and Zecheriali son of
Jerebechiah.”
And I went to the prophetess and she conceived and bore a son.
Then the Lord said to me:
“Name him Maher-shalal-hash-baz; for before the child knows
how to say My father” or “My mother.” the wealth of Damascus
and the spoil of Samaria will be taken away by the king of
Assvria.” (Isaiah 8:1-4)
The Lord said to meagain:
Go love a woman who has a lover and is an adulteress, just as the
Lord loves the people of Israel. though they tum to other gods and
love raisin cakes.’ (Hosea 3:1) (NRSV)

Figure 5: Prophet as Speaker, Addressee and Agent of Action

Bruce Vawter. “Introduction to Prophetic Literature.” 199.
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Each of these commands records a speech act eliciting an action in a prophetic
text: each is introduced by a quotation formula that is in first person,
“autobiographical” narrative: and each includes a brief interpretation of the sign.
Ihese commands clearix indicate the transition between the prophef s role as a
speaker. and bis role as a participant in the action. Hosea 1. on the other hand,
blurs the distinction between these two roles. by using a third-person narrator, and
representing Yahweh as speaker:
Beginning of the Lord first spoke tbrough Hosea. The Lord said to
Hosea:
“Go take for yourself a wife of prostitution and have children of
prostitution, for the land commits great prostitution by forsaking
the Lord:’ Hosea 1:2
Paradoxically. the nanator tells us that Yahweh speaks throuuh or )y ‘Hosea”,
but then proceeds to quote Yahweh directlv.
Symbolic actions generate meaning, and in tum illustrate the “word” received by
the prophet.

In lier excellent and perceptive analysis of Hosea 1-3 from the

perspective oftheories of the sign, Yvonne Sherwood comments:
The action of taking a wife of harlotry is not overtly ethical or
romantic. but it is overtly semiotic: that is, it focuses on the
generation of meaning and the production of signs. Hosea 1:2 is
one of a series of overtly semiotic actions. which include the
conception and the naming of the three children in clii, and the
3•91
purchase and subsequent confinement ofthe adulteress in cli.
Sherwood combines insights from several theories of the sign to come up with a
“grille d’analyse” for Hosea 1-3. Her starting point is Ferdinand de Saussure’s
definition of the sign as the arbitrary conjunction of the signified (concept) and
the signifier f sound-image).9
91

She concludes that Hosea I foregrounds the

Sherwood. Tue Prostitute cind the Prophet. 83.
Sherwood introduces Charles Sanders Peirc&s three categories—icon. index. and symbol—
which add a referential dimension to the theory of signs. An icon stands for something it
resembles. an index points towards a causal or sequential relationship with its referent. and a
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process of signification, as the text narrates the marnage betveen Hosea and
Gomer. and the naming ofthe tliree chuidren:

The metaphor of conceiving meaning’ is acted out in this eighth
century text: Hosea makes (fathers) the signifiers and crafis
significance from members of bis own family. Hosea takes’ (bas
sexual intercourse with) Gomer-bat-Diblayim, and she gives birth
to three chiidren. who are then appropriated as a kind of text.
Reproduction and production merge: the process of conceiving
chiidren runs parallel to the process of conceiving (of) meaning: by
causing the woman to reproduce, Hosea produces a meaning, and
lie does so under Yhwh’s direction.93

Sherwood brings into play the relationship between the creation of meaning and
the process of representation in the text.

Hosea the prophet is an agent and

participant who literally produces signs. The text “debunks’ realism by allowing
the reader to see the process of sign formation:

The sign language of Hosea 1 is labored over: the audience sees
not a complete play but a production in process. in which the
signifiers are made and attached to their signifieds. The text takes
the reader behind the scenes, as h were. of the signifying process:
as Schlovsky defamiliarizes actions, by placing them in slow
motion, so Hosea 1 foregrounds the mechanics of representation.
Like a play by Berthold Brecht or Samuel Beckett, the text
debunks ail illusions of realism and lays bare the process of sign
formation. By foregrounding the contrivance involved in the
creation of meaning, the text defamilianizes the apparent
naturalness of sign-systems, and suggests covertly what Saussure
argues overtly: that signs are not given. but made.94
symbol. an association of ideas that refers to an object. Peirce’s symbol resembles de Saussur&s
sign. For a more in-depth summary of these concepts. the reader should refer to Yvonne
Sherwoods presentation in Chapter 2, “Sign Language’: A Semiotic Analysis of Hosea 1-3” in
The Prostitute and the Prophet. $3-149.
Sherwood. The Prostitute and the Prophet, 11 5-16
Sherwood. The Prostitute and the Prophet. 116. Saussure does not argue that signs are not
given but made. “The signal, in relation to the idea it represents. may seem to be freely chosen.
However. from the point of view of the linguistic community, the signal is imp6sed rather than
freelv chosen. Speakers are not consulted about its choice. Once the language has selected a
signal. it cannot be freel replaced bv anv other. However. the passage of time can affect a
linguistic sign:
.variabilitv and invariabilitv are both. in a certain sense. characteristic of the
linguistic sign.. ..these two characteristics are intimatek connected. The sign is subject to change
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The reader wimesses the “mechanics of representation” as the process of
producing chuld-signs is initiated by Yahweh, and confirmed by the narrator.
Seeing the “underside” of the text as it is woven, the reader experiences
“defamiliarization,” since he or she witnesses the construction of the world in the
text.

b conclude this survey of symbolic actions, the function of the speaker and the
addressee are flot simpiy two poles in the process of communication, but may also

have another referential dimension when they participate in a symbolic sign or
action.

Yahweh is represented as the speaker who initiates sign formation in

Hosea 1, and possibly in chapter 2, and is thus the one who bnngs together the
signifier and the signified in the text. Hosea is represented as a speaker only in
chapter 3, where he “filters” the command to marry through his perspective.95
Even in chapter 3, the speech act that bnngs together the “signifier” with the
“signified” ïs a direct quotation of Yahweh’s speech: The Lord said to me: “Go
love a woman...” (3:1.) Both speaker and addressee acquire symbolic meaning as
they participate in the sign or symbolic action that they command or carry out.

1.3.2.4 Conclusion: Inspiration and the Prophetic Paradigm
At this point we concilude our survey of the inspiration stage of the prophetic
paradigm. Scholars have focused on the psychological aspect, or on the
histoncallsociological origins of the prophet’s contact with God, with liffle
attention to the role that reported speech may play in the representation of this
event. The exception to this are studies of the messenger speech formulas, which
can be preceded by a quotation ftame that introduces the relationship between
God as speaker and the prophet as addressee, for example, “The Lord said to

because it continues through time. But what predominates in any change is the survivaf ofearlier
material. Infidelity to the past is only relative.” ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General
Linguistics, (trans. Roy Harris; 0CC, ed. Chartes Bally et al.; Chicago: Open Court, 1986), 71-75.
‘
This may account for the fact that the “sign” produced in this account (abstinence) is radicalty
different from that ofthe first two chapters.
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Hosea” or “The Lord said to me.”

As we shah sec, quotation frames that

articulate boundaries between domains of speech have been researched mostly for
the proclamation stage (for example. “Thus says the Lord.”) The existence or
function of the narrator-nanatee relationship and how it is used to represent the
inspiration stage in these texts lias not been explored.

The use of reported speech in the inspiration stage can have a profound impact
upon the overail theology articulated in the text. The inspiration stage of the
paradigm authenticates or establishes the truth-value of the proclamation stage by
grounding the authority underlying the different voices in the text. By convention,
the greatest truth-vaiue is assigned to the narrator whose voice grounds the entire
text:

Where does the narrative’s authentication authority originate? It
lias the sarne grounding as any other performative authority—
convention. In the actual world, this authority is given by social,
mostly institutional systems; in fiction it is inscribed in the norms
ofthe narrative genre. Let us note that ail discourse features ofthe
authoritative narrative are negative: it iacks truth-vaiue,
identifiable subjective source (it is “anonymous”), and
spatiotemporai situation (the speech act is contextiess). This
annuiiing of ail the typical features of natural discourse is a
precondition for the performative force to work automatically. If
this negativity reminds the reader of “God’s word,” so be it. It is
precisely the divine worid-creating word that provides the modei
for the authoritative narrative and its performative force.96
Paradoxically. in a prophetic text, “Gods word” is embedded within the
authoritative voice of the narrator.

Embedding the prophetic paradigrn in the

narrative framework therefore creates a double layer of authentication.

In addition to this embedding. prophetic texts are able to use the representation of
speech to nuance the authentication attached to different voices in the text. For
example. the use of reported speech to represent the inspiration stage of the

‘

Do1ee1. Heterocosmica. 49.
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prophetic paradigm as an event (or series of events) internalized by the prophet in
ecstasy, or externalized through interaction in the divine council impacts on the
way authentication operates in the text. Are Gods words mediated through the
subjectivity of the prophet? Are God’s words mediated through the authoritative
voice of the narrator? Each of these modes of representation can impact on the
reader’s understanding ofthe world ofthe text.

1.3.3

Proclamation: Transmission from the Prophet to the People

Studies of this stage of the prophetic paradigm have focused more closeiy on
forms ofreported speech. their oral transmission. and the use ofmessenger speech
formulas to define the boundaries of speakers’ domains in the text. Underlying ail
ofthese studies is the idea that the text represents. or at least shows vestiges ofthe
original circumstances (or the pragmatic context) in which transmission takes
place. In terms of Genette’s theory, these studies read a prophetic text as though
the original proclamation is the equivalent of a sequence of reported speech
events in the actual world (histoire

=

Histoire); and those events were gathered

into oral transmission complexes.

The review presented in the section that follows focuses very selectively on the
work of scholars who have studied prophecy and its representation as speech in
prophetic books.

Their work will be viewed through the lens of Claus

Westermanri’s Basic forms ofFrophetic Speech, a thorough (if dated) survey of
how speech has been studied in prophetic texts since the end of the nineteenth,
and beginning of the twentieth centuries.97 Westermanns focus is form criticism.
and how the discovery of messenger speech formulas provided a key to

Claus Westermann. Basic Foïms of Proplieric Speech. (Gtund/or,nen prophetisher Rede,
Munich: Chr. Kaiser Verlag. 1967. trans. H.C. White. Foreword. Gene M. Tucker: Philadelphia:
Westminster. 1991). The reason for choosing this work is that although Westermann’s ends bis
surve’ in 1967 (German edition). bis is the most comprehensive survey of reported speech in the
prophetic books. Up until the late 60s. form criticism shaped studies of prophetic literature. and
later evolved into investigation of oral transmission complexes (larger chunks” or sections of
material that are later put together to form a prophetic book.) Other studies focus on prophecy as a
speech act. on the rhetorical impact of prophecy. or on the relationship between oral and written
transmission.
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interpreting prophecy.

His view of each scholar’s contribution will be

supplernented by comments from other scholars.

Before the nineteenth century. the prophets named in the prophetic books were
thought to have been writers.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century.

however. scholars gradually began to postulate a stage of oral transmission that
immediately preceded the writing down of the message. Bernhard Dubm focused
on the personal mission ofthe prophet, and bis commissioning experience through
ecstasy, visions, or a direct and intensely personal experience of God.98

The

vocation of the prophet was the fusion of two types of roles— the seer and the
nabi. Drawing on these experiences. the prophet produced short oral sayings that

were then gathered into a collection. The words or sayings were the basis for a
true, ethical religion, whereas their development was to be considered a secondary
accretion.

The objective therefore. was to recover the original words of the

prophets.

Using the methodology of the History of Religions School, Gustav Hôlscher
related the origin of prophetic speech to ecstatic prophecy rooted in Canaanite
religious practices that were taken over by the Israelite tribes. Short incantations
occurred in ecstatic prophecy related to cultic practices and sacrifices.99 The
prophet’s consciousness is transformed through the experience; he is not a passive
vessel that the word of God is poured into. This transformed consciousness
produces poetic sayings that express the impact of the prophet’ s contact with God.
and can be distinguished from later editorial expansions.10°

Westermaim

The new critical perspective on prophecy can be conveniently dated to Die Theologie des
Propheten. published bv Bernhard Duhm at the age oftwentv-eight in 1875. The full titie ofthis
book is significant: The Theologi of the Prophets as Fotindation Jr the louer Historicul
Development of lsraelite Religion. Suspicion that the ghost of Hegel is hovering nearby is
confirrned bv the author’s tripartite division of the history into Mosaism. prophetism, and
Judaism.” Blenkinsopp. A Histon of Prophecv in lsrael. 1996. 1$.
Towards the end of the nineteenth centurv and the beginnina of the twentieth, the only other
source that described prophecy in the Ancient Near East was the stor) ofWen Arnon. an Egyptian
ruler who witnesses Canaanite ecstatic prophec in action.
00
Gusta\ HIscher. Die Propheten: Untersuchungen rur Religionsgeschichte lstaels, (Leipzig:
J.C. Hinrichs. 1914).
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suggests that Hôlscher’s research was a tuming point, as scholarship began to
concentrate on different forms of prophetic speech: “the long predominant view
of the prophets as preachers or speakers breaks down. The short rhythrnic saying
is recognized as the basic unit ofprophetic speech.”°’

Hermann Gunkel (1862-1932) contributed to studies in prophecy by showing that
prophetic texts incorporated forms that originated in other social and institutional
settings.

Unlike many practitioners of form criticism. however. Gunkel did
flot fali into the trap of invariably locating the prophet in the setting
to which the literary type could be traced. On the contrary. lie
made a clear distinction between forms of speech and genres used
by prophets for literary or rhetorical effect and forms particular to
prophecy. For Gunkel, the most important of these were the
prophetic indictment or commination and the pronouncement of
judgment made in the name of God. The latter, which was
invariably in the form of a brief oracular saying, was the
characteristic prophetic speech form. though the former increased
in length and importance with the passing of time. Prophetic
utterance of this kind proceeded from what Gunkel called the
prophet’s mysterious experience of oneness with God and
identification with his purposes in history. This incommunicable
and ultimately inexplicable experience constituted for Gunkel. the
essence of prophecy.’°2

Like some of his predecessors. Gunkel equated oracular sayings with “prophetic
speech,” language that originates in the prophet’s experience of oneness with
God. At the same time. however. this experience is poured into” a form—the
prophetic indictment or commination. and the pronouncement ofjudgment—that
identifies the speech act as prophetic speech. Both form and content identify its
“prophetic” origin. Althougb Gunkel stiil belonged to the tradition of scholars
that viewed the prophets as writers. bis prophetic Gatiung ta forrn tied to a

lOI
‘°

Westermann. Basic Forms ofProphetic Speech. 23.
Blenkinsopp. A HistolT of Propheci in /srael. 20.
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specific social context) creates an implicit link between oral experience and
written text.

Gunkel classifies prophetic oracles according to their means of reception.

A

prophet receives oracles as visions or auditions; the first, however, is transmitted
by narrative means. and the second by “prophetic speech.” Westermann objects
to this conclusion because vision accounts normaÏly appear connected to audition
accounts. He therefore proposes that vision accounts be considered a sub-group
of narratives:

Gunkel says that the visions are in the narrative style. although at
the outset lie separates the narrative.. .from the oracle (which
consists of visions plus auditions). The evidence is clear. Next to
one another in the prophetic books are accounts (or narratives) and
short speeches... Within the category of accounts is a group of
vision accounts. In the prophetic books. however. there is not one
single vision account in which the prophet only sees. Alwavs.
without exception. hearing is associated with the experience of
seeing. If one wants to use this foreign terminology. it can
therefore be said that ail visions are connected to auditions. That
means that ail vision accounts are at the same time—if one wants
to speak in these terms—audition accounts. Both. then, belong to
the account as particular forms of the genre. (Even then there are
stili many other kinds of accounts such as reports of the
commissioning that the prophet receives.
.

Westermann’s critique of Gunkel’s categories is important because he moves
away from a classification according to the mode of reception, to categories
defined according to the type of discourse found in the text itself—narrative and
reported speech. These two categories define the “particular forms ofthe genre.’

In the process of critiquing Gunkel. Westermann makes the crucial distinction
between narrative and reported speech, but does not distinguisli between the way
they are used at each stage in the process of communication or prophetic
paradigm:
‘°

Westerrnann. Basic Forais of Prophetic Speech. 25

r-,

Moreover, the prophetic speeches (which can also be termed
oracies”) can be cleariy distinguished from the accounts. To term
ail these prophetic accounts as auditions is misleading because this
must be understood in anaiogy to visions. A vision, however,
aiways must be referred to precisely as a vision account. So when
one sees the term “audition,” lie thinks—in analogy to a vision—of
an event of hearing. Gunkel. .rneant by audition, however, only
that which the prophet lias heard and now repeats. So a hopeiess
confusion lias originated here.
It is time that this faise
juxtaposition of vision (vision account) and audition (prophetic
speech) shouid 5e brought to an end.104
.

Westermarm is struggiing with a definition that originates within the biblical text
itself An oracle defines the fact that the words corne from God, but it does not
necessarily define the mode of transmission frorn God to the propliet (nor the
mode of re-transmission from tlie prophet to the peopie.) for exampie, Amos
begins with “The words of Amos, who was among the shepherds of Tekoa,
which he saw concerning Israel...” (Amos 1:1, NRSV), and continues using
quotation formulas for direct speech.

Similariy, Obadiah begins with:

“The

vision of Obadiali” and continues witli the quotation formula for direct speech:
Thits says the Lord God... (Obad. 1:1, NRSV) Amos describes the prophet ‘s
reception as a vision; and represents the process of re-transmission (from the
prophet to the people) as a speech event.10

Similariy, Obadiali describes the

reception of God’s word” by the prophet as a vision and then represents the re
transmission to the peopie as reported speech.106

Gunkei conflates the

representation of the reception of the words of God with the (representation of its)
re-transmission.
101

Westerrnann, Basic Forns of Prophetic Speech, 25.
Amos continues, flot with a description of a speech event, but by the representation of a series
of speech events. mostly through direct quotation.
106
The terms representation and description used in this section are similar to the distinction
between mimesis and diegesis’ made by Plato about speech in the Republic, and generalized
by Aristotie to ail events in the Poetics. Anglo-american literary critics renamed it showing” and
telling
‘Showing is the supposedly direct presentation of events and conversations. the
narrator seerning to disappear (as in drama) and the reader being teft to draw his own conclusions
from what he sees and hears.’ Telling. on the other hand. is a presentation mediated by the
narrator who. instead ofdirectlv and dramatically exhibiting events and conversations. talks about
them. sums them up. etc. Rimtnon Kenan. Narrative fiction. 107
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Westermann uses the term prophetic speech” for represented or reported speech
in a prophetic context.

Unfortunately the term does flot make a distinction

between the words (or images in a vision) represented as coming from God to the
prophet. and the words the prophet quotes as coming from God. Westermann
cornes very close to. but falis short of explicitly making the crucial distinction
between experiences received by the prophet and the way that their re
transmission is represented in a text (as narrative, or reported speech).

Scholars focusing on the history of traditions embodied in a prophetic text
expanded the proclamation stage beyond the prophet’s original audience, to
include those audiences who received the text (orally and finally in written form)
from a disciple or community related to the original proclamation.

Sigmund

Mowinckel (1884-1966) also applied Gunkel’s conclusions to Jeremiah. but
becarne convinced that the prophetic books are the result of a dynamic process
involving oral reception (by the prophet). composition, re-transmission. and a
transition to a written form. The re-transmission stage of the paradigm became
more complex as Scandinavian scholars proposed several stages of oral
transmission that ‘Tixed” the material before it was written in a prophetic book.
Circles of tradents preserved and passed on material stemming from the prophet
himself, but modified as it was transmitted. Transmission and modification was
no longer viewed as the ‘corruption” of the original message of the prophet, but
the creation of new meaning. Oral transmission created a living tradition.

H.S. Nyberg’s Studieni zum Hoseabuch was an important work for the tradition
historv approach. as it was applied to Hosea. According to Nyberg. Hosea l-3
could be traced to the prophet and bis circle. but the material was greatly
transformed in Jerusalem afler the fail of Samaria. “Judah” was ofien substituted
for israeL’ and the material took on a new eschatological dimension. which can
he seen particularÏv in Hosea 4-14: Taking his eues from Mowinckel. Nyberg
found that Hosea 4-14 x’as basically a collection of individual poems
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interconnected according to catchword composition. a collector. organized it
.

.

. .

according to his own particular point ofview.”°7
To summarize this survev of studies of the proclamation stage. although scholars
defined two types of discourse that represent this stage in the prophetic
paradigm—narratives (accounts) and reported speech (oracles, shorts sayings and
prophetic speech)—they do not investigate the relationship or interaction between
these discourse types.

furtherrnore, some scholars fuse” the prophef s dual

function as addressee and speaker into one, thus fusing the inspiration and
proclamation stages together. In the following section we continue our review of
the representation of speech in relation to the prophetic paradigm by looking at
the work of Westermann himself. Sections 1.3.3.2.1-2 will take a look at two
scholars working on the Book of Hosea from two different perspectives: form
criticism (Hans Walter Wolff). and redaction criticism (Gale Yee.)

Wolff s

commentary will be analyzed in more detail because he tends to use instances of
reported speech as boundaries between different levels of transmission and
redaction.

1.3.3.1 Claus Westermann: Basic Forms of Speech
Westerrnann’s work will be analyzed in depth in this and following sections
because he raises questions that relate directly to the prophetic paradigm.
Although he works within a form critical framework. lis studies contributed to
the definition of the functions of represented speech in prophetic texts.’08
following the lead of other scholars (Wildberg, Kôhler. Lindblom), he: (1)
classifies different types of discourse in the texts; (2) proposes a series of
questions about the speaker and addressee in the process of communication: and
W’

Gale Yee. Colnpositiol7 and Tradition in the Book of Hosea: A Redaction Critical investigation.
(SBLDS 102: Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987). 8.
108
Scholarship on the transition between oral and written stages has developed after Basic forms
of Prophetic Speech vas published. (For a survey of these issues see Writings and Speech in
/sraeflte cind Ancien! .Vecir Eastern Propheci. (SBLSS 10: ed. Ehud ben Zvi and Michael H.
Flo\d: Atianta: Societ of Biblical Literature. 2000). This survey does flot explore these issues at
length because the focus is on ho the text represents reported speech in the text ftom a
svnchronic point ofvie. rather than its historical development from a diachronic viewpoint.
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(3) analyzes the messenger speech formula as a possible template for the process
ofprophetic communication.’09 Each ofthese issues will be analyzed separately
in the sections that follow.

In the introduction to the English edition of Basic forrns of Prophetic Speech
Eugene Tucker evaluates the importance of Westermanns work as follows:

Westermann attempted to recover—as did Gunkel—the original
speeches as delivered by the prophets before they were collected
and eventually organized into books. That enterprise is important.
but students of the prophetic literature are not as confident about
the possibility of achieving this goal as they were thirty years ago.
Most of them now recognize that conclusions about the oral level
are hypothetical at best and highly speculative at worst.
Nevertheless, the Sort of investigation carried out by Westermann
continues to bear fruit. The form critical analysis of prophetic
literature reveals individual units that make up that literature. the
elements of the addresses and how they function in relationship to
one another. and the aims or intentions of the individual units.
Moreover. frequently one is granted a glirnpse of the life situations
that have shaped if flot determined both the contents and the form
ofthe literature.’ 10
According to Tucker’s evaluation, Westermann’s approach is limited by his
attempt to relate speech events in the text too closely to those of the actual world
(the original words ofthe prophet.)

1.3.3.1.1 Westermann: Defining Forms of Discourse in Prophetic Books
In his analysis of forms of speech in prophecy. Westermann draws on the work of
H. Wlldberger’’’ and distinguishes between different forms of speech” in

09

Westermann cites the following three works specifically: H. Wildberger. Jahwewort und
prophetische Rede bel Jeremia. (Zurich, 1942): L. Kôhier. Der Botenspruch KÏeine Lichter,
(Zurich. 1945). 13-17: J. Lindblom. Die prophetische Orake1forme1 Die literarische Gattung
der prophetisehen L iterature. Appendix. (U ppsala. 1924).
110
Gene M. Tucker. “Foreword” in Basic Fornis of Prophetic Speech. (Claus Westermann. trans.
H.C. White. Philadeiphia. Westminster. 1991). 90.
H. Wildberger. ,]uhuewort undprophetische Rede bel ,Ietemiah. Zurich. 1942.
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prophetic texts.’ 12 According to Wildberger. the contents ofprophetic books can
be classified as accounts. prophetic speeches. and prayer directed from man to
God.’

Accounts are the narrative portions of the texts (usuaÏly in prose) that

often describe the prophet’s vocation.
represented speech events.

Prophetic speeches and prayer are

Table I summarizes Wildberger’s findings (as

evaluated by Westermann) and shows the three main types of “prophetic speech”
in relation to the speaker and addressee:1 14

Communication Event

Type of Speech

Il.
Speaker

III.
Listener

I.

Accounts

a. Narrator
b. Prophet?

?

2.

Prayers

a. Prophet
b. People oflsrael

Yahweh
Yahweh

3.

Speeches of
Yahweh

a. Yahweh
b. Yahweh

Prophet
People of lsrael

Table I: Three Types of “Prophetic Speech” According to Wildberger and
Westermann’15
Columns II and III show the speaker-addressee relationship as an oral

112

The terrn “forms of speech” is used by both scholars to refer to larger sections of discourse
detined by who speaks. and who receives the message. They also use the term as it is used more
specifically in form criticism. to refer to a specific structure with a recognizable origin in an actual
world scenario. These uses ofthe term “forms of speech” differ from a linguistic approach. which
uses it to refer to direct, indirect, or unftamed reported speech. These concepts will be explained
inchapter 2.
h
Westermann. Basic forais of Prophetic Speech. 90.
Id
Both Westermann and Wildberger transfer an oral model directi)’ into the written text, and thus
do not take into account the displacement that happens as oral situations are written down. In this
thesis we differentiate beteen the narrator. the narratee: the speaker and the addressee. The first
pair ofterms defines a situation where events are “told” or reported. while the second pair defines
the representation ofa speech event. These terms will be defined more carefully in the following
chapter.
12’
Westerrnann summarizes the data on this table in Basic Forms c?f Propl?elic Speech. 90-s.

5$
communication event (thus the addressee is the “listener’.) Row 3 shows the
components of the prophetic paradigrn. Row 3a is the inspiration stage. 3b could
be the proclamation stage. However. row 3b seemingly bypasses the prophet. or
does not take into account the prophet’s role as the transmitter of Yahweh’s
message.

Westermann evaluates each of these forms of discourse and concludes that
“prophetic speech’ (row 3) is the predominant form in the prophetic books.
Accounts” (row 1) are roughly equivalent to narratives, but do flot include the
superscriptions of the books.”6 The use of “accounts” in prophecy vary widely:
“A few books (Micah; Isaiah 40-55. 56-66; Nahum: Habbakuk; Zephaniah;
Malachi) do flot contain any accounts; Jonah consists only of an account
(prophetic legend); and likewise, the prophecy before Amos is passed down only
in accounts (in the historical books.)” 17

According to Westermann. prayer or utterances directed from man to God (Table
I. row 2. p. 57) are a reaction, or answer to the prophetic speeches. and they can
be found either as praise or lament.’ 18 This definition is too narrow: utterances
from man to God can also occur in dialogue—defined as discourse involving at
least two speakers. who take turns speaking and listening to each other. In these
cases utterances are also directed from man to God, as this example from
Jeremiah, which is neither praise nor lament, shows:

6

If the superscriptions are included as part of the narrative ftamework, then almost every
prophetic book in the Bible has at least a minimal ‘account.” In the next few chapters we will
argue that the superscripts are a form ofbackground narration that provide a minimal framework
to anchor the representation of speech in the books. This ftamework provides initial references to
time and participants that allow the reader to make either logical or chronological connections as
he or she reads. This s counter to scholars who read them as tittes or colophons.
Westermann. Basic Forms ofProphetic Speech. 90.
‘ Westermann. Basic Forais ofProphetic Speech. 91.
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fi) Statement:
Then I said: “Ah Lord God! Truly I do flot know how to speak, for I am
only a boy.”
(2) Reaction I Response:
But the Lord said to me: “Do flot say I am only a boy’...” (NRSV)
Figure 6: Dialogue in Jeremiah 1: 6-7
A brief detour to analyze the pragmatic context of these two verses shows up
another irregularity in Westermann’s analysis. In this particular instance the
representation of speech in two short sentences is quite complex. In the statement
(1), the speaker is the prophet, who is also the narrator in the quotation frame.
God, the addressee, is represented in a type of “prophetic speech” event that
Westermam1 does flot alÏow for outside of prayer (Table I, row 2, p. 57). The
prophet is reacting to a statement of God. appointing him as prophet to the
nations. In the response, God is the speaker, introduced by the prophet, who is
both the addressee and the narrator.9

Westermann does flot account for the

switching of roles between nanator, speaker, and addressee that characterizes the
dynamics of these two verses. This happens because he has flot analyzed the
embedding of reported speech within narration.

Although Westermami defines “prophetic speech” as “the words of God delivered
by a messenger of God” that has its own form and framework, and can be found
embedded in an account (e.g.. the Baruch narrative in Jeremiah contains the
prophet’s speeches). he does not explore the embedding in terms ofa hierarchy of
speech in the text.

120

Moreover. Westermann leaps from “forms of speech”

When a character is also a narrator. he or she transgresses the levets of narration in a text.
]eremiah is the prophet. the narrator and the addressee. Ibis technique resembles mise en abvme,
“an analogy which verges on identity. making the hypodiegetic level a mirror and reduplication of
the diegetic...It can be described as the equivalent in narrative fiction ofsomething like Matisse’s
famous painting ofa room in which a miniature version ofthe same paintings hangs on one ofthe
walls.” Rimmon Kenan, /‘.arrative Fiction. 93. Mise en abine will be defined and discussed more
fullv in relation to Hosea 2 in the following chapters.
20
Westerrnann. Bcisic Forms of Prophetic Speech. 90-t.
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within the prophetic books. to conclusions about the relationship ofthese forms to
the canon.

These three major forms are confirmed as the basic elements ofthe
tradition in the prophetic books in that they represent at the same
time—and this is certainly no accident—the basic forms of the
three parts of the canon: the account is take from the basic form of
the historical books, and speech to God in the form of lament and
praise is the basic form ofthe Psalter.121
Westerrnann takes the narrator’s role in the accounts for granted. He classifies the
addressee of an account as a listener in an “ora1’ situation. Furthermore, he uses
the term “speech” to refer to (narrative) accounts as well as “speeches of
Yahweh”—the same term encompasses both narration and represented speech. In
other words. Westermann does not account for the textuai strategies (embedding.
and the articulation of the context of speech) needed to represent speech.

1.3.3.1.2 Westermann: Defining the Process of Communication in Prophetic Books
Afier discussing Wildbergers typoiogv. Westermann then applies tbree basic
questions to analyze prophetic texts: Who speaks? b whom does he speak? What
takes place in the speaking?122 The first two questions apply to the three tuming
points (in row c. of Figure 3. p. 33.) in the process ofprophetic communication.
Westermann applies these questions to an entire prophetic text (as a paradigm of
communication) or to particular “chunks” of discourse within the texts:
What the first question concerns is shown by the daim that is
underscored and reiterated in the tities ofthe books and a multitude
of redactional additions in ail of the prophetic books,[namelyj that
in the words spoken by the prophets one is dealing with the word
of God. And indeed one can see a tendency that clearly augments
this: the introductory formulas that identify the speech of the
prophet as the word of God are more numerous in the later books.
and also in the later period. This is especially true of the books of
Westermann. Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech. 92. 1f we extend his assignrnent of forms of
speech 10 particular books in the canon. then presumablv. prophetic speech characterizes the
prophetic books.
Westerrnann. Bcisic forms of Prophelic Speech. 93.
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the Former Prophets where the “word of Yahweh” has been
inserted many times.123
The titles ofthe books and other redactional additions underscore the idea that the
prophef s words are the words of God. However, despite the use of markers such
as “thus says Yahweh” and “word of Yahweh.” it is impossible to consistently
separate the words of the prophet from the word of God in prophetic texts.
“In view of this massive tendency to identify the speech of the prophet as the
word of God. the fact appears stiil more clearly that the first question concerning
the author of the prophetic speech does flot permit a division into two groups—
the word of God, the word of the prophet...”124 The dual functions of addressee
and speaker that define the prophet as an intermediary in the prophetic paradigm
are flot always clearly marked in these texts. Westermann highlights one of the
most elusive problems relating to reported speech in prophetic texts: the blurring
of boundaries between Yahweh’ s and the prophef s domain of speech.

In his answer to the second question “To whom does he speakT’ Westermann
does not distinguish between the two speech events on the prophetic paradigm,
and thus does not identify the prophet’s dual role as speaker and addressee. Thus
only two major addressees emerge—Israel and the other nations—who are the
final receptors of the message.

By not viewing the prophet as the immediate

addressee of the words of God, Westermann merges the inspiration and
proclamation stages of prophetic communication.

Westermann’s third question “What takes place in this speakingT’ covers both the
content and the rhetorical impact of “prophetic speech.” He concludes that there
is aiways an announcement that proclaims judgment or salvation. In
of Basic

the bulk

Forms ofFrophetic Speech is dedicated to examining the parts and the

evolution ofthe proclamation ofjudgment.

124

fact,

Westermann. Basic Forms ofProphetic Speech. 94.
Westermann. Basic Forais oJ Prophetic Speech. 94.
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Westermann applies this analytical grid—to whom does lie speak? and what takes
place in the speaking? —exclusively to “prophetic speeches” (and flot to accounts
or prayers). In doing so. he identifies two types of addressees and two types of
rhetorical impact. When applied together. these two questions produce four types
of “announcements: judgment or salvation to Israel; judgrnent or salvation to the
foreign nations.

Moving from these particular forms. to the overarching structure of the text,
Westermam1 proposes a direct linkage between the type of addressee, and the way
in which the speeches are compiled in the text. “There can be no doubt that the
person to whom the speech was addressed was considered by those who collected
and passed down the prophetic speeches to be an important criterion for
determining the types of speeches.”25 Citing salvation speeches in Jeremiah. 3033. Ezekiel 33-39. Isaiah 2:1-4; 4:2-6: 11:1-9 and Amos 9:8-15. he concludes that
both the identity of the addressee and the content and/or rhetorical impact
influence the way these speeches were inserted in a text: “On the whole. one can
stili

recognize that the judgment and salvation speeches do

not mn

indiscriminately through one another, but are clearly contrasted to one
another.”26

With the three questions—who speaks, to whom does he speak, and what takes
place in the speaking—Westermann comes very close to analyzing the
communication context of prophetic texts. T-lis analysis falis short because lie
does not take into account the embedded nature of represented speech, and
because lie fails to separate the two events that make up the prophetic paradigm.
In the following section we see how he applies these three questions to messenger
speech formulas in the proclamation stage.

Westermann. Basic Forms of Propheflc Speech. 95.
Westerrnann. Basic Forins ofProphedc Speech. 96.
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1.3.3.1.3 Westermann: Messenger Speech Formulas—Defining Boundaries
Between Speakers
We have very briefly reviewed the ways in which Westermann applies his three
questions about the nature of communication in prophetic texts. Ris next move is
to explicitly identifv the process of communication with messenger speech.’27
“The passages that have been investigated here. show not only that the message
.

.

formula affects the framework of the message by giving it a fixed form but that a
fixed

form can even be

seen in the messages (messenger speeches)

themselves.”28 The framework Westermann refers to is limited to the quotation
frames that define the messenger speech formulas, for example: “thus says the
Lord.” Re does not consider these frames as part of an overail narrative context.

Westermann retums to the first question he asks—”Who speaks”--and looks for
an explanation in the oral origins ofa written form:

The “messenger formula” stems from the time before the invention
of writing—from the tirne. therefore, in which the transmission of
speech to a place faraway was confined to the messengers’ oral
repetition alone—from a time, thus, when the oral message had a
meaning no longer conceivable to us today.’29
Developing the question “who speaks?,” Westermann applies the term
“messenger” to the person of the prophet and scrutinizes the process of prophetic
communication. By asking: “What is messenger speech? What does it mean that
the prophets have understood themselves to be messengers of God? To what
extent is the prophetic speech to be understood as the messenger’s speech?” lie
cornes close to analyzing the dual role of the prophet as an interrnediary who is
hoth addressee and speaker.’3° He concludes that although it may flot be possible
to separate the prophet’s words from Yahwehs word consistently throughout an
entire book. it is possible to do so for specific sections.
27
‘

Westermann follows Lindblom in his analysis ofmessenger speech formulas.
Westermann, Basic Forms ofProphetic Speech. 111.
Westermann. Basic Forms o/Propheiic Speech. 100.
Westermann. Basic Forins ofProphetic Speech. 95.
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Prophetic oracles are rooted in the messenger speech formulas handed down as
part of the prophetic message hoth in the Hebrew Scriptures ami elsewhere in the
Ancient Near East.’3’ “Thus says N’ is the most common formula: “The formula
authorizes the message. which is repeated by the messenger before the addressee,
to be the word of the sender, corresponding, therefore to the signature in our letter
form.”132

This mode! of prophetic speech envisions a two-tiered transmission

process: the messenger is commissioned and delivers the message that is a direct
quotation of the words of God. Both of these stages of communication can be
expanded or omitted. as Westermann shows in Table jj•

Although flot explicitly stated. this mode! also implies a change oftime and space
between the giving of a message and its re-transmission. Chronologically, the
delivery follows the commissioning, and presumably, the messenger is necessary
because he moves ftom the location of the speaker to the position of the final
addressee.

‘‘

At the time Westermann wrote Basic Eorms ofProphetic Speech, examples of prophecy from
extra-biblical sources were limited mostly to the leuers from Mari. Since then. however, research
has shown that “prophetic speech” in fact appears in a variety of environnients and text types.
Marti Nissinen describes four environments or text types where prophecv can be found in the
extra-bibtical corpora: (1) oracular reports. (2) collections of oracles. (3) letters with prophetic
quotations. and (4) literary quotations ofprophetic words. The oracular reports identify the name
of the deity who speaks and the addressee. followed by the body of the oracle. Marti Nissinen.
“Spoken. Written. Quoted and lnvented.” 235-38.
Westermann. Basic forins ofProphetic Speech. 101. Westermann generalizes this conclusion
to the entire prophetic corpus. when in fact: the formula “thus spoke NN” is flot used in Hosea.
The opening verses ofthe book stress the fact that the word ofYahweh “came to”, “came to pass
in”. or “became in Hosea”. a formulation that does flot exactly describe a speech event. The only
possible messenger formula in the first three chapters may occur in Hosea 2: 3 where the quotation
frame commissioning Jezreel as messenger is not stated but implied. Sec chapter 2 for a
discussion ofun&amed speech.
‘‘
Ihis example is taken from Westermann’s analysis of Amos 7: 10-17. Westermann. Basic
Fornis of Prophetic Speech. 130.
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Structu te

Amos 7: 16-17

I Kings2l :18-19

Stage 1: Yahweh Speaks to
the Prophet
Commissioning ofthe
messenger:

Arise, go down. .and you
meet. shaH say to him...
.

.

.

Stage 2: Prophet Speaks to
an Individual
Summons to hear:

Now therefore hear the
word ofthe Lord.

Accusation:

You say: “Do flot
prophesv”

“Have you killed and also
taken possession?”

Messenger formula:

Therefore thus srn’s the
Lord:

Thus says the Lord:

Announcement:

“Your wife shah be a
harlot in the city, and
OUt Sons and your
daughters... and your
land... you yourself...

“In the place where the
dogs licked up the btood
ofNaboth shah dogs hick
up your own blood.”

Table Il: Sttucture of the Judgment Speech to Individuals: Messenger Speech in
Amos 7: 16-17 and I Kings 21: 18-19 (NRSV)
Messenger speech formulas (and units such as oracles ofjudgment. salvation etc.)
have been heavily researched, but the way in which accounts. prophetic speeches
and prayers work together in the over-ali structure of the text, in other words, the
rhetorical strategy of the text lias been given less consideration. Westermann
investigates the use of these smaller forms within the context of pre-exilic. exilic
and post-exilic history. but not within each book as a whole work.
1.3.3.1.4 Westermann’s Contribution to the Study of Represented Speech
Westerrnanns study focuses on three important points in relation to the

representation of speech in prophetic texts.

He recognizes that (1) different

discourse types appear in prophetic texts (2) he specifies the role of speaker and
addressee: and (3) he recognizes that speech is the most important form of
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discourse in prophetic texts. On the negative side. he does not explicitly separate
the dual role of the prophet as addressee and speaker. and how the representation
ofthese roles affects the prophets function as mediator between Yahweh and the
people.

furtherrnore. although lie identifies “accounts.”’ he does flot stop to

consider the function of the nairator (and narratee) in relation to the operations of
the reader of the texts. Both the roTe of the prophet in communication, and the
function of the narrator are elements that shape the construction of the world of
the text. Cliapter 2 will outiine a tool that addresses these two issues by defining
the boundaries between the domains of speakers and narrators.

Now we turn to two studies of the Book of Hosea. to see how reported speech has
been read in the text. The two studies outlined below have been selected because
they show some awareness of boundaries between the domains of speakers,
and/or sensitivity to Hosea as a written text.

1.3.3.2 Oral and Written Transmission of the Book of Hosea
In this section we tum to the more specific issue of how communication and the
representation of speech in the Book of Hosea have been studied. We will
examine H. W. Wolff s form-critical commentary on the book ofHosea. Ris work
is relevant to this thesis because cliapters 1-5 are an attempt to analyze the
representation of speech in the text without (immediately) tying it to specific
forms. The second study, by Gale Yee, examines the layers of redaction in the
text beginning with the final form. and working back. Her work is relevant for
this thesis. because she deals with the text of Hosea as a composed literarv or
written work.
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1.3.3.2.1 Hosea: A Form-Critïcal Approach
Working with a form-critical methodology, H.W. Wolff views Nosea as the
product of a process where oral and vTitten transmission overlap.’34 Three oral
transmission complexes are written down and redacted by a series of editors:
Hosea 1-3:4-11: 12-14.

In the first transmission complex, Hosea himself composed 2:4-17 and 3:1-5, in
the forrn of a rnernorabiÏe--a form Wolff attributes to Hosea because of the first

person style of the account. One of Hoseas disciples provides the third person
account in 1: 2-6, 8f. This same disciple is responsible for expanding 2:1 8-25 and
1:10-2:1. “This discipl&s primary concem is to interpret the old Hosean text by
supplementing h with Hoseas later sayings.”35 These later sayings conclude
with the prophetic formula “Oracle of Yahweh.’ The first transmission complex

includes all ofHosea 1-3.

Two markers of reported speech set the boundaries for Wolff s second
transmission complex: “Hear the Word of Yahweh’ (4:1) and “Oracle of
Yahweh” (11:11). In between these two markers he searches for indications that
the transmission complex groups together sayings coming from different contexts.
His description is a concise summary ofreported speech in these chapters:
The framework provided by these formulas. which do flot occur
elsewhere within the transmission complex. belongs to its final
stage of redaction. Its formation and growth are much more
difficult to explain than that of the first complex. In contrast to
chapters 1-3. we find no formulas which introduce and conclude
srnaller units—aside from those mentioned above marking the
outer limits of the transmission complex itself Nevertheless. in
certain instances it is possible to establisli the beginnings of the
prophef s orations. The most important indications of this are the
naming of the addressee. the distinct beginning of a new theme.
U4

Wolff defines a transmission complex as the step of puning the oral word into wriflen forrn.’
The prophets orations were collected and written down b’ three different groups of people.
Wolff. Hosea. XXIX.
‘‘
WolfE Ho.s’ea. xxix.
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and the absence of a copula that combines a saying with its
foregoing context.136
Although Wolff is stiil seemingly searching for the prophef s original words. lie is
working with the slightly more sophisticated concept of the process of
communication described in Figure 3. row c (p.33). He thinks in terms ofa public
speaker (orator) and addressee. and uses these definitions to make a distinction
between the participants in the process of communication:

The sayings which commence in this fashion are usually conriected
with several other sayings. On the one hand. these sayings may be
recognized as new rhetorical units by the change from a Yahweh
speech to prophetic speech (i.e. from the style of the messenger
speech to that of the disputation) or the change from the second
person to the third of the audience (i.e. from the style of direct
address to that of the account). On the other hand, an initial
copula, a pronoun. or pronominal suffix referring to the addressee,
and the continuation of the former therne can make a connection
with the preceding unit. From these two observations we can
conclude that the sayings within a series combined in this manner
were proclaimed by the prophet on one and the same occasion.
Thus they form a “kerygmatic unit.”37

Wolff describes a situation in which the narrative framework for reported speech
is flot very evident. “Sayings” are grouped in rhetorical unit according to themes.
and these units are set off from one another by reference to a particular addressee.
Wolff imagines Hosea as an orator in his original setting.

In Wolff s

reconstruction of the setting for these units, Hosea’s loyal supporters quickly
fixed these scenes of public oration in writing. Although he imagines an oral
setting. Wolff does flot explore the textual implications of moving from an oral to
a written milieu:

136

Wolff Hosea. xxx. More recentlv. schotars using discourse analvsis to study Hosea have used
the lasi three criteria. Ihis can be seen in Ernst R. Wendland. The Discourse Anal-Isis ofHehre1l’
Prophetic Llleratzire: Determining the Larger Textua/ Uints ofHosea ana’ bel. (MBS 40: MelIen
Biblical Press: Lampeter. Wales. t 995). Wend1ands approach is described more thoroughh in
chapter 2.
‘
Wolff. Hosea. xxx. Wolffs comments about reponed speech are remarabIe. in that thev
anticipate the criteria for coherence used in discourse analvsis (see chapter 2.)
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Between the rhetorical units. the audience rnav have voiced its
objections. or the speaker may have turned from one group to
address another. Both interruptions become understandable in the
light of Hoseas preference for forms of speech taken from the
legal dispute.

Wolff picks up on another characteristic of the Book of Hosea: the text does flot
record responses to the word’ proclaimed.

In other words. dialogue is flot

represented in Hosea.

According to Wolff. a third transmission complex scattered in chapters 12-14
contains three “scenes” (two public Hosea 12:8; 13:9 and one private 14:2-9,
where the prophet addresses bis followers). This complex was later proclaimed in
a liturgical setting.
Wolff relates the three transmission complexes to the Deuteronomistic movement.
Each moves from accusation to threat. and then to a proclamation of salvation.
Furthermore. each complex was then combined with one another by five levels of
redaction: (1) additions made by the original traditionists: (2) a redactor who took
Hosea’s sayings and used them to supplement or gloss other sayings; (3) an early
Judaic redaction that supplied Judaic salvation eschatology; (4) a late Judaic
redaction which took Hosea’s accusation against the Northem Kingdom and
applied them to the South; and (5) finally the last redaction that combined the
transmission complexes into one book.

In Wolff s distinction between

transmission complexes and levels of redaction lie does flot specify how oral and
written processes can be distinguished from one another.
Wolff s work on the Book of Hosea is especially helpful because lie carefullv
attempts to establish the identitv ofthe speaker and addressee in each ofthe forms
lie locates in the text. However. lie ofien tries to contextualize a speech event by
irnagining and underlying oral “scene.” without taking into account the
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dispiacement entalled in transferring speech to writing. Wolff is also unaware of
the ernbedded nature of represented speech.

1.3.3.2.2 Hosea: Redaction of the Final Form oftheText
Gale Yee makes a sharp distinction between the oral and written phases of the
composition of Hosea.

She proposes that the book be analyzed as a written

document, not as ‘transcribed oraiity,” because there is a difference in form and
function between these two stages. The primary feature of the oral stage is its
performance as an oral text. whereas the written text is characterized by “fixity.”
The only text available is the written version; therefore it should be treated
according to the “laws” ofwritten composition.

Gale Yee identifies scholar’s presuppositions when they read prophetic texts as if
they were transcriptions of an oral event:

•
•

•

The original words of the prophet. or the original SU: 1m Leben
(life situation) are the best subject ofinquiry.
The oral or pre-literary stage is the key to understanding the
prophet’s message, and the written. literary stage of the
tradition is secondary.
There is no difference between the written and the oral
stages. 138

She argues that the literary stage of the tradition is flot necessariÏy secondary, and
that there is a considerable difference in structure between a written and oral
text. 139

s Yee. Composition and Tradition, 44-46.
‘ Linguists working in this field support ber conclusions: “Nothing is without its costs. and
w’riting sacrifices the benefits of copresence—above ail, direct and immediate involvement with
another mmd. Copresence makes it possible for interlocutors to interact. alternating their roles as
speakers and listeners. .Writing in contrast. usuallv lacks this kind of immediate interchange.”
(Chafe. Discourse, Consciousness anci lime, 44.) Biblical scholars debate this issue from another
perspective—to what degree is a text oral transcription or representation: “I would be
inclined. .to support the idea that oral strie had a fairly large influence on the work of
scribes. scribal composition ma> well have continued in an oral style and at the same time begun
to exploit the potential of writing.” Robert C. Culley. “Oralitv and Writtenness in the Prophetic
Texts” in JJritings cind Speech in ]srae/ite andAncient A’ear Eastern Propheci. (cd. Ehud ben Zvi
.

.

.
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Yee imagines the work of a final redactor who takes a previously received text,
augments it with commentary and gives it a perceived, organized whole that is
more than the sum of its parts:

we argued that. since the tradition is only available in written
texts. we should treat the work according to the laws of written
composition. To that extent. we should now deal with an authorial
personality.
In his unique collection, arrangement and
commentary on the tradition. he has composed a literary work.
The particular intercoimections among the redactionally created
complexes of tradition and redactional commentary embody a
gestaltist unity. In this unity the work becomes a totally new
tradition. Any earlier tradition in the book would be seen, as it
were, through the final redactor’s eye.’4°
How can the hand of the final redactor be perceived? How does his authorial
personality create a GestaÏtist unity? Through a “spectrum of editorial activity
observable in the text. from interpretative glosses to actual new compositions.”4’

Yee proposes two criteria for detecting the work of the final redactor. The first is
the presence of aporiae, “problems” or “difficulties” in the text, for example,
“sudden changes in person and number, repetitions, expansions or inconsistencies
in thought,” juxtaposition of contradictory themes (oracles of judgment and
salvation). and the presence of later theological ideas or perspectives.’42

The

second criterion for perceiving the hand of the final redactor is the presence of an
over-arching structure or framework. Based primarily on thematic relationships,
she defines the framework as Hosea 1-3. 4-11, and 1214.143 The final redactor’s
work is characterized by the use of word plays, or paranornasia broadly defined.
Yee does flot resolve the issue: If the final redactor is working towards a
and Michael H. Floyd. SBLSS 10: eU. Christopher W. Matthews: Atianta: Society of Biblical
Literature, 2000). 61.
“°
Yee. Composition anci Tradition, 46.
Yee. Composition and Tradition, 48.
42
Yee. Composition and Tradition. 49.
These are approxirnately the sarne divisions proposed by Wolff. who uses a form-critical
approach.
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Gestalt ist unitv by providing an overali structure or framework, why leave
aporiae in the text? In other words, why create a unity/disunity tension in the
text?

Gale Yee works backward. from the final redaction ofthe text to its earlier stages.
Her model for the stages of transmission in Hosea is much simpler than Wolff s:
she proposes four stages of transmission, one oral and three written. The first
stage of transmission dates back to a Hosean tradition’ originating in the
Northem Kingdom during the time of the Syro-Ephramite war (734-2 BCE) and
covers most ofthe text (Hosea 2:4

—

13:15). In the second stage. the “Collector”

composed the narrative found in Hosea 1 that described Hosea’s cail to ministry,
fixes the Hosean tradition in writing. He is responsible for the creation of the
marnage metaphor. and the re-betrothal of Yahweh and Israel. Yee dates the
Collectors work to the fall of the Northem Kingdom (722-2 1 BCE) during the
time of Hezekiah’s reform. In the third written stage. two editors re-work the
material received from the perspective of the Deuteronomistic School. The First
Redactor (Ri) is related to the writer of the Deuteronomistic History during the
time ofJosiah. R2. the final redactor, who also has a Deuteronomistic orientation.
edits the material from the perspective of the exile. He is primarily responsible
for the title” ofthe book Hosea 1:1, the conclusion 14:10. and the reversal ofthe
transgression ofthe covenant:

To prepare for the cosmic covenant that will reverse this sad
cosmic state. the tbree hope passages summon the people to repent
and be healed. tilling the soil of their heart to prepare for the
fullness and fertility which only YHWH can bring. As 11:10-11
will describe. the repentance of the people will bring them back
from the lands of exile to their own homes.144
The final redactor inserts the written tradition he lias received into lis own time
frarne.

144

GaIe Yee.

ConIpt)sitk)n

and Tradition. 3 11.

_7 _7

Ii

Gale Yee contributes several ideas that will be built upon in the course of this
thesis. She establishes the importance oftreating Hosea as a written document, in
a literary fashion. We propose that on a spectrum ranging from a totally oral text
to written document, Hosea probably lies doser to the written side of the
spectrum. Therefore, what we find is flot the transcription of speech, but the
representation of speech in the text. In her search for an overarching”
framework. Yee is more concerned with the content of speech (and its probable
date). However, the idea ofa framework can be amplified by asking the question:
‘Does the Book of Hosea have a narrative framework that ‘anchors” reported
speech for the reader?” Gale Yee proposes a Gestaltist iinlly based on the work of
the final redactor. We would amplify this hypothesis and ask: Is the gestaltist
unity recognizable as a ‘world” established in the text. but that also actively

involves the reader in its construction?

1.3.4

Conclusion: Naturalizing the Process of Communication in Prophetic Texts

In this survey. two forms ofnaturalization were identified. The naturalization of
the content of the inspiration stage, and the naturalization of the textual nature of
the entire prophetic text.
speech in writing.
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that speech is “oral” and not a representation of

In the first form of naturalization. a strange or “deviant”

experience such as the prophet’s experience of inspiration is naturalized as an
interior subjective experience (ecstasy) or an example of a genre convention (the
prophet as a participant in the divine council). Naturalization of the textual nature
ofprophetic texts has wider implications.

How do readers naturalize the textual nature of prophetic texts. so that they seem
like “oral’ events? The fact that the prophetic paradigm is composed of speech
events can easily lead the reader to assume that it is the rneta-textual
proposition or matrix of communication for the entire text.

This assumption

overlooks the fact that dispiacement (in time and space) occurs when writing is
used to represent an oral event. Thus the reader of a prophetic text can read as
though they are present at the original moment of speech. when in actual fact they
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are reading the represenhation of speech achieved hy embedding one speech event
within another.

Scholars miss several important elements about the prophetic paradigm when they
operate under this assumption. for example, in this survey we noted that they
recognized and researched the pivotai role of the prophet as mediator by relating
it to an office or function in the actuai world. Thus studies ofthe origins ofterms
sucli as nabi, hozeh, ro ‘eh. and

PlU!?

ofGod focus on the psychological experience

of the prophet and his social milieu. Most do not articulate the difference in bis
functions as addressee and speaker in the process of communication.

A second characteristic of the prophetic paradigrn that scholars miss is the fact
that it does flot operate exclusively as two successive speech events. In other
words, the paradigrn does flot always flow in one direction: God speaks to the
prophet. who then speaks to the peopie. The prophet can dialogue with God (as
we showed in the example from Jeremiah).

In other cases. the prophet is an

addressee whose response’ is to perforrn a symbolic action that transmits the
message.

Finally. although studies of the proclamation stage of the prophetic paradigm
corne doser to recognizing the importance of reported speech in prophetic texts,
they do not analyze its interaction with a narrative framework. Westermann, for
example. recognizes the distinction between the narrator’s discourse and the
speaker’s domains in texts: nevertheless. he places them in separate categories
(accounts and prophetic speech). His concem for reiating the contents of forms to
their historical location leads him to read smaller portions of the text (oracles of
judgment) against a real world tempiate.

Bv focusing on the relationship of the text to the actual world. and/or the history

of the transmission of the texts. scholars miss several important steps for
anaivzing the way the world of a prophetic text is constructed. Firstly. thev do not
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define the nature of represented speech in a text: thus the embedding of speech
within a reporting speakef s discourse eludes them.

Secondly. they do flot

investigate the way reported speech constructs the prophetic paradigm. For this
reason. many ignore the prophet’s dual function as both addressee and speaker
and in doing so fuse together Yahweh’s speech to the prophet, and the prophet’s
re-transmission to the people, into the category “prophetic speech.”

Finally,

scholars overlook the way the paradigm interacts with narration. Each of these
steps is necessary in order to distinguish between speakef s domains. and to
establish a hierarchy of speech in the text.

1.4

How can a Prophetic Iext be Read Differently?: Hypothesis

This introduction began by noting scholar’s incongruous perception of unity and
disunity, fragmentation and structure in the Book of Hosea. It then raised the
issue of how scholar’s expectations, shaped by familiarity with narratives. could
influence their reading of prophetic texts. Some of the expectations identified
were:

•
•
•

Expecting a chronological succession of action events.
Expecting the world of a prophetic text to be similar to, or
“correspond” to the actual world.
Naturalizing the textual nature of a prophetic book. In other
words. in an oral context, the copresence and interaction of the
speaker and addressee binds language to an immediate social
context. In a prophetic book. however, copresence and interaction
do not take place. To read a prophetic book as an “oral” event,
scholars naturalize the book’s textual nature.

The result of these expectations is that scholars do not examine the hierarchy of
represented speech in a prophetic book. Thus they miss its function as one ofthe
primary conventions that structures the world of a prophetic text.

In the following chapters. we will be testing the thesis that Hosea creates a textual
world that mediates between the author(s) and the reader.

This world alters

narrative conventions in such a way that they constitute a different genre—a
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prophetic book. The primary convention that is altered in a prophetic text is the
hierarchy of speech. which creates a ground—usually articulated as a narrator
narratee relationship—in which ail the other voices of the text are embedded.
Embedded in the ground is the prophetic paradigrn. which interacts with the
narrator-narratee relationship.

The world of the Book of Hosea is structured by the representation of speech,
which in tum is structured in a dynamic interaction between the narrative
framework (narration,). and the prophetic paradigm (histoire). The prophetic
paradigm is encased in a “metatextual proposition” or communication event
represented as follows in Figure 7:

Prophetic Paradigm
Inspiration
Proclamation
Narrator

Speaker (Y)

Addressee (P)
Speaker (P)

Narratee
Addressee (Is)

Narrative Process of Communication

Figure 7: Embedding the Prophetic Paradigm in a Narrative Framework
Unlike most narrative texts, where the narrator’s discourse articulates a series of
action events (to form a plot), prophetic texts use narration as a skeleton for
embedded speech events.

Hosea. for example. foregrounds the prophetic

paradigm in I: l-9. and at the sarne time constructs. and then minimizes the
narrative framework. This highlights what is said in the world of the text. rather
than what is done.

In order to test this hypothesis. we will examine how the literarv world of the
prophetic text is set up and conveys meaning to the reader of the Book of Hosea.
by focusing on chapters 1-3.

Like most prophetic texts. Hosea fosters the
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naturalization of its textuality by’ concealing or minimizing the narrator-narratee
relationship. Hosea conceals the displacement that is typical of a written text by
providing a plausible context for the narrative framework (Hosea 3), or by
minimizing the representation ofthe narrator in the text (Hosea 1). f inally, it also
conceals the dispiacement from an oral to a written context by equating the
narrative framework with the prophetic paradigm. The paradigm is activated
through a narrative framework that is often found in the so-called tities or
superscriptions of the prophetic books—”The Word of Yahweh which came to
Hosea’ (1:1). The superscription articulates the narrators domain. which provides
the space for the representation of speech (and actions) to occur.14

In the following chapters. this thesis attempts to design a methodology to analyze
the hierarchy of speech in Hosea. The primary objective is to provide criteria that
allow the reader to separate the discourse domains of different participants in the
text (Yahweh and Hosea). from that of the narrator. In other words. it should
distinguish between the narrator-narratee relationship, and the embedded speaker
addressee relationships that are part of the prophetic paradigm. This in tum will
allow us to determine if there is a discourse hierarchy in the text. and how it
functions.

The next step involves applying the methodology to the flrst three

chapters of the Book of Hosea. Finally, a second objective is to determine how
speaking and perception interact to construct the world of the text. This will test
the hypothesis that a prophetic text uses narrative conventions to establish a
discourse hierarchy. and then minimizes it to construct a world that is
predominantly filtered through the perception of Yahweh.

‘ The notion of discourse space is based on the idea of mental space proposed by Gifles
Fauconnier and Eve Sweester in “Cognitive Links and Domains: Basic Aspects of Mental Space
Theor’ in Spaces. iiotlcls ana’ Grannnar. (CTLC. eU. Gilles Fauconnier. George Lakoff. Eve
S\eester: Chicago: Universit of Chicago Press. 1996.) This concept will be developed more
fulls in the folIoing chapters.
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Chapter 2
Constructing the World of a Prophetic Text: Methodology
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2.0 How is the World of a Prophetic Iext Constructed?
The shape of a prophetic text can have a profound impact upon the overail
theology articulated in the text. This is especially true ofthe way the hierarchy of
discourse is constructed in order to authenticate or establish the truth-value ofthe
different voices in the text. Are God’s words mediated through the subjectivity of
the prophet? Are God’s words mediated through the authoritative voice of the
narrator? Is God the narrator? These questions point to the importance of the
hierarchy of discourse in a prophetic text as a world constructing convention.

In chapter I, we defined the world of a text as time, space, and states of affairs,
actions and perceptions encoded via linguistic signs in a linear text.

When a

reader decodes these elements and structures, he or she also contributes
knowledge and experience of the actual world to create an imaginary, textual
world. Implied in this definition are two meta-textual operations that shape the
world of a text:

(1) the contents of the world (time, space, persons, states of

affairs etc.) are seÏected; and (2) they are transmitted from a sender to a
receiver—a form of communication that can be encoded as the reiationship
between a narrator and a narratee in the text. Narration provides the basis or
matrix for quoting the speech of ail other participants in the world. thus creating a
hierarchy of quoted (reported) speech.

As we have seen in chapter 1, the

dynamics of this hierarchy is more complex in prophetic texts, because the
prophetic paradigm is embedded in a narrative framework.

This rudimentary definition of the world of a text does not include many of the
other characteristics that can impact upon the construction ofthe world ofthe text.
In section 2.1 of this chapter. we expand the concept of a textual world by
including other meta-textual functions. such as modal operators. that can have a
profound impact on the way a world is constructed. Modal operators are norms
that allow or prohibit certain types of action (including speech events.) They
define what is possible or impossible. good or bad. permitted or prohibited.
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known or unknown in a textual world. Other issues that will also be explored in
more detail are: the relationship between the textual world and the actual world
and the role of narration and perception in the selection of world components.

As we shah see. this more developed definition highlights the important function
of the hierarchy of speech in the construction of the world of a text. Sections 2.22.3 address the primary objective of this chapter—to sketch out a procedure or
methodology that answers the following two questions:

•
•

Who speaks in the text? In other words, how is a hierarchy
of speech constructed in Hosea?
Who perce ives in the text? How is perception encoded in
the text?

b establish who speaks at any given point in Hosea 1-3. this chapter proposes a
“grille U analyse,” a set of criteria to distinguish between each discourse fleld or
domain that comprises the hierarchy of speech in the text.1

for this reason.

section 2.2.1 defines more precisely the terms ‘represented’ and ‘reported speech’
that have been used interchangeabiy up to now. Then section 2.2.2 outlines the
problems encountered when distinguishing discourse domains from one another.
Finally, sections 2.2.2.1-4 propose one criterion that establishes external
boundaries for a discourse field (quotation frames), plus three criteria, which if
working together could establish the internai cohesion of a discourse domain
(verbal construction, participant reference, and discourse typology). The concepts
outlined in section 2.2. allow for a more precise definition of the role played by
reported speech in the construction ofa textual world.

Afier proposing criteria for distinguishing who speaks at any given point in
Hosea. section 2.3 retums to the issue of whose perception a particular discourse

The ternis discourse field or domain are used interchangeably to refer to the discourse (narration
or reported speech) attributed to a particular agent in the text. Ibis definition establishes a base
une. As ve shah sec in subsequent chapters. Hosea sets up a basic hierarchy of speech. and then
dismaniles it b the disappearance ofquotation frames and other variables in the text that do not
ahlo the reader to exactlv trace speakers’ domains in the text.
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domain is transmitting.2 Rimmon Kenan defines the difference between these two
activities as follows:

Obviously. a person (and. by’ analogy. a narrative agent) is capable
of both speaking and seeing. and even of doing both things at the
sarne time. Moreover. it is almost impossible to speak without
betraying some personal point of view, if only through the very
language used. But a person. (and by analogy. a narrative agent) is
also capable of undertaking to teil what another person sees or has
seen.
.

.

This distinction is especially important for prophetic texts. because most scholars
assume that every change of reference (from Yahweh’s speech to the prophet’s,
for example) involves a switch in speech domain, when in fact it may be that one
speaker “undertakes to tell’ what another person perceives. Section 2.3 proposes
a model for the way perception is attributed to a personal source on the surface
structure of most texts.

Modalities, discourse hierarchies, and the encoding of perception. ah shape the
way the world of a text is constructed.

Ahi three impact upon the way the

narrative framework and the prophetic paradigm interact to construct a hierarchy
of speech in the book ofHosea.

2.1 What is a World?
14’orÏd. like the concept color, is used frequently in everyday experience. but

rarely defined in practice. The Oxford Concise Dictionary defines 4’orÏd mostly in
relation to hurnan existence. A world is:
•
•

2

A time or state ofhuman existence.
Everything that exists outside oneseif

Genette introduces the terrn focali:ation for perception in order to avoid a purely visual
connotation. However. perception can also act as a cognitive. emotive. and ideological filter. In
this thesis. I wilI be usine the term perception. and only occasionally. focalization. Genette.
Figures III. 2-6.
Rimmon Kenan. Aarra!ive Fiction. 72.
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.

Human affairs, their course and condition, active life.4

Another definition moves beyond reference to human existence: the world is
“universe. ail creation. everything.”

World is a concept that is also used to

describe non-actual states of affairs: ‘the world of the internet. the world of the
text. le monde de la Bible.” Used in conjunction with other terms it conveys a
moral judgment. For example. “underworld” indicates a condition, or system of
existence related to criminal or anti-social activities. which itself would seem to
be derived metaphorically ftorn the notion of the reaim of the dead. However,
even definitions that include all that exists outside direct human experience—the
universe, all creation. everything—are viewed in relation to actual states of
affairs.

Biblical scholarship. with its strong roots in historical criticism, also uses the
concept world in this way; a concem reflected in debates about the degree to
which an element in a biblical text corresponds to a historical reality. The debate
over the Jlctionalily of the prophets is a case in point. T. Overholt reacts to G.
Carroll’s suggestion that prophets are “types” and not actuai historical figures as
follows:

Ris argument contains as an assumption one of the points under
contention. namely that the identification of these individuals as
prophets is a ‘redactional ploy’. He asserts the belief that ‘the
figure of Jeremiah as a prophet has been generated by certain
levels of the book’s production; but what would be the point of
such fictionalizing?
What puzzles me is why someone would
collect material and then assign it to a fictional character.
Jererniah’ (Carroil). or alternatively. falsely attribute a real social
role. prophet’. to a historical person like Amos (Auld).6
.

.

.

J.B. Svkes. Tue Concise Oxford Dictionari, 7th ed.. (London: Oxford University Press, 1984).
1242.
Svkes. Concise Oxford Dictionan’. 1242
b
Thomas W. Overholt. “It is Difficuit to Read’ in The Prophets: A Sheffield Reader, (ed. P. R.
Davies: Sheffield: Sheffield. 1996). 103.
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Influenced by post-modem theory. some scholars are willing to abandon an exact
correspondence with a historical world:

The analogy between prophecy and postmodemism constitutes a
study in itself. Such a study might look at how. for example. the
prophetic and postrnodern authors confuse the boundaries between
the world outside and inside the novel by inserting real names
into an ofien fantastic fiction: thus Hosea begins its dream-like
narrative with the names of historical kings (anachronistically
confused)..
.

.

In this quotation Yvonne Sherwood recognizes that the world of a text can be
constructed for reasons beyond the pure representation of a historical milieu; that
‘confusing” boundaries may actually have theological significance.

From this brief and informaI survey. we can describe a world as an organized set
ofentities situated in time and space: and defined in relation to human experience
as a matrix for existence and action. Although this concept is transferred from the
(actual) world as it is. to different media. including wriUen texts. the dominant
frame of reference is that reality consists of one (actual) world. the only
legitimate, “truthful,” and “real” universe of discourse. In the following section
we will describe how a world can be constructed in a text, and not have an

absolute. determinative one-to-one correspondence to the actual world.

2.1.1 World ami Possibility
What if our actual world is surrounded by an infinite number of other possible
worlds? What status would the actual world have? These questions were re
introduced by logicians during the 60s and 70s. to propose models for modal
logic.

Later they affected other branches of philosophy. and provided new

insights in the natural and social sciences: ‘The concept of possible worlds has. in
recent vears. served as an interdisciplinarv metaphor representing a sphere of

-

Sherwood. Prostitute cind t17e Prophe!. 329.
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mutual fusion and interchange. .as a common point of reference where problems
.

raised separately by each discipline seem to converge.”8

In modem philosophy. possible worlds are human constructs that can be infinite
in size and number. Since infmite size and number are cumbersome parameters,
scholars have adopted a procedure to limit their size and complexity: (1) choose a
subset of possible worlds, (2) design small worlds containing a limited number of
particular entities. and shaped by a limited number of parameters.

“...

[Ijn

describing a possible world we are free to choose the universe of discourse it is
designed to apply to. Thus possible worlds are always small worlds, that is, a
relatively short course of local events in some nook or corner of the actual
world.”9

Possible worlds differ according to each discipline or universe of

discourse:

•

•
•

•

•
•

Possible worlds of logical semantics are interpretative
models providing the domain of reference necessary for the
semantic interpretation of counterfactual statements, modal
formulas, intensional contexts and so on.
Possible worlds of philosophy are coherent cosmologies
derived from some axioms or presuppositions.
The scope of possible worlds of religion is equally
ambitious. but they are constructs of communal beliefs and
usually given the form of cosmological narratives.
Possible worlds of natural science are alternative designs of
the universe constructed by varying the basic physical
constants.
Possible worlds of historiography are counterfactual
scenarios that help us to understand actual-world history...
Possible worlds of fiction are artfacts produced by
aesthetic activities—poetry and music composition,
mythology and storytelling. Since they are constructed by
.

8

.

Ronen. Possible 11 orIds, 47. Iwo disciplines that seem to be excluded from this “convergence”
are theology and religious studies. In a recent publication. Possible Worlds in Htimanities, Arts
and Sciences: Proceedings ofNobel Symposium 65, (ed. S. Allen. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter.
1989). none ofthe articles were related to theology orreligious studies, even though possible
worlds have been used in these flelds. Leibnitz used them in philosophy to formulate an argument
for theodicv. Each world has a transcendental existence because it is found in the omniscient
divine mmd. Lubomir Doleel. Heterocosmica. 12-15.
Umberto Eco. The Limits oflnterpretation. (AS. edited bv Thomas A. Sebeok: Bloomington:
lndiana Universitv Press. 1990). 67.
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semiotic systems—language, colors, shapes, tones, acting
and so on—we are justified in calling them semiotic
objects.1°
Each of these macro-structures stands in some theoretical relationship to the
actual world. At one end of the spectrum is actualism; the actual world is an
absolute point of reference outside of the network of possible worlds. On the
other end. possibilism does not give the actual world any special status in relation
to the set of all possible worlds--thus every entity in a possible world does flot
have to be matched” with a corresponding one in the actual world.

Possible world theory is being used to tackle the issue of fictionality in literature.
Fictionality is defined either as the relationship between a world and what lies
outside of it (mirnesis). or as an immanent type of order or structure in the text.
With the introduction of other disciplines. “fictionality is no longer defined as a
property of texts: it is either viewed as a type of speech situation, as a position
within a culture, or as a particular type of logic or semantics.”

The brief survey

of mimesis that follows illustrates only one attempt to solve the problem.

For centuries. the concept of mimesis was used to describe fiction in literature by
using the actual world as a source of prototypes for the fictional world. Fictional
particulars (or particular entities in the fictional world) represented either
particulars or universals in the actual world. For example, Napoleon in War and
Peace (a fictional particular) is identical with the historical Napoleon (an actual
particular). or else represents the hubris of world conquerors in history (actual
universal.)’2 The debate between Carroll and Overholt over whether or not the
prophets are fictional or real” raises the issue of mimetic representation. It can
10

Doleel. Heterocosmica. 14-15. Doleel’s description ofpossible worlds in religion is
extremely limited when compared to texts in the Bible. Biblical texts contain ethical and aesthetic
elernents that move beyond a cosmological function. Furthermore. the presence of non-narrative
genres anests to a broader definition of”world” than Doleel allows for.
Ronen. Possible Worlds. 3.
12
Bons Uspensky analyzes the way the use ofvarïous names for Napoleon can change the
readers perception ofthe character in the text. Bons Uspensky. A Poetics ofConiposition: l7ie
Structure ofihe Artistic Text and Typologu ofCompositional Form. Translated by V Zavarin and
S. Winig. Los Angeles: University ofCalifornia Press. 1973. 20-43.
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be rephrased as follows: Is the actual world a source of prototypes for a
“prophetic persona” or office?

Mimesis describes fictional entities that have identifiable actual world prototypes,
but fails to account for persons with no known background or source in the actual
world, for example. the character Sancho Panza in Don QuUote de la Mancha.

2.1.2 How is a World Set Up?13
Narratologists have defined “story” as the necessary ingredient for the
construction of a narrative text.’4 Narratives however. take place in a “setting,”
matrix. or set of conditions that make a story possible:

Fictional semantics does not deny that the story is the defining
feature of narrative but moves to the foreground the macro
structural conditions of story generation: stories happen, are
enacted in certain kinds of possible worlds. The basic concept of
narratology is flot “story” but “narrative world,” defined within a
typology of possible worlds.1

Do1ee1 describes the way the macro-structure is set up as a world constructing
“cosmological task.” In the beginning, the macrostructure is a world of states.
where objects exist with static physical properties.

Next, an N force, or

impersonal nature force introduces “natural events.”16 These events define the
“laws of nature” within the macro-structure, and also introduce a dynamic
element into the static world. “We now have constructed a dynamic world, where
changes originate in one. inanimate source... {which] is a model of actual nature.

‘

This description of narrative worlds closely follows Lubomir Do1eers process in
Heterocosm ica. 3 1-33.
A more precise defmition ofstory can be found in Chapter 1.
b
Do1eeI. Heterocosmica. 31.
6
DoeeI uses the word inanimate” to descrihe the N force. This is a rather strange term because
it contradicts the idea of force and movement. Anirnate “things” are entities “that can act. or are
perceived to act oftheir own will.” Matthews. Dictionan ofLingiiistics. 19. Conversely, an
inanimate entity would not be able to act on its own. For this reason. impersonal has been
substituted for inanimate.
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the universe of discourse of the natural sciences and the world of nature poetry,
art. and rnusic.’17

In the next stage. the world is altered bv the category “person.” which
encompasses mental states. physical properties, events and acts. At this point the
relationship between intentions, actions and plot” corne into play. “The person’s
productive acting enriches the world by a new kind of object—artifacts. Acting
includes semiotic acts. particularly speech acts, in which the person uses signs to
convey information.”18

FinaÏly. the macrostructure can be constructed as a one or multi-person world. In
the rnulti-person world interaction between individuals and social groups adds a
new element of change. At this point. the constructed world resembles the space
of human existence:

Stories require the presence in the fictional world of at Ieast one
person-agent. World-without-person can provide the initial or the
end state of some elementary stories (the genesis of the human race
or in apocalyptic extinction) but by itself is below the threshold of
narrativity. It is worlds with person or. better, persons within
worlds that generate stories.19
Ahhough a story world. or textual world may resemble the actual world of daily
human existence, it can neyer be a direct copy. As possible worlds, they represent
a selection of the actual world. and are thus incomplete. Macro operators limit the
world under construction. Eco points out a reading strategy that recognizes that
small worlds are limited in scope:

‘. . .

it seems that fictional worlds are parasitical

worlds. because if alternative properties are flot spelled out, we take for granted
the properties hoLding in the real world.”2° The selection of a single or multi

F

DoIeeI. Heterocos,nica. 32.
DoIee1. Hererocosmica. 32.
DoIee1. Hc’terocosmica. 33.
°
Eco. Limits of Interpreration. 75. This strategy is discussed more thoroughly in the
Introduction. usino the terni naturali:ation.
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person world. physical (natural) or mental events. intentional acting or
intentionless processes. a world with or without nature, is a macro-operation.

Doleel labels a second type of operation that limits the type of world under
construction formative operations.” They “shape narrative worlds into orders
that have the potential to produce (generate) stories.”2’ Modalities are the most
important examples of these “rudimentary and inescapable constraints.”22

They

are norms that allow or prohibit certain types of action:

Agents of the actual world have to deal with a tangled bundle of
modal restrictions. But in the formation of fictional worlds modal
systems can be manipulated in many different ways.
The
elementary but most productive manipulation puts one of the
modal systems into a dominant position, blocking the impact of the
others.23
Table III briefly summarizes modal systems that can exert a formative function in
a narrative world. According to Doleel’s description, alethic (from the Greek
word “true”) modality shapes the matrix in which the world of a text operates.
The other modalities—deontic (Gr. ought to be), epistemic (Gr. knowledge.
understanding) and axioÏogicaÏ (Gr. from axia, value)—seem to operate primarily
at the level of plot development. Doleel states that axiological modality—value
(or disvalue)—is probably one of the strongest sources of action in a text:

.what is value for one person might be a disvalue for another one.. For
an ordinary person. values are desirable, attractive, and disvalues
undesirable and repugnant. If a person lacks a desired value. he or she is
likely to initiate actions that would bring that value into his or her
possession. 24
.

11

Dolee1. Heterocosmica. 113.
Dolee1. Heterecosmica. 113.
Do1eeI. Heterocosmica. 114-15. DoIee1 credits Viadimir Propp and A.J. Greimas with
impïicitlv and explicitly articulating modality in narrative worlds.
24
DoIee1. Heterocosmica. 124.
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Operations
Quantifiers

Alethic

E some
-E none
-E- ail

M possible
-M impossible
-M-necessary
Determine
causaiity. timespace
parameters. and
action capacity.

Examples of
types ofworlds:

Shapes
supematural vs.
“natural” type
worlds

Deontic

Axiological

Epistemic

P permitted
-P prohibited
-P-obligatory
Proscriptive and
prescriptive type
norms: actions
that are
prohibited,
obligatory or
permitted.
Narratives of
social, national,
racial, and
personai
liberation.
“When a
prohibition or
obligation is
lifted, the actions
under its scope
become
permitted. In
contrast, the
imposition of
new prohibitions
or obligations
narrows the
scope ofthe
permissible and
thus generates
the story of
deontic loss.
Narratives of
ensiavement,
oppression, and
confinement
implement this
pattern.”

G good
-G bad
-G-indifferent
Iransforms the
world’s entities
objects. states of
affairs, events,
actions... into
values and
disvalues.
Quest narratives
are basic
axiological
stories that bring
a value into the
possession ofa
person.
Expeditions, love
stories, and
rebellion are
examples ofthis
type.

K known
-K unknown
-K-believed
Epistemic
perspective, what
an agent knows,
is ignorant of,
and beheves is
the case in the
world.
Exemplified by
an epistemic
quest, a stoty
with a secret.
Also, stories of
deception—
persons utter
true, faise
statements, lies,
and rumors.
Lying,
insinuating,
spreading gossip
contrary to
fictional facts are
the deceiver’s
tools for
influencing a
person or
persons who
either do not
know or
disregard
fictional facts.

.

.

Table III: Modal Systems in Narratives25

This table has been adapted using material from Doleel. Heterocosmica. 114-28.
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If the modalities of possible. impossible. and necessary conditions mirror those of
the actual world. then the world under construction resembles the natural world.
‘The alethic conditions ofthe natural world determine the character of ail the
world’s entities. particularly of its persons. .persons ofthe natural world are
.

possible counterparts ofhumans. their properties and action capacities are
fictional projections ofactual person’s attributes.”26 Modal operators that shape
the entire world ofa text are cailed “codexal norms.” These contrast with
subjective norms. which are operators that shape the actions. thoughts and speech
ofindividuals.27 As we shah see, Hosea 1-3 uses these four modal systems to
constructs a sophisticated hierarchy that varies from chapter to chapter.

2.1.3 ModaIIy Diverse Worlds
Although one modal category may dominate in a particular world. most are
ordered by a combination of modalities that overlap and intersect. Dyadic worlds
combine two well defined but contrary modal conditions, thus producing
heterogeneous conditions.

“The structure of the dyadic world could also be

explained as a spiit within the fictional world effected by the redistribution of
codexal modalities of one and the same modal system.”28 Ibis creates a dynamic
tension. and provides the conditions for a story to take place.

Doleel lists several types of dyadic world that illustrate the redistribution of
modahities within the same world. A mythological world, for example, is made
up of two conjoined domains. .that are strictiy demarcated.” they are the
.

domains of the natural and the supernatural.29 Thus an asymmetrical world is
constructed where the supernatural agents have access to the natural world, but
flot vice versa.

The inhabitants of the natural world must rely on special

informants to access the supematural.

“Because these accounts are flot

independently verifiable. thev gain credence only thanks to a special authority or

‘

-

2)

DoIee1. HL’ft’lOCOSmÏCa. 115.
DoleeI. Heterocosmica. 120.
Do1eeI. Heterocosinica. 128.
Do1eeI. Heterocosmica. 129.
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exceptional status of the informer (prophet, god-inspired scribe and so on.)”3°
Ihe mythological world as described by Doleel certainly bears a considerable
resemblance to the (classical) prophetic books in the Bible.

Rigid domain boundaries (in a mythological world) create a division within the
world. and the possibility of a cross-world joumey.

‘Special permits are needed

to visit the supernatural domain, and they are granted only to selected humans for
a definite purpose and under strict conditions.”3’ Doleel identifies two variants
to the cross-world joumey.

In one, the visitor is simply an observer, who is

capable of understanding or is given the capacity to understand the interactions in
the supematural reaim. Stories of the divine council and apocalyptic literature
would seem to fail in this category. In the second variant, the visitor enters the
supematural world in order to accomplish a mission.32

The asymmetry between domains in a mythological world also extends to power
relationships within the world: humans who tamper with the affairs of the gods
inevitably end up in disaster. However. divine intervention can happen in the
natural world. violating the modal codex.

These interventions, perceived as

miracles by humans, confirm a fixed cosmological hierarchy.

2.1.4 Accessing Textual Worlds
The fictional worlds described above seem to float in an autonomous. fluid
existence; however this is an illusion.

These worlds are constructed via the

discourse of a speaking subject:

Fictional worlds of literature are constructs of textual poesis. Ah
possible worlds are constructs of human productive activities;
fictional worlds of literature are products of textual poesis. By
composing a written or oral text. the author creates a fictional
world that was flot available prior to this act. Textual poesis. like
DoleeI. Heterocosmica. 129.
DoIeel. Heterocosmica. 131.
DoIe2el cites the mvth ofOrpheus as an example. Do1eeL, Heteroco.rmica. 131.
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ail human activity. occurs in the actual world; however it
constructs fictional reaims whose properties. structures. and modes
of existence are, in principle, independent of the properties.
structures, and existential mode of actuality. .Thanks to the
literary text’s special illocutionary force.. .possibles are made
fictionai existents. possible worlds become semiotic objects.33
.

Possible worlds are accessed through a process of communication between a
speaker and addressee. When the medium of transmission is a text, narration is
the process of communication encoded in linear. written language. The world of
the text is therefore, aiso shaped by the dispiacement that characterizes written
language—the lack of co-presence and interaction between the speaker and
addressee which is normal for conversational ianguage.34 The world of a fictional
text is transrnitted via communication often encoded as the interaction between a
narrator and narratee.

Both conversation and narration are human activities, and are therefore oriented
towards a ‘centre of consciousness.” Wallace Chafe describes the way in which
consciousness in conversation differs from written texts. In oral conversation,
“the language emerging from the mouth of the speaker expresses what is passing
through the consciousness of that person then and there. A situated representing
consciousness maintains a tight grip on the represented consciousness.”35 In
written texts. the opposite is true:

the representing consciousness. .is that of the fictional narrator at
the time of narrating, but the represented consciousness is a
different one. Although it beiongs to the same self as the
representing consciousness, it is separated in space and time. The
separation is possible because the desituatedness of writing
weakens. as it were. the hold ofthe representing consciousness.36
.

Do1eel. Heterocosmica. 23.
Wallace Chafe. Discourse, Consciousness and lime, 226. Chafe describes the desituatedness of
a particular type ofnarrator—flrst person or Jch-narrator. Separation in time and space also occurs
for a third person narrator (hence the use ofthe past tense employed in English and other Jndo
European languages to narrate events in a story.)
Chafe. Discourse, Consciousness and lime. 226.
36
Chafe. Discourse. Consciotisness and lime. 226.
‘
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Separation in time and space is reflected in the conventions of reported speech--a
topic that will be explored at greater length in the following chapters.

Who speaks?” is a question that can be asked flot only about the persons
represented within the world, but also about the self that constructs the world.
The narrating self (or voice) transmits a selection of entities (time, space, persons,
events), as well as the modal parameters for the world under construction. If this
is the case, then how is it possible to say that a character or participant within the
represented world speaks”?

Represented speech is a system of conventions in every language that
distinguishes between the discourse of a narrator and a character in the world.37
The speech of every participant in a textual world is embedded within the
discourse of the narrator. This can be compared to a sculpture that begins in the
form of carvings on stone, progress to high relief, until finally the shape of a free
standing human being is “liberated” from the underlying stone.
although it represents a human form, is still constituted by stone.

The statue.
Similarly,

characters speak” in a text when the narrator (1) notes that they have spoken; (2)
notes that they have spoken and gives the reader a summary of the content of
speech: (3) or finally, quotes them directly.

The narrative process of

communication (narrator—narratee) is the “ground” (like the stone that
constitutes the statue), the underlying discourse that allows characters to be
quoted.

Direct speech ‘chips away” the underlying discourse so that the

characters speech act stands alone” yet has representational meaning within an
organic whole. Cognitive linguists describe a narrating voice as the vehicle that
provides the discourse or mental space for a character’s embedded speech to take
place. thus creating a hierarchy ofdiscourse:

Rimmon Kenan distinguishes between narration ofthe story and narration in the story. Rimmon
Kenan. Aarrative Fiction, 91. A characters non-narrative speech can also be quoted within the
storv world.
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In a narrative text. the reality of the narrator (the irnplied author) is
the basic mental space. This base space is the starting point ofthe
discourse representation. In the unmarked case. information is
valid in the base space. Linguistic markers. such as indicators of
quotation and focalization. create new spaces within the narrator’s
reality... 38
Narratologists descrihe a hierarchy of narratives within one system (or novel) that
is closely related to the action or storyline of the text. The outermost level of
narration is that of the narrator who is “outside” the events narrated in the story.
However, a character within a story can speak and perform one of two
functions—converse, or tel! a story.

If he or she teils a story. the character

becomes a narrator in his or ber own right:

A character whose actions are the object of narration can himself
in tum engage in narrating a story. Within bis story there may. of
course. be ‘et another character who narrates another story, and SO
on in infinite regress. Such narratives within narratives create a
stratification of levels whereby each inner narrative is subordinate
to the narrative within which it is embedded.39
A character within a narrative world can also construct an embedded world
through bis or ber discourse.4°

Perspective or focalization is another factor that shapes the world of a text. The
entity who speaks and the one who perceives are flot necessarily one and the same
38

José Sanders and Gisela Redeker. “Perspective and the Representation of Speech and Thought
in Narrative Discourse” in Spaces, Wor/ds and Grammar (Eds. Gities Fauconnier and Eve
Sweetser. CTLC, Gilles Fauconnier. George Lakoffand Eve Sweetser Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1996), 295.
Rimmon Kenan. Narrative Fiction. 91 Texts such as tI7e One Thousand and One Arabian
Nights are examples ofthe embedding ofone world within anotherthat is constituted b a
characters discourse. When embedded narratives are almost exact mirror images ofthe world in
which thev are embedded. thev are called mise en abi-nie.
40
Hierarchies of narration in texts have been closely tied in with the issue ofmimesis. Beginning
with Platos Republic. scholars distinguish between diegesis and mimesis: “The characteristic
feature ofdiegesis is that the poet
does not even attempt to suggest to us that anvone but
himself is speaking. In mimesis. on the other hand. the poet tries to create the illusion that it is
flot he who speaks. Thus dialogue. monologue, direct speech in general would be mimetic.
whereas indirect speech would be diegetic” Rimmon Kenan. Narrcitive Fiction. 106. This is an
illusion because the entire world—space. time. participants. modal conditions and so on-- are
dependent on the discourse ofa representing “self.”
‘

-

...

.
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person. “The story is presented in the text through the mediation of some prism,’
perspective.’ angle of vision’. verbalized by the narrator, though flot necessarily
lis.”41 This applies to the entire world ofthe text, since not only action, but any
entity in the system can be viewed from one or several different perspectives:
‘Tictional entities cannot be selected and introduced apart from a focalizing
subject.”42

Focalization or perspective can function on a macro structural level or at the level
of an agent within the story world. On a macro structural level it defines the
focus, or the here and now’ of the fictional world.

Generally, this level of

focalization includes a broader range of entities within the world under
construction. Sometimes called ‘external focalization” this type of perception can
be detected. for example. in the logicaÏ topological ordering of places. Relations
of adjacency, proximity. or distance are represented so that they agree with the
logic of action in the text. At the level of a focalizing agent within the world. the
field of perception narrows and spatial relations can be incoherent and
fragmentary.

In this case, the reader must ‘naturalize” the perception by

attributing it the imagination. a dream, or memory of the perceiver. In this sense.
intemal focalization subjectivizes” the objects perceived.

Literary theorists attribute the power of “authentication” or ‘authority” to the way
focalization functions in the world of a fictional text. Authentication establishes
the degree of factuality or non-factuality of a statement, or position within a
fictional world. Other scholars do flot limit authentication to focalization. but
include other aspects ofthe world under construction:

A fictional universe has its own complex modal structure, in which
sorne states are factual and others are hypothetical. or impossible.
An analogous modal structure accounts for the relationship
between the actualized world of fiction (the factual center of that

‘

Rimmon Kenan. Narrative Fiction. 71.
Ronen. Possible Worlds, 187.
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world) and other possible worlds of belief. rnemory. prediction.
and so on.
Ibis position abandons metaphysical realism and direct correspondence of the
actual world with the world of the text, and is diametrically opposed to the
classical historical critical approach to biblical texts.44

An accessible (textual) world is constructed through the discourse of a
“representing self or consciousness” which we laheled the narrator, who also
mediates the angles of perception or focalization in the text.45 This describes the
transmission of the world: but its reception by the reader also contributes to its
construction. Eco compares the process of reading a text to the performance of a
musical score. “The reader as an active principle of interpretation is a part of the
picture of the generative process of the text.”46 During this process, the reader
compares the content of the textual world to the actual world, and “brackets out”
information that does not agree with his or lier experience:

.the reader recognizes the existence of certain individuals (be
they animate or not) furnished with certain properties (among
which the possible properties of performing certain actions). he
probably makes some indexical presuppositions, that is. he assigns
those subjects to a possible world.
In order to apply the
information provided by the lexicon. he assumes a transitory
identity between this world and the world of bis experience
(reflected by the lexicon.) If by chance, in the course of decoding.
the reader discovers some discrepancy between the world as
pictured by the social lexicon and the world as pictured by the
idiolectal lexicon of the text (for instance. a stone—inanimate——
has the propertv of speaking).. .he suspends his disbelief, waiting
for more sernantic information..

Ronen. Possible tVor/ds, 41.
This mode! for fictiona! texts wi!! be used as a usefu! approach to a prophetic text. but the
assumption that the actual world is flot used as a point of reference or validation, wi!! flot be.
Presumab!y the existence ofa comp!ete!y inaccessible possible world can only be noted, since
nothing can be said about its contents. events. or persons.
Umberto Eco. The Ro/e ofthe Reader, 14.
Eco. The Role ofihe Reader. 117.
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Under normal circumstances, the reader “naturalizes” the discrepancy by
attributing it to non-actualized states such as dreams. visions. etc., thus the actual
world serves as a template or reference point for interpreting possible worlds.

2.1.5 Summary: What is a lextual World?
The world of a text is a possible world encoded in linear. written language. This
world is accessible because the author(s) and reader(s) possess a minimal
competency that allows them to encode and decode signs written on paper. A
narrator-narratee relationship assumes the function of the speaker-addressee in
normal conversation without the immediacy and co-presence of dialogue in
conversation. The effect is to distance the text from the original event that led to
its conception. “La chose du texte, c’est le monde qu’il déploie devant lui. Et ce
monde prend distance à l’égard de la réalité quotidieime vers laquelle pointe le
discours ordinaire.”49 The moment discourse is written down. distance is created
between immediate reference to realitv’ and the world projected in the text.
While the narrator’s discourse creates a distance from the immediacy of
conversation. it also provides the “ground” for describing and representing
entities. persons. events (including represented speech), modal systems and angles
of perception or focalization in a possible textual world.

Worlds constructed

through discourse are shaped by the intersection, and overlap of multiple
hierarchies. Modal systems. levels of represented speech, and types of
focalization. for example. are organized in hierarchies that strengthen or weaken
the factual or non-factual nature of discourse that constitutes the world. Finally,
each textual world establishes its own particular relationship to the actual world,
and the reader activelv uses the actual world as a template for decoding the world
ofthe text.

A more complete description ofthe process ofnaturalization is given in chapter I.
Ricoeur. Herméneutique philosophique et herméneutique biblique.” 123.
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2.1.6 Restating the Hypothesis: Is There a “World” in the Book of Hosea?
Ibis thesis tests the hypothesis that the Book ofHosea uses narrative conventions
to set up a world, but these are altered in such a way that they constitute a
different genre—a prophetic book. The stages of Dolezel’s world constructing
task, for example, seem to operate differently in Hosea l-3. Chronology in time
and relations of contiguity through space are elements that build causality in most
textual worlds. The opemng verses of Hosea describe a multi-person world and
begin by situating them in a range oftbe reigns ofa succession ofkings:

The word of Yahweh which came to Hosea son of Bern in the days
of Kings Uzziah, Jotham and Ahaz, and Hezekiah of Judah, and in
the days ofKings Jeroboam son ofJoash oflsrael. (l:I).°
The political life span of the kings Iocates the text in. Simflarly reference to
space is indefinite or indirect; participants in the story are not situated in an
explicit geographical area. The only geographical reference, other than Judah and
Israel nientioned in the superscnption is the metaphoncal name Jezreel (1:4,
2:24).’ In Hosea time and space are ébranlés (shattered or splintered).
According to DoIeel, modatities also play an important part in structunng
fictional worlds.

Hosea l-3 is a modally nch environment. The supematurai

engages the natural world through a series of speech acts.

Underlying the

assumption that Yahweh speaks to a prophet, who then transmits a message to the
people, is an alethic modality that creates a “mythological” world.

However,

deontic, axiological and epistemic modalities also intersect and overlap
throughout the text.

Marnage to a prostitute—not permitted under normal

circumstances—is now commanded by Yahweh (deontic modality). Value and
dis-value colors the personal relationship between Yahweh and the people, and
50

A speech act, rather than an impersonal N or natural force initiates change in the world. In other
words, personal interaction is the first source of change in the world of the text.
51
See the discussion ofthe issue of location in geographical space in chapter 3, especially the
analysis ofthe superscription.
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Hosea and the woman (axiological operations).

Finally. the tuming point in

chapter 2 is a statement about the limits of knowledge: She did flot know that it
was I who gave lier the grain. the wine and the ou. and who lavished upon lier
silver and gold that they used for Baal.” (2:8. NRSV) (episternic modality).
Modalities in Hosea operate at two levels in the world of a text: codexal
modalities shape the entire world, whereas subjective modalities set boundaries
for the domains of individuals.

In a prophetic book like Hosea. alethic modality sets up the basic premise--God
speaks through a prophet to his people’--and operates as a codexal modality
shaping the entire wor1d.2 The opening verses—”The word of Yahweh which
came to Hosea. “—are “spoken” by the narrator. However, as we shah see. the
.

.

narrator quickly disappears from the entire text. Represented speech is placed in
the foreground. while the narrative ftamework is minimized. In the hierarchy of
embedded discourse, the outermost sheli, (or the extradiegetic level)—that
encodes the nan-ator’s presence—is minimized. Yaliweh’s speech to the prophet
Hosea is placed in the foreground.

For this reason, understanding how the

representation of speech in a prophetic text functions is crucial for interpreting the
world it constructs.

Biblical scholars ofien attribute the power of authentication or the source of
authority in the text with the “God speaks through a prophet to lis people”
dvnamic that begins to operate in the first verses of the text. As we have seen.
speaking and perceiving are two different functions: therefore hoeo’ human
mediation of a divine perspective is representcd in the text is an important issue.
The degree of factuality or non-factuality of an element in the textual world is
deterrnined by the wav the perception or focalization of it is attributed to Yahweh
and other participants in the text. An issue this raises is whether or flot macro

According to Doleel this dvadic opposition—a divine being is able to communicate with a
hurnan agent—characterizes a rnvthological world.
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structural perception is attributed to God. or whether everything is perceived
through the limited perspective of the prophet.

Ibis brief sketch of the world in the Book of Hosea allows us to propose a more
precise version ofthe initial hypothesis. Hosea uses narrative conventions to set
up a world, but alters them to create a prophetic text. While space. time, and
modalities may function differently than would be expected in a narrative text, it
is primarily the representation of speech and perception that gives the text Us
character. Hosea inserts within the narrative convention “someone

prophetic

is speaking this text” the more specific prophetic convention or paradigm:
‘Yahweh speaks to a prophet. who then speaks to the people.”

2.2 Identifying Reported Speech in a Prophetic Text
After broadening the definition of a textual world, and refining the hypothesis
stated in chapter 1. we now tum to a key issue: How can we identify the domains
of each speaker in a text?

2.2.1 Represented and Reported Speech
Two

terms—represented

speech

and

reported

speech—have

been

used

interchangeably up to this point to define who speaks in a prophetic text.
Representing and reporting are two actions that can be difficuit to distinguish
from one another. These overlapping definitions from the Oxford Concise
Dictionary highlight this difficulty:

•

•

To represent is to “eau up in the mmd by description. or
portrayal or imagination. [to] place likeness of [something]
before the mmd or senses.”
b report is to “bring hack or give account of. state as
ascertained fact. tel] as news. narrate or describe. ..“

In 11w first definition, a likeness of sornething experienced in the actual world is
“called up” into the mmd via a description.
Svkes. Concise Ox/àrd Dictionan. 882.

This “imitation” of the actual
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world—the illusion that language can ‘represent” action or speech-- bas been
called mimesis.

.aucun récit ne peut « montrer » ou « imiter» l’histoire qu’il
raconte. Il ne peut que la raconter de façon detaillée. précise,
« vivante », et donner par là plus ou moins l’illusion de mimésis
qui est la seule mimésis narrative, pour cette raison unique et
suffisante que la narration, orale ou écrite, est un fait de langage, et
que le langage signifie sans imiter.D4
AIl language can do is create the illusion of representation by quoting itself—’to
tefl. narrate or describe”—as the second definition states. For this reason, every
text contains a ‘meta-textual proposition,” a narrator. whose discourse provides
the basis for quoting other participants. Reported speech—”one utterance reported
by another”55—is a vehicle or means of representing speech. When an original
utterance lias been performed. another speaker quotes it. thus embedding someone
else’s words within his or her own speech domain.

Reported speech is a

convention that overcomes the separation in tirne between the original utterance
and its reporting or “imitation.”

Another convention also cornes into play when a reader encounters reported
speech: representation is more successfttL it is considered more natural.” when
the narrator’s or reporting speaker’s domain is less obvious.

This occurs

especially when the reporting speaker has minimal “control” of the original
utterance: bis or her reported speech creates the illusion that it imitates the
original utterance more closely. How is this illusion created? In other words.

how is the reporting speaker’s ‘control” articulated in a text?

The reporting speaker’s controÏ” depends on the degree to which the original
utterance is incorporated into the reporting speaker’s domain. Ibis is norrnaflv
indicated bv the use of a subordinating conjunction. and a change in pronominal

Genette. figures III. 185.
Matthe s. Dicflonure ofLingiiistics. 3 1 8.
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reference. In the second example in figure 8. the narrator ‘controls” the original
utterance by incorporating it into his field of speech with the conjunction ‘ihaf
and by flot allowing the shifi in pronominal reference shown in examplel:

1. Yahweh said (3rns) to Hosea: Go (2ms). take (2rns) a woman
given to prostitution...
2. Yahweh told (3rns) Hosea that lie (3rns) should go and take a
woman...

Figure 8: Reporting Speaker’s Degree of Control: Mimesis and Dïegesis
As the control of the reporting speaker increases. and direct reference to the
reported utterance decreases. reported speech is considered “diegetic.”6

The

difference lias been expressed as a contrast between mimesis and diegesis (or
showing and telling in Anglo-American criticism):

The characteristic feature of diegesis is that the poet himself is the
speaker and does not even attempt to suggest to us that anyone but
himself is speaking. In mimesis, on the other hand, the poet tries
to create the illusion that it is flot he who speaks. Thus dialogue.
monologue. and direct speech in general would be mimetic.
whereas indirect speech would be diegetic.7
Traditionally, studies of reported speech in the Hebrew Bible only make a
distinction between direct and indirect speech.

However, newer studies have

shown that reported speech falls on a spectrum between direct speech and diegetic
summary.8 Although the presence of the reporting speaker is articulated in a
quotation frame. in direct speech the quoted utterance seems to ‘stand on its
own.’ In indirect speech. however. the quoted utterance is incorporated into” the
quotation frarne via a subordinating conjunction. Finally. at the other end of the
spectrum. the quoted utterance disappears. and the fact that a speech event lias
As we shah see in section 2. this convention does flot necessarily hold across ail cultures and
I anguages.
This is a summar ofthe difference between mimesis and diegesis as it vas articulated in
Plat&s Republic. Rimmon Kenan. Narrative Fiction. 106.
)S
Mii 1er. Represei;tation C?! Speech. 137.

‘
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taken place is sirnply noted (a diegetic summary). For example, in the diegetic
summary—Yahweh comrnanded Hosea—the content of the quoted utterance is
not given.

Direct speech is considered to be the rnost “mimetic” because it creates the
illusion that another, independent speaker intervenes in the world of the text.
Quotation frames that define direct speech serve as explicit boundaries between
each spealer’s domain or field. Furthermore, since quotation frames signal the
embedding of one speech event within another. they explicitly articulate a
hierarchy of speech in a text.

Traditional studies of reported speech in prophetic texts focus on different types
of quotation frames and their relationship with forms of prophetic oracles.
However. a major difficulty arises when a text eliminates the frames completely
and it is more difficult to trace a hierarchy of speech in the text. Section 2.2.2
articulates this problem and its implications.
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2.2.2

Determining Boundaries Between Discourse Domains

JJ’7io speaks at each point in a prophetic text is an issue that is made more
complex by the presence of the prophetic paradigm. The paradigm increases the
possible number of speakers/addressees and narrator/narratee for each instance of
reported speech. For example. the narrator could be a third person omniscient and
anonymous narrator, or a first person narrator who is also a participant in the text.
Similarly, the narratee could be identified, or impersonal. Moreover, in the book
of Hosea. depending on what stage of the prophetic paradigm is being
represented. the speaker could be Yahweh, Hosea. the wife, or her chiidren.
finally. the addressees could be Yahweh. Hosea, the wife or ber chiidren, and
even the people of Israel. The identity of the speaker and addressee in a prophetic
text depends on which stage of the paradigm is being represented: inspiration or
proclamation. In addition to variations caused by the prophetic paradigm. who
speaks in prophetic texts can be difficuil to determine because such texts “b1uf
speaker’s domains.

Determining boundaries between speakef s domains is a crucial step for
determining the hierarchy of speech within the text.

However. boundaries

between speaker domains in Hosea are ofien not explicitly articulated. Therefore.
the speaker-addressee relationship must be identified within, as well as at the
boundaries of the speaker’s domain. The following section proposes, in addition
to quotation frames (which define boundaries), three criteria to identify the
speaker-addressee relationships ii’ithin each speaker’s field. These criteria are: (1)
the strategies employed by the text to refer to participants, (2) types of discourse.
and (3) verbal constructions.
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2.2.2.1 Criteria 1: Identifying Quotation Frames in Hosea59
Quotation frames are the most commonly used means to separate and identify the
dornain of one speaker from another because they ofien (but flot aiways) signal
the identity of both the speaker and (less commonly) the addressee.6° Based on
the interaction between speaker and addressee, reported speech can be classified
in two broad categories: interactive reported speech (dialogue) and noninteractive reported speech (monologue):

Interactive reported speech refers to instances of reported speech
that report speech events. particularly the speech of participants in
a dialogue... Non-interactive reported speech refers to instances of
reported speech that do flot report actual speech events. This type
of reported speech may be used to present a characters thought as
intemal speech or to give the motives or rationale for a charactef s
action as framed by the omniscient narrator. 61
Interactive and non-interactive reported speech are represented by the use of a
succession ofquotation frames on the surface structure ofa text.
Robert Longacre uses the concept of “repartee” to distinguisli between these two
types of reported speech at a deeper (notional) level. “Whichever term we use—
repartee in refen-ing to the underlying notional structure or dialogue in referring to
the surface structure—the distinctive feature of the relations here considered is
that they involve a sequence of speakers.”62 The first speaker is quoted. and the
response of the addressee is also reported; in other words, both participants ‘take
turns.” In non-interactive speech. the reaction of the addressee is flot recorded. or
it is recorded as an action rather than a speech event. Repartee. or an underlying

Unless specificafly stated in a footnote. the methodology described in this section follows
chapters l-5 in Cvnthia L. Miller. The Represel7tation ofSpeech in Biblical Hehrew Narrative: A
LinguisticAnali’sis. (HSMM. 55, edited by Peter Machinist: At]anta. Scholars Press. 1996.)
‘°
Cynthia Miller defines quotation frames (or quotative ftames) as “the narrative introduction to
the reported locution.., The quotative frame. occupies a privileged position as a pivot between
speech and narrative wherebv some pragmatic features ofthe reported speech event are indexed
while others are ignored.” Miller, Representation ofSpeech. 1-2.
Miller, Representation ofSpeech, 36-38.
6
Robert E. Longacre, 77ie Graminar of Discourse. (Ne York: Plenum Press. 1983). 44.
. .
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structure of “turn-taking”. is the basis for dialogue. which is recorded on the
surface structure ofa text througli the use ofquotation frames.

Both interactive and non-interactive reported speech must be “grounded”
referentially in order for the reader to understand the physical and temporal
context and keep track of participants in the event. Space. time. and participants
can appear differentlv in reported speech and narration. Accurately distinguishing
between the syntax of reported speech and narration, so that speaker and
addressee can be distinguished. is therefore an extremely important issue for
tracking the speaker in a prophetic text.

The syntax of reported speech in Hebrew has been studied primarily in the
context of the narrative books of the Bible.

Until recently. grammatical and

literary studies concentrated respectively on the syntax of direct or indirect speech
and on its function as a vehicle ofcharacterization and point ofview.

The classical grammars discuss specific morphological and
syntactic features of some forms of direct and indirect speech as
part of their more general linguistic descriptions of Hebrew
morphologv and syntax. For example. they discuss the infinitival
form
to say. which introduces one type of direct speech,
and ‘D ihaf which introduces the complement clause in one type
of indirect speech
But they fail to specify in the most
rudirnentary way the syntax of the various types of direct and
indirect speech. much less the pragmatic functions of reported
speech within a discourse.63
.

.

.

According to Miller. the reason for this deficiency is that the classical grammars
follow a model that is dependent upon features found in Indo-European
languages.

Miller lists five reasons that the traditional approach is inadequate for determining
the presence ofreported speech in biblical Hebrew:
MiMer. Representation O/SpL’ech. 4.
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1. The syntactic features that distinguish direct and indirect
speech in most Indo-European languages do not co-occur in
ail languages.
2. Some languages have distinct forms ofreported speech that
traditional categories fail to differentiate.
3. Most cross-linguistic evidence points 10 the conclusion that
direct and indirect speech are flot polar opposites.
4. While direct speech is valued in many Indo-European
languages as representing speech without bias. the same is
flot true in ail cultures.
5. Even in societies where direct speech is valued as
uncorrupted by the reporting speaker, the notion of an
individual reporting an original locution preciseÏy does flot
affect reality.64
Given ail of these reasons, the traditional distinction between direct and indirect
speech can only serve as a preliminary benchrnark. Reported speech must be
studied in Hebrew by taking into consideration the syntactic and pragmatic
conventions of the language itself.65

2.2.2.1.1 Parameters for Distinguishing Between Direct and Indirect Speech
As we have seen. reported speech involves the embedding of one communication
event within another:

In reported speech, two discourse events are brought together—
that in which an utterance was originally expressed and that in
which it is reported hy another—and. rnost critically. both
discursive events involve a context-of-speaking. that is. a
pragrnatics. 66
The reporting speech event is recorded in the quotation frame, and the original
utterance (or original locution) is in the quotation. The quotation frame contains

Miller. Representation ofSpeech. summarized from pages 44 to 47.
Pragrnatics is the field that is concerned with the meaning that a linguistic sign can have in a
particular context. “Speech is pragmatic in that it is intentional. purposive, social behavior. On
the other hand, speech is pragmatic in that the linguistic signal bears a relationship to its context of
use.” Millet. Represeniation ofSpeech. 49.
66
Mil 1er. Represenlalion of Speech. 3.
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the “pragmatic features of the original speech event.67 It transmits the intention
or purpose of the original speaker. as well as deictic elements that ‘attach” the
quotation to its original context of use.
Quotation frames are tools for representing both direct and indirect speech.
Miller establishes two parameters for distinguishing between them: (I) deictic
reference and (2) syntactic incorporation of the quotation into the frame.68
Deictic elements that “attach” or relate the quotation to its original context of use
index person (personal pronouns). time (tense. temporal adverbs), and spatial
location (demonstrative pronouns, spatial adverbs) relative to the speech event.”69
In direct speech. the deictic center of the reporting speech event is different from
that ofthe quotation:

‘m

7pr

‘:

r

Yahweh said to him (3ms):
“Narne (2rns) him (3rns) Jezreel...”
Figure 9: Direct Speech: Quotation Frame in Hosea 1:4
In the frame. the proper name Yahweh identifies the speaker and the 3ms
pronoun, the addressee. The text signais a switch from the narrator’s discourse to
the reported speech of Yahweh through the use of an imperative. inflected in the
second person (2ms).

The third person pronoun in the quotation refers to

someone flot present in the immediate speech event. i.e.. the third person pronoun
does not refer either to the speaker or the addressee.

Miller. Reptesentation ofSpeech. 50.
“The Greek terni is from a verb
show” or “to point out’.. Deixis is the way in which the
reference of certain elements in a sentence is determined in relation to a specific speaker and
addressèe and u specific time and place.’ Deictic elements include pronouns. verb tense. and
adverbs. Matthews. Dictionan ofLinguistics. 90.
b
Miller. Representation ofSpeech. 63. Miller uses the word ‘index” as a verb meaning to
indicate.
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In indirect speech, the deictic center of the reporting speaker “envelops” or
controls the deictic center ofthe original locution:
L._...,L,
/11

,‘

.._-._,...
_..

‘r’:
I

—

————‘

I

—

—‘

Jacob told Rachel
that he (3ms) was her (3/’) fathers km and
that he (3rns) was Rebekahs son.
Gen. 29:12

Figure 10: Indirect Speech Quotation Frame in Genesis 29:l2°
-

“Deictic elements within the quotation of indirect speech that may show
concordance with the frame include pronominal elements. temporal adverbs.
spatial adverbs and verb tense or aspect.”7’ Figure 10 shows an example from
Genesis where Jacob is referred to in the frame by his proper name and in the
quoted speech by the use of third person. masculine singular pronouns. By not
switching to first and second person pronouns. the narrator’s voice “controls’
both the frame and the quoted speech.72

According to Miller. pronominal

reference is the most salient indicator of indirect speech in biblical Hebrew.73

The second parameter for distinguishing between direct and indirect speech is the
syntactic incorporation of quotation (original locution) into the frame. According
to the traditional approach, the quotation is syntactically dependent on the verb in
the quotation frame in indirect speech. However, Miller describes the original
locution as a predication. which is embedded within another predication by a
syntactic element or complernentizer (D or 7U)Z. for example.)

The original

locution functions as the subject or object (or the complement) of the matrix

z°

Miller. Representation of Speech. 6$.
Muter. Representation ofSpeecli. 66.
2
This voti1d be rendered in direct speech as: iacob told Rachel: 1 (lcs) am vour (2fs) fathers
km...”
MiNer. Represenlation ofSpeech. 66.
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clause.74 This syntactic dependence is accentuated by the concordance of deictic
elements in the quotation and frame.

Miller identifies two types of embedded clauses in indirect speech. Sentential
complements—the embedded clause is an independent clause or sentence—in
indirect speech always function as the object of the matrix clause. They can be
syndetic

(introduced

complernenfizer).

‘

by

a

complementizer)

or

asyndetic

(lacking

a

is the complernentizer that appears most ofien in indirect

speech. She gives the following example:75
D
D’
4.12
They told Sisera that Barak the son ofAbinoam had gone [to] Mount Tabor.

Figure 11: Example of Indirect Speech with a Syndetic
Sentential Complement: Judges 4:1276
Asyndetic sentential complements appear only when indirect speech is embedded
within direct speech in biblical Hebrew. Miller gives the following exarnple:77

:D
rî: nr’
He said: What are you saying [that] I should do for you?

Figure 12: Example of Indirect Speech with an Asyndetic Sentential
Complement: 2 Samuel 21:4
Miller concludes:

it seems that an indirect quotation that is represented by a
sentential complement may be introduced without explicit
The matrix clause is the main clause or sentence in which another clause is embedded. The
embedded clause is the complement. which acts as the subject or object ofthe matrix clause.
Millet. Representation of Speech. 95.
Millet. Representation ofSpeech. 100.
Millet. Representation ofSpeech. 100.
Millet. Representation of Speech. 120.
Millet. Representation o! Speech. 120.
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subordination when the framing clause is flot a declarative clause
but rather a mitigated command or a question. That is, indirect
speech usually exhibits some type of syntactic subordination of the
quotation to the frame. But when the framing clause is non
declarative. formal marks of syntactic subordination may be
absent. In sucli cases, the only mark of indirect quotation is
pronominal reference.79
These are important observations because large portions of prophetic texts are
non-declarative, and as we shah sec, there are many instances of quotation within
the direct speech of a participant.8°

Infinitival complements occur in indirect speech when the original locution is
represented in indirect speech as a dependent clause. The dependent clause is
introduced by the preposition 5 followed by an infinitive construct:

Z7

Zfl

Moses spoke to the sons of Israel to perform the Passover.
Figure 13: Indirect Speech with Infinitival Complement: Numbers

9:481

In this example. the addressee (the Sons of Israel) becomes the subject of the
complement clause. Miller describes the impact of the infinitival complement in
indirect speech:

•

The reported locution is expressed by the infinitive, rather
than a finite verb. therefore. the reported locution is one
step removed from its original form.

Miller. Representation ofSpeech. 122.
The declarative or indicative mood is the mood ofa simple assertion or statement.
Nevertheless. this distinction can be altered fairly easily: “Declaratives can in principle be
distinguished from statements made by them. E.g. Yott must stop at once has the construction ofa
declarative: but when uttered it will often constitute an order rather than a statement.’ Matthews.
Dictionan oftingtustics. 86.
81
Miller. Representation of Speech. 125.
80
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•

•

The subject of the infinitival complement may be co
referential with either the speaker or the addressee of the
matrix clause, or may flot be indicated explicitly. This
means that the subject of the matrix clause, and hence the
agent of the matrix speech event (the reporting speaker)
achieves greater prominence.
the representation of a locution by an infinitival
complement may be used to indicate greater control or
intentionality by the matrix subject.82
...

This concludes our brief survey of forms of indirect speech in biblical Hebrew
(narrative) texts.

We have described two specific forms of indirect speech:

sentential complements (syndetic and asyndetic) and infinitival complements (the
quoted utterance is a dependent clause.) In the Book of Hosea. indirect speech is
relatively rare; therefore. the rest of this survey focuses on different forms of
direct speech.

Direct speech is a convention for representing speech as though the reporting
speaker were re-creating, replicating, or re-enacting the original locution.
occurs in three distinct categories in biblical Hebrew:

It

single verb frames,

multiple verb frames, and frarnes with a matrix verb and the infinitive construct

Although a direct quotation may be considered, in some sense. to
be the object of a matrix speech verb. it is flot integrated into the
matrix sentence. This fact is demonstrated by the presence of
exclamatives. vocatives, imperatives. or sentence fragments within
direct quotation. which demonstrate that the quotation is
syntactically unincorporated into the frame. In Hebrew, an
additional line of evidence is the absence of the definite object

Mil ter. Representaflon ofSpeech. 124-26
The matrix verb is the finite verb referring to a speech event (for example ‘said”) found in a
quotation frame. Miller argues that the infinitive construct Z7 has been gramaticalized to
function as a complementizer in conjunction with another (matrix) verb in a quotation ftame.
functions as a complementizer only when it is found in direct speech. Muter. Representation
o/Speech 207-208
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rnarker fl?. which may introduce an indirect quotation. .but neyer
introduces a direct quotation.84
.

in direct speech the quotation and the frame are syntactically independent and the
deictic centers of the quotation and frame are different. Miller describes three
types ofquotation frames as follows:

Single Verb Frames
Single verb frames contain only one metapragmatic (matrix) verb
(i.e. a verb that reports a speech event). usually
77

‘said.”

contains the bare minimum amount of information about the

pragmatic situation (the gender and number of the speaker). This
frame appears most ofien in biblical Hebrew narrative, and is the
dominant type in the Book ofHosea.
•

Multiple Verb Frames
Multiple verb frames have two or more morphologically identical
verbs in Hebrew narrative. “Each verb is inflected identically with
respect to number, gender and tense/aspect. Furthermore, each
.

.

refers to the same speech event and each has the same participant
framework.”85 Miller limits the verbs that are considered part of a
quotation frame to those which refer specifically to speech or some
characteristic of it. The first verb is more semantically specific
(for example. shout. cry out. etc.). while the second ma)’ simply be
1T

(said). Verbs identical in tense/aspect also occur when the

frame is embedded within direct speech. Miller specifies that this
occurs when the verbs represent directives and gives the following
example. which resembles messenger speech in prophecy:86

Millet. Represeniation ofSpeech.
absolute criterion for distinguishing
Miller. Representatiol7 ofSpeech.
Millet. Representation of Speech.

74-75. Miller argues that syntactic subordination is flot an
indirect and direct reported speech.
147.
152.
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7-

î7 tL

n5?rT- Dj? ri
flZU bI 7?Z?

When you are about to go to battie. the priest will draw
near and speak (weqatal) to the people and say (weqatal) to
them. “Hear O Israel...”
Figure 14: Multiple Verb Frame Embedded in Direct Speech: Deuteronomy 20:2.387
In what types of environment do multiple verb frames occur?
Miller

identifies

multiple

verb

frarnes

as

‘prototypically

dialogic”—the speaker is identified and is the one whose beliefs
and views are expressed in the text.88

Multiple verb frames

“expect” a response, which is rnost ofien verbal and occasionally
non-verbal.

Frames with ?)7
frames with

77X7

have a matrix verb coupled with the infinitive

construct of the verb ‘say” with a prefixed
complementizer.

7?

acting as a

appears in most cases at the end of a

quotation frame and is preceded by another metapragmatic verb.
which is (sometimes) followed by a prepositional phrase that
describes the addressee.

In V7 frames. unlike multiple verb

frames, the finite verb does flot aiways refer to a speech event.89

S

Miller. Representation ofSpeech. 153.
Miller. Represen!ation ofSpeech. 350.
Miller. Representation of Speech. 187.
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7? 77 1V’
:77 77Z7
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V’ ?

7?’1

V’?DTT tp

Achisli trusted David saying. He lias become an utter stench
among his people IsraeL and so lie will be my servant forever.”

Figure 15: 1’ Frame with Finite Non-Speech Verb: I Samuel 27:12°

Miller identifies three categories or types of matrix verbs that appear with 7?7:
(1) metapragmatic verbs and expressions; (2) psychological verbs and
expressions; (3) non-metapragmatic. non-psychological verbs and expressions.”9’
Metapragmatic verbs may also include those that express emotion (for example
to weep”), that indicate no communication (to be suent), and tliose that highlight
communication. such as “to propliesy”, which appears only accompanied by 1?.D?Z7
in the Niphal and Hithpael. Psychological verbs tend to reveal the inner thoughts
of the speaker. Strangely. this type of quotation frame appears nowhere in Hosea.
In addition to typing the frames according to tlieir matrix verb, Miller classifies
them in relation to their pragmatic function. In other words, tliey can be classified
by the response that they evoke from an addressee:

We have seen that verbs whose central configuration is a
frarne fail into two categories.
The first group
71L, 7D.7 ) are verbs whose lexical semantics are not
indexically dialogic. The second group (7?t.
are verbs
wliose lexical semantics index a dialogic feature—an interrogative
speech event (calling for a response). or a directive (calling for
cornpliance).92

Miller. Represemation ofSpeech. 187.
Miller. Representation of Speech. 186.
Millet. Representation D[Speech, 386.
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Paradoxically. contrary to traditional analyses of reported speech that identify
i?z’

frames as the paradigm for direct quotation. this type of frame appears

nowhere in Hosea.

2.2.2.2 Criteria 2: Discourse Iypology and Reported Speech
Iraditional grammars approach ail forms of discourse from a “below the level of
the cIause’ point of view. Two studies of syntax working from the “above the
clause level” point of view keep in mmd this distinction between narration and
reported speech.

2.2.2.2.1 The Syntax of the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose: Niccacci
Alviero Niccacci distinguishes between narration and speech, and mixed
categories such as comment in the guise of narrative, narrative discourse. and
narrative comment.9

Narrative concems persons or events which are flot present or
current in the relationship involving the writer-reader and so the
third person is used. In discourse. on the other hand. the speaker
addresses the listener directly (dialogue, sermon. prayer.) In
Hebrew, the verb-forrn used in narrative is WAYYIQTOL while
YIQTOL is the dominant form in discourse.94
Niccacci uses the term discourse’ for represented speech.

Ris definition of

narrative as events presented in the third person is inaccurate. Narration can also
take place in the first person (e.g. Hosea 3). Furthermore. in reported speech the
speaker-listener relationship is very different in dialogue (interactive speech)
versus sermons or prayers (non-interactive speech.)

Alviero Niccacci. 1/7e Sv,itax ofthe Veth in Classical Hebtew Prose. (Translated by. W.G.E.
Watson. JSOTsup $6. edited b\ David J.A. Cimes and Philip R. Davies: Sheffield: Sheffield.
1990). 11.
Niccacci. Svntax ofthe cr1,. 29.
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Although Niccacci distinguishes between narration ami ‘discourse’ (reported
speech), he does flot adequately define the different possible forms of reported
speech. Dawson lists the following critiques ofhis work:

1. He lias lumped ail conversational matenal (reported speech)
into one category called ‘discourse’—regardiess of differences
in text-type—and expects this category to show internai
consistency and predictability, in spite of the fact that he does
flot provide parameters for distinguishing, say, between
exhortations and reported histoiy.
2. Mthough lie opts for a text-linguistic analysis of tlie verb
system of Classical Hebrew, he almost neyer gets beyond the
clause level.
3. He is flot rigorously thorough in his application of linguistic
principles, and permits himself both short cuts and
inconsistencies.95
Dawson’s first critique is the most important one for this thesis. As we have seen,
reported speech can occur over a spectrum ranging from direct speech to diegetic
summaly, defined by the relationship between the quotation frame and the quoted
utterance. Moreover, the quoted utterance eau teil a stoiy in the past (narration)
or future (prediction), or exhort an addressee to action. Thus it eau be formulated
in a narrative, predictive or hortatoiy text type. The approach favored by Dawson
(based on the work of Robert Longacre) identifies a dominant verb for each text
type: for narrative texts it is the wajyiqtol, for predictive it is the weqatal and for
hortatoiy texts the imperative. The yiqtol, which Niccacci identifies with reported
speech, appears as a background verb form in both predictive and hortatoiy
discourse.96

David. A. Dawson, Texllingusitics and Biblical Hebrew, (Sheffleld: Sheffield, 1994), 31. The
second critique is flot entirely accurate. Niccacci does, in fact give a few examples that go beyond
the sentence level, but generally focuses on distinctions within sentences. The third critique is true
because he does flot define the different possible relationships between a narrator’s domain and the
domains ofother speakers within the text.
96
Niccacci’s identification oftheyiqto! with reported speech (or discourse as he cails it) bas some
foundation because both predictive and hortatory speech are normally naturalized as being located
in the speech domain ofa quoted participant. Nevertheless, it is possible to find predictive
discourse in the field or domain of an “impersonal” narrator. Prediction allows for the flash
fonvard or proleptic telling of an event or series of events. Theyiqlof appears in these two text

11$

Niccacci works with a simple distinction between discourse (reported speech) and
narration, and thus misses two text types that are prominent in prophetic texts:
prediction and exhortation. The difflculty this distinction causes is iiiustrated by
hïs ambiguous description of the function of the weqatat in discourse and
narration:

“...

an ‘inverted’ construction which is extremely important in

discourse. It aiways cornes first in the sentence but neyer occurs at the beginning
of a narrative unit. The same appiies when weQATAL occurs in narrative.”97 Ail
three text types can occur either in the narrator’s field of speech (which Niccacci
cails narration) or in the quoted speaker’s field (discourse). For these reasons, his
approach wiII not be used in this thesis.98

2.2.2.2.2 The Grammar of Discourse: Robert Longacre
Robert E. Longacre’s approach to discourse analysis defines discourse or text
types more precisely. Its major advantage is the recognition that a text is
structured both by sequences of events (récit) and by relationships between
participants.

This is particularIy important for answering the questions “who

speaks?” and “who perceives?” in a text.
Longacre uses the analogy of the double helix structure found in DNA: one strand
is the mainline of development—the récit in Geneffe’s terms—in a particular
discourse type (narrative, predictive, hortatory, or expository). The other strand
consists of the way reference to participants is arranged to construct the identity
of a character in the text, as welI as to articulate the speaker-addressee
reiationship in the texL99 Both of these strands work together to buiid cohesion
and coherence in a text.

types associated with the telling of backgrounded events. These concepts wilI be explained more
fulty in the fotiowing section.
97Niccacci, Symax ofihe Verb, 96.
Dawson criticizes Niccacci for analyzing portions oftext that are too short. However, Niccacci
does use longer examples that show how the wajyiqtol verb bas different ftinctions.
Robert E. Longacre, Joseph wuIA Story ofDivine Providence: A Texi Theoreticat and
Textiinguistic Anatysis of Genesis 37 and 39-46, (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1989), 17-18.
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The texture of discourse. refers especially to cohesion and
coherence in its linear development.
This development is
responsive to the macro-structures, but without cohesion and
coherence the macro-structure could neyer be realized in the linear
development. By “cohesion” I refer especially to surface structure
devices such as grammatical forms and conjunctions, while
“coherence” is reserved for lexical and referential continuitv.
Somewhat intermediate between the two ïs the reaim of logical
relations, which can be unmarked. The cohesion and coherence of
a discourse is flot simply of successive binary ties... that unite one
point of the discourse to another. Rather the texture is largely
dependent on cohesive strands that run vertically through the
discourse.’°°
The ability to distinguish between discourse types is extremely important for the
main issue tackled in this thesis: How is the hierarchy ofspeech constructed in the
Book of Hosea? Miller works pnmanly with narrative texts.

In most of her

samples the narrator’s speech (the reporting utterance) reports something that was
said in the past (the reported utterance.) Prophetic texts are much more flexible.
They can represent situations where the quotation frame is in predictive discourse,
and the quoted ufferance is an exhortation: “She will say: ‘I want to go and retum
to my mati, the first one...’ “(Hosea

2:9).b01

The quotation frame teils the reader

that the reported speech event is a projection or possibility, and not an
accomplished fact. In other words, the events making up the récit have flot yet
occurred.

Longacre’s classification of discourse types uses parameters that

account for both realized events (temporal succession) and possible events
(projection) within the domain of speech of a speaker.

2.2.2.2.3 Discourse Types at the Notional or Deep Structure Level
Longacre proposes three sets of binaiy parameters for identifying the texi or
discourse types that compose the cohesive strand (the récit) of the double helix.
They are (1) contingent temporal succession, (2) agent orientation, and (3)
Longacre, Joseph andA Story 0fDivine Providence, 17-18.
Miller’s cnteria include both temporal and personal deixis: “Deictics index person (personal
pronouns), time (tense, temporal adverbs), and spatial location (demonstrative pronoùns, spatial
adverbs) relative to the speech event.” The shift from quotalion frame to quoted utterance would
be handled by her criteria. Miller, Representation ofSpeech, 63.
‘°°
101
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projection. Each ofthese parameters will be defined below and their interaction is
showu in Table IV, page 123.

Contingent temporal succession (+ or

-)

means that an event or action is

contingent or dependent on the previous event or action.
contingent temporal succession ïs Hos 1:3:

An example of

“So he went and took Gomer

daughter of Diblaim, and she conceived and bore him a son.” four successive
events—one contingent upon the other—take place: he went, he took, she
conceived, she bore.

Contingent temporal succession is noticeable mostly in

Hosea 1 and 3, where a narrative framework can be discemed.

Longacre defines agent orientation in a rather circular manner:
orientation (+ or

-)

refers to orientation towards agents

.

.

.

“Agent

with at Ieast partial

identity of agent reference running through the discourse.”102 The term agent
refers to ail participants whose actions or states of being are portrayed in the
text.’°3 Ibis cari include the narrator, or speaking voice in a text “Agents either
instigate a process (with action-process verbs) or perform an action (with action
verbs). In either case it seems necessary to insist that intentionaiity is crucial to
the definition of an agent..”°4

Two types ofdiscourse that are at opposite ends ofthe agent orientation spectrum
are narration and expositioîi “Whule narrative discourse is agent-oriented and
treats fiirthermore of the actions of particular agents, expositoiy discourse lacks

this agent-orientation and deals more with generalities.”°5 Expository discourse

102

Longacre, Grammar, 3. Longacre uses the distinction between “deep” or notional structures of
language and the surface structures that encode these deep relations. Agent orientation is located
at the notional structure Jevel, and is encoded at the surface structure by reference to particular
1articipants. These concepts will be descnbed more fiully later on.
03
An agent is a syntactic category usually defmed in opposition to patient. A patient undergoes
or “suffers” the effects of an action. The agent or patient may be designated in a text through the
use of a noun phrase, personal pronoun or proper name. Matthews, Dictionwy ofLinguistics, 11,
269.
104
Longacre, Grammar, 156.
105
Longanre, Grammar, 232.
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is thematic, with minimal descriptions or representations of agents participating in
events.

Projection (+ or

-)

as a category “has to do with a situation or action which is

contemplated, enjoined, or anticipated but flot realized..”

106

for example, in

Hosea 1:5, Yahweh says: “On that day I will break the bow of Israel in the valley
ofJezreel.” Projection can take place in a dream, vision, or other non-actual state,
but may also simply represent an agent’s intention or reflection on a particular
issue or course of action.’°7

This is the category that makes this approach

especially appropriate for application to prophetic texts.

The intersection of the tbree binary parameters produces discourse types that are
found at a notional or deep structure level.’°3

When contingent temporal

succession is present, ït produces texts that “tel! stories”—in other words, these
texts have some form of récit. A story can be told either in the immediate past, as
are nalTaflves in most languages, or in the future or in an imaginary situation,
which Longacre cails ‘prediction.’ These categones are illustrated in table IV on
page 123. The récit, or succession of events, can be imtiated or camed out by an
agent, as is shown under column 1. If a succession ofevents is articulated without
an agent, such as can be found in a cooking recipe or instructions for puffing
together a piece of equipment, it is procedural discourse (column II). finally,
Longacre classifies exhortation as a discourse type characterized by no contingent
temporal succession, but showing agent orientation and projection.109
106

Longacre, Grammar, 4.
107Longacre’s definition of projection “naturalizes” unrealized or possible events by ascribing
them to non-actual states, for example, an agent’s cognitive processes.
Longacre uses the term ‘notional structure,’ instead of ‘deep structure’ to describe elements
such as plot progression in narrative, dialogue relations (repartee), ami “ways of combining
predications according to coupling, contrast, temporal succession, temporal overlap, causation,
paraphrase,” as well as role relations. According to Longacre, these deep structures are found in
ail languages, but they are filtered through the grammatical surface structures of each particular
language. “Our job will essentially be flot to posit new notional categories for every language that
we frnd, but to simpty map the universal notionat categories onto the grammatical structure of the
surface ofa language.” Longacre, Grammar, xvi-xix.
109
At this point, bis categories show their lack of fit. A succession of exhortations or commands
in Hosea such as “Go, take a woman of prostitution...” (1:2) describe a succession ofprojected
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Each of these categones is “mapped onto” or manifested on the surface structure
of a Janguage primarily through tense and aspect of verbs, as well as word order
in Hebrew.
These categones, though descriptive of ‘deep structure’ of
language, are commonly seen in the surface structures of languages
as weIl, and therefore provide labels and rationale for handling
them independently of one another. Ibis is the greatest value of
such a mati-ix: it enhances our perceptÏon of distinctions that are
marked (perbaps only subtly) in real language data.”°
A prophetic text is a mixture of surface structure predictive, hortatory, and
narrative discourse. While predictive and hortatory discourse dominate in the
book of Hosea, bighlighting actions that are “contemplated, enjoined or
antïcipated, but not yet realized,” they are occasionafly contrasted with discourse
(narrative) that deals with reaïized actions in the past. Section 2.2.2.2.4 descnbes
the surface structure encoding of these discourse type”

events. These categories are rendered more flexible, on the surface structures oflanguages, by the
‘dines’ described in the next section.
110
Dawson, Textlinguistics andBiblicat Hebrew, 9$.
One aspect ofLongacre’s theoiy that is flot well defined is how the narrator and participants are
differentiated within texts. For this reason, Cynthia Miller’s approach to reported speech in
conjunction with the mode! for participant reference described below must be used to complement
Longacre’ s theoiy.
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Agent Orientation

Contingent
Temporal
Succession

Contingent
Temporal
Succession

+

Agent Orientation

-

Projection

+

How it was done

Projection

-

III. BEHAVIOURAL

IV. EXPOSITORY

Projection

+

Exhortation

Budget Proposai

Promissory Speech

Futuristic Essay

Eulogy

Scientific Paper

Projection

-

I. NARRATIVE

II. PROCEDURAL

Prediction

How to do it

Story

+

-

Table iV: Discourse Types at the Notional or Deep Structure Leve1112
2.2.2.2.4

Surface Structure Features of Discourse Types

Deep or notional structures such as narrative, predictive, and hortatory discourse
appear encoded to a certain degree in the surface structure of languages, so that
each type of discourse (indicated in Table W above) is charactenzed by
grammatical constructions that constitute its main une of development:

the mainline of a discourse can be marked (in a given type of
discourse) by a charactenstic tense, aspect, or mood (or some
combination of the three), by word order in the clause, or by a
mystery particle. Vanous further features can also mark the more
pivotai parts of the mainline ftom the more routine parts and can
112

Adapted from Longacre, Grammar, 5.
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classify background, supportive and depictive matenal so that the
more crucial bits of information stand out.113
For biblical Hebrew Longacre posits a series of ‘dines” that show how each
discourse type is manifested on the surface structure of the text.

They are

reproduced in Table V-VII below, showing increasing departure ftom the
mainline ofeach form ofdiscourse in descending order.”4

Band 1:
Stoiyline
Band2:
Backgrounded
Actions
Band 3:
Backgrounded
Activities
Band 4:
Setting

Band 5:

1. Preterit: primarya

wayyiqtoÏ

2.lPerfect
2.2 Noun + perfect (with noun in focus)

qatal
noun +
gatal

3.1 rIi + participle
3.2 Participle
3.3 Noun + participle
4.1 Preterit ofrrrE. be.
4.2 Perfect cf ‘1. be.
4.3 Nominal clause (verbless)
4.4 Existential clause with U1
5. Negation ofverb clause: irrealis (any band)

wajyehi
wehaya

b

a

1. Demotes to 2.2 by preposing a noun. 1. Demotes to 5 by preposing 2 (flot) [Preterite>
Perfect].
b
“Momentous negation” promotes 5 to 2.1 / 2.2.

Iabf e V: Narrative Discourse Verb Rank Cine
Longacre’s mode! assumes that Hebrew is primarily a verb-initial language.115 He
uses the concept of background ami foreground to distinguish between verbs that
carry forward the action and are part of the main series of contingent events.
Rows 2 and 3 are in the background because they descnbe (2) (punctua!) actions

that are flot part of the main story une, or (3) (continuing) activities that are also
“3Longacre Grammar, xvii.
The dines shown above are adapted from those shown in Longacre, Joseph andA Story of
Divine Providence, 81-121. David A. Dawson proposes an expository verb rank dine based on
Longacre’s model. It will flot be shown here, since expositoly discourse does flot appear in Hosea.
Dawson, Textlinguistics andBiblical Hebrew, 117,
115
fora discussion ofword order in Biblical Hebrew, see: Bany Bandstra, “Word Order and
Emphasis in Biblical Hebrew Narrative: Syntactic Observations on Genesis 22 from a Discourse
Perspective” Linguisllcs andBibticatHebrew, (ed. Walter R Bodine; Winona Lake, Eisenbrauns,
1992), 109-123.
114
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flot part ofthe main stoiy une. Both rows 2 and 3 can set up the world ofthe text
for the reader by providing the context for the main une of action.
Table VI on the following page shows the verb rank dine for predictive discourse
where the “backbone” or mainline construction is the weqatal;

The weqatat forms, in exactly parallel fashion to wayyiqtol forms
in narrative, are clause initial and cannot occur after conjunctive or
subordinating particles. And whereas wajyiqtot forms give way to
the perfect in narrative, so weqataï forms give way to the imperfect
yiqtoÏ in prediction—which can be descnbed as a stoly told in
advance of its happening. MU like a story, predictive discourse
involves particular people in particular places at particular times.116
Verb rank dines may share similarities, especially in the tower hands. Bands 3
and 4 for narrative and predictive discourse are essentially the sanie, except for
the greater prominence given to wehaya in predictive discourse. “The weqatal
forms

rr,j

of

(the

impersonal),

aside

from

their

pnmaiy

use

in

predictive... discourse, occur occasional]y in a narrative ftamework to anticipate
cataphoncally a pivotal/climatic event in a chain of events further on in the
context.

117

116

Longacre, Weqarat Foi-m in Biblical Hebrew Prose: A Discurse-Modu1ar Approach” in
Bibtical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, (ed. Robert D. Bergen; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns,
1994), 52.
117
Longacre, “WeqaraÏ Fonns in Biblical Hebrew Prose,” 95.
“
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a

Band 1:
Storyline

1 w (consecutive) perfect

Band 2:
Backgrounded
Predictions
Band 3:
Backgrounded
Activities
Band 4:
Setting

2.1 Imperfect
2.2 Noun + imperfect (with noun in focus)

a

weqatat

3.1rTT + participle
3.2 Participle
3.3 Noun + participle
4.1 w (consecutive) perfect ofrl’yT. “be.”
4.2 Imperfeat ofi. be.
4.3 Nominal clause (verbless)
4.4 Existential clause with UY’
Demotes to 2.1 by preposing ‘2. (flot) and to 2.2 by preposing a flOUfl.

Yiqtol
Noun

yiqtoï

wehaya
Wa)yehÎ

Table VI: Predictive Discourse Verb Rank Cime
—

Table VII shows the verb rank dine for hortatory discourse. Hortatory dïscourse
is slightly similar to predictive discourse. Bands 3.1 and 3.2 (weqatal followed by
yqtol) resemble the sequence in band 1 and 2.1 in predictive discourse.

lii his

discussion of the Joseph stoly in Genesis 40:14-15, Longacre shows how
hortatory discourse can be “mitigated” or sofiened by reducing it to predictive
discourse.
Band 1:
1. Imperative (2 person)
Primary une
1.2 Cohortative (1’ person)
of
1.3 Jussive (3rd pson)
Exhortation
Band 2:
2.1 + Jussive I imperfect
Jussive Iyiqtol
Secondary
Yiqtot
2.2 “Modal” imperfect
une
Exhortation
Band 3:
3.1 w(consecutive) perfect b
weqatal
Resuits I
yiqtol
3.ZI ± imperfect
Consequences
3.3 Future perfect
qatat
(Motivation)
Band 4:
4.1 Perfect (of past events)
qatat
Setting
4.2 Participles
(Problem)
4.4 Nominal clauses
1.3. substitutes for 1.1 in deferential avoidance 0f2na person.
b
3.1 may substitute for band 1- but this possibly involves substitution ofthe form ofpredictive
discourse.

Table VII: Hortatory Discourse Verb Rank Cime

o
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Mitigation changes the interpersonal relationship between the speaker and the
addressee, rendenng Joseph’s speech to the cupbearer Iess forceful and more
polite.

Longacre argues: “...discourse types like grammatical constructions

interrelate

in

a

web

of relationships,

which

may

be

characterized

transformationally if we choose.”8 Data accumulated from a clause-by-clause
analysis of the Book of Hosea can be compared to these dines to determine what
chunks of text belong to which discourse type.

Since each discourse type

establishes a different narrator-narratee, speaker-addressee relationship, this
analysis should help to establish agent orientation, or who speaks within a given
field or domain.

The verb rank dines show how discourse types are mamfested on the surface
structure of a language. However, the surface structure cari itself be constructed
at greater degrees of complexity by grouping together “chunks” or paragraphs of
discourse types. Macro-syntactic markers separate or link together severai chunks
or paragraphs of discourse. for example, a marker that has long been recognized
in prophetic texts is the conjunction p.

“therefore”, wbich can introduce the

punishment or effect of an action.”9

Discourse can aiso be orgamzed on the semantic level by devices internai to the
text, maldng reference to text-extemal ones. David McLain Carr proposes the
following hierarchy of text structure indicators: “(1) meta-communicative
sentences (the tities of prophet texts); (2) substitution on the meta-level (chapter
headings); (3) substitution on an abstraction level (events); (4) change in worlds
(this world, other worids of the future, of thoughts, of feelings, of dreams); (5)
episode markers (change intime or place); (6) changes in grouping of agents.”2°

18

Longacre, “Weqalat Forms in Biblical Hebrew Prose,” 56.
is ofien the pivot between what happened in the past and what wilI happen in the future
(indictment and judgment): “She did not know that it was I who gave her the grain, the
wine. .therefore I will take back my grain in its time
(flosea 2:10) The first part ofthis verse
is in backgrounded narration, and the TZ (therefore) introduces predictive discourse
120
David McLain Carr “Isaiah 40: 1-11 in the Context ofthe Macrostrucflire of Second Isaiah” in
Discourse AnalysÉs ofBiblicat Literature: What fils and What It Offers, (Walter R. Bodine;
119

-
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Table VIII on the following page shows a sample of how the verb rank dines
were used to sort out different types of discourse in Hosea. In the far nght hand
column, the underlïned words indicate a shift in discourse type. Verse 1:9 is the
last quotation ftame

(

“and he said”) in Hosea 1. It is a wayyiqtol typical

cf narrative discourse and is the Iast example cf that type cf discourse for almost
the entire remainder of the book.

121

Hortatory and predictive discourse—

identified by imperatives and yiqtots—are separated by sections consisting of
nominal or background (offline) clauses (mdicated by the word “seffing”).

is

a macro-syntactic marker that is typically used in prophetic texts to signal the
onset of prediction.

122

In this example, agent orientation (who speaks or acts) switches with almost eveiy
change in discourse type. In une 1, the omniscient, anonymous narrator refers to
Yahweh in the third person (the addressee is presumably Hosea). The imperative
in une 2 immediately shifis these relationships: the narrator dïsappears, Yahweh is
the speaker, and the addressee is the prophet Hosea. As we shah see in chapter 4,
verse 2:1 is problematic because there is no indication of whether or flot this is
Yahweh, the nanator, or Hosea speaking. The identity cf the agent is obscured by
the Niphal verbs.

The verb rank dines descnbed previously are useful guidelines for analyzing
discourse types present in the prophetic genre, but subordinate clauses and their
functions present some problems.

Should they be considered mainline

Atianta: Scholars Press, 1995), 58. This classification, based on European text-linguistics operates
on a much more abstract level than Wendland’ s (see below).
121
Quotation frames can appear in other forms ofdiscourse as is shown by the Iast une,
where DT
appears in predictive discourse.
122
When these tables were originaliy set up, each une was meant to contain one clause. However,
on fiirther reflection, certain characteristics ofthe text were highlighted by setfing them on a
separate une, for example: macro-syntactic markers, and occasionally, shifts in speaker—
addressee deictics. These will be mentioned when they occur in their respective tables.
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constructions or are they embedded clauses to be interpreted as part of the main
clause?’23

:

Hebrew Text
7bWJ 1.9

‘

7h17 C2 Izi
l? rX’

MorphoIogy*
Wayyiqtol, G, 3ms

DD’? ‘!XX ‘Dm7
DJ] 3T

ib EI’ 2.1
Ttf

X
T

D’ X)7
iz

L

Impv, 2ms
Nominal clause

-

—

Yiqtol, G, Ims

**weqatal G, 3ms
X -Yiqtol, N, 3ms
-

n’rri

b 7’iU

I

‘?1l?
DTI’7 -ir’

Neg- Yiqtol, N 3ms
Weqatal, G, 3ms, used
as macro-syntactic
marker.
X- Yiqtol, N, 3ms

Nominal clause
Yiqtol, N, 3ms

:TTt,

Discourse Typology
Quotation Frame
1.0 Narr.- mainline
mainline
Subordination
4.3 Setting
2.2 Secondary une of
exhortation
14.1 Pred. Setting
Subordination
2.1 Bckg. pred.
2.1 Bckg. pred.
4.1 Setting

1

-

Subordination
Quotation frame in
2.1 Bckg. pred.
4.3 Setting
Quotation frame
2.1 Bckg. pred.

Sentence fragment

L

..

*

X in the Morphology column indicates any element that is not a finite verb in initial position.
While morphologically ]Ç is a weqatal verb, it often fiinctions, especially in prophetic texts,
as a macro-syntactic marker that signais a shift to predktive discourse.
Abbreviations: Bckg= backgrounded, Pred. = prediction, Narr. = narration, Hort. = hortatoiy
**

Table VIII: Sample Analysis of Hosea 1:9 2:1
-

Several different
offline,

or

a

types

of syntactic subordination exist;

combination

of

the

subordinating conjunctions, ‘ and

two?’24

In the

occur. ‘

are ail

example

of them mainline,

shown

above,

two

introduces a nominal clause

123 Longacre uses the term mainline to refer to the
main line of development ofa particular
discourse type. In other words, the mainline of development are the constructions shown in band
1 ofthe verb rank dines. Thus the “mainline” for narrative discourse is sustained by a string of
wayytqtol verbs—in other words, the récit. This definition applies to an above the sentence level
ofanalysis. On the other hand, at a beiow the sentence leve] ofana]ysis, a main clause, is a ]arger
clause, which contains a syntactically subordinate clause. However, as we shah see, in this
dissertation we analyse the contents ofthe subordinate clauses, which Longacre would not do.
124

Offline refers to ail constructions shown in bands 2-4 on the verb rank dines.
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(background in hortatory discourse), while

shifis the verb from first position,

thus moving the clause from foreground to background.125

Most textbooks deal with subordination at the ‘below the sentence level”. from
this perspective, it can be deflned as follows:

The operation of inserting one clause within another is called
embedding. The effect of embedding on the inserted clause is to
subordinate it to the other clause. When this happens the
embedded clause ceases to function as a clause in its own right and
now it serves as a clause level tagmeme (i.e. the clause has shifted
rank downward and now functions as a phrase).’26

When the embedded clause provides the content necessary to complete the
structure of a higher clause it is a complement. The conjunction ‘ is one
indicator of this type of clause in biblical Hebrew (it is also the conjunction
which has been most thoroughly studied in relation to prophetic texts).
Interestingly, ‘ functions as a verbal phrase complementizer (‘D

+

embedded

clause which complements the verb in the main clause), “with only a limited class
ofverbs, namely verbs of perception, cognition and speaking.”27 Bandstra’s
analysis of narrative and poetic texts (the Psaims) shows that the internai order of
the constituents ofthe subordinated clause is not changed by the pre-posïtioning
of a conjunction:128
The majority of hy VPh complement clauses (6 1.8%) have the
order hy-P
where the predicate is the first element in the
.

125

.

.

bas been identifled by form critics as a “particle” with a deictic ffinction that is typically
found in prophetic oracles. for Wolff, is used in oracles as a demonstrative interjection, an
adversative (“but”), or expresses the motivation for the preceding statement. However, it also
seems in many instances to stand at the switching point between two types of discourse. Wolff,
Hosea, 135.
126Barry L. Bandstra, “The Syntax ofthe Particle ky in Biblical Hebrew and Ugaritic” (Ph.D.
Dissertation, Yale University, 1982), 97.
127
Bandstra, “The Syntax ofthe Particle ky”, 103. Other conjunctions, which introduce a verbal
complement with verbs of perception, cognition and spealdng, are:
mm. TT1). fl. and 71X.
128
This appties to verbal complements only.
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clause.
An examination of the nommai VPh complements in
ouï corpus reveals that the expected syntax of nominal clauses of
classification (P-S syntax) and nominaI clauses of identification (S
P syntax) is observed.’29
.

.

.

This appears to indicate that when a subordinate clause is found in a stretch of
discourse, it respects the syntax ofthe verbs ofthe type cf discourse it belongs to.
In contrast, Dawson’s application of Longacre’s beyond the sentence level
approach to narrative texts identifies subordinate clauses saying they “constitute,
by their very nature, a break in the mainline of the text-type.

It is flot

inconceivable that they serve here, in Narrative History, as do VrT clauses for
example, to alter the rhythm of the text to indicate a ‘high point’ or juncture in
that text.”13° This observation is made from the viewpoint that narrative is the
predominant type of discourse in the literary genre in question.

The previous observations about the function of subordïnate clauses are ail related
to narrative texts, but do they perform the same function in predictive and
hortatoiy discourse? How does subordination function within reported speech
itself? Is it possible that it fimctions as an indicator or episode marker as it
supposedly does in narration?’3’

According to Dawson, extended stretches of

subordinated matenal follow the pafterns typical cf the discourse they belong to.
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‘S—

Bandstra, “The Syntax ofthe Particle ky”, 103. Vph=verb phrase S = subject and P = predicate
in Bandstra’s terminology. The predicate is anything which says something about an action, a
state ofaffairs or state ofbeing; thus it is not necessarily signaled by a fmite verb, but can occur
with “nominalized or adjectivized” verbal forms (infinitives, participles) i.e. at the lower end of
Longacre’s dines for narration and prediction.
‘3°
Dawson, Terttinguisfics and Biblicat Hebrew, 159.
u The wajyiqtol verb type, which
characterizes narrative, is found very rarely in Hosea outside of
chapters 1 and 3. However, there is one instance mn chapter 2:15, where narration seems to be
embedded in predictive discourse (narration ofa series ofpast events is used to justify events
which are “contemp]ated, enjoined, but flot rea]ized”). This brief instance ofembedded narrative
is found fo]lowing a subordinate (relative) clause.
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However, because a subordinating conjunction enforces a non-initial verb form,
identifying the discourse type can be difficuit.

It is clear that subordmation (which is more common in Reported
Speech than in non-Reported Speech), specifically, and
embedding, more generally--by reason oftheir cohesion wtth other
units within their context both limit the kinds of clauses that can
occur at the outset of any text unit in sucli a section. This
immediately means that we have a greater number of clauses than
we would like whose surface structure signais as the text-type have
been obscured by such permutations.’32
—

Accordingly, a stretch of narration that one would normally expect to open with a
wajyiqtot (pretente) verb begins with a nominal clause or perhaps a qatal
(perfect). Devices that embed one form of discourse within another form of
reported speech is a topic that needs development (except, as we have seen, for
quotation ftames in narrative.

)

The approach taken in this dissertation was to apply Longacre’s methodology as
he formulates it to Hosea l-14.

Nevertheless, it soon became apparent that

applying the verb rank dines so that oniy the mainline (the non-subordinated
clauses) of each discourse type were analyzed excluded some very important
data—data that impacts on the way the world of the text is articulated. for
example, the quotation frame and projected event in 2:7 would be omitted: “For
she said: Let me go afier my loyers, givers of my food, my waters, my wool, and
my flax, and my drinks.”

This subordinate clause contributes to the speaker’s

charactenzation of the woman in the text. for this reason, subordinate clauses
were analyzed throughout Hosea 1-3, even though they are not included in
Longacre’s approach.
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Dawson, Textlinguistics andBiblical Hebrew, 207.
for a similar example see 2:1. In this case the subordinate clause contains two quotation
frames, and thus two events: “It was said to them: “Not my people, you. It wilI be said to them:
Chiidren ofthe Living God.”
133
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Another factor that can shift a verb out of first position in a phrase, but does flot
necessarily indicate a change in discourse type, is
as chiasm and parallelism that

are

the

appearance of devices such

normally associated with poetic texts.

In

Hosea, chiasm and parallelism both appear in the most “prose-like” sections of
text.

Andersen

the text, where

and
the

freedman have detected a chiasm in

ii
A

wr

B
j

C

$

T7fl’ n’;-n 1.7 D
Verb

following portion of

verb and the object are interchanged:

HebrewText
Tf7 9’6t
7

the

Morphology

Discourse Type Translation
For I will no
Subordination
2. I Bckg. pred. lOflgO1
have pity on the
Yiqtol, P, lcs
2.2 Bckg.
houseof1sraeI
pred.?
or forgive them.
X-infabs.+Yiqtol, Subordination
G, lcs
2.2 Bckg. pred.
But on the bouse
X-nouns+Yiqtol, 2.2 Bckg
ofJudah, I wil
P. lcs
pred.’34
have pitv
X-neg.Yiqtol, 1 cs

underlmed, Object =m bold

Table IX: Chiasm in Hosea 1: 6-7
An added level of complexity occurs because some scholars propose that the
negation in
issues.

‘

Is

A

govems the verbs from

B

in the background or in the foreground? Is the

B

to

D,

which leaves several unresolved
‘

at

more as a subordinating conjunction or a macro-syntactic marker?

C

involved in multiple levels of subordination?

A

functiomng

Are A, B,

The relationship between

discourse types, subordination, and poetic devices is an unexplored area.
approach

taken throughout

verb from

its

and

this thesis is to show the element

that

The

is disptacing the

initial position, but then to re-evaluate its impact in the light of the

surrounding discourse type, and the possibility that a poetic device may affect

it.136

134

(

The numbers beside each discourse type correspond to the numbers ofthe second column in
Longacre’s verb rank dine.
Andersen and freedman include the negation: “In other words, the introductory
clause... controls ail the four following clauses and negates them individually and severally, e.g.
neyer again wili (1) I have pity on the house oflsrael, (2)1 make the slightest move to forgive
them, (3) I have pity on the house ofJudah, (4)1, Yahweh their God rescue them.” Andersen and
Freedman, Hosea, 189.
136
The etement ptaced before the verb is showii as X- in the tables ofanatysis.
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Up to this point, this section has focused on defining discourse types—especially
narrative, predictive, and hortatory—that operate above the level of a sentence.
Ibis has set the stage for defining the internai charactensties of domains or fields
of speech in a text.

In the following section, we take a bnef look at Ernst

Wendland’s analysis of Hosea that defmes the boundanes of “chunks” of
discourse or textual units above the paragraph level. Wendland’s approach does
not focus specifically on reported speech. He therefore defines other devices, in
addition to quotation frames, that could mark a textual unit.’37

2.2.2.2.5 Macro-Syntactic Markers that Define Sections of Discourse: Ernst R.
Wendland
Ernst R. Wendland has studied the Book of Hosea using concepts from discourse
linguïstics in order to determine the boundaries of “textual units” in Hosea and
Joel)38

In the introduction Wendland descnbes the concepts underlying this

approach as follows:

It [the analysisJ focuses upon the principal linguistic and poetic
devices whereby a certain textual unit is externaliy “bounded,” or
segmented, on the one hand, and internaif y “bonded”, or made to
cohere, on the other. These essentiaily analytical and synthetic
operations, which interact with the thematic foregroundïng of
seiected portions of the text (climax/peak), are effected by the
mutually dependent compositional processes of “convergence”
(junction) and “inclusion” (integration.) Ibis approach differs
significantly frnm that of conventional form eriticism in that the
pertinent discourse pencope is anaiyzed hoiisticaliy in terms of
itself (intrinsically) as a piece of literazy (written) communication,
rather than extrinsically with respect to a certain corpus of

137

Although Wendland takes into account certain characteristics 0f reported speech such as shifts
in speaker, exclamatoiy utterances, direct speech, etc., he does flot equate a “textual unit” with a
s?eaker’s domain or field.
Ernst R. Wendland, The Discourse Anatysis ofHebrew Prophetic Literature: Determining the
Larger Textuat Units oJHosea wzd Joet, (MBS, 40, Larnpeter: Metten Bibticat Press, 1995).
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forms or ‘genres’ together with their supposed
socio-rehgious settings of use.’39

traditional oral

Markers

indicating the extemal limits of a larger unit of discourse operate most

evidently at the aperture and closing of units. In the aperture, they

signal a break

with previous material, whereas in closure they create a division or
from the matenal

that

boundary

follows. Wendland’s inventory of devices classified by

aperture and closure differ as to their degree of reliability:

Aperture

Closure

Shifi in speaker (addressee)
Shifi in topic
Shifi in time

Inclusion (reduplication oflinguistic
material)
Epiphora
Exclamatoiy utterance
Direct speech! address
Concise closing (demi colon)
Asyndeton

Anaphora
Shifi in style of address
(ex. Direct to indirect speech)
Transitional expressions
(‘therefore’ or ‘when’)
Exclamatoiy utterance
Rhetorical question
Asyndeton

Table X:

Devices

Discourse

Striking ùnageiy
front-shiffing of a noun phrase to a pre
verbal position to indicate setting
Overt parallelism synthetic parallelism
using logical, temporal, or spatial linkage.
—

Indicating Aperture and Closure 0f
140
Units in Prophetic Texts

Some of these discourse markers flot
also indicate

only

signal changes in discourse types, but

shifis in speaker and addressee, and thus shifis in points of view

(especially in the aperture column).

Wendland’ s markers of discourse units

operate at a level beyond the sentence, setting off “chunks” of material.

lis

markers are also located at a higber level of abstraction that is beyond the
morphology of the verbs and the syntax of clauses and paragraphs.

139

Wendland, Discourse Analysis ofHebrew Prophetic Literatztre, 2. When Wendland speaks of
socio-religious settïng, he refers to traditional form criticism and flot to socio-linguistic discourse
analysis.
° This table is a summary ofmaterial found throughout Wendland, Discourse Anatysis of
Hebrew Prophetic Literature, l-71.
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Wendland’s markers of discourse units provide the tools for describing paragraph
types in Hosea, a description that Longacre develops in naffative texts. fltis
aspect ofLongacre’s model will not be immediately appiied in this thesis because
the focus is on determining “who speaks” and “who perceives” in the text, rather
than the development of the event sequence in the text. Discourse types group
together to form paragraphs with well-defined functions; thus Longacre posits
sequence, reason, and resuit paragraphs for narrative; reason, comment, and
amplification for prediction, as well as several degrees of mitigation for hortatoiy.
These are the resuits of his analysis of a narrative text (Genesis). Since this thesis
is applying this methodoiogy to a literaiy genre that aiters the roles of narration
and reported speech in the text, paragraph types may also be affected.’4’

2.2.2.2.6 Summary: Discourse Typology as a Criterion for Determining Who Speaks
in a Text
Discourse or text typology is the main component of the first strand of DNA in
Longacre’s analogy presented at the beginning of this section. 11e assumption
that every form of discourse has a typïcal main une of development—which is flot
necessarily chronologicai but can also be logicai—underlies this typology. Off
une or secondary matenai can be used either to set the stage for the ensuing
discourse, to slow dowii tbe development, or to mark “zones of turbulence” such
as the peak of a story.142 In thîs thesis however, the focus is on how a particular
discourse type can be used to track the internai charactenstics of a speaker’ s fieid
or domain.

Since discourse types ofien change the narrator-narratee, speaker

addressee relationship in the text, they can be used as one of the criteria for
determining who speaks at a particular point in the text.

Discourse typoiogy focuses on the type of verb found in the first position of a
clause. When a verb is inflected, it signais the person ofthe agent—giving a first
141

In a certain sense, foi-m criticism bas afready begiin to perform this fùnction as it defines
oracles of different types, prophetic speech, prayer, etc.
142
The terms mainline and offline mirror background and foreground that are used by Niccacci
and others. These terms have been adopted because background and foreground have been used
exclusively for narrative discourse.
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due as to the identity of the speaker.’43 However, texts often supplement the
person as it is shown in the verb, with other devices such as personal pronouns
and proper names.

The designation of individuals in Biblical Hebrew is not

haphazard, but transmits flot only who speaks and who is spoken about, but also

the speaker or narrator’s attitude towards the person designated: “...the way
rndividuals are designated is flot simply a trivial matter of socio-linguistic
convention. It has considerable significance as a way in which the speaker or
narrator conveys his feelings about matters presented, and attempts to influence
the addressee or the reader.”44 The following section explores participant
reference, along with the adjustments that will have to be made in order for this
model to work with a prophetic text.

2.2.2.3 Criteria 3: Participant Reference
What eues are given to the reader to track the actions and states of participants
(especially speakers and addressees) in discourse?

In the previous section,

discourse types and the verb dines associated with them addressed the problem of
how something is saicL Participant reference deals with the “who” in the two
crucial questions for this thesis: “Who speaks?” “Who perceives?”145

Chapters 1-3 ofthe Book ofHosea add several layers ofcomplexity to participant
reference. While narrative texts generally establish a fixed identity in relation to a
specified participant, a prophetic text like Hosea uses stylistic features such as
metaphor, metonymy, and simile so that tenns descnbing one participant’s roles
(father, husband) may be transferred to another individual in the text. For
example, Hosea the prophet is the “husband” of a promiscuous woman in the
narrative world of the text (Hosea 1 and 3). At the same time, Yahweh
(represented as God and as the speaker in the text) is the “husband” of a
143

This statement is flot truc of passive verbs. Sce section 2.2.2.4.
‘E.J. Reveil, The Designation of tue Individual: Expressive Usage in Biblical Narrative, (BET;
Kampen, the Netherlands: Kok Pharos, 1996), 361.
145
However, participants can also be characters that do flot act as speakers or perceiving agents.
Therefore participant reference has a broader fiinction than identifying narrator-narratee, speaker
addressee relationships.
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promiscuous people represented as a woman in the figurative world of Hosea 2.
As the text evolves from chapter 1 to chapter 2, direct reference to a particular
participant changes, so that it is difficuit to separate whether Yahweh or Hosea is
the husband speaking in the text.

The following section presents Longacre’ s moUd for participant reference, which
he developed based on narrative texts. The work of E.J. Reveil and Lénart de
Regt—who work with a broader corpus—will be used to modify bis approach.

2.2.2.3.1 Designation and Reference to Participants in the Text
Several studies of Hebrew narrative texts have shown that participant reference
may function in several different ways.

It can simply designate a particular

individual or it can also indicate that participant’s function in the plot structure.
f urthermore, participant reference may aiso Iocate each individuai in the social
world represented in the text; and may also reflect the narrator’s perspective of
them:

The way in which individuals are designated is flot simply a trivial
matter of sociolinguistic convention.
It has considerable
sîgrnficance as a way in which the speaker or narrator conveys his
feelings about the matter presented, and attempts to influence the
addressee or the reader.146
Longacre proposes a model for tracldng participants in Biblical Hebrew that
identifies, ranks, and analyzes the operations participant reference must cany out
in the plot structure of a story.’47

Based on bis study of the Joseph story in

Genesis, he proposes the following hierarchy of participants in narrative:
Reveil, The Designation of the Individual, 361.
This is true primarily ofwhat lie cails “the operations of participant reference,” where the
function ofa participant is related to plot structures in narrative. Longacre lists seven fiinctions:
(1) “introduction into the story, i.e. the fjrst mention ofa participant or prop; (2) integration into
the stoiy as centrai in a narrative (whether main or embedded) or as thematic participant ofa
paragrapli; (3) tracking i.e. tracing references to participants through the text so as to keep track of
who-does-what-to-whom, and other sucli considerations; (3) reinstatement (applicable if a
participant lias been off-stage); (4) indication of confrontation (e.g., at the climax ofa stoly) and /
or role change, i.e., flip in dominance paffems (at a denouement); (5) marking locally contrastive
‘
147
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a. major participants (the siate of participants for the whole story);
central (protagomst)
other(s)
antagonist
helpers I bystanders
b. minor participants (participants whose role is restricted onlyto particular
episodes in the stoiy)
C. pfOps
1. human
2. ammate
3. inanimate
4. natural forces 148

Figure 16: Ranking of Participants in a Narrative Text
According to their Function in the Plot
This ranking shows participants’ function within the plot structure, but does flot
address the issue of how they are designated or referred to in a text. Longacre
gives the list in figure 17, (p. 140.) for this purpose.
These devices (in figure 17 on the following page) are ranked according to the
degree of information they contain about the designated individual. Thus the first
category includes a name with a description, while in the fourth category the
individual is designated only by a pronoun that indicates gender and relationship
to the speaker (you, he, she). finally, the Jast categofy, nul reference, implies the
presence of a participant in the text, but does flot specify their gender or
relationship to the speaker. Ibis category depends on the reader’s ability to ‘fil
in the gaps’ anaphorically.

(

status (accomplished by fronting a noun in the second sentence of an antithetical paragraph); (6)
an intrusive narrator evaluation.” Longacre, Joseph and u Stoiy ofDivine Providence, 143. While
these participant operations wilI be kept in mmd in the analysis ofHosea, they may flot be directly
transferable to this titerary genre.
‘
Longacre, Joseph anda Story ofDivine Providence, 142.

1. nouns (including proper names) + qualifiers such as adjectives,
relative clauses and descriptive sentences (clauses with rr,
or nominal clauses) for example: Hosea son ofBeen
2. nouns (including proper names) without such qualifiers. For
example: Jezreel
3. surrogate nouns as substitutes for (1) and (2), especially by
resort to tenus for kinship and occupation / role; sometimes,
especially with minor participants, this may be the usual level
of participant identification, e.g. a relative clause may simply
be part ofajob or role description.
4. pronominal elements
a. independent subject pronouns
b. object pronouris ( + pronominal element)
C. preposition + pronominal element
5. pronominal object suffixes on verbs;
subject and possessor affixes
6. nul references, e.g., in regard to objects that are implied in the
context but flot stated in a given clause’49

Figure 17: Resources for Tracking Participants in Biblical Hebrew
In biblical Hebrew, the usual pattem in narrative texts is to use inflectional or
pronominal reference to designate a major participant afier they have been
introduced by name. Reference to participants is determined by their importance
to the context, rather than their social status.150 Stylistic considerations may also
play a part in the designation of a participant. Lénart de Regt identifies several
specialized rhetoncal pattems for participant reference:

149

Adapted from Longacre, .Joseph and a Story ofDivine Providence, 141-42. Examples from
Hosea of the six types of resources for tracking participants are: (I) “Hosea son of Beeri( 1:1). (2)
‘Name hum Jezreel.” (1:4). In this case Jezreel is used as a proper naine. (3) “God loves a
woman”(3:1) (4) AmI he said to
(I’) (1:6). Preposition with pronominal element. (5) “Lest I
strip her.” (2:5) (1lk) (6)”Say to your brothers ‘my people’ and to your sisters ‘loved’
(2:3). The speaker’s identity is flot specified. Similarly, the addressee is flot named, but the reader
can deduce that the speaker addresses Jezreel because ofthe kinship ternis used, and the fact that
the imperative is 2mp.
150
According to de Regt, “in poetiy the same referent can be referred to with more than one
grammatical person. Change of person, then, can mark the start of a new paragraph.” Lénart J. de
Regt, Participants in Otd Testament Texts and the Transtator: Reference Devices anti their
Rhetoricat Impact, (SSN, Amsterdam, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1999), 95.
“
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•
•

•

•

Repetition may show a crucial and climactic moment in the text, or
indicate that what is about to be said is important or unexpected.
Repetitions are also implicit comment—especially in the case of
extended descriptions. A reference that is more specific than is
necessary for identification or the indication of a new paragraph
sometimes reflects that the participant is given a negative
assessment.
Underspecification
a participant is ftequently introduced (or
reintroduced) into the text (with pronominal elements) while full
reference (via a proper naine and a possibly a qualifier) is withheld
at first
Numeruswechset (One referent is designated by both singular
and plural forms.) In Deuteronomy, the people of Israel are
altemately spoken to in the singular and in the plural... The
changes from one to the other have an intensii’ing effect; at each
“nummeruswechsel’ Israel is addressed anew.15
—

Participants can also be given prominence by shifiing the noun or noun phrase
that refers to them before fimte verbs (SVO structure replaces VSO). Shifting of
this type also happens when a text uses dewces such as parallelism and chiasm
normally found in poetiy. The noun in flrst position emphasizes the participant (a
noun or pronoun indicating the participant) rather than the action descnbed in the
clause.

A hierarchy of participants (such as the one shown in figures 16 and 17) in
discourse is a starting point for establishing participant relations. However,
standard pattems of usage, as well as unusuai ones can have important
implications for the authority of the text. The credibility of the source of a speech
event (whether the speaker is a major participant, antagonist, or the narrator)
affects the weight the speech event is given in the world of the text.
Nevertheless, Reveil warns against generalïzing Longacre’s hierarchy to other
texts, because it is dependent on the social status of participants in the Joseph
story in Genesis. Society may be structured differently in different stories, and

C

‘‘

Adapted from Re, Participants in Old Testament Texts, 96.
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thus designation ofthe status of an individual may change. “The Josepb story and

the corpus reflect different forms of society.

The compound designations

characteristic of the corpus are flot used in the Joseph stoiy.

They would fit

Longacre’s categoiy 1 (Figure 17), defined as including designations which
present more than one item of information about the character designated.

-

Mthough participant reference may be paffemed to support the rhetoncal strategy
of the text, in this thesis, the pnmary concem is to see how it structures the
representation of speech. Thus the devices presented in figure 17 will be used to
see how the text allows the reader to track narrator-narratee and speaker
addressee relationships in the text.

2.2.2.4 Ciiteria 4: Verbal System
In this section we retum to the last of the four cnteria—verbal constructions—that
wiil be used to define who speaks in the text. A summary of the Hebrew verbal
system is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, two elements of the verbal
system may influence the shape of reported speech in Hosea—modality and
Aktionsart.

Modality refers to the morphological elements that reflect the speaker’s mood or
intention in pronouncing a sentence.’53 Is the speaker making a statement, asking
a question, giving a command? Normally a text signais a change in mood through
different verb types or other syntactïc and lexical devices.

For example, the

imperative mood (comniand) could sometimes be reflected in the use of an
imperative verb. An interrogative clause will be signaied by syntactic or lexical
devices such as the interrogatives fl? (what?) or ‘7z (who?). Although traces of
other moods (such as the subjunctive) occur in Biblical Hebrew, the most
commonly used mood is the indicative or declarative. “As in other languages the

152

ReveIl, Designation ojthe IndÏvidual, 59
The term “modality” is used to refer to two different situations in this thesis. Modal operators
shape the overali structure ofa text. In Criteria 4, however, modality is used at the sentence level
to refer to a speaker’s mood or orientation towards the content ofa sentence.
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energic

subjunctive,

consmictions,

and

thou the

paragogic forms are

in

used

syntactically

complex

conast with declarative verbs is now ofien obscure.”54

As we have seen, there is a general correlation between the imperative mood and
hortatory

in

discourse

Longacre’s

His definition

narrative discourse.

verb

rank

dines,

and

the

declarative

for

ofprediction poses an interesting question. By

defining the category of projection—as a “situation or action that is contemplated,
enjoined, but not realized”—coupled with contingent succession, he approaches

the standard definition
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for example,

quotation frame to
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to great effect.
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woWd
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content

The
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‘54Bmce K. Waltke and Michael O’Connor, An Introduction 10 Biblical Hebrew Syntoec, (Winona
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 347.
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Subjunctive- “Mood especially in European languages whose central role is to mark a clause as
expressing something other than a statement ofwhat is certain.” Mathews, Dicfionary of
Liaguistics, 360.
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quoted as giving herseif (possibly) an intemalized command, and at the same
time, titis quotation is embedded in the direct speech ofthe husband
Studies of reported speech have concentrated mainly on frames that appear in the
declarative or indicative mood in the narrator’s field of discourse. But as we have
seen, reported speech can also appear in the quoted speech of a participant (who
in 2:7a also uses the indicative.)

Aktionsart’56 Aktionsart refers to the state and/or type of activity inherent in the
verb. lncluded under titis category is the question of whether or flot a verb is
active or passive. For an active verb, the subject ïs the agent of the action and is
flot at the same time its object (reflexive verbs); thus when the metapragmatïc
verb in a quotation frame is in the active Qat (G), the speaker is the agent of the
speech act. When the metapragmatic verb is in the passive Niphal (N), the agent
is not expressed and the identity of the quoted speaker is obscured. As we shah
see, this cnterion is especially important for the transition from Hosea 1:9 to 2:1.

2.2.3

Poetic Devices, Discourse Typology and Speech
Domains: Bluning Discourse Domains

Adjustments to the methodology descnbed in previous sections also have to be
made to account for the fact that the text of Hosea is a spectrum ranging ftom
prose to poetry. This thesis assumes that poetry does not constitute a new form of
discourse, but conforms to the discourse typology descnbed previously. In other
words, it is possible for a poetic text to teil a story, predict or describe unrealized
events, exhort an addressee into action or describe a procedure. Nevertheless,
poetic fonns do alter the surface structure grammar of these types to a certain
degree, while at the same time respecting the limits imposed by the ‘dines’
proposed by Longacre.

“..

poetry appears to be govemed syntactically as weIl

as ‘stylistically’ by parallelism..

156

.,

this feature may be a goveming factor like the

This section is based primarily on chapters 20 and 21 in Waltke and O’Connor, Introduction to
Bibticat Hebrew Syntax.
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‘embedding / cohesion’ one which I allege controls first clauses in Reported
Speech.”57 As we have shown, other stylistic devices, sucb as chiasm, may also
have an impact on the syntax ofpoetic texts.

2.2.4 Conclusion: ldentifying Reported Speech in a Prophetic Text
The hypothesis developed in the introduction to this thesis was that although
Hosea uses narrative techniques and conventions to set up the world of the text, it

is primariÏy the representation of speech and perception that gives Hosea its
‘nrophetic’ character. The focus of this chapter is

to discem who speaks

and who perceives at any given point in the text.

Chapter 1 established the

relaflonship between the narrative framework and the prophetic paradigm. The
ftamework was altered so that it accounted for the embedding of a speaker and
addressee within the dynamics of the narrator-narratee relationship. When the
prophetic paradigm is embedded in the narrative framework, it is composed of
two separate speech events:

Inspiration

Proclamation

(f)

Speaker Addressee
Prophet

Yahweh

(2)
Narrator

Speaker
Prophet

Addressee
People

Narratee

Figure 18: Narrative Framework and Prophetic Paradigm
Quotation frames not only identify the speaker and addressee locally, they also
situate reported speech in relation to the hierarchy of speakers in the text.
However, the clear stratification of levels of reported speech implied by this
diagram is not aiways present in the Book of Hosea.
Traditionally, studies of reported speech have been limited to the marking of
direct speech by quotation frames.

C

In Hosea, however, they are flot used

157Dawson, Textlin,isfics w,d3iblicalHebrew, 217.
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consistently to mark boundanes between the discourse fields of participants, and
e narrator. for this reason, we proposed four criteria at analyze flot only
boundaries between fields (quotation frames), but also look at how a text
detennines the identity of a speaker throughout a “chunk” of discourse
(participant reference, discourse, and verb types). These cnteria are an attempt to
defme who speaks in relation to the narrative framework and the prophetic
paradigin in the text.

2.3 Who Perceives?
“Perspective”, “point of view,” and “angle of perception” are ternis that attempt to
capture the fact that the world of a text is mediated through someone’s act(s) of
perception. However, in order for that perception to be represented in a linear
text, it must be “told” or narrated--in other words, perception is itself transmitted
through language.

Gerard Genette’s term “focalization” applies solely to

perception--including visual, psychological and ideological points of view--and
exciudes narration.

Rimmon Kenan proposes four facets of focalization that encompass more than
visual perception.

The flrst—visual perception—is determined pnmanly by

location in space. Spatial focalizafion can vary between an anrestricted “bird’s
eye vïew” to the limited field of perception of a single observer. Secondly, time
as a facet of focalization is afficulated panchronically in the case of an impersonal
focalizer, and retrospectively, if a participant perceives bis or her past. The third
facet is psychological and includes a cognitive (knowledge, conjecture, belief,
memory) and emotive component.

ccWhereas

the perceptual facet [time and

space] has to do with the focalizer’s sensory range, the psychological facet
concems bis minds and emotions.”58

These facets are articulated via an

external!internai opposition, which is conventionally interpreted as an objective
(neutralluninvolved)

versus

subjective

(colored,

involved)

opposition

respectively. The fourth or ideological facet is equivalent to the norms ofthe text:
158R.jmmOn Kenan, Narrative Fiction, 79.
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This facet, ofien referred to as ‘the norms of the text’, consists of
‘a general system of viewing the world conceptually’ in
accordance with which the events and characters of the story are
evaluated.. In the simplest case, the ‘norms’ are presented through
a singk dominant perspective, that of the narrator-focahzer. 1f
additional ideologies ernerge in such texts, they become
subordinate to the dominant focalizer, thus transfonning the other
evaluating subjects into objects of evaluation. Put differently, the
ideology of the narrator-focalizer is usually taken as authoritative,
and ah other ideologies in the text are evaluated from this ‘higher’
position. 159
.

.

Verbal indicators of focalization are naming strategies, evaluative adjectives and
lexical and syntactical elements (those that show indirect speech for example
reveal the nanator’s “control” over a reported ufferance.) Rimmon Kenan gives a
good summary of focalization but concludes: “the whole gamut of stylistic
possibilities bas not yet been established, nor is it specific to narratiVe.”160
focalization or perception is a concept that has been descnbed and applied
intuitively by narratologists.

Linguists have attempted to systematically trace

focalization in the syntactic or semantic surface structure of narrative texts. The
approach we will use to answer the question “who perceives?” was developed
from the viewpoint of cognitive linguistics by José Sanders and Wilbert Spooren
(and Wallace Chafe in later chapters.)161

Discourse typology, participant

reference, verbal morphology, and quotation frames that were used to determine
who speaks in the previous section can also be used to pinpoint perception in the
text.

159

Rimmon Kenan goes on to describe cases in which there is no dominant focalizing position.
Rimmon Kennan, Narrative fiction, $1.
160
Rimmon Kennan, Narrative fiction, $3.
161
José Sanders and Wilbert Spooren, “Perspective, Subjectivity, and Modality from a Cognitive
Linguistic Point ofView” in Discourse and Perspective in Cognitive Linguistics, (cd. Wolf
Andreas Liebert, Gisela Redeker, and Linda Waugh, CWT, 151, (Philadelphia, John Benjamins,
1997) and Wallace Chafe, Discourse, Consciousness, and Time: The Flow wid Disptacement of
Conscious Erperience in Speaking and Writing, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994).
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2.3.1 Focalization, Perspective, and Subjectivity
A convention underlying narrative texts is that the text represents the utterance of
some personal source--a metatextual proposition such as “there is (was) a human
individual who uffers (uttered) the text I am presently reading..

The narrator

creates a discourse domain in which the speech of ail other participants in the text
can be embedded. Every utterance can therefore be affributed to some “speaking”
subject.

When descnbing the representation of speech, we inserted the speaker-addressee
relationship between that of the narrator—narratee. This flot only distinguishes
between two forms of utterance (the metatextual proposition, and an utterance
embedded in the text), but also between two forms of focalization, the narrator’s
and the speaker’s.’63 However, the prophetic paradigm is an example of
successive speaker-addressee relationships embedded within the discourse field of
the narrator. Embedding the paradigm within the narrator’s field removes it from
an oral context and “textuatizes” it’64 This process atters the representation of
speech and the representation of perspective within the text.
Since a text represents the utterance of some personal source, ail discourse is
subjective. However, narrative convention assigns a “factual,” “objective” stance
to an extemal focalizer: “External focalization is feit to be close to the narrating
agent, and its vehicle is there called the ‘narrator-focalizer.”65

Internai

focalization takes place within the represented events and is usually bound to a

162

Umberto Eco, Rote of the Reader, 6.
A word of caution: Sanders and Spooren do flot make this distinction and use the term
“eaker” to include both the narrator and an embedded participant.
Chafe describes the effect ofthis embedding as follows: “First, the represented consciousness
(Yahweh) be]ongs to a different distal self, flot the self ofthe proximal representing consciousness
(the narrator.) Second, the representing consciousness (the narrator) is unacknowledged; there is
no recognized narrating self. Finally, access to the distal self (Yahweh) is achieved through a
pretense ofunconstrained empathizing with another’s consciousness, flot through unconstrained
remembering ofthe representing selfs own distal consciousness.” Chafe, Discourse,
Consciousness and Time, 249.
165
Rimmon Kenan, Narrative Fiction, 74.
163
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participant in the text. However, “internai focalization is sometimes no more than
a textual stance, although even such an un-personified stance tends to be endowed
by readers with the qualifies of a character.”1

The factual, objective stance assigned to an extemal focalizer, versus the
supposedly subjective quaiifies of an internai focalizer must be used with caution
in relation to Biblical Hebrew. Cynthia Milier notes that the objecfive/subjective
dichotomy does not function in the same way in ail languages.

whule direct speech is valued in many Indo-European languages
as representing speech without bias, the same is flot true in ail
cultures... in present day Tsraei, for exampie, radio news
announcers usualiy report speech indfrectiy because indirect
speech is understood to reflect unbiased, objective reporting.
Direct quotafion is employed when the news announcer reports the
speech ofnon-elite, enemy, or un-important pelsons.167
For an ancient text like Hosea, the appropnate objective / subjective convention
may be difficuit to retneve.

Nevertheless, at the very least applying this

convention, as descnbed by Rimmon Kenan, does give some insight into how the
present day (Indo-European) reader would perceive the text.
Rimmon Kenan’s summary of focalization groups two separate concepts—
perspective and subjectivity—in one category. Sanders and Spooren define a set
of coordinates that can be used to distinguish between the two. A vantage point is
“the set of ail possible instantiations of an “I,” a deictic center” and is constituted
on the surface structure of a text.’68

Two specific vantage points are used to

represent perspective and subjectivity in a text. The referentiai center (R) is the
actual time and location of a speech act; it is the vantage point of the current
speaker. It may be realized as an “1” with first and second person pronouns, or
may be implicit. The second specific vantage point is the subject ofconsciousness
Rimmon Kenan, Narrative fiction, 74.
167
MuTer, Representation ofSpeech, 47.
168
Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective, Subjectivity, and Modality,” $6.
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(S), the speaker or participant to whom the responsibility for the information in
the discourse is attributed. “S is ofien, but flot necessarily aiways, established in
the current speaker.”169

While the referentiai center (R) and the subject of consciousness (S) are two
vantage points that consmict perspective and subjectivity, other vantage points are
also possible and do flot have to be located in the speaker.

It is not necessarily the case that ail signais for vantage points point
towards one and the same position. If R and S are not explicitly
instantiated as “I”, they are Iocated with the current implicit
speaker by default, while vantage point is, by default, located in
the subject positions. This is exemplified in... Jan is goïng to
Paris... R and $ are located in the cunent speaker, whereas the
vantage point is located with Jan, which is indicated by the subject
position of Jan and by the verb going which expresses a movement
from Jan’s position to Paris.’70
According to Sanders and Spooren, subjectivity and perspective can be
represented by perspectivization and subjectification.

Both of these are

constructed through the interaction of different types of vantage points.
Perspectivization takes place when the subject of consciousness is located in a
participant in the text.

The positiornng of an $ other than the speaker connects the
meaning of some information to this other subject.
This
connection resuhs in what we shah cail perspective. Perspective is
established by vanous linguistic means. The most implicit manner
is the representation of a person as an active subject of
conscïousness without representing his inner or spoken
discourse. The most explicit type of perspective is direct
quotation, in which a current speaker lends not only his S, but even
his R to another subject in the discourse, thus creating a new “I” as
the embedded current speaker. 171
.

169
‘°
‘‘

.

Sanders and Spooren, 87.
Sanders and Spooren, 87.
Sanders and Spooren, 89.
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Direct quotation signais an explicit transition to a change in perspective.
Perspectivization affects the truth or validity of the information (or world)
transmitted in the quoted utterance.

According to narrative convention, the

highest-level speaker or narrator’s discourse is the most “factual” or “objective,”
and is therefore able to confirm or deny the validity of the perspectivized
information.

Subjectification occurs when a speaker does flot simpiy state something, but
evaluates or expresses his or her degree of certainty in relation to the information
given.

The speaker’s consciousness can be established by vanous
iinguistic means, such as modality (Jan must be in Paris),
subjective I-embedding (I think that Jan is in Paris), predictions
(Jan will stay in Paris), conditionals (If Marie is weÏl informed,
Jan ïs staying in Paris), and evaluative reflections (Jan is staying
in Paris, unfortunately.)’72
As we shah see, many ofthese linguistic means are empioyed in Hosea 1-3.
Perspectivization and subjectification take place in “chunks” or domains of
discourse that are implicitly or explicitly tied to a specific speaker:
Both perspectivization and subjectfication can be descnbed in
terms of discourse domains, or embedded subspaces, which entail
a restricted daim of the validity or factuahity of the embedded
matenal. A domain is aiways set up as a subordinate to a ‘parent’;
the outermost parent is that of the speaker’ s reahty and is called the
base domain or base (B). In the case of narrative discourse, the
base is the narrator’s reality. Linguistic expressions that establisli a
subdomain (M) or refer back to one are domain indicators... They
mark the meaning of the information in the embedded domain as
restricted. Depending on the type of domain indicator, the matenal
restncted to a particular temporal domain (in 1929), a spatial
domain (In france), a hypothetical domaïn (If only), a possibility
.

172
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Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective, Subjectivity, and Modality,” 91.
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domain (Ma7be...)
believes. . )...

or

to

a

particular

perspective

(Jan

-

Sanders and Spooren use these concepts to analyze the relationship between
deontic and epistemic modahty in the construction ofthe world ofa text’74

2.4 Conclusion: The Construction of a World in the Book o! Hosea
In this chapter we defined three conventions found in narrative texts that may also
shape the way the world of a prophetic text is constructed. They are: (1) the
hierarchy of speech established in the text; (2) the way perception is signaled; (3)
modal operators that shape the overali structure ofthe world projected in the text.
The pnmary focus of this thesis is to explore how the hierarchy of speech is
constnicted at each particular point in the text of Hosea. for this reason, four
cnteria were proposed to establish speaker’s domains or fields of discourse.
Quotation frames in direct speech explicitly highuight the narrator-narratee,
speaker-addressee relationships in a text

ilowever, quotation frames are not

sufficient because prophetic texts tend to omit them. Three additional cntena—
discourse typology, participant reference, and verbal constructions—may also
indicate the speaker-addressee relationship within a “chunk” or paragraph of

discourse.

As we have seen, however, some of these cntena have been developed primanly
through the analysis of narrative texts. When they are apphed to Hosea, they can
173

Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective, Subjectivity, and Modatity,” 93-94.
“Root modals express obligation, permission, or ability by an external [real-worldJ socio
physicat force... Thus root modality inctudes the classicat deonfic modality, that is the expression
of moral obligation as in the meaning permit/o blige, as well as the expression of physical
necessity or ability. The modal is used in its real-wortd sense.. In its epistemic meaning, the
abstract force expressed by the modal verb is not manifested in the socio-physical sphere of
objective reality, but metaphorically in the epistemic domain ofthe speaker’s reasoning.”. “What
does the Lord require ofyou but to do justice, and to love kindness, and walk humbly with your
God?” (Mic 6:8 NRSV) is an example of deontic modality, which also appeals to the addressee’s
reasoning (epistemic modality.) Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective, Subjectivity, and Modality”
97. When Sanders and Spooren’s root modality govems the entire text, it is a codexal modality
that shapes the world ofthe text so that is resembles the real world. For example, “plants and
people need water to survive” is a physical necessity.
174

.
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raise even more complex issues. This is the case, for example, with Longacre’s
verb rank dines. Longacre’s model depends on the concepts ofthe existence ofa
background and foreground for every type of discourse. His focus is on finding
the “mainline” verb forms in the foreground that propel the discourse forward. In
other words, he looks for an event sequence in eveiy discourse type. However, in
a literaiy genre like prophecy, where there is less emphasis on a plot line,
Longacre’s approach may flot fit as well. For example, Longacre does flot place
subordinate clauses on the main une ofa discourse type, but as we have shown, in
Hosea, these clauses convey important information about the world of the text.
Other factors that might alter the application of the verb rank dines to Hosea are
the presence of chiasmus, sentence fragments, elided, or gapped verbs. For these
reasons, this thesis applies the methodology as Longacre formulates it, but then
adapts it to Hosea.

The two other conventions that shape the world of a text—modal operators and
perspective or focalization—were descnbed more briefty.

Some of the same

cntena used to determine the discourse hierarchy may be used to explore
perspective and possibly the fimction of modal operators in the text. For example,
switches in pronominal elements (participant reference) could indicate the
speaker’s relationship to the subject of bis or her discourse. Another example is
Sanders and Spooren’s use of the concept of modal operators as indicators of
perspective. Although these two conventions may contribute important elements
to the construction of the world of the text in Hosea, they will not be explored in
as much detail as the discourse hierarchy in the text.

Each of the following chapters will begin by descnbing the domains of speech
identifled in Hosea l-3.’ This description will be followed by an analysis ofthe
four cntena proposed to define the domain or field of each speaker in the text.
Afier the structure of reported speech has been studied, each chapter will retum to
the issue of how participants and events are perceived in the text. Theoreti cal
In other words, domains of speech wifl be used to set the boundaries of the pericopes studied.
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concepts relating to perception or focalization will be introduced as needed in
each chapter. finally, the issues of who speaks and who perceives will be related
to the modal structure of the world as it is constructed at that particular point in
the Book of Hosea.
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Chapter3
Who Speaks and Who Perceives in Hosea J?

156

The inhabitants of the supernaturat domain have
access mb the natural domain, but for humans tue
supernatural domain is, as a ride off limits.. hie
minds of the inhabitwUs of the natura! domain are
obsessively attracted to this rnyster.’; their thirst for
kiiowiedge feeds on an)’ account Because these
accounts are tiot verfiab1e, they gain credence onlv
lhanks 10 Ihe special authorit or erceptional stalus
of the informer (prophet, god-inspired scribe and so
on.)
—Lubomir DoIee11

3.0 Introduction
The prophet is a bridge between the inhabitants of the natural and supematurai
worlds in a prophetic text. By raising the questions “who speaks?” and “who
perceives?” this chapter attempts to explain how the special authonty or
exceptional status of the prophet Hosea, the informer, is constructed in the text. It
also raises the issue of how “God,” an inhabitant of the supernatural world,
becomes a participant and speaker in the text.
Lubomir Doleel (quoted above) defines a mythological world as a dyadic
relationship whereby natural and supernatural domains are separated by a sharp
boundary. The prophet is an intermediaiy between two worlds, thus allowing for
communication, but also enforcing separation of the natural and supernatural
domains. Does this really describe Hosea 1? Or is Hosea 1 more like a “hybrid”
world, where the boundanes between the two domains are dissolved?2 A more
basic issue is “what criteria allow the reader to understand the possibility that two
domains may exist?”

DoIee1, Heterocosmica, 129.
Doleel defines a hybrid world more precisely as “a coexistence, in one unified fictional space, of
the physicalty possible and the physicalty impossible fictional entities (persons, events). Physically
impossible events cannot be interpreted as miraculous interventions from the supernatural domain,
since no such domain exists; ail phenomena and events ofthe hybrid world, both those physical]y
possible and those physically impossible, are generated within this world, spontaneously and
2
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Who speaks?” and “who perceives?” are crucial questions for determining what
kind of world Hosea I constructs. Both are used to determine the truth-value of an
utterance: the reliability of the speaker. and the accuracy of the perception that is
represented in the text.

They also may give some indication as to how the

supematural” and natural’ domains mav coexist.

Ibis chapter is divided into three sections that describe the application of the
methodology outlined in Chapter 2 to Hosea 1. In order to determine who speaks
at any given point in the text, sections 3.1-2 analyze the application of the four
criteria developed in the previous chapter.

In Hosea 1, quotation frames,

participant reference. and discourse types play a more prominent role than verbal
constructions to determine the boundaries and shape of each speaker’s domain.
Section 3.1 focuses on discourse typology. and the relationship of quotation
frames to the narrative framework. while 3.2 analyzes references to eacb
participant introduced in the text.

One important goal of this thesis is to determine how a discourse hierarchy is
constructed in Hosea 1-3. for this reason, the following analysis of Hosea 1 is
structured to reflect changes in the narrator-narratee and speaker-addressee
relationships. Each unit analyzed corresponds to a speaker’s (or narrator’s)
discourse domain. Ihis segmentation (decoupage) is shown in Figure 19 (p. 159)
and Table XII and XIII (pgs 166-67.) In Hosea 1, quotation frames are the
primary markers of boundaries in the text.

Section 3.3 raises the issue of perspective or focalization. and how the dynamics
articulated in sections 3.1-2 work together to build perspective in the text. This
analvsis of perspective or focalization also follows the segmentation described
above. because quotation frames are a prominent signal of changes in perspective.
too. The chapter concludes with the question ‘what type of world do speech and
perception construct in HoseaT
haphazardy.” DoIeeÏ. Heterocos,nica. I $7-$8.
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3.1 Setting Up the Narrative Framework: Hosea 1:1-9
This section describes the resuits of applying two of the four criteria—discourse
typology. and the analysis of quotation frames—to answer the question who
speaks?” in Hosea 1:1-9. These verses can be analyzed according to whether or
flot they develop the main narrative story une or flot. Section 3.1.1 analyzes the
narrative background clauses found in the superscription. Although they do not
develop the main story une in the text, they plav a crucial role in setting up the
world ofthe text. Section 3.1.2 focuses on the way quotation frames contribute to
the development of the main story une. Four quotation frames on the main story
une are each followed by the quoted speech of Yahweh.

The disappearance of

these frames by verse 1:9 contributes to the disappearance of the ground or base
discourse space as it is first set up in the opening verses.
3.1.1 Setting Upthe Narrative Background: Hosea 1:1-2
The Book of Hosea begins as a narrative text. with a series of background clauses
(1:1-2) that set up time, place, and participants in the story.3 The two opening
verses of the Book of Hosea are composed of two background clauses (1:1 and
1 :2a) and one on the main storv une (1 :2b).
Verse 1:1 can be analyzed in two separate parts. The first consists o1’
and can be considered a nominal phrase that along with the subordinating
conjunction can be analyzed as the X in first position before the verb. This locates
the entire verse on band 2.2, backgrounded narration. shown in the analysis of
discourse types in figure 19. This verse sets up the narrator-narratee relationship
h)’ speaking of the prophetic paradigm (the word of God came to...) as a series of
events acting as a background to the entire storv.

Figure 19 on page 159 shows the communication situation. discourse analysis and a literai
translation ofthese verses.
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Communication Situation
Message transmitted
Time: “days of. .kings oflsrael and Judah”
Place: Indefinite,
.

Na rrato r

Participants:
Hosea. Yahweh4
World Constructing Convention:
Word of Yahweh

Narratee

Literai Translation
The Word of Yahweh
which was / became to
Hosea. son ofBeeri in the
days ofUzziah. Jotham.
Ahaz, Hezekiah. Kings ofJudah.
and in the days ofJeroboam son ofioash,
the king oflsrael.
The Beginning of spoke-Yahweh with
(or by means of) Hosea.
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Figure 19: Hosea 1:1.2: Narrative Framework Set Up in Background Clause

Originall. the Word ofYahweh vas classified here as a participant because it “causes specific
changes in the states ofthe world.” DoleeI, Heterocosmica. 32. This contradicts Longacre’s
classification of participants as agents who to a greater or lesser degree impact upon the
development ofa plot in a narrative text. However. it is probably more accurate to label it a “world
constructing convention” because it shapes the states ofthe world in a prophetic text. The
individual speech acts ofYahweh and Hosea (as participants) articulate the “Word ofYahweh.”
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Participants, time. and narration—elements that construct a textual world—are
presented in verse 1:1.

The superscription uses spatial concepts—Israel and

Judah—to define time. flot to place the prophet in a particular spatial setting.
Israel and Judah define the location of the kings during whose reigns Hosea is
supposed to have prophesied. The prophet Hosea is neyer physically located in
space. unlike. for example. the Book of Amos. which situates the prophet’s
activity in both time and space:

“The words of Amos, who was among the

shepherds of Tekoa, which he saw conceming Israel in the days of King Uzziah of
Judali and in the days of King Jeroboam son of Joasli of Israel. two years before
the earthquake” (Amos 1 : 1).
Participants are introduced. but the main focus is on the Word of Yahweh and
Hosea as the object or receiver” of the Word. In this case. the Ï’J7ord stands for a
complex series of words—a message—and is flot a substitute for Yahweh himself
Time and place are given approximately through the naming of the reigns of the
kings of IsraeÏ and Judah.

Up to this point the narrator and the narratee are

impersonal: they are flot indexed by a proper name as they would be for example,
if the text were an autobiography addressed to a specific audience.
The first clause in verse 1:2 may correspond either to band 2.2, backgrounded
actions in narration, or to band 4.3, the setting of a story. This verse is complex.5
Waltke and O’Connor analyze it as a noun clause occurring after a noun in
construct. that is. in a genitive frame.” 6 With the absence ofthe conjunction 7IVX.
the clause is considered to be an asyndetic (relative-clause) construction.
However. in an earlier chapter they analyze it as “a construct of no prepositional
force followed bv a non-relative clause—a state that is extremely rare.”7 In any
case. according to Longacre’s model, this clause has no predicate and is therefore
at the bottom ofthe verb dine or setting for narration.
There are txo possible explanations for the word ‘•l in verse I :2a. It is a Piel verb. and
therefore the clause is in 2.2 background narration, or, as it is shown in this analysis. it is a
construct filling a genitive slot.
6
Waltke and O’Connor. Bihlica/ Hebi’ew Svntax. 645.
Waltke and O’Connor. Bib/ical Hebtei SintLï. 156.
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Another interpretation of
verb dine.

tri

moves the clause up Longacre’s

Analyses of other prophetic texts show “support for both an

instrumental ‘by’ or an agential ‘with’ translation.”8
preposition

The presence of the

before Hosea’ s proper name lends support for reading

as a

verbal clause. “In the idiom dbr b the verb is active, and in ail known occurrences
there is no other object.

The idiom is a technical expression for the pecWiar

function of the prophet as agent of God.”9 The active verb in the idiom lends
additional support to the view that this verb (Pie] or D stem) is in band 2.2 of the
narrative dine, and descnbes a bnnging about of a state in time. “The Piel is
associated with causation: the Piel causes a state rather than an action (as the
Hiphil, for which we resewe the term causative, does.)

Since the object of

causation is in a state of suffenng the effects of an action, it is inherently passive
in paa”° In this case, the clause could be translated as “beginning of spoke
Yahweh by (or with) Hosea.” Whatever interpretative choice is made, this clause
is flot on the main story line (band 1).

Scholars distinguish between a superscnption proper (which is a noun phrase) 1:1,
and an incïpit 1 :2a, which is analyzed as a verbal clause, and thus the beginning of
a narrative. They tend to separate verses 1:1 and 1:2 from one another and most do
so citing different layers ofredaction:

The two introductions 1:laA and 1:2a contain a description ofthe
nature of the revelation, dbr. Dbr, however, is pointed differently
in each case. It appears in 1: laA as a noun as in other prophetic
superscriptions. This fact, coupled with the repetition of the
addresser and addressee, seems to indicate a secondary character.
The final redactor had preflxed hïs own heading to the matenal
that lie had received. ‘
.

.

Others analyze the phrase “Beginning of spoke-Yahweh by Hosea” as the

Andersen and Freedman, Hosea, 154.
Andersen and Freedman, Hosea, 155.
°
Waltke and O’Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 400.
“Yee, Composition, 56.
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beginning ofa narrative unit:12

An incipit is a sentence that begins a narrative or a narrative book.
A superscription is a titie. sometirnes expanded. over a book. a
portion of n book. or a poem. Incipits and superscriptions share
similar functions and literary elements. Incipits begin narrative
units and are a part of the narrative. Superscriptions properly
belong over poetic units or collections of poetic units and are flot
part ofthe poem themselves.13

Even Andersen and freedman. whose approach is more literary. conclude that
these two verses should be viewed separately. “The construction probably marks
the original beginning of the prophecy; i.e. the editorial title of the whole work is
1:1 and 1 :2a is the beginning of the narrative proper. It is a distinctively literary
rather than an oral device.”14 Furthermore, Watts and other scholars cite “layers”
of superscriptions and incipits as signs of the composition of the Book of Twelve.
Hosea. for example shows signs of being included in three levels of redaction that
incorporated it into the Book ofTwelve.’

Discourse typology and participant analysis ofthese two verses immediately bring
to light two major differences with these approaches. Without the distinction
between the foreground and the background clauses of a story, verses 1:1 and 1:2
can be viewed as a noun clause (attached to a relative clause) disconnected from a
verbal clause. However. if they are read as the background clauses setting up the
story world. then they can be interpreted as follows: Verse 1:1 describes an event
the word of Yahweh which came to Hosea son of Berri’ that is located in a
2

See Wolff. Hosea. 9.
John D. W. Watts. Superscriptions and tncipits in the Book ofiwelve.” Reading andHeating
the Book of Twelve. (ed. Jarnes D. Nogalski and Marvin A. Sweeny. Symposium Series 15. eU.
Christopher Matthews: Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature. 2000), III. Hosea is the exception
to Watfs conclusion. The superscription is over a narrative unit.
Andersen and Ereednian. Hosea, 153.
b
The first level ofcomposition orredaction is Hosea 1:2b, which Watts calls an “incipit” and
corresponds to the redaction ofthe original material. The second level. found in Hosea I :2a, is
linked to a laver ofredaction that brought together four other books: Obadiah, Nahum. Rab 3:1.
and Malachi. Einallv. another laver of superscriptions was added to tie together the entire Book of
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specific historical time-frame by the prepositional phrases that follow it. Verse
1 :2a. ‘Beginning of Yahweh spoke by or with Hosea” locates the reader at the
beginning of the reporting of Hosea being used as an instrument of Yahweh”s
speech. This verse can be described as a diegetic summary because it contains a
meta-pragmatic verb designating a ‘speech event. but does flot reproduce the
content of ‘what” Yahweh says through Hosea. These two verses provide a
narrative background for the first quotation frame that immediately follows them.
Furthermore, the Massoretic text places a major pause (pisqa) between these two
clauses and the first quotation frame. thus visually separating background from
foreground.

Participant analysis of these two verses also suggests a progression from
background to foreground. “Word of Yahweh” (a non-personal agent), becomes
Yahweh” in a background clause describing the beginning of his action, and
finally becomes Yahweh. the agent speaking in the first event in the foreground of
the story.

In Hosea’s case. the “repetition” of the addressee is not an exact

repetition of his participant function in the discourse.’6

In verse 1:1, he is

grounded in a familial relationship and situated in time.

In verse 1 :2a he is

referred to as the instrument of Yahweh’s action. Finally, in the quotation frame
1 :2b. he is introduced as the addressee on the main story line.

What do these two short phrases tel! us about the narrative framework of the text?
The superscription is about an attribute of Yahweh who eventually is represented
as the speaker of a speech act. The reader is invited to think of what follows. not
as a series of separate actions but as part of a global whole. a “word.” The entire
‘story’ is one Word of God. Furthermore, Hosea. the addressee is both a receiver
of the word and its instrument. Thus a human person located in a specific family
and political circurnstances is constructed as a pivota! participant/agent in the text.

Twelve. Watts. “Superscriptions and Incipits in the Book oflwelve.” 120-22.
6
Yee cites this repetition as an indication ofthe secondary character ofverse 1:2a. Yee.
Composition. 56.
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How does the narrative framework relate to the prophetic paradigm?

The

prophetic paradigrn is encased or ernbedded in the narrator-narratee reiationship
implied by the third person reference in Hosea 1:1.

The representation of

Yahwehs word is subordinate to the discourse domain of the narrator.17 In the
superscription, Hosea is represented as the receiver, and later as the instrument or
agent of the Word of Yahweh. This corresponds to the prophet’s pivotai foie as
both addressee and speaker of the word in the prophetic paradigm.

The

background set up in Hosea : -2 seems to represent the inspiration stage of the
prophetic paradigrn. Nevertheless. there are some differences. Before the first
quotation frame. Yahweh is constructed implicitiy as a speaker. until 1 :2b. where
he is actualiy quoted directiy. Hosea is neyer directly commissioned to speak or
re-transmit the message (this does not occur anywhere in Hosea.)

To summarize. verses 1:1 -2a set up the “ground” for the story to take place. They
move up the narrative cime from background to foreground, and it is in this
process that tliey set up the prophetic paradigm. e.g. they identify the speakers
invoived and the mediating roie that Hosea exercises.18

3.1.2 Beginning of the Main Story Line: 1:2b-9
The first event on the story une is a “saying” or reported speech event (1:1 -2b).
followed by an “action’ event response in 1:3: “And he went and took Gomer...”.
(Table XII on page 166 shows the analysis ofthis altemation of speech and action
events throughout Hosea 1.) In verse 1:2b. the quotation frame “Yahweh said to
Hosea’ is in mainline narrative discourse (band 1). and is followed by mainline
hortatory discourse—Go. take a woman of prostitution.”9 This is attached to the
reason for the command. which is expressed in narration ofbackgrounded actions:
‘for the land bas cornmitted great prostitution away from Yahweh.
In terms used bv Gerard Genette. Yahweh’s discourse is at a lower diegetic level than the
narrator’s. “Narration is aiways at a higher narrative levet than the story it narrates. Thus the
dieizetic level is narrated by an extradiegetic narrator. the hypodiegetic level by a diegetic
(intradiegetic) one.’ Rimmon Kenan .Nartati’te Fiction. 92.
S
Targum Jonathan identifies this role more clearly bv adding the word prophecy” to verse 1 1.
“ This is band I in hortatorv discourse. as illustrated in Table VII ofChapter 2.
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This quotation frarne is one of the simplest of those Cynthia Miller defines in ber
typology: and according to ber research, it is found either in monologue or
dialogue.

It is the first representation of Yahweh as a full-blown speaker, the

agent of a speech act. At the same time, the frame explicitly establishes Hosea as
the addressee. a role that is neyer explicitly reversed in the entire text (except for
when he quotes himself commanding the woman to abstinence in chapter 3.) The
quoted utterance in Ï :2b. Go take a promiscuous woman...” combines a direct
command with a reason for it, described as a punctual event in backgrounded
narration (band 2.2): “for the land commits great fornication (or is greatly
promiscuous) away from Yahweh.”2° This combination of a command followed
by the reason for it briefly establishes Yahweh as a participant within the main
story une, but also at a lower level of narration. Yahweh speaks of himself as a
participant in the history of the land’s apostasy. This creates a “stratification of
levels whereby each inner narrative is subordinate to the narrative within which it
is embedded.”2’ Tables XII and XIII show this stratification in Hosea 1: Yahweh’s
speech, shown in boxes, is embedded within the narrative framework.

2t)

A flrst person pronoun (me) would normaliy be used if the speaker-addressee retationship does
flot change. In this case however. where the speaker designates himselfby name, another strategy
mav be in use. Reveil comments on similar usage in 2Kings 22: 19: “The use ofthe name Yahweh
can reasonably be seen as an integrai part ofthe pailem, similar to the use ofdeferentiai terms in
parallel with pronouns.. .God as agent is represented by the first person. God as patient is
represented by the name where the action is described in formai terms.
E.J. Reveil. hie
Designation ofthe Individuel. 354. In this case. the formai term “away from Yahweh” alludes to
the Deuteronomistic expression “to walk behind Yahweh” from holy war theoiogy. To tum “away
from Yahweh” is to desert on the eve ofbattie. in this case the land has deserted her covenant
partner. Andersen and Ereedman. Hosea. 170.
Rimmon Kenan. Narrative Fiction. 91.
.
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Text
rr

Morphology Discourse Type
Wayyiqtol Quotation
G, 3ms
frame #1
1.0 Narration—
mainline
lmpv.
]5
1.0 Hortatory
G,
2ms. 2X
mainline

irrr 7 1.2

b’T ‘77 D3 TZY

:rTJm

—

ITIX1Z flX1 T1 T’D

X-inf. abs
G-rYiqtol.
G, 3fs

5’i 1.3 Wayyiqtol,
G, 3ms
‘r-ri i5-ri TT1 Wayyiqtol.
G. 3ms
Wayyiqtol,
G. Jms
Wayyiqtol,
G, 3fs
J’ h’jT’. 7Z9 1.4 Wayyiqtol.
G, 3ms

2.2 Narration
backgrounded
actions

1.0 Narration
mainline
1.0 Narration
mainline

—

—

Translation
Yahweh said to
Hosea

“Go. take a woman
of prostitution and
children of
prostitution
For the land bas
habitually
prostituted (itself)
from after
Yahweh.”
1.3 He went
He took Gomer
daughter of
Diblaim.
She conceived.

1.0 Narration
mainline
1 .0 Narration
She bore to him a
mainline
son.
Quotation
Yahweh said to
Frame #2
him:
1.0 Narration
mainline
1.0 Hortatory
“Cal] bis name
mainline
Jezreel
Conjunction Hort For in a little while
I Pred
4.3 Setting
—

—

?p
t77 -rJ)2’

,nt’

*r

:7tjV’ fl’ Tr1Db Z1fl

lmpv. G,
2ms
Conj.
Nominal
clause
(adverbial)
Weqatal.
G, 3ms
-

—

1.0 Predictive
mainline

-

Weqatal,
H, lcs

1.0 Predictive
mainline

Weqatal.
G. 3ms
macro
syntactic
marker.
:5flt 1Z 51tV np—r DIZ Weqatal.
G, 3ms

4.1 Predictive
setting

rrm 1.5

Wayyiqtol.
G. 3fs
fl r7Ifl Wayviqtol.
G. 3fs

r7 TJ] 1.6

-

1.0 Predictive
mainline
1.0 Narration
mainline
1.0 Narration
main line

-

-

-

—

Table XII: Quotation Frames in Hosea 1 :2 -1:6

I will visit blood of
Jezreel upon the
house ofJehu
I will cause to
destroy the
dominion ofthe
house oflsrael.
And it will be on
that dav

I will break the
bow oflsrael in the
valley ofJezreel”
She conceived
again
She bore a
daughter
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Text

Morphology
J 1?ZX’J Wayyiqtol, G,
3ms

1T3
7f?

? 7i

Impv. G, 2ms

9’6

X-neg.Yiqtol,
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?31
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1.7 X-nouns (dir.
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Ouotation Frame #3
1.0 Narration
mainline
1.0 Hortatory
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Conj.+ negation
2.1 Bekg pred.
2.2 Bekg pred.
-

Conj. + inf abs.
2.2 Bekg. pred.
2.2 Bckg pred.

1 Prediction mainline

Translation

He said to him

“CalI lier name Lo
Ruhamma
For I will neyer
again
Pity (the) house of
Israel
For (I will neyer
again) “lifi up” or
forgive
(The ) House of
Judah (1 will neyer
again) pity

1.0 Narrationmainline

I shah (cause)
deliver them by
Yahweh their God
I shah not (cause)
deliver them by a
bow, or by a
sword, or by battie,
or by horses, or by
horsemen.”
SheweanedLo
Ruhamma

ivj Wayyiqtol, G,

1.0 Narration

She conceived

3fs
Wayyiqtol, G,
3fs
7z?1 1.9 a Wayyiqtol, G,

mainhine
1.0 Narration
mainline

J

X-neg. H,
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Discourse Type

IÇj? b Impv, G, 2ms
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Ç’ ‘il$) d

clause
Sentence
fragment

2.1 Bckg pred.

-

-

Quotation Frame#4

She bore a son

He said:

1.0 Narration

mainline
Hortatory- mainline
Conjunetion
4.3 Sefting

“Cali his name
Lo Ammi
For you (2mp) are
flot my people
And “I am” flot to
you.”

Table XIII: Quotation Frames in Hosea J:6to 1:9v

In the three “saying” or reported speech events that follow the first command,
Hosea is commanded to name his ehuidren. The same structure occurs—quotation
22

Mthough verse 1:9 is one complex sentence, it is shown on separate rows in order to highlight
the speaker-addressee changes. This is analysis also differs from Longacre’ s in that it includes the
subordinate clause. The quotation frames (shown in bold and underÏined in Tables XII and Xlii)
set up the speaker-addressee relationship, and the boxes indicate the content 0f reported speech.
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the three chuidren is in predictive discourse (verses 1:4-5, 1:6 and 1:7).

Four quotation frames in succession help the reader keep track of the narrative
frarnework (articulated in G or Oal verbs) and story une in the first chapter. and
also act as a means of identifying participants. Except for the first one, each of
these frames presents the naming of each child in Hosea 1. They are progressively
condensed: first by’ omitting the proper name of the addressee (1:4). then by
substituting “he for ‘Yahweh’ (1:6). and finally by omitting reference to the
addressee completely in 1:9. The text relies on anaphora in order to keep the
narrative framework operatintz.

At this point. a doser look at participant reference will highlight the functions of
the speaker and addressee (the components of the prophetic paradigm) in the text.
The background material given in verse 1:1, and the first part of 1:2 “filis the
reader in’ on the identity of the two participants. Hosea the prophet is introduced
by the use of a personal name (Hosea). and a noun phrase (son of Beeri).
Maximum specification is normally used in Hebrew narrative to introduce the
main participant in a paragraph.

In contrast to the prophet. Yahweh is presented

by two phrases that describe attributes or actions: “the word of Yahweh’ and
proc]amation or beginning of the word of Yahweh with Hosea.” The focus is on
the word, and not on Yahweh, the personal entity.

This strategy of delayed

identification is found in both narrative and poetic texts. Its effect is to build up a
persona. and then assign a name to it. creating suspense and tension for the
reader.23 As the discourse moves to main une narrative (signaled by wavviqtoÏ
verbs). word of Yahweh’ becomes Yahweh. and afier the first quotation frame.
Hosea as a proper name disappears from the entire book. This sequence probably
reflects the standard procedure for refening to participants in Biblical Hebrew
narrative:

set up the speaker-addressee relationship. and the boxes indicate the content of reported speech.
According to de Reet. delayed identification does flot mean that the participant introduced in this
manner is secondarv: deIaved identification is flot a marginal phenomenon but concems malor
participants’ in both prose and poetr. (de Regt. Participant. in Oh! Testament Texts. 8!).
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Pronouns were used to refer to a character in a central role within
an already established action sequence. whereas proper narnes
were reserved for re-establishing antecedents into a central role. In
a paragraph. a major participant can thus (continue to) be referred
to by means of a pronoun or inflectional affix, which may welI be
the usuai pattern.24
If narrative conventions appÏy in this chapter of Hosea. then it seems to establish
Hosea as a main character whose function is to be the addressee. With Yahweh.
the text combines delayed identification with anaphoric reference.

The proper

name Yahweh disappears afler the second quotation frame. and is only reflected in
the 3rns inflection of the verb in subsequent quotation frames. By juxtaposing two
contrasting strategies for referring to main participants. and eventually eliminating
ail explicit reference to them, the text highlights the ‘context-of-speaking” and
then de-emphasizes it.

The Word of Yahweh in the background clauses becomes

‘Yahweh” in the foreground, but the last minimal quotation frame disappears afier
verse 1:9. The content of reported speech rather than its narrative context—a noninteractive conversation—is the focus. This strategy sets the stage for shifis in
grammatical person. found in Hosea 1:9 and 2:1, so that “the prophets voice can
unsuspectingly mingie with the Lord’s.”25
In Hebrew narrative, reported speech in the forrn of embedded dialogue is usually
found in pair-parts, where one speaker speaks and the other responds.26 Each pairpart is introduced by a quotation frame, which keeps track of the speaker

—

addressee relationship. but impiicitly keeps the narrator-narratee reiationship in
focus. The second pair-part can be presented in narrative in different ways:

de Regt. Participants in Old Testamem Texis. 23-24. Most prophetic texts only mention the
name ofthe prophet in the superscription once, and may use the proper name once or twice
afterwards. However. texts like Jeremiah (123 times). Daniel (75 times) and lsaiah (16 times) use
the prophet’s name with greater frequency. What is the convention for prophetic texts? Each
would have to be anakzed on an individual basis to determine in what kind oftextual environment
the proper name is used.
de Regt. Person Shift in Prophetic Texts.” 215. This analysis will be developed more fully in
chapter 4.
?(
Pair-parts are defined in Chapter 1.
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(1) by mention of an action that is functionally equivalent to a
second pair—part (a pragmatic response); (2) by the narrators
statement that the expectation called for in the first pair-part was
accornplished: (3) by the character’s silence: (4) by the narrator’s
failure to specifv any response (zero response).27
Commands raise the expectation that they will be fulfihled. but flot every response
is recorded in the text. The first command introduced by a quotation frame in
Hosea I is confirmed by the narrator’s voice: “He went and took Gomer daughter
of Diblaim” (1:3.) This first adjacency pair can therefore be described as a
narrative response. carried out by an action rather than a speech event. In the next
three commands, however. no confirmation is given. whether spoken or in action.
Horacio Simian-Yofre comments on the progressive reduction of the quotation
frames, and the lack of confirmation of the cornmands: “La concepcién y el
nacimiento de los hijos. en cambio. escapa a la orden de YHWH.

ni siquiera es

evidente que caiga bajo la accién y responsabilidad del profeta.”28 The prophet’s
act ofnaming the chiidren (itselfa speech event) is not confirmed by the narrator’s
voice.

This is flot unusual because “no response is particularly common afler

commands: the assumption of the narrative is that the command is canied out.
unless there is information to the contrary.”29 This alternation of speaking and
acting is a characteristic of ail the quotations of direct speech in narrative
discourse in the first chapter ofthe book.

Between quotation frames 2 and 3, the narrator’s voice inserts the events that take
place on the main event une ofthe story. afier the naming command is presumably
canied out. These events are the conception. and birth ofthe next child. which is a
narrative confirmation of the first command. Afier the last quotation however, the
narrator’s voice disappears. Zero response is given to the command to name the
third son Lo Ammi. The disappearance of the narrator’s voice coincides with the

2

Millet. Representation ofSpeech. 25$.
Simian-Yofte. LI desierlo de lus dioses. 2$. Simian Yofres comment is flot accurate. The
conception ofthe three children is a direct response to Yahweh’s flrst command to Hosea. to take a
wife of prostitution and have children of prostitution.
29
C. Miller. Representation of Speech. 260.
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disappearance of proper names in the quotation frames. Along with the quotation
frarnes, the event une or narrative framework established in the opening verses
also disappears.3°

References to father /sonldaughter relationship disappear on the main story une
with the disappearance ofthe quotation frames: and then she bore to him (Hosea)
a son” (1:3). “and she bore a daughter” (1:6), “and she bore a son” (1:8.) The filial
relationship is only refened to explicitly on the main story une to describe the
physical conception and birth of Gomer’s chiidren. Yahweh does flot father the
inhabitants of the land. In the reason parts of the commands. the names Jezreel.
Lo Ruhamma. and Lo Ammi signal Yahweh’s political actions and attitudes
towards the bouse of Israel and Judah. Lo Ammi, however, refers implicitly and
negatively to sonship via the repudiation formula “Not my people.” At this point.
the identity ofthe prophet and the people seems to ‘fuse” by the use ofthe 2mp.
As Hosea 1 switches back and forth between the command and its narrative
confirmation. the reader’s attention also shifis between two discourse events: the
command and the context of speaking (pragmatic context) of the narrator’s report.
The disappearance of narrative confirmation. quotation frames. and references to
the two main participants coincide. The narrative framework recedes. and the
content of speech is brought to the foreground of the story world.
3.2 Participant Reference in Hosea I
Although section 3.1.2 briefly touched upon participant reference. in this section
we wilI verify the hypothesis that participant reference in Hosea I plays a dual
role: it provides the “nodes” that allow for the representation of speech and
narrative developrnent. as well as adding a figurative dimension that brings
together various domains of reference. Each of the animate participants named in
the text will be examined in the order that thev are introduced.
10

While reference to the addressee progressivelv disappears from successive quotation frames,
coherence is reinforced through the use of anaphora. The reader must ‘fi1] in the reference for the
pns 3, addressee in quotation frames 2 and 3 and implicitly in quotation frame 4.
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Hosea I consists of a series of quotation frames that introduce four of the six
animate participants in the text.3’

Each quotation is cornposed of a command

(“Go. take a woman..., Cali him / her....”) that is addressed to Hosea, a participant
on the main story une. followed by a reason or explanation joined to the command
by a conjunction ( in 1:2. 1:6 and 1:9) and a conjunction with a time margin
(t3i’?D

1:4).

The participants named in the commands—Jezreel, Lo Ruhamma. Lo Ammi--, as
well as the speaker and addressee. ail belong to the main story line. However, it is
the reason or explanation, joined to the command by a conjunction that splits” the
levels of representation in the story. In other words, each participant is normally
referred to by one name on the main story une. However, on the figurative plane
of reference projected by the text, a participant can be “tagged” with several
referring expressions. or one expression can be applied to several participants. In
verse 1:2. a wornan and her children are described on the main une as being
promiscuous. or the fruit of promiscuity. The conjunction

brings this level of

reference together and sets up a comparison: “the land has been habitually
committing prostitution (fornication, or lias been promiscuous) away from
Yahweh.” The land literally means the earth. or the country. but can also mean all
the inhabitants, which accounts for the personification implied by “habitually
committing prostitution away from Yahweh.”32

In this figurative plane, the

woman is neyer given a proper name, unlike the main story line where the
promiscuous woman is specifically called Gomer.33

The end resuit is that the

The animate participants in chapter I are Yahweh, Hosea, Gomer, Jezreel. Lo Ruhamma. Lo
Ammi.
2
Some scholars debate the conclusion that “the land” is a metonymy for” the inhabitants ofthe
land”: “Hosea accuses both land and people of adultery. The peopie commit adultery by
worshipping Baal as their provider god instead ofYahweh. thereby “wedding” the land to Baai.”
Sec Laurie Braaten. “God Sows the Land: Hoseas place in the Book ofthe Tweive”, (SBLSS;
Atianta. Societ ofBiblicaï Literature. 2000). 221-242. The phrase “the inhabitants ofthe land”
appears ten times outside the prophetic texts. In the extra-prophetic texts. virtually ail uses refer to
the foreign nations that Yahweh expels as the people enter and conquer Canaan.
Reference to Gomer in chapter one follows the standard procedure for a major character in
Hebrew narratives. The personal name is given first. and then the person is referred to via personai
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woman. lier chiidren. and the land are ail characterized by relating them to the
complex domain of prostitution. prorniscuity, and fornication.

In the commands, the speaker and the addressee are cieariy identified in the
quotation frarne. whereas. in the reason. the speaker is aiways Yahweh (identified
by

the personal pronoun “I”). but the object of the sentence. the peopie of IsraeL

and/or Judah, as well as the inhabitants of the land are identified metonymically or
metaphorically throughout the first chapter.

The standard strategy employed in

narrative texts containing dialogue is that “first person references to the speaker,
the second person references to the addressee, and the third person singular or
plural references to other participants.”34 However these reference strategies are
unstable and inconsistent throughout Hosea 1-4. Figurative language associated
with the speaker as well as the third person participants may force changes in
pronominal anaphora that would disrupt normai strategies for tracking participants
in a narrative text. Figurative language is not used haphazardiy in Hosea, but
brings together severai domains that will be calied the figurative plane ofreference
throughout this chapter.35

3.2.1 Participants in Hosea I
Hosea 1 begins with a phrase that is aimost a diegetic summary “The word of
Yahweh which came to Hosea son ofBeeri...”36 It implicitly defines the speaker
(Yaliweh) and expiicitiy the addressee (Hosea). while not describing or
pronouns. Afier she conceives and gives birth to the last child. Lo Ammi. Gomer disappears along
with the disappearance ofthe main narrative story une.
Regt. Participants in OÏd Testament Texts, 43.
A text sets up a figurative plane bv bringing several domains ofreference into relationship with
one another. The bringing into relationship” is achieved not by chronotogical sequencing, but by
logical association. This descriptive term was selected to avoid implying a linear plot or
development in the figurative language ofthe text. If the figurative language developed in tandem
with the main story line. Hosea I would be an allegory. which it is flot. “The story is flot allegory
in the strict sense. It is prophecv. lt does not contain a well-wrought narrative which can be read
on two levels.” Andersen and Freedman, Hosea. 124.
Strictlv speaking. a diegetic summary includes a metapragmatic verb: “The quotative frame is
rnetapraematic in that the particular choice ofverb in the frame. what we shall call the
metapraomatic verb. reflects the reporting speakefs pragmatic analysis ofthe purpose offunction
ofthe original locution.” Miller. Representation ofSpeech. 5]. In this first verse. there is no
metapragmatic “speaking” verb. such as “the word ofYahweh which vas spoken to Hosea
onlv
..
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representing the content of the message. This opening gives prominence to the act
of communication. a message that cornes from Yahweh to a specific person. thus
emphasizing the authority of the text.

However. even at this basic level, the

speaker is flot referred to directly. but is attached to the non-animate entity word
of Yahweh.’ The word can be iiteraliy one word. or via a metonymy. it can stand
for one message (made up ofmany words that corne from Yahweh). The word of
Yahweh” can be paraphrased as “a message from Yahweh.” and thus one part
signifies for the whole.

From the very beginning. the prophetic text signais the

fact that participant reference is flot aiways direct. i.e. one narne identifies one
person consistentiy. but that ail the resources ofthe language can aiso be used in a
figurative sense.

Furthermore, metonymy is used to describe the process of

communication itseif.

3.2.1.1 Yahweh
Verses 1:1-2 progress from a metonymic reference to speaking, to diegetic
summaries (underÏined in (1) and (2) in f igure 20), to fuii-fledged direct speech,
where both speaker and addressee are cleariy identified as participants (in itaiics)
in the reported speech event (3):

Metonymy
(1)

The word of Yahweh, which becarne to/ was unto Hosea
son of Beeri in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah
the kings of Judah and in the days of Jeroboam, the son of
Joash. the king oflsrael.

Diegetic Summary
(2)

At the beginning of spoke-Yahweh by (with) Hosea.

Direct Speech
And then Yuhweh said to Hosea. 1:1-2
(3)
Figure 20: Construction of “Yahweh” in Hosea I
“And then Yahweh said to Hosea” is the first action on the main story une. It is
a noun phrase that defines a message word ofYahweh which came to Hosea..
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followed by a description of Hosea’s actions, and second quotation frame where
Yahweh is specifically named as the speaker who orders the naming of the first
child: “Yahweh said to him: Name him Jezreei...” (1:4).

Reiterated use of a proper name in a narrative context is a strategy used in Hebrew
narrative texts to mark the peak or climactic moment in a text or to indicate a
change in paragraph or topic.37 In Hosea 1, “Yahweh” is used five times by the
narrator and once by Yahweh speaking about himself These references are ail
concentrated at the very beginning of the text, and thus probably do flot mark the
‘peak” of a plot une. Instead. they highlight (globally) the divine source of the
commands. and more specifically, the fact that Yahweh selects the names of the
chiidren.

Participant reference varies in the first command (Go and take a woman...) and
the next three. Yahweh is clearly indicated in the quotation frame in 1:2. However,
after the command to name the first child, “Yahweh” disappears and is replaced in
the quotation frames by the inflectional affix on the verb ‘said” (77X] and he
said). Throughout ail of the commands, Yahweh refers to himself as speaker using
a flrst person inflectional affix on the verb; however. in the first command, when
he himself is the object ofthe actions of”the land” he uses his full name: “the land
habitually commits prostitution away from Yahweh.” (1:2). This underscores the
fact that Yahweh, their God (not just the speaker) is the offended party, the one
with whom “the land” bas been unfaithful.

These strategies for participant

reference allow the reader to determine the “authority” behind the words that are
spoken. to track the main speaker without ambiguity, and to determine Yahweh’s
relationship to the other participants in the text.

By the end of chapter 1 (1:9). most readers have made the connection Yahweh

=

“There are various pattems in the designation of participants that are more special. Such less
predictable information is indeed assigned more coding material. Thus. overspecification emerges
in some independent pronouns and in repetition... Repetition may show a crucial and climactic
moment in the text. or indicate that what is about to be said is important or not expected.” de Regt.
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husband. and Yahweh

=

father. These connections are flot expiicitly articulated in

the text. but are put together by reference to the domain of marnage and family
life.

rn!n

rt;

is a general term that can mean prostitution, promiscuity, or

fornication, but can also encompass adultery.

The use of ZiVH in the interpretative kî (for. because”) clause is
cleanlv figurative. with the land (grammaticaiiy feminine)
replacing the usual feminine subject. Although the underiying
metaphor is that of marnage, the use of ZNH rather than NT
serves to emphasize promiscuity rather than infidelity,
wantonness” rather than the violation of marnage contract or
covenant. The connotations of habituai, or characteristic behavior
are reinforced by the emphafic verbal augment (zanoh) and by
repetition of the noun zentmirn (“romiscuity, fornication”) to
charactenize both wife and chiidren.3
While the emphasis is on promiscuity, infidelity to a marnage relationship is also
possibie.

The land habituaiiy commits prostitution (or is promiscuous) away

from Yahweh,” interpreted in paraliel with the command to Hosea to marry.
attributes the role ofhusband to Hosea. and implicitly to Yahweh.
Yahweh’s role as father begins as an extension of

take

.

.

.chiidren of

prostitution.” but is articulated more fully in the final command:

He said:
Cail him Lo Ammi
For you are not my people
And I am not I am” to you. (1:9)
This disinhenison or disownment formula supposedly ‘reverses” a previous parent
chiid reiationship between Yahweh and the people.

Yahweh is thus irnplicitly

portrayed as a father on the figurative plane of reference, not of specific
individuais. but ofthe entire peopie.

Participant Reterence in Old Testanient Texts. 96.
Ph lus A. Bird. !fissing Persons and .‘1istaken Identities. (Walter Brueggemann et al..
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Yahweh is a participant. whose roles include speaker. agent of action. and object
ofhis own discourse. He is represented on the main storv une as a speaker. and by
implication on the figurative plane as a cuckolded husband and a father rejecting
his chuldren.

3.2.1.2 Hosea
Hosea. unlike Yahweh. is fully described as a participant from the very first phrase
in the text. Ris proper name. plus a noun phrase. is used to situate him for the
reader in relation to Yahweh. his family. and lis (political) time.
The word of Yahweh. which was unto Hosea son of Beeri in the
days of Uzziah. Jotham. Ahaz. Hezekiah the kings of Judah and in
the davs ofJeroboam. the son ofJoash. the king oflsrael. (1:1)
At the beginning of spoke-Yahweh hy ( through. with) Hosea.39
And then Yahweh said to Hosea. (1:1-2)

Ihe text uses Hosea’s full name. three times in the background. as well as on the
first quotation frame (the first event on the main story )ine). Ris proper name
disappears. and neyer returns in the rest of the text. Ris role as the receptor, or
addressee. is reiterated explicitly in the background (1:1) and foreground of
narration (in the first two quotation frames). Hosea is neyer explicitly described or
shown as the transmitter of the message” to others. except perhaps in chapter 3.
where he is flot named. The word “prophet’ is neyer explicitly connected to his
name anvwhere in the text. The fact that Hosea is neyer portrayed as a speaker in
Hosea 1, does not indicate that bis role is minor. Throughout chapter 1, the
narrator refers to him using a personal pronoun. after bis over-specified
introduction in Li. This strategv ofien indicates the presence of a major
participant in narrative texts.

eds.OBT: Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 1997). 226.
Scholars debate the meaning ofthe preposition D in this phrase “by” or “through.’ 1f it is read as
a word transmitted through the agencv ofHosea. then a second level ofmetonvmic reference is
possible.
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Hosea is a participant who is identified primarily on the main story une ofthe text.
He receives Yahwehs commands. takes” Gomer. and fathers chuidren.

The

words “husband and “father are neyer used explicitly to describe his roles. yet
the reader knows he fulfiuls them because the narrator describes his actions as a
response to Yahwehs commands. Onle the meaning of Hoseas name—”Yahweh
saves”—gives the barest hint of an association to the figurative plane of the text.
It relates primarily to the role that Yahweh fulfihis in the covenant as the patron
and protector of Israel. Thus it describes in very general terms the resuit of the
actions that Yahweh will undertake on behalfofthe people.
3.2.1.3 Gomer: The Wife of Prostitution I Promiscuity I Fornication
Go take for yourselfa wife of prostitution.
And have children of prostitution.
For the land habitually commits prostitution
Awav from Yahweh. (1:2)
So he went and took Gomer daughter ofDiblaim.
And she conceived and bore him a son. (1:3)
The first reference to the woman in the text is in the first command. Yahweh
speaks of lier as a “wife of promiscuity/prostitution’ thus describing lier character,
social roles (wife and mother). and function as a sign in the text. Unlike Yahweh
and Hosea. she is introduced bv a strategy ofdelayed identification as the object of
their speech and actions. as a participant who is not involved in the speaker
addressee dynamic. In other words. the woman neyer speaks. nor is quoted in this
chapter. 1-1er name. lier father’s name. and their relationship “Gomer daughter of
Diblaim’ are given hv the narrator as proof of Hosea’s obedience to Yahwehs
command. Gomer. Hosea’s wife disappears from the main story une afier she
gives birth to the third child (1:8). and shortly afterwards explicit reference to
Hosea on the main story line also disappears (1:9).
husband on the main storv une disappear afier verse 1:9.

Mother. father, wife, and
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3.2.1.4 The Chiidren of Prostitution
Chiidren in the first chapter of Hosea are introduced as a nameless group that is
nevertheless charactenzed as chiidren of “prostitution” (or promiscuity.) They are
the resuit of the moffier’s unfaithfulness, and flot literally prostitutes in their own
right.

The “chiidren of prostitution” appear anonymously in the first command.

The strategy of the text is also one of delayed identification, whereby they appear
first as a group, then individualiy, and each one is then given a name as a sign.

Each child appears on the main stoiy une through the use of a kinship term—
“son’, or ‘daughter’; as each quotation frame introduces a name that is then given
a significance on the figurative plane. Lo Ruhamma is the only child mentioned
by name on the main story une by the narrator because he transmits the fact that
she is weaned by her mother. This mention ofthe chitd’s name is unusuat because
the text could easily read “and she weaned her” without the two femimne
pronouns creating ambiguity. Given the negative charactenzation of both mother
and chiidren in the text, it is also unusual because it shows Gomer performing a
nurturing function for one of her chiidren, a child whose very name describes an
attitude that is the opposite of nurturing—”not loved.”

3.2.1.4.1 Jezreel
Jezreel is the most compiex of ail the names in the first chapter. On the main stoly
une, he is clearly represented as the first-born son, traditionally, the first child
consecrated to Yahweh40. He is also the only child who is explicitÏy identified as
belonging to both Gomer and Hosea: “He went, and he took Gomer daughter

0f

Dibliam. She conceived and bore to him a son.” (1 :3).41

40

Consecration of the firstborn, according to Numbers 3:13, is a command from Yahweh:
for
alt the flrstborn are mine; when I kilied ail the firstbom in the land ofEgypt, I consecrated for my
own ail the firstbom in Israel, both human and animal; they shah be mine. I am the Lord.” (NRSV)
This is neyer commanded nor confirmed in Hosea 1.
This does flot necessarity imply that the next two childten are flot Hosea’s. The text may simpy
be setting up a standard “script”—He took her, she conceived, and gave birth to their child—that
the reader is supposed to assume unless there are variations indicated in the text (for example, “She
weaned Lo Ruhamma” I :$ NRSV).
“. . .
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Jezreel. the name of the first child literallv means “El sows.” yet it is also used
metonymically to refer to a political event—the murder ofmembers ofthe Omride
dynasty by Jehu in the valley ofJezreel in northern Israel. Two actions carried out
by the speaker (Yahweh) are described in verses 1:4-5 as punishment by visiting
the blood” of one opponent on another; and the destruction of political power and
control. The dominion of Israel becomes the bow of Israel broken in the valley of
Jezreel.

The name Jezreel is also used to index time. However, the text seems to use a
strategy of “delayed identification” for constructing this form of reference.
References to time appear generically only in the quotation frame that refers to the
first-born son: “for yet a littie while (1:4) and “it will be in that day” (1:5). Both
of these references are attached to the name Jezreel to describe a past and a future
event:

For yet a littie while, I will visit the blood ofJezreel... (1:4)
It will be in that day,
I will break the bow oflsrael in the valley ofJezreel. (1:5)
Narrative categories of time and space are both indexed by the use of the same
refening expression “Jezreel.” A past event described metonymically as the blood
ofJezreel is avenged “in a littie while.” Time is then referred to more specifically
as “that day” and related to space “in the valley ofJezreel.” Finally, the day itself
becomes the “great day” ofJezreel. Jezreel is not used explicitly to indicate time
until chapter 2. The stages of this process of transformation take place throughout
the first two chapters as shown in Table XIV. “Jezreel” is an expression that
refers to both a participant (the son) and to props (space and time).

Event

Time

A. Murderof
Omride dynasty
by Jehu in the valley of

Space

Past

Jezreel

Indeterminate future

Jezreelvalley

=

valley

Jezreel
B. For yet a little (while),
I will visit the blood ofJezreel
upon the house ofJehu. (1:4)

VaIley = space where jij
was shed
Blood ofJezreel = political and
cultic “cleansing”
(Blood ofiezreel
ofthe land.)

C. And it will be in that day
I will break the bow of lsrael
in the valley ofJezreel. (1:5)

Indeterminate future
specified only by “day.”

D. And shall be gathered the
Sons ofJudah and the sons of
Israel together and they shail
set for themselves one head,
and they shail go up from the
land,
For great shall be the day of
Jezreel. (2:2)

Indeterminate
future specified by great
shah be the d’ ofiezreel

E. h shall be in that day
I am about to answer.
utterance ofYahweh....

Indeterminate future
specified by “day”

The earth will answer the
grain. and the new wine and
the fresh oil will answer

=

—

Jezreel

=

valley

Jezreel

=

“El

Jezreel

=

valley

—

Jezreel

=

time

Time ofpolitical restoration

Space as a sign
ofYahweh’s
gift offertility.

-

sows”

Jezreel. (2:24)

Table XIV: Multiple Figurative Uses of the Name “Jezreel”

pollution
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3.2.1.4.2 Lo Ruhamma
The second narning command refers to the main stoly une, as well as the
figurative plane. Lo Ruhama is the name of Gomer’s daughter, but it also points
to an attitude of the speaker “I will no longer have compassion” joined to the
command by the conjunction

‘.

Andersen and freedman have argued that the

clauses in the “reason” part of the command form a chiasm beginning with a
negation that can be applied to the entire verse

(

r7i7

7’

‘

“I wili neyer

again” 1 :6):

The anomalous or unusual sequence of auxiliary in the prefixing
form foliowed by finite verbs may be explained by the fact that the
negative first clause pervades the entire unit and negates each verb
in sequence. An examination of the internai structure or w 6b-7a
shows that the four subordinate clauses divide into two pairs as
they stand. Each pair is introduced by a clause with ‘rÏim, which in
tum govems a direct object—state of Israel, state of Judah. These
clauses are modified in tum by clauses with related themes (I will
flot forgive them, I will flot rescue them.) Closer examination
reveals other interesting relationships; the ‘rhm clauses are
baÏanced in perfect chiasm.42

The chiastic structure shifts the verb ftom first position in the clause, making it
difficuït to determine what hand of predictive discourse the clauses belong to.
In Table XV (p. 184), the verses are shown separated by white spaces in order to
define the separation between discourse types.43 The chiasm is enveloped by two
mainlïne clauses, one in hortatory discourse (1 :6c), the other in mainline predictive
discourse (1:7b).

The chiastic structure is itself found in two subordinate

clauses.44 The structure based on

“pity or love” and the direct object

(Israel or Judah) is in background predictive discourse. The same difficulty with a

42

Andersen and Freedman, Hosea, 190.
The fourth column shows a literai translation ofthese verses. Andersen and freedman’s
plication ofnegation to the entire chiasm is shown in brackets.
The chiastic structure is shown in Table XV in both the Hebrew text and in the translation with
under]ining and bold text.
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subordinating conjunction applies to the first une of this chiasm.

Does the

conjunction shift the verb to second position? If so. it is backgrounded prediction
(band 2.2); if not. it is one step up on the hierarchy (hand 2.1).

According to Waltke and OConnor. the conjunction
adverb.

‘

can also be analyzed as an

It can function at the constituent, clause. and item level to modify a

predicate.

Verse 1 :6d

fli7

7’6

shown in the table as a subordinated

verbal clause, is analyzed by Waltke and O’Connor as follows:

The form 71 is a constituent adverb. qualifying the time extent of
the predicate. while (“6)
is a clausal adverb, negating the
entire clause. The particle ‘ is considered a conjunction (cf
for’), but we consider it rather to be an emphatic adverb (cf
indeed’). The question is flot one primarily of translation (though
the standard translation fof is sometimes illogical and ofien
tedious). but rather of aligning ‘ with other forms that work
similarly. The fourth adverb. (Tt7zTfl)
is an item adverb.
negating only the adjective that immediately follows jt.4D
.

Their translation does not show subordination: ‘Call lier name Not-Pitied. for
indeed I will flot continue any longer to have pity on the House oflsrael.”46

The clause (1:7b). which “envelops” the chiasm, moves to mainline predictive
discourse followed by parallelism between the verbs “deliver” and “not deliver.”
The move to mainline discourse coincides with a change in the meaning of the
verb. and thus signais a reversai in Yahweh”s attitude towards “them.” If both
Israel and Judah are the target receiving the “neyer again.’ then “I will deliver
them” applies to both kingdoms.

In the chiastic structure that follows the

command. Israel and Judah are referred to as political entities (bouse of Israel.
bouse ofiudali). flot as participants in the main story une.

Ail scholars do flot accept Andersen and freedmans conclusion that the negation
“

Waltke and OConnor, Biblical Hehrew S’niax. 657.
WaltLe and OConnor. Biblical Hehrew Sintax. 657.
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should be applied to the entire chiasm. They argue for an opposition between
Israel and Judah. on the grounds that the reference to Judah in the second haif of
the chiasm is from a different level of redaction. In this case. discourse typology
does flot definitely resolve the issue one way or another. The chiastic structure
remains within band 2 (backgrounded prediction) with either option.

Hebrew Text
J? 1?fl ] :6b
Z? 1:6

r?I1 7

Morphology
Wayyiqtol, G, 3ms
Ïmp. G, 2ms

Chiastic Structure with “I will
Neyer Again” Applied to ail Verses
flV 9’âiX
I :6d Conj., X-neg.H,
Yiqtol, lcs

Discourse Type
1.0 Narration
mainline
1.0 Hortatory
mainline
-

-

Translation
He said to

him:
“Cail ber by
name Lo
Ruhama

—

7n

1 1:6e

‘

:Dt7

?L7’ 1 :6f

rnrr

Yiqtol. D. lcs

X-inf. abs. G,
±Yiqtol, G, lcs

1:7a X-nouns +
Yiqtol, D. lcs

Subordination?
2.1 Prediction
backgrounded
2.1 Prediction
backgrounded
Subordination?
2.2 Prediction
backgrounded
2.2 Prediction
backgrounded

For I wiIl
neveragain
(cause)
Show pity for
the bouse of
t srae I
For (I wiIl
neyer again)
“Hftup” or
The bouse of
Judah (I will
neyer again)
show pity

Paralielism
Deliver vs. Not Deliver
—

D7’T7X

rnr

n5: ih:

1:7b Weqatal. H, lcs

I Prediction
maintine

5] X-neg. H, Yiqtot.

2.1 Prediction
backgrounded

ntzYp

lcs. 3mp, sf

I shah (cause)
deliver them
by Yahweh
their God
I shah not
(cause) deliver
them bv a
bow. orby
sword. or by
battie, by
horses or bv
horsemen.”

Table XV: Structure of Command to Name Lo Ruhama (Hosea 1:6-7)
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Unlike the reason clauses for the command to marry, and to name Jezreel, this one
focuses on the attitude of the speaker (in the chiastic structure), and follows it by
his intended action. Longacre’s definition of “projection” as that which “has to do
with a situation or action which is contemplated, enjoined, or anticipated but flot
realized” can be extended on the basis ofthis example, to include emotional states
that do flot necessarily entail action.

‘17

Verbal aspect conmbutes considerable

nuances to the emotional states of the speaker of the chiasm. The negation in 1 :6d
is a causative Hiphil, which describes the bnnging about of an action. “1 will
neyer again cause...” may be a more accurate translation for it. Verse 1 :6e,”I will
flot pity” descnbes Yahweh’s attitude, or decision in relation to Israel; in other
words it portrays a mental or emotional state. Ibis is followed by the negation of
an action in the Qal or G stem, in 1 :6f: “I will flot lift up.” Verse 1 :7a expresses
the bnnging about of a state, rather than an action. Yahweh, the speaker, bnngs
about or causes the state ofnot pitying or loving Israel. The chiasm is followed by
mainline prediction where Yahweh descnbes himself as the cause of an act of
salvation (using two Hiphils in succession.)

The two Fiel (D) instances of “pity” or “love” enclose the (active) action of “flot
forgiving” (literally “flot lifting up”) in verse 1 :6f.”8 Located at the center of the
chiasm, this verse may be marked for peak or prominence in the chapter:
chiasmus in general has been shown to mark peak in Hebrew poetry—by both
overail metrical chiasmus and semantic repetition leading to the central pealc”49
Yahweh, the speaker, is also the active agent in this verse.

Lo Ruhama undergoes a progression from its literal sense “flot pity, flot love, flot
have compassion,” to the name of a participant on the main une of narration, to a
verb that descnbes Yahweh’s attitude in the political domain of (implied) covenant
47Longacre, Grammar oJDiscourse, 4.
Other meanings proposed for this infinite absolute with its corresponding verb are: “I wiIl
completely forget them,” “I will utterly assail them,” “I wilt remove mercy completely.” The
speaker is an active agent in this clause. Wolff, Hosea, 8-9.
Loren, F. Bliese, “Symmetry and Prorninence in Hebrew Poetry: With Examples ftom Hosea” in
Discaurse Perspectives 077 Hebrew Poetry in the Scriptures, (ed. Ernst R. Wendland, UBSIvI 7;
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relationship.

It is not a name for the people themselves. but a sign that describes

an attitude (not pitied hy Yahweh): “We prefer to take the name to be a statement
of the fact of a complete change in Yahweh’s relationship with Israel. He has
ceased to feel compassion towards them, and lie will neyer love them again.”° In
the final verses of the command. the verb rT] disappears completely to be
replaced by

J’tLiJX (cause to deliver). and the subject of speech is “I’ while the

object is “thern.” The referring expression Lo Ruhama. and its transformations,
are erased.

3.2.1.4.3 Lo Ammi
The third naming command is much simpler than the other two. A literai
translation renders it as:

‘

7D1 1.9

Wayyiqtol, G.
3ms

‘?D2 ?‘ 17)1i ?7

Impv. G. 2ms

Quotation Frame#4
1.0 Narration mainline
Hortatory-mainline

Nominal clause

4.3 Setting

X-neg. Yiqtol,
G. les

2.2 Secondary’ une of
exhortation

‘?D37 7

:n?3 ;

fl •?17 ‘D

And he said:

Cail his name Lo
Ammi
For you (2mp) flot my
people
And I shah flot be...
(1 am) to you.

Table XVI: Command to Name Lo Ammi
The quotation frame for this command is reduced to a minimum. At this point.
Hosea is impÏicitlv addressed in the quotation frame. but a plural. second person
“you’ is named in the command. The quoted utterance begins in mainline
hortatory discourse. as it does for the others. but the reason is made up of two
verbless clauses. and thus is assigned to band 4.3 at the bottom of the verb rank
ci me.
Lo Ammi is the name given to Gomers child on the main story une, but it is the

New York: United Bible Societies. 1994). 86.
Andersen and Freedman. Hosea. 188.
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negation of a group identity on the political and religious level. The reason or
explanation for the narne Lo Ammi is similar to a formula for the repudiation or
disinherison of chuldren. The issue here is how do the main story une and the
figurative plane interact?

The levels ofrepresentation in this simple exchange are quite complex. The “you”
that follows

‘D

creates ambiguity. It can be read as referring to Hosea. the original

addressee. who is now included with the people. or to the children (2 sons and 1
daughter). If it refers to Hosea, then the prophet is flot only the husband of Gomer
and the natural father of the children described in the main story une, he is also a
member of the people who are being chastised. Using form-critical studies of
prophetic discourse. H.W. Wolff supports this conclusion: ‘A prophetic saying
had only one addressee. According to the context. Hosea himself likewise belongs
among those addressed by Yahweh and thus among those rejected by him. He
who presents God’s word thus stands among those whom Yahweh divorces.i

Throughout Hosea 1. each command in hortatory discourse develops or refers to
the main story line—it represents an interaction between the speaker and the
addressee. The reason for the commands. however, is on a different. figurative
plane. where Yahweh acts as God in political and religious life.

In this final

quotation ftame, the “you” (2mp) includes the addressee as part of the figurative
world that is being set up in the text. Hosea’s primary role switches from that of
an addressee on the axis of communication. and producer of signs” in the main
story une. to a participant in the religious and political world. where the “chiidren
of IsraeF are rejected by God.

1f “you” refers to the chiidren described on the main story une. then the rejection
reinforces the figurative plane by implying that Yahweh is the father and Jezreel.
Lo Ruhama. and Lo Ammi are his chiidren. This raises the question of whether or
Wolff Hosea. 22. Wolffs conclusion considerablv alters the prophetic paradigm. The prophet
and the peoples identit fuse, flot the prophet and Yahweh. Furtherrnore. Wolff inaccuratel)
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flot this really is a divorce, or is it more likely a repudiation or disinherison of the
chuldren.52 Wolff s comments quoted above read this as a divorce proceeding,
even though there is no direct reference to Yahweh’ s wife, either on the main story
une, or in the figurative plane in verse 1:9. The only link to divorce is “the land
habitually commits prostitution away from Yahweh” in verse 1:2.

Verba solemnia, a ratifying oath or oathlsign were used both to ratify marnage and
adoption, as well as for divorce and disinherison.53

An additional evidence favoriflg the assumption ofthe use ofverba
solemnia in the formation of marnage is noted by S. Greengus in
the well-known counterpart verba sotemnia of divorce or
disavowal of marnage: “you are flot my wife” and “you are flot
my husband” affested in the OB period; and “she/PN is flot my
wife,” “he is flot my husband” and “I will flot be your wife,”
attested for later periods. If such solemn declaratiofis were
required to dissolve marnage, it seems a reasonable inference that
conesponding positive statements may have been used for the
formation of marnage. This inference of a close reciprocal
relationship between formulae for marnage and divorce is further
strengthened by the analogous counterpart formulae for adoption,
or the legitimating of chiidren, and the repudiation of the adoptive
relationship, or disinherison. As ifl the case of marnage, the
positive formulae are poorly affested, though still probable.
Compare for example, the declaration formula, “my
chiidren... !“. . by which a mari legitimates his natural chiidren
The corresponding repudiation formulae,
bom by a slave.
however, appear frequently. Compare for example, “you are not
my father...” and “you are flot my mother.”... See also the
declaration “you are flot my son,” mentioned in tablets of adoption
cited by G.R. Driver and J.C. Miles. Compare further the
.

describes this as divorce, when it is disinherison.
52

Gordon Hugenberger uses the terni disinherison to refer to the repudiation of adoption or
egitimating formuÏae in texts from the Ancient Near East. Ihis term encompasses the repudiation
of identity and relationship, and flot only the restriction of access to materials goods. Although the
terni disinheritance (usually referring to restriction of access to material goods) is popularly used,
in this thesis we will retain disinherison because repudiation ofrelationship and identity seems to
be the primary dynamic in Hosea 1-3. Gordon Paul Hugenberger, Marnage as Covenant: A Study
oJBibticat Law and Ethics Governing Marnage Developedftom the Perspective ofMalachi,
(VTSup, 52: Leiden: E.J. Brui, 1994, rep. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 199$), 219-20
Two texts cited outside of the prophetic corpus as examples of adoption are Psalm 2: 7 “I will
teil of the decree of Yahweh: He said to me, ‘You are my son, today I have begotten you,” as well
as the acknowledgement in Psaim 89:27 “You are my Father.” NRSV
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disinhenson formula used with natural children “you are flot our
son” and “PN is flot my son.”54

Verse 1:9 can therefore be read as a disinhenson formula encompassing the entire
people, or inhabitants of the land. In Hosea l-2, marnage and child bearing are
physical signs commanded by Yahweh on the main stoly une, but dissolved on the
figurative plane in 1:9 through disinhenson and 2:4 through divorce.

The

repudiation and restoraflon of the children (1:9-2:1) are situated in the context of
promiscuity and divorce (1:2 and 2:4).

This section has shown how participant reference in Hosea 1 plays a dual noIe.
Participants are “nodes” that allow for the representation of speech and narrative
development; they are the speaker and addressee in each speech act on the main
story une (Yahweh and Hosea). At the same time, as individuals they fulfihi social
roles (mother, ffither, chiidren) on the main story une, which are connected to a
figurative plane ofreference, found in the “reason” portion ofthe commands.

In relation to the figurative plane, children’s names are used very flexibly. Lo
Ammi’ s name is a direct reference to the people of Yahweh. However, not every
individual child “stands for” a particular group of people. Jezreeï can represent
space, time, and!or political events carned out by a particular group (the Omnde

dynasty); and Lo Ruhamma is used to represent the speaker’s (Yahweh’s) attitude
towards the people.

Does Hosea 1 create a world embedded within a world?

Is there a direct

correspondence between the participants and events on the main story une, and
those on the figurative plane of reference?55 No. As we have shown, the roles of
Gordon Paul Hugenberger, Marnage as Covenant, 219-20. Hugenberger proposes that both
sexual union and the oath are required for marnage in the Bible. furthermore, “ancient covenants
wene ftequently natified by an accumulation of oath(s) and oath-sign(s).” Hugenberger, Marnage
as Covenant, 217. In this case, both marnage and childbearing are signs commanded by Yahweh
(1:2).
This second question deals with the issue of mise en abyme, a technique in which an embedded
stony is an exact replica ofthe main story. This idea will be developed more ftilly in chapter 6.
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the participants on the main story une do flot correspond exactly to their function
on the figurative plane of reference.

3.3 Whose Perspective Dominates in Hosea 1?
Our analysis of participant reference shows that Hosea I develops a figurative
plane of reference. which may well correlate with either perspectivization or
subjectification in order to build the world of the text. In the following sections
we will use the concept of vantage points defined in Chapter 2—referential center,
subject of consciousness, and others—to determine how subjectivized or
perspectivized discourse domains are constructed in the text.

3.3.1 Setting up the Perspective 0f the World 0f the Iext: Hosea 1:1-9
Hosea opens with a speaker whose referential center and subject of consciousness
is not instantiated as ‘T’. In narrative texts, the referential center and the subject of
consciousness are usuafly located by default in the “implicit current speaker” who
is the narrator. In Hosea 1:1-2, the narrator is responsible for the propositional
content and factual nature of the clauses in backgrounded narration that set up the
world of the text.6 In these opening verses, the narrator does not assume a spatial
or a psychological vantage point.

He is not encoded as “I” in the text, the

discourse type is narrative, and there are no conditionals or evaluative reflections.
According to Sanders and Spooren:

the speaker is relativeh’ free to choose vantage points using
various semantic and syntactic structures. such as converse
predicates (btty-sell). ergative predicates (roÏflng the baït-the bail
is rotÏing). deictic distinctions (corne-go) and anaphoric
distinctions (Jan liii Marie-Mv neighbor hit Marie.)7

Propositional content is used here to mean “whatever is seen as expressed by a sentence which
makes a statement. .It is the propertv of propositions that they have truth values.” Matthews.
Dictionan ofLinguistics. 300.
Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective. Subjectivit. and Modalitv” 86.
‘

.
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There is no representation of thought, belief or knowledge of the inner states of
Yahweh or Hosea in 1:1. Possibly only a temporal vantage point can be detected
in the two prepositional phrases that describe the reigns of the kings, and in the
formula “beginning of spoke-Yahweh to Hosea.” The narrator is relating events or
states ofbeing afier they first take place.

3.3.1.1 First Quotation
The first quotation frame embeds the discourse domain of Yahweh within the
domain of the narrator. It creates another subject of consciousness (5) to which
the utterances can be attributed—this is perspectivL-ation. “The most explicit type
of perspective is direct quotation, in which a current speaker lends flot only his S.
but even his R to another subject in the discourse, thus creating a new “I” as the
embedded current speaker.” 58 This corresponds to the shifi in “deictic center” that
Cynthia Miller defines as the halÏmark of direct quotation: the deictics of the frame
differ from those ofthe quoted utterance.

Sanders and Spooren attribute a “world-creating” capability to the representation
of speech, which also includes the representation of perspective.

“In general,

whenever world-creating predicates such as verbs of utterance (teli, say, etc.) and
cognition (think, beÏieve) attribute speech, thoughts, beliefs. perceptions, and so
forth. to a subject of discourse. perspective is created.”6° For example, within the
world created by the first quotation frame. Yahweh is the speaker in the first part
of the command: Go take a woman of prostitution and have chuidren of
prostitution.” The command creates a possible, unrealized world from his
perspective. Yahweh binds the embedded domain to himself because the
imperative Go has a performative function: “[I]n these cases the authoritative force
s Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective.
Subjectivity, and Modality” 89. The referential center (R) is
the actual time and location ofa speech act: it is the vantage point ofthe current speaker. (S) is the
consciousness ofthe participant to whom the sentence can be attributed.
“Deictics index person (personal pronouns). time (tense, temporal adverbs). and spatial location
(demostrative pronouns. spatial adverbs) relative to the speech event. The speech event thus
provides the deictic center from which these shifters derive their interpretation.” Miller.
Representarion ofSpeech. 63.
60
Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective. Subjectivitv. and Modality.” 89.
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is the foregrounded speaker himlherself”6’ The verb Go (from “here” to there”)
shows that the speaker’s location is also a vantage point.

In the second haif (the reason) of the command, the text switches from
perspectivization to subjectification: “for the land commits great prostitution

(fornication) away from Yahweh.”

This clause can be a technical term that

describes the apostasy of the people away from Yahweh, as well as a metaphor for
impurity. The land is personified. and may be either a metonymic reference to the
people, or a parallel reference to the promiscuous woman. In this judgment the
speaker (Yahweh) refers to himself as an object, (“away from Yahweh” instead of
“away from me”): and by using a techriical term for apostasy he displays his
attitude towards the predicated information. This evaluative reflection expresses
the speaker’s consciousness:

By the use of such expressive predicates. the speaker foregrounds
himself to some extent. Such speaker-foregrounding can be seen
as subjectification: the speaker himself is objectified, in the sense
that he becomes part of the discourse object, that is, the utterance.
while the discourse object is subjectified because ofthe speaker’s
subjective presentation.62
The vantage point is located with Yahweh. and reinforces the consciousness ofthe
speaker. A moral judgment is spatialized in the phrase “away ftom Yahweh.”
‘Utterances like these are statements about the involvement of a person—call
them “the thinker”—with something: an idea. a subject area, an event. a
situation... Such statements are instances of the general metaphor Invoïvement is
PhvsicaÏ Proximity.”63

To summarize. the first quotation begins with perspectivizalion. which embeds
Yahwehs discourse domain in the domain ofthe third person narrator. The third
Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective. Subjectivity, and Modality.” 100.
Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective. Subjectivity. and Modality.” 91.
6
Michele Emanatian. “The Spatialization ofJudgment” in Discourse and Perspective in Cognitive
Linguistics (ed. Wolf-Andreas Liebert. Gisela Redeker and Linda Waugh. Current Issues in
‘°
62
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person narrator is normally the source of ail “factual” information in a text. In the
quoted utterance. the referential center. subject of consciousness. and vantage
point shifi from the narrator to Yahweh. In the reason” part of the command. the
text switches to subjectification. thus foregrounding the speaker even more. Ibis
strategy or procedure authenticates Yahwehs speech in the text.

3.3.1.2 Second and Third Quotations
The second and third quotations follow a pattem that is similar to that ofthe first.
The quotation frame embeds Yahweh’s discourse within that of the narrator—and
thus perspectivizes iL The “world-creating’” capability of reported speech opens a
domain that begins with an imperative that foregrounds the authority of the
speaker: Name him Jezreel” and “Name her Lo Ruhama.”

Subjectification occurs in the “reason” part of both commands through the use of
predictive discourse. and evaluative reflection. Yahweh describes the action he
intends to carry out against Israel as an act of “punishment” and “salvation.”

The

discourse domain in the second quotation ‘Name him Jezreel” is further specified
by the use oftirne margins “in a iittle while” and ‘bon that day.”

Subjectification in the third quotation (Name ber Lo Ruhama) takes place through
the use ofpredictive discourse, the objectification ofthe speaker (“I will save them
by Yahweh their God”). and the use of verbs referring to emotional states
(love/pity, endure). In the case of Lo-Ruhama, the name and its development in
the chiastic structure foregrounds the iimer state of the speaker.

The command to narne Jezreel highlights Yahwehs actions. whereas the

command to name Lo Ruhamma focuses on bis inner state in relation to his action.
In both cases the quoted utterance. which is Yahwehs discourse domain
foregrounds the “subjectivitv” of Yahweh.

Linguisik Theorï, 151: Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 1997). 136. Italics are added for claritv.
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3.3.1.3 Fourth Quotation
Perspectivization and subjectification in the fourth quotation follow a pattem that
is similar to the flrst three. but the shift to subjectification is less evident.
Although the quotation frame is minimal—’he said.’ it embeds Yahweh’s
discourse domain in that ofthe narrator”s. The command “Name him Lo Ammi,”
indicates the shifi in deictic center that is typical of direct speech (from third
person pronoun in the quotation ftarne. to the second person form of the
command). and indicates perspectivi:ation.

A difficulty arises with the reason given for the command in 1 :9. It is composed of
two parallel verbless clauses You (2rnp) are flot my people” and ‘I am not (I
am) to you.*64 Are they the setting of narrative or predictive discourse? If this is
. . .

the setting of narrative discourse, the entire quotation could be analyzed as
perspectivization. Yahweh simply states a fact. and does flot add his degree of
certainty to the staternent, or betray any other sign of the speaker’s consciousness.
In this case none of the indicators of subjectivity are explicitlv present--1ernbedding. modality. and prediction. ‘You are flot my people” could be
interpreted as an evaluative reflection of their relationship with Yahweh. but it
could also be a statement offact.

However, these two clauses can also be analyzed as the setting of predictive
discourse. thus creating a subjectivized domain. Furthermore, it could be argued
that the 2mp pronoun ‘you” subjectivizes the addressee, including him with the
people who Yahweh rejects. If the socio-linguistic setting for these statements is
the disinherison of the children. then subjectification is implied because
repudiation is a personal. subjective action. The formula implicitly cails attention
to the speakers (Yahwehs) role as a rejecting parent.

As ve have seen. this verse can also be analyzed as a verbless clause (setting). followed bv a
finite verb (secondarv line 0f exhortation.)
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3.3.1.4 The Narrator’s Script
Between each of the quotations described above. the text retums to the main story
une. In his process. the narrator’s referential center and subjective consciousness
remain the same. but his other vantage point shifts. After the flrst command, the
story une continues: He went and took Gomer daugliter of Diblaim and she
conceived and bore him a son.” In this case. the vantage point shifis in space
because Hosea moves away from the p1ace” or circumstances where he receives
the command.

This vantage point shifts when Gorner becomes the subject of the verbs
conceived’ and bore.’

Afier the second command. Hosea the father and

husband. disappears from the foreground of the main story-Iine. but Gomer
continues producing chiidren. Furthermore, the narrator’s script is altered in the
foïlowing two sections that retum to the main story une: “She conceived again,
and gave birth to a daughter.” According to Sander and Spooren. a vantage point
is located by default in the subject ofthe sentence. in this case, Gomer.
In the next retum to the main storyline. the focus is on Gomer’s role as a mother:
she weans. she conceives, she bears.”

The narrator’s referential center, and

subject of consciousness remain the same, but the fact that “she” is the subject of
the sentences locates an additional vantage point in her person. Moreover this is
,

the only verse in the entire book where a proper name (other than Yahweh’s) used
in Yahweh’s domain of speech. is also in the narrator’s discourse domain. The
rnother-daughter relationship is briefly the focus ofthe narrator’s empathy.

3.3.2 Summary: Perspective in Hosea I
Through a series of subtie shifis in perception. Hosea 1 shifis the authority of the
text from the narrator to Yahweh as speaker. The chapter begins in the factual
domain of narration. which teils the reader what kind of a speech act wilI be

C

represented and gradually gives way to the discourse dornain of Yahweh. Each
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quotation frarne places Yahweh in the foreground as speaker, agent of action,
and/or subject of consciousness. As the story progresses. the roles of Hosea as
addressee. husband. and father are de-emphasized. Hosea must decrease, so that
Yahweh can increase.6

Perspectivization introduces Yahweh’s discourse domain, but eventually yields to
subjectification.

In Yahweh’s discourse domain. historical situations such as

religious apostasy and violence are viewed through a subjectivized perspective
located mainly in the “reason” part of the command. which is introduced by a
conjunction or reference to time.

Subjectification correlates with the development ofthe figurative plane ofthe text.
The significance ofthe woman’s character and the chuldren’s names is developed
in the reason” portions ofthe commands. A child’s name as it is applied to social
and political events illustrates Yahweh’s attitude towards the peopie.66

While

perspectivization opens up a discourse domain for Yahweh, subjectification
reveals lis “inner world.”

Subjectification increases as Yahweh’s internai

motivation is represented in relation to Lo Ruhama and Lo Ammi.
3.4 Conclusion: What Type of World Do Speech and Perception Construct in Hosea J?
from the very first verse, Hosea 1 creates a situation where the supernatural and
the natural world are able to communicate.

As stated in the epigraph at the

beginning of this chapter. the text gains “credence thanks to the special authority,
or exceptional status of the informer”—in this case the prophet Hosea, who stands
as the pivotal point between the natural and the supernatural.67 In terms of modal
operators. the text uses alethic modality—bringing together the possible and the
impossible—in the background clauses of 1 1-2 to create a codexal norm for the
65

Fora short time the mother ofthe chiidren is in the foreground of narration, but is also de
emphasized.
Note: Tue naming strategies described by Rimmon Kenan for focalization should be added to
Sanders and Spoorens list offactors that indicate subjectification.
6
DoIeeI. Heterocosuîica. ] 29.
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entire text. The parameters of the natural. historical world (Hosea son of Bern, in
the days ofKings Uzziah. Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah ofJudah, and in the days of
King Jeroboam. son of Joash of Israel) encounter the supematural through the
agency of the Word of God. This is the function of the prophetic paradigm: to
bring together two contrary modal conditions. thus creating a dyadic, mythological
world.

In the superscniption, the prophetic paradigm is encased in the narrator’s domain.
which authenticates it, giving it a factual quality in the world ofthe text:

A general rule defines the character of the dyadic authentication
function: entities introduced in the discourse of the anonymous
third-person narrator are eo ipso authenticated as fictional facts,
while those introduced in the discourse of the fictional persons are
flot.68
In Hosea 1, this puts the narrator in the position of authenticating the words of
Yahweh that will follow in the rest of the chapter; a function that is reinforced
through the use of perspectivized direct quotation. The “factual” discourse of the
narrator provides the skeleton of action and speech events that anchor Yahweh’s
speech in this chapter.
As we have seen in section 3.1.2, the role of the narrator recedes so that by Hosea
1:9 it has disappeared altogether and Yahweh’s speech is in the foreground. The
perspectivized commands followed by a reason create an intricate web of modal
sub-domains (or subjective modalities in Doleel’s terminology.) In other words.
the reported utterance in each quotation frame is a brief narrative that develops its
own modalities.
When Yahweh speaks to Hosea in the first reported utterance. he reverses a
cultural norrn: Go take a wife of prostitution (promiscuity). and have children of
prostitution..
68

.

1:2. Yahweh lifts a prohibition or a least a tacitly accepted social

DoIee1. Heteroeos,nica, 149.
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convention: a man must marry a virgin. and bas the riglit to control the woman’s
sexuality. At first, this may seem to be a narrative of deontic acquisition—a story
where a lifted prohibition expands the domain of what is perrnitted—giving
participants in the world greater freedom to act. But is this actually true?
When the command is cornpared to the “reason’—”for the land has committed
great (prostitutionlpromiscuity) away from Yahweh”—deontic modality does flot
seem to fit. The woman lias already acted freely. .and that is the problem. The
.

texf s

emphatic

characterization
fl7

of

lier

and

ber

chiidren

(woman of prostitution and chuidren of prostitution).

coupled with the description of the action of the land as
whoredom

or

as

prostitution)

suggests

the

value/disvalue

r?Yr

(great

opposition

that

characterizes axiological rnodality. The woman (and by analogy the land) is an
axiological rebel. whose values set ber on a quest away from Yahweh: a fact the
reader leams through the subjective discourse of Yahweb.
The first (1:4) and second (1:6) commands to name a child are also brief stories
that transform the worlds entities (objects. states of affairs. events. actions,
persons) into values and disvalues.”69

Cal! bis name Jezreel.
for in a littie whule I visit the blood ofJezreel
Upon the bouse of lsrael
And I will cause to destroy the dominion of the house oflsrael.
And it will be on that day.
I will break the bow oflsrael
In the valley ofJezreel. (1:4)
Jezreel. the valle. is a reminder ofthe killing carried out by Jehu to “cleanse” the
land of Baa!isrn. Wbat was previously viewed as a “cleansing” of the land from
the sin of apostas’, is now a forrn of defilement.

Value becomes disvalue. as

Yahweh breaks the political power oflsrael in the land.
Dolee1.

Heterocos,nica,

123.
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The second command to name Gomer’s daughter Lo Ruhama—not loved, or flot
pitied—creates a highly subjectivized opposition. Yahweh’s personality, norma]ly
charactenzed by “steadfast love”70 is the source of the command to naine her “Not
Loved” (Not pitied) which is accentuated to become “I will flot endure or forgive:”

Cali her name Lo Ruhama
for I will neyer again (cause)
Show pity for the house oflsrae
For (I wilÏ neyer again) “lift up” ( endure or forgive)
The house ofJudah (I will neyer again) show pity. (1 :6)
The chiasm reinforces Yahweh’s rejection, but the verses ffiat follow reverse it:
I wilI save them by the Lord their God;
I will flot save them by sword, or by bow,
or by war, or by horses, or by horsemen.
These polar opposites—I will neyer again endure, and I will save them—are both
rooted in the very personality of Yahwelt

According to Do1eel, “axiological

modalities are eminently prone to subjectivization,” and in this case, the
axiological conflict is intemalized and absorbed into the attitudes ofthe speaker.72

The final naming command coincides with the disappearance of the narrative
framework, and the apparent identification ofHosea with the people who are “Not
my people.”

The dyadic mythological world set up in the opemng verses

disintegrates, since the speaker (Yahweh) has the (supematural) power to deny
existence to the other (natura] world) participants:
°

“The LORD is slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love, forgiving iniquity and
transgression, but by no means clearing the guilty, visiting the iniquity ofthe parents upon the
children to the third and the fourth generation.” (Num 14:18, NRSV) This formula, constimtes
God’s seif-revelation as a faithful covenant partner. See pages 72-6 in Katharine Doob Sakenfeld,
Faithfzilness in Action Loyal!)’ in Bibhcal Persepctive, (Overtures to Biblical 7heology, ed Walter
Brueggeman and John R. Donahue, Philadeiphia: fortress, 1985.)
71
This interpretation follows Andersen and Freedman, and accentuates the axiological lovedlnot
]oved opposition.
72
Do1eel, Heterocosmica, 124.
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2
Doleel. Hetetocosniica. 124.
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In the Biblicai version, it is Gods performative speech act that
accomplishes the alethic transformation ofnothing into the existing
universe. The second step in the dyadic structure transformation is
the divorce of the human world from the divine world—the story
of the fail or paradise lost. In this story. which prefigures the
narratives of degradation characteristic of the human
condition.. .the alethic division within the mythological world is
finalized.73
. .

The alethic division within the mythological world is reinforced and finalized in
Hosea I through the disinherison formula: You are not my people. and I am
not...(I am) to you.” (1:9). As in ail mythological worlds. the supernatural is
firmly in control of the natural domain, flot only divorcing it from the

supematural. but relegating it to non-existence. The annihilation or dissolution of
relationships in Hosea I is the peak of degradation in the mythological world.
Paradoxically, the disappearance of the narrative framework. and the dissolution
of relationships in the text undermine the separation of domains that characterizes
the prophetic paradigm that is set up in 1:1-2.

The text uses a strategy of

perspectivization followed by subjectification to construct Yahweh as the primary
speaker and Hosea as the addressee and agent of action. However, Hosea is neyer
portrayed as a prophet who actually proclaims Gods word to the people. The text
does not use the prophetic paradigm to its full potential. Yahweh’s voice.
perspective. and subjectivity increasingly dominate the text, so that by 1:9, the
narrators ‘objective” stance in the main story is effaced.

Hosea the prophet,

husband and father disappears from the text. If the reader stops here. the
annihilation or dissolution of the prophef s natural world’ is complete. As we
shah see. this strategy sets up the text so that Yahweh’s actions as father and
husband are placed in the foreground in Hosea 2.

C

DoIeeI. Heterocosnzica, I 30-13 1.
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Chapter4
Who Speaks and Who Perceives in Hosea 2?

202

As the male speaker implements his strate of
confinement. so lie language and structure of
the text becoines more and more restrictive: the
woman is transfortned from the subject to the
object of verbs, and her voice is enctosed in
reported speech.

4.0 Introduction
Hosea 2 is a sub-worid. dependent on the identification of participants in flosea 1,
which provides a “sheil” or framework that anchors the participants in the second
chapter. In Hosea 2 that “sheil” is reconfigured tbrough the subjective perception
of the main speaker. whose perspective shapes the roles and actions assumed by
him and other participants in the text.

A “strategy of confinement” accurately

describes the dynamics of Hosea 2, which uses narrative conventions to constrnct a
world through the perspective of a male speaker. The speaker confines the voices of
the woman and ber chiidren in reported speech—a process set into motion by the
progressive disappearance of quotation frames in Hosea 1.

A modally structured sub-world that is rnediated primarily through monologue.
Hosea 2 relies on the internai characteristics of prophetic oracles to structure the
text: but avoids using prophetic formulas that clearly separate Yahweh’s and the
prophet’s discourse fields. This ambiguity does not altow the reader to situate the
text at a particular place on the prophetic paradigm. Ihe speaker collapses the roles
of the prophet as husband and father into the role of Yahweh as husband. pursuer.
lover and father.

The male voice. eventually identified as Yahweh.” destroys

relationships through disownment and divorce. and restores them through violence.
tenderness. betrothal. and re-adoption.

This chapter explores the representation of a subjective world by asking the same
two questions—who “speaks” and who perceives”?—throughout Hosea 2.
Sherwood. Tut’ Prostitute auJ lie Prophet. 310.

The

zuj

four criteria used to discover who speaks” in the previous chapter will also be
ernployed in section 2. but are given different weight and usage in the process of
subjectification. Modal verb forrns (especially Niphal and Fiel) both obscure and
reveal the speaker’s position vis-à-vis other participants; the speaker uses
background and foreground constructions of the different discourse types—
predictive, hortatory. and narrative—to represent himself in the text; and I
embedding is a particular form of participant reference that reinforces his vantage
point.

Finally, the quotation frames indicating direct speech, which figured so

prominently in Hosea 1. are used exclusively to frame the speech of participants
controlled by the speaker.

Another form of speech—verba solenrnia—destroys

marnage and kinship relationships in 1:9 and frames the events that take place in
Hosea 2. Framed within adoption speeches are divorce (2:1 and 2:25) and betrothal
(2:18) both of which deconstruct and reconfigure Yahweh’s relationship with
Israel.

The question of who perceives in Hosea 2 will be expÏored in section 3 by
interpreting the resuits from section 2 through the lens of a theatre metaphor
proposed by Ronald Langacker—a model that further illustrates Sanders and
Spooren’s concept of subjectification.

Langacker defines objectivity and

subjectivity in terms of “onstage” and “offstage” positions.

In a subjective

relationship, the perceiver draws doser to the onstage area, even to the point of
becoming part of the entity perceived. “Each step along this path towards focused
seif-examination increases the viewer’s construal and diminishes that of the
perceived entity.”2

The final question posed in this chapter. is: “What type of world does the speaker
construct in Hosea 2T Data from sections 2 and 3 will be analyzed in relation to

2

Langacker cails this an “egocentric viewing arrangement.” Robert W. Langacker.
“Subjectification” 8.
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the narrative modalities described by Lubomfr Doleel (see Chapter 2). Section
4.3 describes an epistemic world—in other words. a word structured by knowledge

and ignorance—that is dependent on Hosea

I

but reconfigures personal

relationships through the discourse of an unknown speaker who later is known by
the woman.4

4.1 Who Speaks in Hosea 2?
.

Hosea 2 is built up in a Ïoosely chiastic structure based on the tearing down and
building up of family relationships. This structure is transmitted through the
discourse of a speaker who fulfiils the role of both father and husband. There are
no quotation frames to mark boundaries between a narrator’s field and a speaker’s
field so that separating Hosea’s speech from Yahweh’s based on this criteria alone
is virtually impossible.

The following table shows the major divisions in Hosea 2. Each of these divisions
is based on a change in one or more of the four criteria used to define a speaker’s
discourse field. as well as macro-structural markers such as “Oracle of Yahweh.”
On that day.” Therefore” and others, that indicate major transition points in
prophetic texts. Each of the divisions defined in the second column from the lefi
will be analyzed in the sections that follow.

ModaIit is a category that indicates either a kind of speech act or the degree ofcertainty with
which something is said.” Peter Matthews. DictionarL’ ofLinguistics, 228. In this thesis, the term
modal” is used to refer to a type of verb (mood” is ofien used in English), as weIl as to modal
operators that shape the entire world ofthe text.
Participant reference is analvzed throughout sections 2 and 3. unlike chapters I and 3 where a
separate section is dedicated to this topic. Hosea 2 is so highl subjectivized that participant
reference must be analvzed at ever stage.
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Macrostructural
Divisions
I. Transition
From
Narrative
Framework
In
Hosea 1: J-9

Internai
Divisions
2:1-2

Thematic Content

Reversai of Disinherison Lo Ammi
Adoption

Discourse Boundary indicators

-

2:1 Adoption Formula

2:2 lsrael and Judah
as politicai entities

2:3-15
Il. Judgment

Disintegration of Marnage, Cultic
Rehationship, and Nature
2:3-4 Unframed Messenger Speech
2:4 Divorce ofWoman

2:5-7 Characterization ofthe Woman
through the Speech ofthe Male F
2: g-locononement ofWoman.
Woman does flot know Yahweh

2:1 1-15 Stripping ofWoman.
Destruction of Cuit to Baals.
Devastation ofNature

III.
Restoration

2: 16-25

Restoration of Marnage, Cuitic
Reiationship, and Nature
2:16-17 Shift 10 Counship
ofthe Woman. She Answers”
2:18 Woman Knows Yahweh

2:19-20 Rejection ofthe Baals
2: 2 1-22 Betrothal

2:22-21 Yahweh Responds to Nature.
Nature Answers Yaheh. Reversai
ofLo ruhammi ]ezreei. Mother.

2:25

Reversai of Disinherison of Lo
Ammi Adoption
--

It shah be...
Quotation frames in predictive
discourse
ldentity of speaker obscured
Passive obscures identitv ofspeaker.
Quotation frame in predictive
discourse
lsraei and Judah become active agents
in subect position.

Great shah be the day of Jezreel
Unframed messenger speech
formula.
Two exhortations 10 speak. one
emhedded within another.
Addressees = children
Speaker = 1 father +husband
Speaker =
Switch to narrative —she as subject
Therefore, “Behold me...”
Predictive discourse
Àddressee- vou switches unnamed
addressee
Speaker =
Therefore, and now...
Speaker = I

Oracle of Yahweh

Therefore. behold I am
persuading...
Speaker =
Predictive discourse
And it shah be on the day
Oracle ofYahweh
Quotation frames
Speaker = 1. Predictive discourse
Speaker= I
Predictive discourse
Speaker = l=Yahweh
Addressee = woman (2fs)
Predictie_discourse
Speaker = Ï
Predictie discourse

Quotation frames in predictive
discourse
Speaker = Yahweh

Table XVII: Major Divisions in Hosea 2

o
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4.1.1 Hosea 2:1-2: Is There a Narrative Framework for this Text?
Whether or flot the narrative framework set up in Hosea 1:1-9 continues into Hosea
is a key issue for interpreting this text. If chapter 2 does continue with the same
framework—a third person narrator addressing a nanatee—then the speech of
participants should be embedded within this narrator-narratee relationship. As we
shah see. Hosea 2 is constructed in sucli a way that it blurs the boundaries between
the narrator-narratee and speaker-addressee relationships in the text.

As the following table shows, Hosea 2 opens with two verses (2:Ïa-2:2a) that
obscure the identity of the main speaker or narrator by using a passive verb. It is
difficult to teli who speaks—the narrator, Hosea, or Yahweh. Some scholars
ascribe these verses directly to Hosea (Andersen and Freedman), or to a closely
associated editor (Wolff). H.W. Wolff moves this section to the end of chapter 2.
based on the assumption that these verses are an account by Hosea that summarizes
and describes the results of Yahweh’s action in Israel’s history.

According to

Wolff, the structure of speech in these verses agrees with first person messenger
speech, because at the end of this type of saying there is frequently a transition to
a description of Israel’s attitude changed by God’s action.”

Up to this point in the

text. however. only the narrator and Yahweh have actually “spoken” or have been
quoted in the text. The prophet Hosea has been the object or circumstance of a
speech act: The word of Yahweh spoke by Hosea (or through Hosea)” (1:2). All
acts explicitly ascribed to Hosea as an agent are acts of “doing” rather than
“saying.”
Wolff. Hosea. 26. However. none ofthe existing manuscripts support this rearrangement and the
Septuagint tends to reinforce the c000ection between 1:9 and 2:1 by transiating mTT (in 2:1) as
KŒ fv instead ofthe more usual KŒ iotat which is correctly translated in 1:5 and 2:lb.
Modem translations reflect this difficulty. The New Jerusalem Bible moves these verses to the end
ofchapter 3. The NRSV leaves them as they appear in the Massoretic text. but comments: Though
these words may have been uttered at a different time. the thought is genuinely Hosean.” Bruce M.
Metzeer and Roland E. Murph eds.. 77ie New OxfordAnnotatedBible with the
.poenphaL Deuterocannonica/Books, (New York: Oxford Universitv Press, 1991). 1149.

__________
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Text

MorphoIogy
DiscourseIyp]Iation
Wayviqtol.
Quotation Frame #4 He said:
G, 3ms
1.0 Mainline narr.
7 i7tY 7 b Impv. 2ms
Mainline hort.
CaIl bis name
Lo Ammi
‘7 5 :r ‘; c Conjunction Conjunction
For you (are flot)
Nominal
4.3 Setting bort.
my people
Clause
7 ‘D
d Sentence
And (1 am) flot to
fragment
you.
-D?;) t’2.l a Weqatal, G. 4.1 Setting pred.
And it shall be, the
3ms
number ofthe Sons
oflsrael. as the sand
ofthe sea
Conjunction
Which shail flot be
-rp”-t> 7, b X -Yiqtol.
N, 3ms
2.1 Bckpred.
measured
c Neg- Yiqtol. 2.1 Bckg. pred.
And shail flot be
N 3ms
DJ? rT:rn d Weqatal. G. 4.1 Setting pred.
And it shail be in
3ms
that place where
b
e X- Yiqtol.
Quotation frame #5 ItwiII be said to
N, 3ms
2.1 Bckg. pred.
them:
7’1 1.9a

D

counted

DFx 1P-

f

D 7?Z’ g

Nominal
clause
Yiqtol. N,
3ms

h Sentence
Fragment
tp3’ 2.2 a Weqatal. N,
3 cp
TV
‘

7Ï1X t»i pj-?5

zv b
—

-

rirriz
-

—

-

:,nr D’ 5J

‘

Weqatal. G,
3cp
c Weqatal. G.
3cp
d Nominal
clause

4.3 Setting pred.
Quotation frame #6
2.1 Bckg. pred.

4.3 Setting pred.?
1.0 Mainlinepred.

1.0 Maintine pred.
1.0 Mainline pred.
Conj unction
4.3 Setting
pred./ hort.
Iemøoral clause

“Not mypeople,
you”
It wiII be said to
them:
Children ofthe
Living God.”
ShaH be gathered
the sons ofiudah
and the sons of
lsrael_together_______
They shall set for
themselves one head
They shall go up
from the earth
For great shall be
the day ofJezreel.

Table XVIII : Transition from Hosea 1:9 to 2:16

‘Althougb the nominal clauses in 1:9 c and d are both subordinate to the conjunction ‘D they are
shown on separate une because they switch from “you” (2mp) to l” (I cs). an important deictic shifi
that creates an opposition between the addressee and the speaker. Verse 2: 1h is a sentence fragment
that Longacr&s model does flot account for.
.
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Afier the narrative frarnework disappears in Hosea 1, determining who speaks in
the verses that folÏow (2:1 and 2:2) is very problematic. As shown in table XVIII,
the transition from verse 1:9 to 2:1 is signaled by a shifi in topic from the singular
“son” to the plural sons of Israel.”7 Verse 2:la-c is only intelligible if it is read
cataphorically in relation to 2:1 d-f, which picks up on the switch from the singular
to 3mp in the content of the speech reported in 1:9: “Name him (addressed to the
prophet 2ms) Lo Ammi for you (2mp) are not my people, and (T am) flot “I am” to
you.”
As we have seen. readers can interpret the pragmatic context for these verses 1:9
and 2:1-2 as the voice of Yahweh. the prophet or the narrator. Changes in each of
the four criteria described in chapter I work together to affect the reader’s ability to
keep track of the pragmatic context: (1) the text switches from hortatory (1:9) to
predictive discourse: (2) there is no introductory quotation frame (2:1); (3) speaker
and addressee are flot named; (4) the text switches from an active to a passive
mood.
In Hosea I predictive discourse. signaled by the use of mainline weqataÏ verbs is
normally introduced at a point where the pragmatic context is well defined by a
quotation frame.

This allows the reader to follow the narrative framework in

chapter I quite easily.

Verses 2:1 and 2:2 differ.

Although in background

predictive discourse. they are not introduced by a quotation frame. Verse 2:1 begins
with wehaya, a particle found in Longacre’s verb rank dine for the setting of
predictive discourse.

However. wehaya

can also function in the setting of

narrative discourse. and as a macro-syntactic marker. “The combination wehaya is
the most common particle or particle combination found on both the inter-clausal

“Topic’ refers to the principal theme. or subject of discussion ofa larger discourse unit. not
sirnplv that ofa single bicolon or verse.’ Ernst R. Wendland. Discoiirse .4nalvsis ofHebrew
Prophetic Literature, 32.
-
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and macro-syntactic levels.”

8

Although wehaya is found especially at the

beginning. transitions, climaxes, and conclusions of reported speech. it is not
necessarily a good diagnostic tool to determine who is speaking since it can be
found in both narrative and predictive discourse.9 This is important because the
quality of the speaker-addressee or narrator-narratee relationship changes with each
discourse type.

A second source of confusion is the constant shifi in participant reference
immediately before and throughout these verses.

In the section immediately

preceding verse 2:1. the speaker’s reference to the addressee changes within the
space ofthree clauses:
And he said: Cail his (3ms) name Lo ammi
For 2mp) (are) flot my people
And I shah flot be (I am) to
(2mp). (1:9)

As shown in table XVIII. this shifi (in 1:9) groups Hosea (the addressee) with a
plural identity (you 2mp bI3); and then refers to the same group in third person
(Dp5) in verse 2:1.

A reader expecting consistent reference in which the same

pronouns will be used to refer to the same person in a givefi speaker-addressee
relationship will be confused by these changes.
Consistent use of grammatical person is the norm in Hebrew prose. Paragraph
boundaries in prose may be indicated by a switch between forms of reference. for
example. moving back and forth between a pronoun and a proper name, but the
grammatical person remains the same:

It has been dernonstrated that the start (or end) of a new paragraph
Waltke and O’Connor. Biblical Hebre’o’ Svntax, 635. n 11.
A switch from predictive to narrative discourse can entai! a change in the narrator-speaker
addressee-narratee relationship. See the discussion ofdiscourse types in Chapter 2.

—
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or distinct action can be indicated by an explicit reference with a
proper narne rather than a pronoun of affix. even when the
participant remains the same
ïhis appïies 10 direct speech as
ii’eIÏ. In ail this. the grammatical person referring to the participant
did not change.1°
.

.

On the other hand, participant reference in poetry seems to operate in exactly the
opposite fashion. According to Lénart de Regt. switches in grammatical person
may be used to indicate paragraph boundaries:
In Biblicai poetry participant reference is indeed a paragraph
organizing principle, though flot in the same way as prose. In
poetry, the start of a new paragraph, a strophe. can be indicated by
a change of person while referring to the same participant. As an
organizing principle then. such a change of grammatical person to
mark the next strophe seems to be a usual pattern in poetry rather
than full reference with a proper name. The same referent can thus
be referred to with more than one grammatical person. In this type
of text, the author “speaker,) actualÏy figures as a participant
hirnself In that position he can indeed speak and refer b the
addressee in second person as weÏÏ as refer to him in thirdperson,
and change person al paragraph border. Hence. in poetry, there is
much less need for a fuller reference to the participant at the
beginning ofa strophe than in narrative texts.11
Hosea 1 is a narrative text. but participant reference in Yahweh’s reported speech in
verse 1:9 seems to operate as poetry.

furtherrnore. elements that characterize

poetrv are increasinglv prorninent in Hosea 2:

Since it is mostly speech. whether articulated or not. dialogue or
monologue. there is a certain rhvthm; rhetorical devices are
nurnerous and stylistic features are elaborate and intricate. The
extensive use of inclusion. echo. catchwords. and chiasm, shows
that the composition is a carefully crafled whole. But is it prose or
poetrv? Perhaps the most convenient evasion of this thomy

C

Ret. Purtïcïpcints in O/d Testament Texts. 22-23. ltalics in this quotation are mine. De Regt
gives examples of variations ofgrammatical person within (Isaiah 1:5) and outside ofthe prophetic
corpus f Psalm 23: Psalm 19).
‘‘ Regt. Participants in Oit1 Testament Texts. 22-23. Jtalics in the quotation are mine.
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dilemma is to designate it prophetic speech of the eighth century,
orotund. omate. hardly conventional narration or exposition, but
not lyric poetry either. The data for the frequency of prose
particles show that this material is out of the poetry sector entirely
and belongs solidly with standard prose.’2
Aithough flot strictly speaking lyrical poetry. other scholars believe Hosea 2 shows
many characteristics of poetry. such as paralielism. word play, and switching
participant reference. as described above by De Regt. Hosea 2:1 and 2:2 seem to
fail between the limits of poetry and prose; and this raises the question whether or
flot participant reference is following standard pattems for either one.
A third factor that makes identifying the speaker and addressee in verses 2:1-2
more difficuit is a series of Nipha! verbs. followed by two OaÏ forms in the clauses
leading up to the final nominal clause ‘great is the day of Jezreel” (2:2). In a
passive construction the subject of the sentence receives the main action of the
verb:

In ail the specific uses of the Niphal. we find the common
notion(s) that the action or state expressed by the verb affects the
subject (as in the middle voice) or its interests (as in the reflexive)
Even in the double status uses, where the subject is both the
actor and the patient of the action, the primary notion is that the
subject is affected by the action.13
The Qal equivalent of the Niphal is a transitive verb “governed by an agentive
subject and goveming an object and a corresponding Niphctl intransitive verb where
the QciÏ object serves as the subject and the Qal agent is unexpressed.’4 Ahhough

‘

Andersen and freedman. Hosea. 62. Andersen and Freedman propose that the dual poetry!prose
nature ofthe first two chapters be described as prophetic speech. Previously they state that
utterances. as opposed to their narrative ftamework tend to be poetic in structure. with a certain
rhvthm or meter. though not repeated or regular. This phenomenon s fairl common in biblical
rhetoric and writing: it has been noticed that speeches tend to be more poetic or elevated in style
than ordinar\ narrative. 61.
Waltke and OConnor. Bihflca/ Hehrew Svntax, 380.
‘ Waltke and OConnor. Bib/ical Hehrew Sintax. 381.
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the Niphal forms in 2:1-2 are inflected for 3ms. which would suggest continuity

with the last quotation frame in u. 1:9. the passive construction does not altow the
reader to identify the agent of the action. Since the “action” is a series of speech
events. the reader cannot identify the “agent ofspeaking.”
Waltke and O’Connor define two forms of passive constructions: in the complete
passive. the agent can be indicated by a prepositional phrase; while in the
incomplete passive. the agent is flot shown.’ They make an additional distinction
between agent and subject: “A special forrn ofthe incomplete passive involves the
third person singular form without an expressed subject. To reflect this kind of
impersonal construction. with its pattem subject + verb, English usually demands

the insertion of the “dummy” pronoun it.”16 Translations of 2:1 insert “it” in the
quotation frames:

Instead ofwhich its being said to them: Not my people.
Ii’ will be said to them: Sons ofthe living God. (2:1)17
When blurred identities occur. the conditions for successful passive constructions
are fuffihled. They are “more successful with a general referent, i.e. when the agent
stated or unstated. is a group. or when the entire clause is gnomic, i.e. general or
proverbial in its thrust.’18 The agent is unstated in both 2:1 and 2:2. The gnomic
or proverbial “style’ of these clauses lias been acknowledged bv scholars. and in
fact lias been used to argue that these verses should not be attributed to Hosea:
The peculiar linguistic style ofthis passage raises the question ofits
Waltke and O’Connor. Biblical Hebrew Sntax, 184-5. In spite ofthe distinction, “even in
Hebrew the agent with the Niphal is only rarely indicated by a prepositional phrase.’ 383.
6
Waltke and OConnor. Biblical Hebrew Svntax. 1 84.
J.], Owens. .1nah’tica/ Kev to the Old Testament vol. .1, Isaiah-Malachi, Grand Rapids. Baker
BooL House. 1989. 761. The NRSV removes “Instead ofwhich. but retains
‘
Longacre lists two other characteristics of passive formations: (a) Passives are not successful if
they specift the agent. (b) Passives are more successful ifthe passive subject is in some evident way
affected b the action ofthe passive verb. Longacre. Graimnar of Discourse. 230.

origin. The very first sentences appear to be non-Hosean flot only
because of their detailed prolixity. but especially because of their
passive construction (v.lh). What seems most unusual is that in
comparison with other salvation speeches in Hosea (2:16-25). the
“I” of Yahweh in the active voice completely recedes, while the
subject in each verse is “the people.”9
How does the passive Niphal affect the representation of the speaker-addressee
relationship in the text? Often the speaker is encoded in the subject position. For
example. when the speaker explicitly identifies him or herseif as the agent of
action. he or she may use I-embedding with a first person pronoun: I will betroth
you to me in faithfulness.” (2:22)20 However, if the agent of action is
else. the speaker will flot be encoded in the subject position: “She shah ardently
pursue lier lovers.’ (2:9)

In Hosea 2:1-2. the situation is more complex. When the actions are speech acts.
the Viphal hides the identity of the speaker. Furthermore, embedded within these
main clauses

(y.

2:1) are two quotation frames (also Niphal verbs) preceded by the

subordinating conjunction

tV?.

Both frames are in background predictive

discourse. whule the responses are nominal clauses. The first shows the switch in
deictics from 3mp to 2mp that characterizes a direct quotation. The second is a
repetition of the first. except that there is no subordinating conjunction.
Presumably the 7ti

govems the second quotation. which is in a parallel

construction (shown in the box in Table XVIII. page 207.) to the first frame. These
quotation frames do flot return to the main narrative story line in 1:9 because they
are scibordinated within the speech of the unidentified speaker who uses the iViphaÏ
‘

Wolff. Hosea. 25. Wolffis presenting the conclusions ofprevious scholarship at this point. He
goes on to refute them arguing on the basis ofvocabulary that these verses belong to Hosea or to an
editor closely associated with him. The use ofthe passive in this verse may also be justified because
it expresses a future possibility by relating it to a national dream articulated in the past. The promise
referred to in this verse is to the patriarchs and their descendants. and not to a particular individual.
(Sec section 3.1.1 for further developmentofthis idea.)
l-ernbedding occurs when the speaker is encoded as the (first person) subject in a clause. In this
example. die addressee also is encoded b\ the use ofthe second person pronoun ‘you.”
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verbs.

The only iink with the story une in Hosea 1:9 is the reversai of the

disinherison formula in 2:1.

Verse 2:2 continues in predictive discourse: and the first verb in the series is a
Niphal. which continues the passive construction of2:la. However. a shifi in topic
is prepared by the use of personal names ‘sons of Israel” and “sons of Judah.” The
agent that is ‘gathering them together” is flot expressed. In the next two clauses.
however. they” (the sons of Judah and Israel) become active agents as the verbs
shift to a OaÏ construction. This stretch of predictive discourse is brought to a close
by the clause in 2:2 “for great is the day of Jezreel.” This expression signais a
closing by accentuating time, one of the three main elements—time, space,
participants--that build up the story world.

What are the possible alternatives for who the speaker and addressee are in verses
2:1-2? As defined previously in this section, two main contexts or speech events
are set up in Hosea 1: the speaker-addressee relationship is nested within the
narrator-narratee relationship.

Each of these relationships has its own specific

pragmatic context:

In reported speech. two discourse events are brought together--that
in which an utterance was originaliy expressed and that in which it
is reported by another--and. most critically. both discursive events
invoive a context-of-speaking, that is. a pragmatics. As a resuit.
the fundamentally reflexive nature of reported speech [can be seen]
in which one context- of -speaking reports another.21
The narrator/narratee relationship is the reporting speech event. and the speaker!
addressee is the reported speech or action.

However. the fact that there is no

quotation frame. and verses 2:1-2 are in predictive discourse suggests that these

w

verses continue the speakers domain introduced in 1:9. Yahweh is the speaker

C’nthia L. Miller. Represemarion o/ Speech. 3.

_______
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using the NiphaÏ verbs. and therefore flot disclosing his agency in the reversai of
the rejection ofthe chiidren.

Some

scholars

propose

that

the

new

speaker

is

Hosea

addressing

his

contemporaries. However. this brings up the problem of how to characterize this
relationship.

Is

it

a narrator-narratee relationship.

relationship? In other words. can

or a speaker-addressee

we consider the prophet Hosea the narrator. or a

participant in the story? These questions can be raised because Hosea is a prophetic
text. In narrative texts, the narrator-narratee relationship substitutes for contextual
cues and immediacy that characterize conversation.

In Hosea 2, these contextual

dues disappear. and the situation is further cornplicated by the fact that the
prophetic paradigm involves two successive speech events with different contexts
of communication. 2’

=

Hosea 1-3 seerns to go out of its way to no! explicitly represent the proclamation
stage of the prophetic paradigm.

h portrays Hosea as

an addressee in chapter 1

(“the Lord said to Hosea” 1:2). and neyer quotes him directly nor explicitly shows
him addressing a specific group of peopie. Hosea. “the prophet’ is a participant in
the text in Hosea 1; and he neyer appears by name in chapter 2. Finaily, in Hosea

3. a first person narrator says: “Yahweh said to me again

(3:1). The reader

supplies the identity ofthe speaker by reading chapter 3 in relation to Hosea 1. The
speaker/addressee relationship portrayed in 2:1-2:2 is flot explicitly set up. as that
of Hosea addressing his contemporaries—there is no quotation frame that explicitly
identifies Hosea in the speaker’s position in any ofthe chapters.

What then is the function of verses 2:1-2? They seem to form a bridge between the
narrators storv world and the domain of the speaker who is probably Yahweh.
Unlike reported speech in Hosea 1. where Yahweh uses

or his own proper name

N
See the discussion ofthe inspiration and proclamation stages ofthe paradigm in chapter I.
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for seif-reference. in these verses. the Niphal obscures his identity as the agent
restoring the sons of Israei to sonship. and the speaker who introduces this possible
outcome.

4.1.2 Judgment via Family Relationships: Hosea 2:3-15
Afier the ambiguous context and reversal ofthe disinherison of verses 2:1-2. Hosea
2 returns to the judgment of family relationships in 2:3-15.

The wornan’s

promiscuity. defined as both prostitution and adultery (2:4. e and d) is shown to be
rooted in a Yack of knowledge of the maie speaker.

The speaker responds by

stripping and confining the woman and with the destruction ofthe cuit ofthe Baais
and nature. The monologue ofthe male speaker varies oniy as it switches between
addressees: JezreeÏ (2: 3-4). the wornan (2:8-10) and an anonymous addressee for
the rest of the chapter. Neither Hosea nor Israel are addressed or referred to by
name, which may indicate that this chapter remains within the inspiration stage of
the prophetic paradigm.

o
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Text
‘]

Morphology
‘5

I?DX 2.3

tmpt’.

G. 2mp

Discourse Type
Quotation

Frame#7

(.0 Hort. mainline

:r1T

‘

(tmp. G. 2mp)

(1.0 Hort. Mainline)

D’1 24a

tmpv. G. 2mp

1.0 HorS. mainhine

Accuse vour mother.

3’2:4 h

Impv. G. 2mp

1.0 Hort. mainline

Accuse her

Conjunction

For she is flot my

9’tîtIC7

b?;

Translation
Sav to your brothers
Ammi
And to vou sisters
Ruhamma

> ‘r’

2:4 c

Nominal clause

wife

4.3 Setting
W’t

t?

7pfl

T’?D
:mW

‘D3W

7’

‘DD

2:4 U

2:4 e X±Jussive. H
3.fs
2:4 t Verb elided

7D1 fl’t DX 2.5a

7t

Nominal clause

Yiqtol. H. les.
3fs

fl 2:5b Weqatal. H. I es.
3fs sf.
7;?iD 7t?tV] 2:5e Weqatal. G. les.
3fs sf
ms itt IhW 2:Sd Weqatal. G. les.
3fs sf
fl7D] 2:5e Weqatal. H. les.
3fs sf
fl l7 2fl 2.6 X-Yiqtol. D. les
.

:rFDrT

‘T

?DX 03T ‘;

Nominal

2.1 Secondarv line of That she put awav her
exhortation
harlotr’ from before her
Conjunction
And (put away) her
4.3 Setting?
adultery’ from between
her breasts
Conjunction
Lest I strip lier naked
3.2 Hortaton
Results/
motivation
1.0 Pred. mainline
I (shah) set lier as tlie
dav of lier being boni
1.0 PreU. Mainhine
And I (shah) set lier as
the tvildemess
1.0 Pred. Mainline
I (shall) make lier as an
eanh. desert
1.0 Pred. Mainhine
I (shah!) kill lier with
thirst
2.2 Pred. Bekg
And her Sons I shail flot
lov e
4.3 Pred. / narr.
For sons ofliarlotn. thev

sefling
Conjunction
2.1 Narr. bekg

(are)
for lias been
promiseuous their
mother

Qatal. H. 3 fs

2.1 Narr. bekg

Acted sliamefutlv
coneeiving tliem

fl?l ‘D

X-Qatal. G. 3fs

Conjunction
Quotation frame #8
2.1 Narr. bckg

For she said:

Cohort. les
Part. D
Part. G

1.2 Hort. mainline

Let me go
after my loyers
givers of mv food. mv
waters. mv %ool. and mv
flax. and m’ drinks

T7X
‘-

-

+

clause
2.7 X- Qatal. G. 3fs

And 1 am flot lier
husband

Dnrnrt T?lV’D?

‘n
:‘pvjj

Conj

‘?‘

Coniunction
4.3 Setting

‘rt’

Table XIX: Analysis of Hosea 2:

O

3723

Brackets in the second row enclose both the rnorphology and diseourse type (rows 2 and 3) to
show that the imperative has been ehided. Farther down. in 2:4b and e. two coordinate nomina!
clauses are shown separatelv in order to highlight the shifi from she to I. that brings the speaker

_________
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4.1.2.1 Unframed Messenger Speech Formula?: Hosea 2:3-4
How does the pragmatic context of verse 2:3 relate to what came before and what
cornes afier? In other words. how does the pragmatic context define who is the
speaker and addressee in these verses? Although many commentaries assign this
verse to the previous section based on the fact that it conciudes the name reversai of
the chiidren. others see it in relation to the material that follows.

If 2:3 completes a schematic presentation ofjudgment and death
on the one hand. and redemption and new life on the other. it also
serves as a transition to 2:4 where it resumes the story of Hosea’s
family (and Yahweh and bis) at a particularly dramatic moment
and ultimateiy carnes it through to a point:74
In this comment Andersen and Freedrnan assume that the story of the family
resumes after the narratof s iast comment: “And he said” (v.1 :9.) It is as though the
narrative framework bas disappeared (as in drama) and the story is continued
through the spoken words of the male participant. Andersen and Freedman seem to
assume the foiiowing transition:

Hosea 1:9
Speaker

Hosea 2:3
Addressee

Yahweh [Ca1I him Lo Ammi’j Hosea

Speaker —*

Addressee

Yahweh [“Say to.

.

“j Jezreel

andlor
Hosea

[“Say to

j Jezreel

Figure 21: Transition in Speaker-Addressee Relationships in Hosea 1:9 to 2:3

on s
Andersen and Freedman. Hosea. 210.
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Verse 2:3 shifis the pragmatic context in 2:1 and 2:2. It switches from predictive to
hortatory discourse. moving from the indefinite future to the immediate present. In
addition. it switches from the political context of the Sons of Israel and Judah (in
2: 1-2) to the children’s relationship to their parent (2:3-5). The text moves from
historical to figurative reference to the main participants. f inally. the most salient
difference between 2:1-2 and this verse is the fact that the text shifis from third
person (in 2:1-2) to second person reference (2:3). Inverses 2:1-2, the addressee in
the main speaker’s field (2:1 a-d, 2:2) is flot specifled. On the other hand, verse 2:3
brings the addressee ‘onstage’ by using second person reference. Furthermore. the
identity of the addressee is specified by elimination. using the reader’s knowÏedge
of the story une from 1:2 to 1:9: Ruhama and Ammi are the objects of the
imperative, and their family relationship is defined as siblings to the addressee,
therefore the addressee must be Jezreel.

At this point the text increases ambiguity for the reader by

using

Ruhamma. Ammi. and Jezreel to refer to a plural identity.2’

The switch from

the names

singular (sister and brother) to plural (sisters and brothers) can indicate either a
complete break from the relationships set up in Hosea 1; or could also reflect a
switch in number that is characteristic of the borders of paragraphs in Hebrew
poetrv.26 Although verse 2:3 is disjunctive in relation to 2:1 and 2:2 because it

The addressee of Sav to you brothers...” is 2mp.
De Regt analyzes changes in number categories in sections ofDeuteronom that resemble
prophetic speech. He finds that changes are used for intensity. but are also related to content.
“When lsrael is addressed about its historv (or is given a command for the immediate future in the
land). these forms tend to be plural.” De Regt. Participants in Old Testament Texts. $6. In this case
the opposite seems to be truc. The text is moving from the history oflsrael to the figurative plane of
familv relationships. In another article. De Regt proposes that shifis in grammatical person increase
the vitalitv ofdiscourse. while reducing the threat to the ultimate addressee. Israel. (cf. Lénart de
Regt. A Genre Feature in Biblical Prophecy and the Translator: Person Shift in Hose& Past.
Present Future: The Deuteronomistic Historv and the Prophets. (cd. Johannes C. de Moor and Harry
F. van Roov. Ontestamentische Stiidièn. volume 44: Leiden: BrilI. 2000. 232.)) De Regt does not
take into consideration the prophetic paradigm.
‘
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shifis the pragmatic context. it stiil allows the reader to make connections with the
story une in Hosea 1.

Ail five members of the family are “brought onto the stage” through increasingly
more intense speech events. The imperative “Say to

highlights a speech

event rather than an action event (see Table XIX), and is foiiowed by another
command to speak or accuse “Accuse your mother. accuse her!” (v.2:4a)27 One
imperative command—”Say to your brothers Ammi and to your sisters Ruhama”—
acts as a quotation frame to another command: “Accuse you mother, accuse her!”
Furthermore, the speaker’s status as a participant in the story becomes more and
more evident as the exhortation continues.

These two commands follow a pattem found eisewhere in prophetic texts.
Prophetic messenger speech formulas use hortatory discourse to frame a second
ievei of embedding:

t. Now, therefore. say to the peopie of Judah and the inhabitants of
Jerusalem:
2. Thus says the LORD:
Look. I am a potter shaping evii against you and devising a
plan against you. Tum now, ail of you ftom your evil way,
and amend your ways and your doings. (Jer 18:11)
The quotation frame in hortatory discourse has the same characteristics as those in
narrative texts. There is a metapragmatic verb “say to” that signais reported speech;
and there is a change in participant reference—the speaker refers to himseif as the
Lord in the embedded frame (#2). The following quotation from Isaiah shows a
quotation frame in hortatory discourse that personifies places as heraids and
messengers:
27

The verb rib is taken from the context ofthe law courts, and defines a communication event. “The
verb can mean to lay charges. denounce. bring evidence. argue a case. viz. the actions ofthe
aggrieved party. The situation here is typical: the chiidren have a grievance. but it is their father’s
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Get you up to a high mountain. O Zion. herald of good tidings; lift
up youi voice with strength, O Jerusalem. herald of good tidings,
lift it up. do flot fear: sav to the cities of Judah:
“Here is vour God!” (Is 40:9) (NRSV)
As these examples from Jeremiah and Isaiah show. quotation frames can also occur
in hortatory discourse.

In a discourse hierarchy. these quotation frames appear

within the speech of a participant in the text. which means the level corresponding
to the narrator is flot articulated.

In other words. these are examples of direct

speech that is not framed by the narrator. Moreover. the exhortation addressed to a
participant serves as the base for embedding the speech of another participant.

Hosea 2:3 and 2:4 are also possibly examples of direct speech that is flot frarned by
the narrator. Miller identifies unframed quotations in narrative genres, and she
concludes that unframed direct discourse occurs when the participant whose
speech is unframed is dominant within the immediate narrative its attribution to
one or another participant is neyer an issue.”28

MiIler’s observation about narrative texts is only partially true for Hosea 2. As we
shah see. the voice of a male participant is dominant in this chapter, but the text
also goes out of its way to obscure the identity of the speaker. for this reason. the
reader can attribute the unframed speech in verses 3 and 4 to Yahweh or Hosea.
The expected direct speech frame for Hosea 2:3-4 would be:

C

complaint. flot their own that is Iodged.” Andersen and Freedman. Hosea, 2 19.
MiNer. Represen/utïon of Speech. 226. In the case of chapters I and 2 ofHosea. the QpJy
participant whose speech is explicitly introduced at the level ofthe main story une is Yahweh.
Hosea’s role as a speaker is onk implied in the opening verses that activate a convention (the
prophetic paradigrn) that teils the reader “these are Yahweh’s %ords. mediated through the person of
a prophet.”

y) -)

*

l’ait weh/Hosea/h usbaitd said to Jezreel:
Say to your brothers and to your sisters...”:
“Accuse your mother. accuse her...”

Figure 22: Ptoposed Quotation Frames for Hosea 2:3-4

The relationship established by the proposed frames is consistent with nesting or
embedding in messenger speech formulas. where the addressee is commissioned
via a quotation frarne in hortatory discourse. By elirninating a quotation frame that
would identify the speaker. the text uses the roles of husband and father. which can
be applied to either Yahweh or Hosea, to increase the ambiguity in participant
reference.
While verses 2:3-4a and b focus on the father-chiidren relationship. verse 2:4c
highlights the speaker’s parallel role as husband via the divorce formula: “for she
is flot mv wife. and I am flot her husband.” There is no indication that the identity
ofthe speaker or the addressee has changed.

4.1.2.2. Hosea 2:5-7: Characterization of the Woman through the
Speech 0f the Male “I”
The male speaker who is both father and husband in verses 2:4-7 rernains constant.
l-le is implicitly present through hortatory discourse in 2:4 and cornes onstage

explicitly in 2 :5 with 1-embedding in the subject position. The addressees from
verses 2:4 to 2:5 are Jezreel, and the other chiidren who are invited to participate in
the accusation against their mother. The male speaker becomes the direct agent of
action. at verse 2:5c-d. through the use of Qat verbs and first person reference:

C

“Lest I strip ber

Ris action is described in mainline predictive discourse that

ends with another Hiphil “I will cause her to be killed bv thirst.” (2:5d) The resuits
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or consequences of resistance to the speaker’s exhortation in 2:4a are closely knit
together through the use ofthe conjunction

At verse 2:6, there is a possible change in addressee; the chiidren in verses 2:4 to
2:5 addressed in the context of exhortation (2mp) are now referred to in the third

person plural. This may simply indicate a topic shift in poetiy, but its effect is to
change the addressee who is not explicitly identified in the text. Does it also
indicate a shift in the identity of the speaker? Maybe not. Verse 2:6 continues in
predictive background discourse with the male speaker in the subject position(lcs),
The Fiel, a passive and causative construction, which may indicate the speaker’s
inner state.3° This verse could be read as a continuation of the “I” and lis actions
in predictive discourse in 2:5.

The focus ofthe next verse is on the woman and her actions. The description ofthe
woman (in 2:7) is developed in background narrative discourse, which serves as a
frame to the first of two times that she is quoted (in 2:7 and later in 2:9). (See
Table XIX, page 217.) The speaker at this point is probably the husbanWYahweh
using the “I” (“and lier sons I shah flot love” ims) in verse 2:6. The quotation
frame that follows is the third of a series of ‘ clauses that describe the mother’s
character and the reason for rejecting her sons. The quotation fmme that introduces
her speech does not specify the addressee and neither does the content of the
reported speech. The only chue is the use of the cohortative in eacli case, indicating
that she is the object as well as the speaking subject to whom the command is
addressed. She “tells herself’ to go after her loyers.
29

The division between 2:45 and 5-7 is artificial. Mthough verses 2:3-4a were analyzed separately
from 2:4b-7 in order to focus on the nature ofunftamed direct speech, there is no explicit indication
that there is a change in addressee before 2:8, therefore these verses belong in the same speaker’s
discourse field.
°
“The Pie! is associated with causation: the Pie! causes a state rather than an action (as the Hiphil,
for which we reserve the term causative, does). Since the object of causation is in a state of
suffering the effects of an action, it is inherently passive in part.” Waltke and O’Connor, Bibtical
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Are the woman’s commands to herseif exampies of internai speech or represented
thought?

tvrt

According to Miiler, words indicating thought do exist in Hebrew,

to think.” lDî to remember.” Tt).î “to mediate.” However these verbs are

aimost neyer found in quotation frames introducing the content of thought as direct
or indirect reported speech: “cross-linguisticaliy. speech is ofien used to represent
thought as if it were speech. even though no speech event occurs.”3’ In Hebrew,
direct internai speech is indicated by an expression such as she said in her heart
or “he said to his heart.

-

This does not occur in either quotation frame. In this

case the woman’s commands to herseif are embedded within the discourse of
another participant (not in that of a narrator) who recounts her past actions in
narrative discourse. The quotation frame and the content of her reported utterance
both conforrn to the requirements for direct speech. but they are embedded in the
male speaker’s fieid of speech through the use of the subordinating conjunction

‘.

Verse 2:7 ends with the content of the woman’s reported utterance--in mainline
hortatory discourse—foiiowed by a nominal clause. The four criteria conform to
SherwooOEs observation cited in the epigraph at the beginning of this chapter—the
woman’s speech and hence her seif-reflection is confined in the field of the maie
speaker.
4.1.2.3 Hosea 2:8-10: Punishment of the Woman Who does Not Know the Speaker
Afier illustrating the woman’s character in verses 2:4-7. the speaker shifis his
punishment in order to change her perception ofhimself. Verses 2: 8-10 iilustrate a
series of projected actions. and are therefore articulated primariiy in predictive
discourse. which is ciosely tied in with the speaker through I-embedding.

Hehrei Svntax. 400.
Miller. Representation of Speech. 290.
In fact. in Hosea l-3. the onk one who speaks to the tvomans heart is the male speaker (Hosea
2:16).
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Hebrew Test

IZ

Morphology
;? 2.8 Macro-svntactic
marker
rT Demonstrative
Tfl? W Nominal clause
Qal. Part. Act.
ms.

iil V1 Weqatal, G, lcs
:ir

mi-rh:’r X- neg. Yiqtol,
G. 3fs

]pfl 2.9a Weqatat, D, 3fs
D?

b Neg- Yiqtol, H.
3fs
L7: c Weqatal, D, 3fs
1] d Neg. Yiqtol, G.
3fs
e Weqatal. G. 3fs

T1D f Cohort. les, G

1J1Li

‘t’ Î:1ÙJ g Yiqtol, G. lcs

:1fl) fl ‘> 2it

‘

Nominal clause

h

7 ‘m 2.lOa Noun-- neg.‘

b

rn rrn n

T7 1’Z 9D

:575

LY7

Qatal, G, 3fs
X÷noun-Qatal,
G. lcs

c

X÷noun-Qatal.
H, les

Drm d

X—noun-Qatal.
G. 3cp

Discourse Type
Macro-svntactic
marker
3.1 Pred. Bckg
3.1 Pred. Bckg

Translation
Therefore

Behold me
The one
hedging up
your paths with
thoms
1.0 Pred. mainline I shah wall up
lier walt
2.2 Pred. Bckg
And ber paths
she shah flot
find.
1.0 Pred. maintine And she shah
ardently pursue
ber loyers
2.2 Pred. Bckg
She shall flot be
caused to
overtake them
1.0 Pred. mainline She shah seek
to find them
2.2 Pred. bckg
But she shah
flot find
uotation frame
Site shaH sas’ t
8
1.0 Pred.
Mainline
1.2 Hort.
I will go
Mainhine
2.2 Hort.
I wiIh retuni
Secondary hine
unto my mail,
the ftrst
Conjunction
For good to me
4.3 Hort. Setting
then. than now
2.2 Narration
And she did flot
bckg
know
2.2 Narration
That I gave to
bckg
lier the grain.
the new wine.
and the ftesh ou
2.2 Narration
And silver I
bckg
causedto
multiply for ber
2.2 Narration
Also gold thev
bckg actions
made for Baal.

Table XX: Characterization of the Woman Through Speech- 2:8 to 2:1O

Verse 2:l0a-c is shon on several rows in order to show the two events—Ï gave’ and

caused
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Verse 2:8 imrnediately shifis to predictive discourse marked by two macro
syntactic markers: “behold me”

“therefore” p5

.

The first marker (5 ) is a

causal link with the content of the previous quotation frame. and thus with the
description of the woman. The second, (‘2TT) switches the subject from the woman
to 1. the one hedging up your path with thoms,” in order to focus on the speaker’s
reactions.

In other words, the speaker becomes the agent of action, and the

addressee fluctuates from the woman (you) to an un-named addressee implied by
third person reference (3fs.)

The next quotation ftame

(y.

2:9) that introduces the woman’s speech is set in the

context of predictive discourse that shifts back and forth between background and
foreground prediction.

and swings back and forth between Fiel and Hiphil

constructions. When Waltke and O’Connor evaluate the Fiel /Hiphil stems. they
compare the Fiel to a subjective judgment about the subject. and the Hiphil to the
description of an objective event.34 This contrast may account for the switching
back and forth in

y.

2:9. The woman’s subjective (ardent) desire puts her loyers

into a state of being pursued or sought. The shifis between Fiel, Hiphil and Qal
stems. juxtaposed with her reported speech in vv. 2:7-8, skillfully represent a
woman whose desires vainly define her world and her relationships. She “ardently
pursues her loyers” (piel) but cannot “cause her loyers to be reached, or cannot
overtake them” (an objective event. Hiphif). This is followed by ‘she shah seek to
find them” (piel) but “she will not find” (Qal). which focuses on the real or “literai”
sense of the verb “to find.” Ail this leads to a quotation frame folÏowed by a
cohortative expressing volition: “I want to go” and I want to return to my first
man” (2:8).

to nluItipl\ “—which are subordinated to ‘know that” in 2:]Oa. Verse 2:lOd is at a different level of
subordination. and also articulates a swiich in topic from “she” to “they.”
‘4Waltke and O’Connor. Biblical Hehrcu Sintax. 407.
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Foilowing this. the woman is quoted in 2:9. with a quotation that resembles the first
one in verse 2:7.

However. this time she is cited in the context of mainline

predictive discourse. Once again. the quotation is in direct speech and there is no
mention of the addressee: She wiil say: “I want to go and retum to my man, the
first one

(2:9). The use of the cohortative within the content of the reported

speech points to the fact that this is probabiy internai speech, or at ieast speech she
addresses to herseif She is quoted within the discourse field ofthe dominant maie
speaker.

Verse 2:10 continues the illustration of the woman’s character in backgrounded
narration.

This verse highlights the contrast between the woman and the male

speaker by opposing she and L and especiaiiy by piacing she in first position
(2:lOa). h highuights the presence of the speaker through I-embedding: “She did
flot know that it was J gave to ber..

.“

and “grain, new wine. fresh ou and siiver I

multiplied to ber.” The speaker is the “I,” described in 2:8 as the “one hedging up
her paths,” who is also the one supplying ber with the material things she seeks.
The use ofthe X + noun

+

verb construction (2:lOc) focuses the reader’s attention

on the first element--goÏd. siÏver, I. A literai translation would be:

And siiver and gold I caused to multiply for her
And gold they made for Baal. (2:10)
Verse 2:ÏOa-c thus contrasts the woman’s lack of knowledge witb the male
speaker’s generosity.35 A switch in participant reference from her to they breaks
the intemal continuity of the speaker’s field of discourse.

The only explicit

continuity in each clause is the parallel reference to the “things’ tbat symbolize
plentv—food. silver. and gold. While this switch in participant reference moves the
In verses 2:lOa-c. the object complement ofthe verb ‘ is introduced by ‘D (that) followed by
clauses in b and c that describe what the woman does not know—namelv. who is the source of
specific material blessings. Verse 2: I Od. introduced by switches topics and is not subordinate to
‘D in2:lOa-c.
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Table XXI: The Husband Pursues the Woman: Verses 2:11-15
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reader from the speaker’s relationship with the woman. to the cultic misdemeanors
of the people. there is no indication that there is also a shifi in the identity of the
speaker or addressee.

4.1.2.4 Hosea 2:11-15 Stripping, Destruction, and Devastation in the
Discourse of the Speaking “I”
Inverses 2:11-15. the focus is on the speaker’s actions in response to the woman’s
thoughts and actions. There is no major break with the previous verses, except for
the use of

Î; ‘therefore’ to indicate the resuits or consequences of previous

actions. In these verses, lack of knowledge of the speaker is illustrated once again
via a direct quotation ofthe woman within the discourse field ofthe speaker.
At verse 2:11

T; the macro-syntactic marker that ofien precedes predictive
,

discourse introduces a new section that reverses the “possessions” of the woman.
The speaker daims them back. a fact emphasized by the use of “my” (pflSics)
attached to each noun. Two parts of this verse in main une predictive discourse re
introduce two aspects of punishment: he strips her of her possessions and he strips
lier of the materials for making clothing. Mainline shifts to background prediction
in verse 2:12. signaled by the use of rT.R7 (“and now”) a macro-syntactic marker
that indicates a change or dispiacement in time.36 The stripping is no longer limited
to removal of material possessions. but also includes an element of shame: “I will
snatch my wooÏ and my flax to cover up ber nakedness.”
Verses 2:13 to 2:15 continue the complex relationship between harlotry.
promiscuity the fruits ofthe land. the feasts. and the days ofthe Baals. Throughout
these verses. the same speaking ‘I” continues. except for one quotation frame. and

can have both a temporal and a logica] dimension. “Temporal adverbs are similarly oftwo
semantic types. Deictics, referring to the situation ofspeaking. may be stative (now. then’) or
dnamic (not yet. previouslv. already’). The stative temporal deictics rTrt7 and ‘n share with the
English counterpans now’ and then a logical force..., but the temporal and logical uses are best
ept distinct.” Waltke and M. O’Connor. Bibtieut Hehrew Svntax. 658.
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the formula Oracle of Yahweh” (2:15). The quotation frame in the midst of verse
2: 14 interrupts the flow of mainline predictive discourse, whose theme is a
continuation ofthe stripping or destruction ofmaterial things. In this case, the vine
and the fig tree will be devastated by the speaker. Although the quotation ftame is
nested in a main clause through the use ofthe subordinating conjunction.

it is

a fufl-fledged direct quotation. Pronominal reference shifts from the frame (3fs)
“she” to the reported utterance
my

(PflSics)

loyers gave (infi

“i1çy (Pfl3mp) are a harlot’s hire to

3mp)

to me

(PflSics)”

(y.

(PflSics)

which

2:14). The speaker clearly

changes afler the frame. but the reported utterance cannot be extracted or read
separately from its surroundings because the reference for “they” (the vine and tlie
fig tree) is in the discourse of the previous reporting speaker.

Although the

reported utterance is grammatically correct on its own, the use of anaphora ties it
inextricably into the discourse of the reporting speaker.

The content of the

quotation and the frame are in backgrounded narration, interrupting the flow of the
mainline predictive discourse.

The wornan is quoted in order to illustrate her

pattern of thought. not to give her a full-fledged voice in dialogue. The quotation
illustrates lier perception of the vine and fig tree as lier harlot’s hire. and is the
justification for their destruction. Ibis series of punishments (2:15) related to the
feasts ofthe Baals concludes with the formula “Oracle ofYahweh.”
What does tlie formula ‘Oracle of Yahweh” tell the reader about the discourse
hierarchy in the text? Ihe function of the formula in this context is difficuit to
assess. Is it Yahweh speaking ofhis own speech in third person? Does the prophet
Hosea pronounce “Oracle of YahweW’? Most scholars assume that this expression
is a quotation that indicates the beginning or the end of an oracle, and is the
prophet’s voice pointing towards the divine origin ofthe speech. Two factors may
contribute to this assumption: (1) designation of God by name; and (2) ambiguity
created by no quotation frame to define the speaker-addressee relationship.
Hypothetical frarnes that show how this formula could be located in the discourse
hierarchv would look like:
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*Hosea said Oracle of Yahweh
*YaI,3veIl said: Oracle of Yahweli
*He said: Oracle of Yahweh

Figure 23: Hypothetical Quotation Frames for Oracle of Yahweh
Each of these frames refers to the hierarchy of speaker-addressee relationships. and
the prophetic paradigm differently. The first one, with Hosea as the speaker, refers
to the proclamation stage, whereas the second brings the reader back to the
inspiration stage ofthe prophetic paradigm. The addressees would be the people to
whom these verses were proclaimed. The second quotation frame locates the
expression in Yahweh’s discourse field. Ahhough the addressee is not named, it is
likely to be the prophet, and thus locates the expression in the inspiration stage of
the paradigm. The third quotation frame simply reinforces ambiguity. since the
third person reference does flot specify the identity ofthe speaker.
Research of this expression has yielded diverging conclusions.
corpus shows evidence of

The prophetic

being used interchangeably with

In other words. the expression itself is used as a quotation frame.

rn,rr

T(j

Meier cites

parallel passages in Jeremiah (49:1 $ and 50:40) to illustrate this finding.37 In these
cases. the word “oracle” is functioning as a metapragmatic verb. rather than a noun.
The most common assumption is to view this as a quotation frame that indicates the
closing ofa speaker’s field or domain. However there is no basis for this decision:
it is evident that context is the only means of discriminating
when
functions as a marker of the close of speech. the
beginning of speech. or a medial marker in the midst of speech.
But if context is the sole means of determining its significance,
then one caimot use it as a means of structuring a text without
other formal controls. .It is a common interpretative principle in
•

.

.

The LXX translates Oracle ofYahweh and “Yahweh said’ interchangeable, flot onlv in
Jererniah. but in other prophetic texts (for example Zech 1:3. Hag 2:8’). Most examptes cited are
texts that are later than Hosea. Meier. Speoking About Speaking. 311.
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biblical interpretation. but it is an interpretative principle that is
groundless.38

Other studies discover different functions for this formula.

Parunaks study of the

use of this formula in Jeremiah show that it is found mostly in the main body of an
oracle.39 In other words, it appears mainly within the quoted locution rather than in
a quotation frame. In this case. ‘Oracle of Yahweh” functions at the paragraph
level to indicate the focus ofa clause or phrase:

In short. COL [Oracle of the Lord] is a marker of.
“focus”; a
highly local highlighting of a clause or phrase that merits the
recipient’s special attention. It sets off the clause or phrase with
which it is associated from the context, as though it were printed in
italics or boldface type.4°
.

.

If Pamnak’s conclusion is true, then “Oracle of Yahweh” probably marks “but me
she had forgotten” the context of 2:15.

Yet another explanation of the function of “Oracle of Yahweh” is to view it as an
indicator of the structure of paragraphs. It can mark: paragraph conclusion.
separation between parallel pairs in poetic passages, introduction to formulas,
separation between accusation and consequences, or it can.act as a paragraph-initial
marker.4’

To conclude. further study of the prophetic corpus is needed to determine how the
expression “Oracle of Yahweh” fits in the hierarchy of speech defined by each text,
as well as how the expression functions in relation to the prophetic paradigm. At
38

Meier. Speaking ofSpeaking, 309-10.
Parunak summarizes the four components of an oracle as: Incipit. Background, Dispatch. and
Body. He found that Oracle ofthe Lord” is used 175 times during the delivery ofthe original
message to the original audience. Parunak, “Some Discourse Functions,” 489-5 19.
°
Parunak, “Some Discourse Functions 5 11.
41
See survey of sources in Parunak, “Some Discourse Functions,” 508-09.
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verse 2:15. “Oracle of Yahweh” scems to be functionine as a marker ofclosure. but
it is difficuit to assess where it is located in the hierarchy of speech in the text. As
we shah see in verses that follow. “Oracle of Yahweh” seems to fuffiul other
functions as well.

4.1.3 Restoration via a Series of Speech Events: Hosea 2:16-25
Hosea 2:16-25 is the third major division in chapter 2. The focus of the text shifis
from judgment and punishment. to courtship and restoration. Family relationships
are restored. as well as the relationship between the land, the husband and the
woman. Whereas action figured highly in 2:1-15. speech is the main vehicle for
bringing about change in this section. While the previous section contained a rich
variety of discourse types—hortatory, predictive, and narrative—this one uses
predictive discourse almost exclusively. What it lacks in discourse types, it makes
up for in direct and figurative references to speech.

It uses I-embedding. direct

quotation within the field ofa speaker. and formulae associated with prophetic texts
as verses 2:1-15 do. but also uses the act of answering to represent the response of
human participants. as well as nature to the speakers actions.

Although the text remains within the male speaker’s discourse field, Hosea 2:16-25
can be divided into six sub-divisions that follow switches in the identity or
relationship of the addressees to the speaker. The highhight of this section is the
restoration of the relationship between the woman and the speaker. which is
brought about through speech acts. Courtship takes place in 2:16-7. as the speaker
persuades” her in the desert: the woman’s knowledge of his true identity is
brought into focus by the use of the formula “Oracle of Yahweh” as well as direct
quotation in 2:18: and the betrothal formula repeatedly re-establishes the

___________________________
_________________

_______________
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relationship in 2:21-22. At the center ofthis restoration is the rejection or removal
oftlie Baals from her mouth in 2:19.42

4.1.3.1 Hosea 2:16-17: The Speaker “Persuades” the Woman
These verses summarize the restoration of the relationship between the speaker and
the woman.

They also introduce the use of rt317 respond or answer,” a word that

can be used as a meta-pragmatic verb in a quotation frame responding to a question
or statement. In this case. however, the text also uses it to signal a response that is
flot a speech act. This non-metapragmatic function is carried even further in verses
2:

23-24,

where the respondents are personified aspects of creation.
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..
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Table XXII: Restoration of Relationship Via a Series of Speech Events: Hosea 2:16-17

Verse 2:16 ‘Therefore. behold I am persuading her and I will bring lier into the
wildemess and speak to lier heart” is curious because it highlights a speech act, and
its location.

12

1

and T?T bring the main une of narration to a halt and act as a

These subdivisions are shown visually in Table XVII, page 203. as wetl as in Table XXII on this

page.
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transition to predictive discourse. The focus shifts from the womans actions in
2:15 to the speakers in 2:16. The act ofspeaking is reversed (from accusation to
persuasion) and the intimacy of the speech act is conveyed by the formula speak
unto her heart.” normaliy used to refer to interior speech or thought. Rather than
represent his own act of speaking (with a quotation frarne such as ‘I will speak to
her heart and say: ) the speaker simply notes the fact that this action will take place
(diegetic summary).

Verse 2:16 serves as a bridge to the reversai ofthe punisbrnent described in 2:8 to
2:15, illustrated by the retum ofmaterial things--’I will give to her, her vineyards”
(2:17 in mainline predictive discourse), and a change in the relationship with the
woman (in background prediction). This change is structured as a series of clauses
that give increasing prominence to speech events: “I am persuading ber” (2: 16b),
‘1 will speak to her heart” (2:16d) and ‘she will answer.

.

.“

(2:17b). The woman

is the object of the description and the addressee of the supposed speech event
(2:16b and d). In 2:17b she responds” to the male speaker, but her “response” is
flot quoted directly.

At this point it is worth examining the function of the word T?117 “answer” since it
describes the woman’s response in 2:17, and is also used extensively in the
description of the closing speech events in 2:23 to 2:25. The primary meaning of
the verb is ‘to respond” or ‘to answer” although it also can mean “to be
responsive”. “amenable”. “docile.” 3DB lists tI37 as a metapragmatic verb on its
own. and as well as in multiple verb frames in non-prophetic texts.13 According to
Miller. T?7 is found primarilv in direct speech in multiple verb quotation frames:
“The use of TT7 in a multiple-verb quotation frame reflects a typical dialogic
situation in that it ofien introduces a second pair-part that gives an appropriate

F. Brown, S. Driver. and C. Briggs. The Brown-Dtiver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon, With
an 4ppendix Containing the Biblical Ata,naic, (Peabody, Mass: Hendrickson. 1996). 772-6.
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response to a first pair-part”44 Nevertheless, rliV is used differently in poetic and
prophetic texts: “The distribution of T? in poeùy is disproportionately low
compared to its appearance in prose.

This stands in marked contmst with the

Ugaritic texts where it is the standard marker of DD in narrative poetry.”45 Meier
states that it neyer marks direct discourse in the Psaims, Lamentations, Ezekiel,
Hosea, Obadiah., Micah, Nahum, Zephamah and Malachi.

If T7 does not mark direct speech in Hosea, what other functions does it fulfiul?
Given the context set up in v.2: 16, “1 am persuading her” and “I will speak to ber
heart” Tifl? could also indicate an act that is flot a speech act, i.e., an action rather
than a speech event: she will return or accept the things given to her by the one who
is persuading her. In this specffic case, however, “She wiIl answer there as the
days of her youth, her going up from the land of Egypt” is flot the response to a
dialogic pair-part. It follows two clauses (in 2:16) that describe the occurrence ofa
speech act, but not its contents: “She will answer there, as the days of her youth,
ber going up from the land ofEgypt.” This example does flot describe the contents
of the speech act, but the manner—through reference to the past in time and
space—in which it is delivered.

Could this be a case of non-conversational reported speech, in which “only one
individual speaks and no spoken response is given, and indeed, no response is
expected”?46 Probably flot. Ail ofthe examples ofnon-conversational speech given
by Miller contain a direct speech quotation frame. Or, could it be “direct speech
[whichJ is used solely as a narrative trope for structuring the text topicatly”?47 “She
will answer there.
is flot direct speech because there is no quotation frame, and
.

.

.“

Miller, Representation ofSpeech, 320.
Meier, Speaking about Speaking, 179.
‘‘4 Mïller, Representation of Speech, 285.
Muter, Representation ofSpeech, 286.

‘
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hence. no switch in pronominal reference.

This use of “answer” is possiblv a

specific form of indirect speech—the diegetic surnrnarv:

An indirect speech report may be reduced so drastically that only
the fact of a speech event is represented without any indication of
its content.
.all that remains of the reported speech event is just
the notice that it took place.18
.

.

In this particular case. the deictics “she (3fs) will respond” indicate that the speech
event is incorporated into the discourse of the speaking “L” (the one who says “I
will give to ber.

.

.etc. 2:17) thus fliffihling the criteria for indirect speech.49

However, this particular clause is not simply limited to a notice that the response
took place, but also indicates (by a prepositional phrase. a time margin) the maimer
in which the response is given: “as in the days ofher youth. as the day of her going
up from the land of Egypt.”5°

These two prepositional phrases slide from the

present. to the woman’s past. to the event ofthe Exodus, thus characterizing her as
an individual and then as a community. The use of

T37

in this verse may be

anticipating the woman’s answer as direct speech in verse 2:18.

In sum, the idea that the word

rr appears in a diegetic summary is very

hypothetical and is flot supported either by the studies of Miller or Meier. Their
data show that fl.I7 appears most ofien in multiple verb frames in narrative texts.
At this point it is difficutt to distinguish between a diegetic summary. stating that
speech will take place. and the figurative use of the word to answer” (which can
also mean “testify” or “respond”) to indicate action rather than speech. This is
particularly true in 2:20 where the respondents are flot human. Another possibility

Muter, Representation ofSpeech, 137.
See Chapter 2.
°
A margin” is anything flot assigned to the nucleus ofa clause (the verb plus its obligatory
arguments): thus the periphery ofa clause, or the onset and coda ofa syllable. Peter Matthews.
Dictionari’ of Linguistics. 250.
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in 2:17 is that

rî3?

is being used to highuight other rneanings ofthe verb to describe

the gualitv ofthe woman’s response: responsive. arnenable. or docile.

4.1.3.2 Hosea 2:18: Woman “Knows” Speaker as Husband
While verses 2:16-17 foreshadow the womans quoted speech in 2:18 as a response
to the speaker’s actions, verse 18 illustrates ber response through direct quotation.
In the terms used by Anglo-American critics. the text first telis the reader about the
woman’s response, and then shows’” or illustrates it via direct quotation.

Hebrew Text
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Table XXIII: Hosea 2:18 —The Woman Knows Yahweh
The next phrase. the prophetic formula “It

shah

be on the day”

(y.

2:18)

refocuses

the

reader’ s attention on the speech act as oracle. “Oracle of the Yahweh” indicates

that

the woman’s answer is embedded in the context of an oracle, an effect that is

heightened

by the

fact that the speaker-addressee relationship changes.

Yahweh’ focuses attention on the nature of
is the quotation frame.

time (‘and it will

speech act; and “you

wilÏ

cail me”

These three clauses also contain references to place and

corne to pass on

shifis in prophecy.

the

“Oracle of

that day”). devices that usually emphasize major
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The woman who was the object when the speech act is descrihed before the
formula Oracle of Yahweh now becornes the addressee in the speakers discourse
domain. as shown by the quotation frames you will call’ and “you will not cali
again” in predictive discourse. In spite of the fact that caIl’ is attested as a verb
used in direct quotation frames. and the deictic changes from the frame to the
content ofthe quotation (you (2fs) to I tics)). this clearly is not a dialogic situation.
The controlling voice (who uses predictive discourse in the quotation frame)
maintains its hold. and controls the woman’s speech.

4.1.3.3 Hosea 2:19-20: Rejection of the Baals
At verse 2:19, the speaker-addressee relationship shifis again, as the woman is no
longer addressed directly (2fs), but as a third person (object of speech) in a
prepositional phrase. stili in predictive discourse: “I will (cause) to remove the
names of the Baals from lier mouth.” This pattem is consistent with the speaker

-

addressee relationship as it was before the ‘Oracle of Yahweh” formula. In 2:1 9b
the Baals are stiil in focus through the use of a passive NiphaÏ. An unspecified
they” is the agent of the word “remember.” The use of the Niphal may indicate a
more general. unidentified subject: and they shaH flot be remembered by their
name” instead of ‘she will flot remember them by name.” This ‘gnomic” Niphal
shifis to the 3mp QaÏ of”and I will cut out to them a covenant in that day” (2:20)
whereby the speaker becomes the agent of action.
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Hebrew Text

Morphology

Discourse
Translation
Type
1) ‘5’] flJti—
‘P7DTfl 2.19a Weqatal. H.
1.0 Pred.
I wiii (cause to)
mainiine
lcs
remove the narnes of
the baais ftom her
mouth
:tyZ
And they shaH flot be
b X-neg.-Yiqtol. 2.1 Pred.
N. 3mp
Bckg
remembered again by
their names
Ti DiZ h
D7?5 flDJ 2.20 a Weqatal, G.
1 wiii cut out to them
1.0 Pred.
Ï
mainline
cs
a
covenant in that
‘
-t-rtn7
TID.7 b
day
mrn
with the animais of
the fieids. and with
the birds ofthe
heavens, and the
creeping things ofthe
land.
7U
ri Dirn nØ c X-nouns2.2 Pred.
And bow, and sword,
Yiqtoi, G, lcs Bckg
and battie I wili
break ftom the earth
tW7
1.0 Pred.
I shah cause them to
d Weqatai. H,
ics, 3mp, sf
mainhine
hie down secureiy

Table XXIV: Analysis

of

Hosea 2:19 to 20

Verse 2:20 maintains the speakef s role as the agent of action, but introduces a shifi
from “human” participants to the (personified) contents of creation. It opens with
predictive discourse that describes Yahweh’s act of ‘cutting” a covenant, followed
by a prepositional phrase that fus in the identity of ‘them”, as the animais of the
fields, birds of heaven. and the creeping things of the land. The next verse is a
prepositional phrase in first position 20e, with the verb pushed towards the end of
the clause. This creates a contrast between the animais ofthe earth and impiements
of war. Verse 2:20 ends with an emphasis on the creatures of creation living in
peace and security.

4.1.3.4 Hosea 2:21a-b: Betrothal,
At verse

Responses,

and

Transformation of Participants

2:2 1, the speaker retums as a participant in the marnage relationship. The

speaker-addressee relationship shiifs once more to

and

21s:

I will betroth thee to
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me

in the context of mainline predictive discourse. Three successive uses of

the Fiel

.

spanning verses 21 and 22 (literally: I will cause you to be in

a state of betrothaF’. if the Fiel is interpreted as causing a state.) prepare for the
1uiow1edge of Yahweh.’ the first and oniy tirne that the name of God is used
when addressin the woman. The Fiel emphasizes the bringing about of a state”
of betrothal

or righteousness, justice.

loving

kindness.

compassion,

and

faithfuiness, which resuits (Qui) in knowledge of Yahweh. H.W. Wolff describes
the act of betrothal cuiminating in payment of the bridai price as a specific type of
speech act—verba solemnia:
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Hebrew Text

f.

Morphobgy

Discourse

Translation

Weqatal, D, les,

1.0 Pred.
mainline

I wiIl betroth thee to

Befrothal

37’? ‘7 j’rpDX 2.21 a

2fs,

2 ‘7 b

:‘rrI yr

sf.

Weqatal, D, lcs,

1.0 Pred.

2fs, sf

mainline

I will betroth thee to me in
in

nghteousness, and

and in
and in

judgment,

.

me

forever

kindness

lovmg

compassion.
VZ ‘‘

‘fl1 2.22 a

mm—nx

1FP b

Weqatal, D, les,

10 Pred.

Iwiil betroththeeto me in

2fs, sf

mainline

faithfulness

Weqatal, 1 cs,

1.0 Pred.

You shah know

2fs. sf

mainline

Yahweh

2. Yahweh Answers, and Nature
Responds to

Jezreel
2.23

1fl

Xii

a Weqatal, G,

les

4.1 Pred.

And

it

shah

be on

that day

Setting
b

Yiqtol, G, les

2.1 Pred.

I

will

answer

Bckg.
1Ïrr’D e

Nominal

clause

Quotation

Oracle ofYahweh

Frame?

?ZFfl

d

Yiqtol, G, lcs

2.1 Pred.

“1

will

answer

the

heavcns

Bckg.

U17’

7i

e

?red.

X-pronoun-

2.1

&kg.

And they WiIl
eaflh

ans Wer

Yigtol, G, 3mp

2.1 ?red.

And the earth

wihl answer

Bckg.

the

rn i7I1 1’fl 2.24 a X-noun+Yiqtol,
yi-r, i’n-n, G, 3ms

grain

and the

:pT

b

and the

the

new wine

fresh ou

X-noun+Yiqtol,

2.1 Prcd.

And the

G. 3ms

Bckg.

Jezseel.”

Weqatal,G,lcs,

1.0 Pred.

3fs, sf

Mainline

“Iwillsowhertomeinthe
land

will answer

3. Transformation of Female
Participants

f

n*;

P7’JUflT1

2.25a

[
b
rrjj ‘TTI5
L_____________________
4.

ReversaI of Disinhenson

Weqatal D, 1 es,

1.0 Pred.

I will pity

3fs, sf

Mainline

Lo

Weqatal, G, les

Quotation

I will say to Lo Ammi:

Ruhamma

Formula

2i2 ,J1?i e

Frame

‘7Z7 d

Nominal clause

m

X-pronounYiqtol, G, 3ms

e

1.0 Pred.
mainline
4.3 Pred.
Setting
Quotation
Frame
2.2 Pred.

“My people

And he wilJ say:

Bckg.

‘fj f Sentence
fragment

4.3 Pred.
Settmg

(are) you”

“My

God”

Table XXV: Analysis of Hosea 2: 21-25
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Onlv now does the change announced in 16f become entirelv clear:
the old marnage is not to be reconstituted. but a completelv new

one to 5e created. The threefold occurrence of the words I will
make you my own”
solemnly attest to the binding legal act of
marnage:si
...

Verse 2:23 is the build-up for a series of”answers’ which can be descnibed literally
as diegetic summaries, or figuratively as a physical response to Gods action. This
verse begins with the phrase that indicates a major shifi in prophecy “and it shah be
in the day.’ foliowed by a description of a possible speech act I am about to
answer.” culminating in the formula “Oracle of Yahweh.”

This resembles the

build-up for the iast tirne the woman is quoted in verses 2:16-17.

Oracle of

Yahweh” precedes a speech act where there is a major shifi in a participant’s status
vis-à-vis the speaker. In verse 2:18, the woman is beginning to know Yahweh.
Here, in verse 2:23. nature moves into a new relationship with him. The major
difference between these two examples is that the respondents are flot hurnan, but
the personified earth, grain, new wine, fresh oil.2

The text places family

relationship in the foreground. and the relationship with nature in the background.
Yahweh responds to the heavens. and 2:23 ends with ail elements of nature
responding to Jezreel, which means “God sows.” The name JezreeÏ is pivotai at
this point in the speakers field of discourse. It closes the answers” given by
different elements of creation. whulc at the same time evoking the family unit that
shapes the entire chapter. Verse 2:24 ends with they will answer Jezreel” and 2:25
continues using the same root with a feminine sufflx—”I wiil sow her.” Previously
the string of answers or responses is in background predictive discourse. yet at this
point there is a sudden shift to mainline prediction. There is no transition or change
to another pragmatic context (i.e. speaker and addressee do flot change), but the
51

This contrasts with the speech act of separation where the addressees are the chidren in 2:2 and
2:3. Wolff. Hosea. 52.
52
Personification is the attribution ofhuman traits to non-human entities. In this case. the earth.
grain. new wine, and fresh ou are personified ifthe verb answer” describes a speech act, or any
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wornan’s function changes. She is sown by Yahweh (Jezreel). as seed in the land.
Her planting in the land is followed by Lo Ruhamma. who becomes Ruhamma.
in the speakers discourse field.

Hosea 2 closes with an adoption formula. thus completing the chiastic structure of
this chapter. Verba soÏemnia that ratify adoption, divorce, betrothal. and covenant
formulas define. build and destroy relationships throughout this chapter.

The

adoption and disinherison formulas are represented in direct speech throughout the
text. Table XXVI on the following page compares the three times these quotation
frames appear in the entire text. A major difference between the quotation frames in
Hosea I and those in verse 2:25. is that the first frame is in the narrator’s discourse
field or domain (1:9). whereas these are in the speakers (Yahwehs).

In other

words. the quotation frames in 2:25 are in first person discourse.

Another

difference between Hosea 1 :9 and 2:25 is that in 2:25 flot only Yahwehs speech is
quoted but also the child’s—Lo Ammi’s for the first time.

In Hosea. the disinherison and adoption formulae construct and dissolve identities
from different perspectives. The first formula (1:9) affects the kinship relationship
between God and his people, and dissolves their respective child-parent identities.
The child represents a group” identity that is dissolved through the initiative of
God. The adoption formula in 2:1 re-establishes the father-son relationship from
the point of view of an un-specified. “gnomic’ speaker(s).

In this verse. the

children are related to a group identity (lsrael). They are objects of speech, and the
father is specifically identified as ‘the living God.” Finally, in 2:25, Yahweh re
establishes the father/son relationship and the son recognizes the father as “My
God.” The son is Ammi. an individtial identity. whose narne refers to a people.
Identity and kinship relationships provide a transition from chapter 1:9 to 2:1 as
welI as an ideological framework for Hosea 2.

other action that responds to the speaker’s action.
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Hebrew Text

Morphology

Discourse
Type

Translation

1. Possible Disinherison Formula 1:9:
Narrators Discourse Field
1.9 Wayyiqtol.

?ZWJ

G. 3ms

Quotation
frame

He said

1.0 Narration
-

‘77 ?‘7 17)1V

i?

lmpv. 2ms

mainline

Hortatory-

Cali his name Lo Ammi

mainline
‘

7D3J

X ‘?

DD5

DX1

Nominal

Conjunction

for you flot my people

clause

4.3
4.3

And I am flot to you

Nominal

Seuing
Seuing

clause

2. ReversaI of 1:9 in 2:1?
Unidentified Speaker I Narrator

brr 7’]W

X-

Yiqtol.

Quotation

N,

3ms

frame

.which it vas said to
them:
. .

x=
conjunction
2.1 Pred.
bckg

D!

Nominal

4.3 Pred. Set.

Not my people you

Quotation
frame

It wïII be said to them:

clause

ir’

Yiqto], N.
3ms. 2mp
sf.

2.1 Pred.
bckg

:rr ‘3

Nominal

4.3 Pred. Set.

Children ofthe Living God

Quotation

t wiII say (o Lo Ammi:

clause

3. ReversaI of Disinherison Formula
2:25: Speaker’s Discourse Field

‘rnxi

Weqatal,

G.

les

Frame
1.0 Pred.
mainline

‘7)37

Nominal

4.3 Pred.

clause

Sening

71D? m X-pronoun-

Quotation

Yiqtol. 3ms

Frame
2.2 Pred.

Nominal

4.3 Pred.

clause

Seuing

Mv people you

And he ‘viII sav:

Bckg.

‘r?5

My God

Table XXVI: Comparison of Quotation Frames for Lo Ammi in Hosea J-2
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Hosea 2 nests the divorce / betrothal dynamic within the two adoption formulae
that frame this chapter—a dynamic that also dissolves and reconfigures identities.
Table XXV on page 242 shows the location of the divorce and betrothal formulas
between boxes 2 and 3.

In 2:4 the divorce dissolves the identity of the two

participants: “she is flot my wife’ and 1 am flot ber husband. In 2:18. Yahwehs
identity as husband, and flot Baal is re-established through direct speech.

The

woman’s identity as the one betrothed is only re-established in 2:21.
4.1.4 Conclusion: Who Speaks in Hosea 2?
Hosea 2 can be roughiy divided into two sections. according to who speaks in the
text.

In Hosea 2:1-2. a speaker who is flot identified bv a quotation frame or

through internai (self) reference introduces the reversai of the people’s identity as
Not my peopie” to “Chuidren of the living God.” Hosea 2:3-25, is dominated by
the voice of an “I” who enters into the roles of father, (implicitly) as husband. and
God. Both of these sections are highly ambiguous because they avoid identifying
the speaker in the speaker-addressee relationship. The text neyer specifies clearly
where God is speaking. or where the prophet is speaking about his own experience
on behalf of God. The reader is thus unabie to “ground” a hierarchy of discourse
domains in Hosea 2.

Another element that fosters ambiguity in the text is that the prophetic paradigm—
God speaks to prophet. who then speaks to the people—is neyer ciearly articulated
in Hosea 2. A reader expecting clear boundaries between discourse domains such
as those associated with the messenger speech formula (thus says the Lord),
encounters only characteristics that are used to structure prophecy internally;
Iogical connectors such as D (for) and î (therefore): the demonstrative particle
‘T

(behoid me); and time margins associated with shifts in chronology in

prophetic discourse ]JI37 (and now),

(on that day). The expression
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(Oracle of Yahweh) evokes the prophetic paradigm: however. the reader
has no other indication of whether or flot the content refers to God speaking to the
prophet, or to the prophet re-transmitting the word received.

Aithough the primary function of reported speech is to signal the embedding of one
speech event within another, in Hosea 2, the full range of types of reported speech
is used more broadly. Reported speech is a tool that constructs the subjectivity of
the speaking I” in 2:3-25 (to be discussed in the next section.) Direct speech is
used to illustrate the woman’s thought processes (2:7, 9), and the reversai of Lo
Arnmi’s name (2:1, 25). Possible diegetic summaries (especially those based on
the word ‘answer”) are used figuratively to illustrate the disposition and response
of both animate and inanimate participants to one another: “I will answer the
heavens; and they will answer the earth; and the earth will answer the grain and the
new wine, and the fresh ou; and they will answer Jezreel.” (2:23-4). Finally,
expressions pattemed on verba soÏemnia relating to divorce (“she is not my wife
and I am not her husband” 2:4), betrothal (“you will call me my husband’ and no
longer cali me ‘my Baal”2:18), disinherison (‘Not my people” 1:9), and adoption
(‘I will say to Lo Ammi: ‘My peopie are you.’ And he will say: ‘My God’.” 2:25)
de-construct and construct reiationships within the text.

The uncertainty created by the blurring ofthe discourse hierarchy is reinforced by
the mise-en-ahyrne effect created when Hosea 2 is read in relation to Hosea 1.
When an event is anticipated, or inserted proleptically in a story, (for example,
when Hosea 1 is read before Hosea 2) this creates anticipation concerning the
consequences and resolution of the event. Recursive embedding (such as mise-en
abyme) is a form of prolepsis (on a thematic level). and thus anticipates or

rearranges the meaning of events in a text. The result is that it rearranges the
perspective in which the events were first read. Things are cast in another light to
make the reader reaiize that however precise his prior knowledge of the outcome. it
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had stili in some way been inadequate.’3 This topic will be explored in more depth
in chapter 6.

b conclude. Hosea 2 creates ambiguity by using a spectrum of types of reported
speech. thus blurring the boundaries between discourse domains. It is flot possible
to establish the identity of the participants in the speaker-addressee relationship.
As we shah see in the next section. this ambiguity relating to the pragmatic context
of speech allows the text to construct the subjectivitv of a speaking “I” who is not
known. and later known by the woman. as welI as the reader.

4.2 Who Perceives in Hosea 2?
Focalization or perspective, as we have seen in chapter 2. is a dynamic
phenomenon that shifis vantage points, emphasizing or de-emphasizing the
perception of speakers and participants in a text.

Perspectivization and

subjectification are two strategies that shifi vantage points, and thus alter
perspectives in a text. Perspectivization occurs expÏicitly when a speaker “lends”
his referential center (R) and subject of consciousness (S) to another participant in a
text. thus creating a new “I” as an embedded speaker.51 Direct quotation, where the
narrator’s field ends with a quotation frame followed by the embedded speaker’ s, is
one example of this strategy. In some instances. a speaker (the representing self)
may lend” these vantage points to an earlier representation of his or her self.”
thus creating first person narration or autobiography.

Kosea 2 encodes focalization or perception in the text in a way that is dramatically
different from Hosea 1.

In Hosea 1, four quotation frames in the narrator’s

discourse field set up Yahweh’s speech. so that the discourse fields or domains
have explicit boundaries. Thus the strategy employed in this chapter is primarily
Jefferson, “Mise en Abyme and the Prophetic” 201. As we shah see in chapter 6. Hosea 2 is flot
an exact example ofmise-en-ab’’me.
The referential center includes the time. space. and addressee (the pragmatic context) in which the
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perspectivization.

In Hosea 2. however. perspectivization seems to disappear

completely, and subjectification foregrounds the speakers inner world—the active
consciousness ofa speaking subject who is flot the narrator.

How does subjectification occur? Subjectivity is represented in a text when the
current speaker expresses bis or her attitude. evaluation, or judgment of the
information conveyed.55

In other words, information is filtered through the

speaker’s consciousness. According to Sanders and Spooren. the speakers
consciousness can be established by various linguistic means, such as modality.
subjective I-embedding, prediction, conditionaïs, and evaluative reflections.56 The
current speaker’ s location in space and time in relation to the events he or she
describes also contributes to the subjectification of a speaker’ s domain. “The fact
that a narrative is represented from the point of view of that [representing
consciousness] is shown in part through expressions of the selfs perceptions,
actions, evaÏuations. introspections, in part through spatial deictics with the self as
center.”57

In prophetic speech, deictics relating to time are important aspects of the
construction of the textual world through discourse. The formula “On that day”
performs a deictic function, telling the addressee (or reader) that the events
described are not taking place in the present. but in a time frame of possibility. The
vantage point shifts from the time of “telling” to a possible time, yet to be
determined.

lime in prophecy is constructed in relation to the location of the

representing consciousness,” whose time frame may flot exactly match that of the
participants in the text.
speaker’s speech act takes place.
The term subjective as it is used here does flot mean something that is “unreal” or exists only in
the consciousness ofa subject. Furthermore, there is no pejorative value attached to the term.
Subjectivity is the property of language that reflects a speaker’s standpoint.
56
Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective, Subjectivity, and Modality.” 91.
Chafe. Discourse, Consciozisness ana’ lime, 234. In addition to deictics, l-embedding and
prediction are used to represent the self in first-person discourse.
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In Hosea 2. deictic expressions associated with specific parts of prophetic speech.
such as “therefore.” (2:8. 2:11. 2:16). “behold,” “and now.” “on that day.” and
Oracle of Yahweh can signal important changes in subjectivity. The flrst three
expressions—”therefore.” “behold.” “and now”—have ofien been defined in terms
of the logical connection they provide between different parts of an oracle.
However, in the discussion of Hosea 2:3-25, we will show that they can also signal
a change in the perception ofthe entity or self being discussed.
At this point we will define the concept of a vantage point by using a theatre
metaphor developed by Ronald Langacker. This will allow us to track the subtle
changes in subjective vantage points that characterize Hosea 2. The theatre
metaphor illustrates the fact that physical proximity or distance is used cross
linguistically to represent empathy or emotional distance. Langacker uses two
points of reference to define the process of perception: the perceiving individual
and the entity perceived (Sanders and Spooren use two points to define a vantage
point.) The perceiving individual can lengthen or shorten the distance from the
perceived entity, as well as broaden or narrow the area of perception. Langacker
defines objectivity and subjectivity in terms of ‘onstage” and “offstage” positions.

Perceiver’s
position

B

‘Onstage” area

Figure 24: A Iheatre Metaphor: The Dynamics of Objectivity and Subjectivity

C

When the perceiver moves away from the “onstage” area (or is “offstage”) and the
entity is clearly defined onstage as the object of perception (B), the relationship is
objective. In one type of subjective relationship, the entity perceived is non-salient;
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it is located off the stage area (A). In other types of subjectivitv. the perceiver draws
doser to the onstage area. even to the point of becorning the entity perceived
(movement shown by the double-headed arrows in the diagram). In other words.
the perceiver becomes B in the diagram. the object of maximal self-perception.
Each step along this path towards focused seif-examination increases the viewer’s
construal and diminishes that of the perceived entity.”8 When the perceiver moves
away from the onstage’ area (or is “offstage”) and the entity is clearly defined
onstage as the object of perception (B), the relationship is objective:
The contrast between subjective and objective construal therefore
reflects the inherent asyrnmetry between a perceiving individual
and the entity perceived. The asymrnetry is maximized wlien the
perceiver is so absorbed in the perceptual experience that lie loses
ail awareness of self, and when the object perceived is well
delimited. wholly distinct from the perceiver. and located in a
region of high perceptual acuity. .the entity construed subjectively
is implicit and hence non-salient—to use the theatre metaphor. li
remains offstage in the audience—whereas the objectively
construed entity is salient by virtue of being placed onstage as the
focus of attention... Subjectivity / objectivity is often variable or a
matter of degree. and it is precisely such cases that hold the
greatest interest linguistical ly.9
.

How does the theatre metaphor transfer to the dynamics of a written text? The
perceiver can be identified primarily with the speaker, secondariïy with the
addressee and derivatively witli some other individual whose perspective they
adopt or otherwise take into account.”60

In other words, the speaker-addressee

relationship is a point of reference from which another entity can be viewed.
Subjectivization is not independent but interacts with the pragmatic context of
speech to represent subjectivity in a text.

C

Langacker caits this an egocentric viewing arrangement.’ RonalU W. Langacker,
Subjectification” in CL 1-1 (1990), 8.
Langacker. “Subjectification.” 7.
60
Langacker, “Subjectification,’ 81. Throughout Hosea 2:3-25. the perceiver is primarily the
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Langacker uses the term ground ‘for the speech event. its participants. and its
immediate circumstances (such as the time and place of speaking).”
the degree of subjectivity or objectivity in a particular situation.

6!

It anchors

In the terms

defined by Sanders and Spooren. the ground is “the actual location and time of the
speech act. .a special. non-neutral case ofvantage point that is called the referential
.

center.. [it] is the vantage point of the current speaker, possibly realized as
.

The grounding of a particular statement affects ‘such fundamental issues as reality.
existence, and speaker/hearer knowledge” that characterize the constituents of a
sentence.63 When the ground or pragmatic context of a speech event is itself placed
“onstage.” the statement can be either performative or descriptive. For example. a
command such as Contend with your mother. contend!” (2:4), highuights the
speaker-addressee relationship between Yahweh, Jezreel, and the two other
siblings. Subjectivity and objectivity in a text are flot absolute values, but lie on a
continuum in reLation to the ground, or the referential center of speech.
4.2.1 How is subjectivity represented in Hosea 2?
Hosea 2 uses several of the linguistic means described by Sanders and Spooren to
establish a speaker’s consciousness, as well as elements that specifically
characterize prophetic literature. It represents subjectivity primarily through the use
of I” embedding, modality at the sentence level, predictive and hortatory
discourse. and deictic references to time and place. These are in tum connected by
expressions that characterize prophetic speech. In the following two sections we
wiIl be taking a doser look at who occupies the speaker’s position and how this

speaker.
Langacker. “Subjectification.” 9. This resembles Eco’s definition ofa metatextual proposition
there is (vas) a human individual who utters (uttered) the text J am presently reading...’ in Eco.
Rote ofthe Reuder, 6.
62
Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective. Subjectivity. and Modatity.” $7.
6
Langacker, “Subjectification” 12.
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influences perception in the text. Section 3.1.2.2. vi11 look at the perception ofthe
woman in the text.

4.2.1.1 The Unidentified Speaker in Hosea 2:1-2
Elements that characterize perspectivization and subjectification are continuail
held together in tension in Hosea 2:1-2. As we have seen in the previous section.
the chapter opens with two verses 2:1-2 that obscure the speakers identitv by the
use of the gnomic

Niphal verbs. Thus. the referential center is not clearly

established and does flot allow the reader to “ground” the text. furthermore, there
is no quotation frame that establishes an explicit boundary between the narrator’s
domain. and the domains of participants in the text.

The groztnd or referential

center, which normally establishes a point of reference for reality, existence, and
speaker/hearer knowledge is ambiguous in this case.64
Participant reference and discourse typology do flot work together to establish a
clear ground in 2:12.65 The ‘subjective” quality normaÏly associated with
predictive discourse. is in tension with the lack of explicit reference to the current
speaker.66

Although it is possible for prediction to appear in a third person

narrator’s discourse, it is more often associated with the consciousness of a
participant in the text. The participant projects” by envisioning, desiring, or
dreaming of a possible or future event so that the event is marked by the
subjectivity of the person projecting it. However, in 2:1-2, two indicators of
subjectivity—I-embedding and the appearance of the speaker in the subject
positions of the clauses—do flot occur.

Instead the focus is on the ‘sons of Israel”

(and later the sons of Judah in relation to Israel in 2:2.) referred to in third person
terms.
Langacker. “Subjectification.’ 9.
See comments on Table XVIII, page 205.
66
As discussed in the Introduction, according to Jonathan Culler. predictive discourse is usualty
“naturalized” by anchoring it to the interior world—the dreams, fantasies. and perceptions--ofa
participant in a text. See section 1.2.1.
65
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Lack of reference to the current speaker does flot aiways preclude the use of
predictive discourse. however.

It can sometimes occur in situations where the

representing self is not acknowledged. or is flot a participant in the story. In this
case the location and time of speech events provide a referential center for
predictive discourse. For example. Hosea 2:1 uses both temporal and spatial deixis
to shift events in linear discourse (1,2,3 in figure 25) in relation to the position of
the unidentified speaker. This verse shifis back and forth between future and past
events:

Past

Present

(2) In that place
where it was said:
“Tot rny people, you”

Future/Possibilitv
Introduced by wehaya
(1) It wiIl corne to pass:
Sons of Israel shall flot be counted

I
Position ofUnidentified
Speaker or
Representing Consciousness

(3) It tvill be said:
“Children ofthe
living CoU”

Figure 25: Position of the Unidentified Speaker in Hosea 2:1-2

In verse 2:1, the expression “sons of Israel shall not be counted” is located in the
future (to the right ofthe speaker’s position). but is a device for recalling the past.
(It evokes Yahweh’s promise to Abraham.) This part of verse 2:1 creates the
background (theological and temporal) for the two quotations that follow.
Spatial reference brings the reader back to the main story line in 1:9 located in the
past: In that place where it was said ‘Not my people.” This reference (in the
subordinated clause containing the quotation frames) is however “nested’ in a
temporal reference to the future. or at least to a possibility. “It will be said Sons of
the Living God” unfolds in a future or possible world. The unidentified speaker is
located between these two poles. The ultimate effect of this verse is to disengage
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the reader from the stoly une that finishes in 1:9, and move through reference to a
national dream to a future possibility.

Verse 2:2 moves more firmly into future possibility as it uses foregrounded
predictive discourse, and develops a brief story une: the Sons of Israel shah be
gathered, they shaH set for themselves one head, they shah go up from the earth.
The story concludes with another temporal reference “for great is the day of
Jezreel.” Although the agent of action in mainline prediction switches to the sons of
Israel and Judah, the identity ofthe speaker is flot revealed.
Hosea 2:1-2 creates an ambiguous speaker-addressee (possibly, narrator-narratee)
relationship by omitting any direct reference to the identity of the speaker/narrator
in these verses. References to time and space gravitate around the position of the
unidentified speaker, thus creating a ground whose power to authenticate “such
fundamental issues as reality, existence and speaker!hearer knowledge” is
uncertain.67 The reader is unable to determine what constitutes a “fact” and which
are relativized or subjectivized elements atrnbuted to a participant’s knowledge,
beliefs, thoughts, or predictions.68

This ambiguous environment serves as a

“bridge” between the carefully separated (and perspectivized) discourse domains of
Hosea 1, and the blurred (and highly subjective) discourse domains in 2:3-25.

4.2.1.2 The Speaking and Perceiving “I” in 2:3-25
In Hosea 2:3-25, “grounding” is flot camed out exphcitly through quotation frames,
but relies on the reader’ s understanding of the prophetic paradigm.69 As we have
shown in section 4.1.2.4 (Figure 23), proposed frames for these verses resemble
those ofmessenger speech formulas. Unframed speech in 2:3 “Say to your

67

Langacker, “Subjectification” 12.
The speaker’ s authonty in these verses is flot clearly defined. See Ruth Ronen, Possible WorÏds,
176.
69
See the paradigm described at Jength in chapter 1

68
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brothers. Lo Ammi and to vour sisters Lo Ruhamma. .Accuse vour mother.
.

.

accuse...” signais a prophetic” environrnent. but does flot indicate whether or flot
this is Yahweh speaking or the prophet re-transmitting his words. In other words.
the commands are flot explicitly situated on the prophetic paradigm.
Although hortatory discourse in verses 2:3 brings the current speaker andaddressee
into prominence. they are neyer specifically named.

As a performative. the

speech event itself constitutes a relationship capable of going onstage” in other
words. the speech event itseif is the object of perception.7°

However, by flot

identifying the speaker and addressee. the two commands focus the reader’s
attention on roles—father. chiidren. mother—rather than specific persons.

This

creates ambiguity, since both Yahweh and the prophet can take on the roie of
speaker. father, and husband in the text.

4.2.1.2.1 The Speaking “I” Perceiving Itself in 2:3-25
Aithough the “grounding” or referentiai center of the text is ambiguous. it uses
prediction. exhortation and occasionaily narration to construct the identity of the
speaker. the I” in the text. These three types of discourse appear as monologue: in
other words, there is no repartee or exchange between speakers. The speaking “I”
is viewed through its own subjective experience—as represented in its own
discourse. The speaker describes (1) his own actions. reactions. and speech acts:
(2) he reveals himseif tbrough his evaiuation of other participants; and (3) evaluates
bis own action.

These strategies vary the distance between the self that is

perceived. and the self that is representing itselfthrough discourse. In other words.
they take the speaker farther away from. or doser to bis own experience in relation
to the woman and her chiidren.

While 2:3-4 bring the re1aionships between chiidren and mother onstage” through
7°

Langacker. Subjectiflcation.” II.
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the use of imperatives. the speaker defines himself mainly in opposition to these
relationsbips. The T constructs himself in the text by refen-ing directly to himself
as the estranged husband by using verba soÏernnia relating to divorce: she is flot
my wife. and I am flot ber husbancF (2:4). He issues a command that reveals his
evaluation of the (ex) wife and mother (“that she put away ber harlotry from before
hef’) and then describes bis own action in relation to ber lest I strip ber naked.

.

(2:4-5).

Up to this point, it is possible to surmise that the addressee(s) is Jezreel and
possiblv bis siblings. However. from verse 2:6 onwards. the chuidren are referred
to from a third person perspective and the addressee is no longer specified. In these
verses, the speaker also distances himself from the chuidren by referring to them in
third person as her chiidren. The addressee becomes the anonymous. unspecified
entity that persists throughout most of the rest of the chapter.

As the speaker

distances hirnself from the chuidren. bis emotional involvement is vehemently
negated (tbrough the use of a subjective Fiel) by the negation of love.7’ Chiidren
and mother are perceived in third person terms. and the chuidren are rejected by
association with their mother.

As tbe text progresses, the speaker reveals himself to the (unspecified) addressee.
(through the use of third person reference to the other participants) but lie rarely
addresses the woman or ber children directlv. Nevertheless. at one point the “I”
reveals himself directly to the woman as the one who is opposing her: Beho1d me.
the one liedging up your way” (2:8).

This image of the speaker as a deterrnined.

and at times. violent opponent dominates the chapter until 2:15. At the same time,
however. the text also carefully constructs another aspect of the speaker: the

‘I”

represents himself (in contrast to the woman’s loyers) as the unknown lover and
giver of gifis (she knew not that I gave to ber the grain. and the new wine. and the
AIthouzh ‘erse 2:6 speaks ofernotional repudiation. it does flot go to the extrerne ofwithdrawing
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fresh ou. ..2:1O). Furtherrnore. the text reaches a peak (marked by

at

2:15 as the speaker reveals himself as lier forgotten lover. These two themes, the
unkirnwn. and the forgotten lover, are revealed in third person backgrounded
narrative discourse.

The contrast within the subjectivity of the speaking “I” is

remarkable. The speaker places himself as the violent opponent in the foreground
and “onstage” by direct (first to second person) reference: while also referring to
himself as the unknown. forgotten husband!lover in the background.
From verse 2:16 onwards. the subjectivity of the speaker is enriched as lie describes
not only bis relationship to the woman, but to the rest of creation. to the Baals, and
to ber chiidren.

The determined opponent becomes the determined lover in a

switch that is signaled by two successive terms associated with prophetic discourse
f

7

(therefore) and

]T

(behold). The “I” speaks directly into the woman’s heart,

and becomes the lover and giver ofthings that were previously removed.
The expression “Oracle of Yahweh” in verses 2:18-23 brackets three major changes
in the way the subjectivity of the speaker is presented.72 The woman is addressed
directly (second person) by the speaker in 2:18 (“you will cail my husband’ and
you will not cali to me again ‘my baal”) and 2:21-22 (“andI will betroth thee to
me in faithfulness and you shaH kriow Yahweh.”)

The speaker-addressee

relationship is doser to the area of perception; in other words, it is practically
onstage.” These sections, whose theme is true knowiedge of Yahweh as husband.
frame two sections where the speaker refers to other participants in third person.
He will remove the names ofthe Baals from her mouth (2:19). and lie will cut’ a
covenant with the inhabitants of creation (2:20).

In a sudden role reversai. the

Baals now become the forgotten loyers. and the woman knows” Yahweh. The “I”

C

their identit and kinship as would be the case with a disinherison formula.
See Tables XXIII-XXIV on pages 236-3$.
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becornes the agent of betrothai. a role that is piaced in the foreground of predictive
discourse.
The second Oracle of Yahweh” (2:23) is a pivotai point that emphasizes the
speaker’s own speech as the vehicie that will reverse the meaning ofthe children’s
names. In other words. the speaker’s discourse is “onstage.” The speaker now fully
identified as Yahweh wiii ‘answer” so that ail of creation will respond to ‘God
sows.’ The play on Jezreei. the firsi child’s name. is a means to reveal Yahweh as
God.

Simiiarly. Lo Ruhamma is reversed in terms that personally invoive the

speaker. He says ‘1 will pity Lo Ruhamma” and flot “Lo Ruhamma shah be calied
Ruhamrna.”73 The final verse of Hosea 2, constructs the speaking “I” as Yahweh
the God and father who refers to Lo Ammi in third person terms. Identity and
kinship are constructed via Yahweh’s possessive pronouns in 2:25.
I will say to Lo Ammi:
My people (are) you.”
And he will say:
2:25
Mv God.”
Hosea 2: 3-25 opens with the speaker’s exhortation to the children to accuse their
mother--a subjectifying strategy that puts the speaker-addressee relationship
onstage. Verse 25 closes with predictive discourse, I-embedding. and possessive
pronouns that ail point towards the subjectivity of Yahweh, the speaker. In this
instance. the children’s participation is offstage. as they are addressed in third
person terms. thus maximizing the representation of Yahweh’s subjectivitv.
Throughout Hosea 2: 3-25 the speaker, eventually identified as Yahweh, is an
epistemic monad. perceiving himself. other persons and the entire world from a
definite and distinct vantage poinf’—his own.74

4

A use ofthe passive similar to the reversai of La Ammi in 2:1)
DoIeei. Heterocosmica. 126.
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4.2.1.2.2 The Speaking “I” Perceiving the Woman in 2:3-25
Feminist studies of Hosea 2 have nchly critiqued the androcenmc view of the
woman in the text. They have stressed her lack of voice and power in relation to an
angiy and violent husband:75

The daim that patnarchy dispossesses women of language, speech
and a voice is perfectly demonstrated in a text that obstinately
refuses to allow woman the nght to self-expression. There is a
disjunction in her charactenzation, for even as she is charactenzed
as an obstinate woman who runs away and resists the patnarchal
will, she utters stylized and artificial speeches that reinforce
patriarchy’s case against her. In 2:7 and 2:14 she provides the
evidence for her own conviction: in 2:7, she merely repeats the
case against her established in 1:2 when she expresses her intention
to go afier her loyers; and in 2:14 she charactenzes herself as a
prostitute by terming basic provisions her ‘lire’. The manipulation
of the woman’s speech descnbed in 2:19, when Yhwh threatens to
extract the names of the Baals ftom her mouth, only foregrounds
the manipulation of the woman’s mouth!speech in the rest of the
text.76

Sherwood is highlighting a basic tenet of femimst hermeneutics: the speaker of a
text often develops its agenda. Alice Bach suggests the following questions that
touch upon the representation of speech in a text:
In trying to unravel and expose the strategies of the author, ask of
the narrative the three big questions:
WHO SPEAKS
WHO SEES WHO ACTS
Foltow the thread through the narrative labyrinth and ask
yourself
Whose story is told fully (or more fully) than other character’s?
Whose agenda is fulfihled in the stoiy?
Especially notable is Renita Weems, “Gomer: Victim of Violence or Victim ofMetaphor?”
Semela 47 (1989): $7-104.
76

Sherwood, Prostitute and the Prophet, 300-01.
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Which characters are approved of and disapproved of by the
narrator?
Whose agenda supports the social order?77
As these scholars suggest. the representation of speech and perspective shape the
figure of the woman in Hosea. In Hosea 2 the woman is constructed through the
discourse of an epistemic rnonad,” the (male) speaking “I”.

She is described,

quoted. and addressed directly. but she neyer addresses or “answers” the speaker on
lier own terms because ber speech is always enveloped in the discourse of the male
I.” In Hosea 2. ber status and relationships are bracketed between the issues of
sonship and fatherhood in 2:1 and 2:25. She is introduced first as the mother ofthe
speaker’s addressees. and then as a non-wife (2:4). The woman is described in
third person predictive discourse as one who “wears” ber adultery publicly (2:5),
acts sharnefully when conceiving chuldren (2:7) and chases after ber loyers (2:8).
When the speaker quotes her, both direct quotations (embedded in the “I’s”
discourse field) illustrate ber search for love equated with comfort:
For she said (to herself’): “Let me go afler my loyers, the givers of
my food, my waters, my wool. and my flax. my ou
and my drinks.” (2:7)
She shah say (to herseif): I want to go and I want to retum to my
first mari, for it was better for me then. than now.
(2:9)

What effect does the strategy of confinement in the male speaker’s discourse have
upon the wornan’s role in the world of the text? Nonnafly direct quotation gives a
reader sorne insiglit into the quoted speaker’s perception. However. the fact that
the woman’s discourse is embedded in the discourse field of the speaking ‘1” does

Alice Bach. introduction: Mans World. Womans Place: Sexual Politics in the Hebrew Bible’
in Ilonien in ilw Hehrew Bible: .1 Reader. (ed. Alice Bach: London: Routledge. 1999), xxv. Text
formaning follows the original document.
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flot give ber speech full autonomy. Her cliaracter and worldview are portrayed in
terms of axiological subjective modality.78
There are many varieties of goodness” and “badness.... but the
general effect of the [axiological modalities] is to transform the
world’s entities (objects. states of affairs. events actions, persons)
into values and disvalues. Axiological codex is a valorization of
the world by a social group, a culture, a historical period. But
valorization is strongly dependent on personality structure, and so
the axiological modalities are eminently prone to subjectivization:
what is a value for one person might be a disvalue for another
one.79
In Hosea 2 the speaker represents the woman as someone who evaluates the
contents of lier world in utilitarian terrns of how good or how bad they are for lier:
I want to go. I want to retum to my man, the first one. for it was beUer for me then
than now.” (2:9). Love is measured by the gifis it gives to ber.

According to

DoIee1. “value acquisition is the basic axiological story. usually enveloped in the
quest narrative.’ Hosea 2: 8-9 describes the woman’s failed search as a quest. I
shah wall up lier wall. and her paths she shah flot find. And she shah pursue ber
loyers, and she shah flot reach them. and she shah seek them. but she shah flot find
t hem.”

The woman is an axiological rebel: what is valued by the speaker (knowledge of
hirnself and faithfulness) is disvalued in ber subjective system. The result is that
she “knows not’ who is the real lover and the giver of gifts.
goods” becomes a loss of knowledge.

Her search for

The hast time the speaker quotes the

woman. he addresses lier directly: “You will cali: My husband. And you will not

See table III. page $9 in chapter 2 that summarizes different types of narrative modalities
operating in fictional orlds. Lubomir Doleel makes a distinction between codexal and subjective
modal operators. Codexal modalities fix the parameters ofthe entire world ofthe text. whereas
subjective modalities circumscribe the domains ofindividual participants in the text. Doleel.
Heterocosmica. I I 9.
Doleel. Heterocos,nica. 123-4.
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eau again: My BaaI’ (2:1 8). Ahhough the speaker describes stripping. turning her
into a wildemess. shaming lier before her loyers. and removing material goods
from ber, she herseif neyer refers to any of these punishments when she is quoted
within the speakers domain. Her reaction to punishment and shaming is silenced
by the controlling speaker.

This analysis of the representation of speech and perspective in Hosea 2 confirms
feminist readings ofthe text that emphasize the distortion ofthe woman’s voice as

it is filtered through the subjectivity of the speaking “I”. The woman’s voice is
controlled. and she is represented as an axiological rebel who is eventually
coherced and later convinced into submission.

4.3 Hosea 2: An Epistemic Sub-WorId Constructed Through the Discourse of an
Unknown I Known Speaker
What kind of world is represented in Hosea 2? The world of Hosea 2 is a sub
domain of the world that is set up in Hosea 1. Without the identities (Yahweh,
Hosea. the wornan. and chiidren) establislied in 1:1-9, the second chapter would be
unintelligible to the reader. Hosea I provides the “shell” of a possible world by
setting up an alethic modality as the codexal or aÏl-encompassing modal operator of
the world of the text.

It does this by perspectivization, clearly articulating the

domains of the supematural and the natural worlds, by using the prophetic
paradigm: God speaks to the prophet Hosea. who then (supposedly) speaks to the
people. Perspectivization in Hosea I gives way to subjectivity in Hosea 2 as the
quotation frames that separate the narrators discourse domain from Yahweh’s
progressively disappear.

Cormected to Hosea I bv the highly ambiguous verses 2:1-2. Hosea 2:3-25 is a
highlv sublective sub-world world constructed through the discourse of the
speaking T in a predominantly epistemic modality. In this world, knowledge of
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Yahweh and the meaning of bis identity is the secret of the epistemic quest, “a
narrative whose modal base is the transformation of ignorance or false belief into
knowledge.”8° Yahweh shares this knowledge with the reader, as he unveils the
objective of bis action and speech. The woman, who is ignorant, “knows” Yahweh
through a senes of violent, and/or amorous acts.
Hosea 2 constructs the subjectivity of the speaker by fixing and flot deviating from
two specific vantage points: the perspective ofthe unidentified “gnomic” speaker in
2:1-2 and the perceiving “I” in 2:3-25.

As we have shown, the ambiguous

grounding of verses 2:1-2 provides a transition from the highly perspectivized
verses in Hosea 1, and the highly subjectivized verses in 2: 3-25. In 2:3-25, the
referential center, or “ground” aiways pivots around the same speaker-addressee
relationship achieved through I-embedding in the subject position of each sentence.
Aside from verses 2:3-5, where the addressee could be Jezreel, the “you” in the
referential center is neyer identified.

The only exception to this are the places

where the speaking “I” addresses the woman directly in second person terms.
The perception of the speaking or representing self dominates the entire chapter 50
that the reader neyer enters into the consciousness or viewpoint of another
participant, except tbrough the voice ofthe “I.”
The person of the fictional world is an epistemic “monad,”
perceiving himself or herseif, other persons and the entire world
from a definite and distinct vantage point. The person’s practical
reasoning and, consequently, his or ber acting and interacting are
to a high degree determined by this epistemic perspective, by what
the agent knows, is ignorant of, and believes to be the case in the
world.6’

80

Do1eeI, Heterocosmica, 127.
Dolee1, Heterocosmica, 126.
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Nevertlieless, there is great variation and movement within the subjective
perception of the speaker in these verses. The theatre metaphor described earlier
provides an apt description for this dynamic. I-embedding places the speaker in the
onstage area, but he is able to move back and forth from the periphery to the center
of that area. The speaker perceives and describes the woman’s actions and her
children, and bis action in relation to them by using third person deixis. This places
him doser to the periphery of the onstage area. When he addresses the woman
directly. using second person pronouns. lie steps more fully into the center.
The speaker’s position varies on the “onstage” area. according to his relationship to
the woman. He approaches the center, when lie addresses her directly, and this
generally happens when lie is attracting ber attention to some aspect of his own
behavior or personality.

In verses 2:3-15. she becomes the addressee when he

reveals himself as “the one hedging up your paths,” the violent, persistent, yet
unknown lover. The second time the speaking “I” approaches the center of the
onstage area. is when he quotes the woman, showing that she now understands who
lie is: “my husband” flot “my Baal” (2l$). The unknown /known husband is the
unknown /known God.

Both of these aspects of the representing “self’ are

constructed in the text by an undefined speaker who later defmes himself as
“Yahweh.”

To conclude. Hosea 2 is a world shaped by the knowledge and belief—the
subjectivity—of the male speaker who confines ail other participants within his
discourse field. It is therefore a subjective, epistemic world whose purpose is to
represent the transformation of false beliefs. The story-generating power of Hosea
2 lies in the transformation of the wornan’s ignorance or false belief in the Baals
into knowledge of Yahweh.
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Chapter5
Who Speaks and Who Perceives in Hosea 3?

267
it is easy ta see that the Ich-narrator
lias a privitegedposition within the set
officiionalpersons: lie or she alone is
given a double speech activity,
participating in dialogues with other
ficlianal persons andproducing a
monologic narrative. Thefirst kind of
speech activitv 15 part ofthe agential
participation in thefictional world, the
second serves the world-constnicting
fiinction.’
--Lubomir DoIee1

5.0 Introduction
The world of Hosea 1 and 2 is profoundly shaped by the symbolic marnage of the
prophet with a prostitute. The ground for the symbolic action and its subsequent
development is the matrix of reported speech that is established in Hosea 1:1-2.
Both chapters are “worlds” that are constructed (and sometimes erased) through
represented speech. The opemng verses of Hosea 1 set up a narrative ftamework,
a mamx or sheil so that ail other parameters (space and time), entities, and actions
can exist arid take place. This framework is also the vehicle that establishes the
prophetic pamdigm—God speaks to a prophet, who then speaks to the people—
that govems the entire genre. Gradually, the narrative ftamework disappears,
until the speech of Yahweh is placed in the foreground in Hosea 2, thus creating a
non-identical sub-world of Hosea 1. Where does Hosea 3 fit into this structure?
Does the construction ofHosea 3 support or undermine the worlds that are set up
in the first two chapters?

Hosea 3’s relationship to the first two chapters is affected by the way that each
chapter operates wiffiin (or outside of) the hierarchy of speakers set up in die
superscription. This relationship shapes the textual world of each chapter as well
as the world of the text in the entire work. The following hypothesis will be
tested in order to discover how Hosea 3 fits into die structure ofHosea I and 2:
If Hosea 3 is part of the world constructed in chapters 1 and 2, then
it can be situated at some point in the development of the stoiyline
or main line ofdevelopment ofthese chapters. Furthermore, if this
Do1ee1, Heterocosmica, 154. The Ich-narrator is a technicat term for first person narrator.
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is the case. it should be possible to insert a transitional quotation
frame that will locate 3:1-5 in the hierarchy of speakers established
by in Hosea 1:1-9. Finally. insertion of Hosea 3 at some point on
the main story une will respect and illustrate the way the prophetic
paradigm operates in the text.
One important factor may work against Hosea 3 fitting smoothly in the hierarchy
of speakers: the introduction of a first person narrator in 3:1. Why is this so? A
first person narrator transgresses the narrative convention that separates a
character’s domain of speech from that of the narrator. The first person (Ich
narrator) cited in the epigraph above fuffiuls a dual function: it participates as an
agent in the world of the text while at the same time it provides the world
constructing “ground” for the entire text. Additional complexity is introduced by
the fact that the first person narrator re-introduces the prophetic paradigm from
th opening quotation frame. without situating Hosea 3 in relation to the
preceding chapters. How Hosea 3 fits into the hierarchy of speakers in the text
will depend upon which aspect of the first person narrator’s operation is
emphasized in the text.

The hypothesis will be tested in this chapter by first of ail retuming to the two
main issues that have shaped the analysis of reported speech in this thesis: Who
speaks? Who perceives? Three of the four criteria used in previous chaptersdiscourse typoiogy, participant reference, and the use of quotation frames to
represent speech—wili be applied to Hosea 3 in sections 5.1 and 5.3. Variations
in verbal aspect are not as prominent in this chapter as in the previous two. so this
topic is not treated in depth.

Once reported speech within Hosea 3 bas been

analvzed. section 5.3 explores the issue ofhow this chapter fits on the storyline or
main une of deveioprnent in Hosea I and 2.

This chapter ends with a brief

description of the way modal operators work in conjunction with reported speech
to give the world ofHosea 3 its shape.
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The position ofthe adverb 7W—again, once more—is controversial. The Massoretic accent

it with the preceding verb “go.” According to Andersen and freedman, fl7 nonnally
follows the verb it modifies, but there are examples (Zech 1 17) where it precedes it. If this
second option were the case, the translation would be: “Go again
rather than “Yahweh said
again.” (Andersen and Freedman, Hosea, 294.) In other words, the adverb modifies the quotation
ftame rather than the quoted utterance. The translation adopted in this dissertation is “Yahweh
said again” although the figures and table on the following pages allow for both possibilities.
groups
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5.1 Who Speaks in Hosea 3?
Unlike Hosea 1 and 2, this chapter opens with a quotation frame in first person
that is flot preceded by clauses that set up the narrative background. Table XXVII
highlights the differences between flrst person narration and direct speech within
the five verses ofHosea 3.

Scholars who read Hosea 3 normally comment on the pragmatic context of this
chapter.

Some describe it as a “biography.” others as “autobiography.” H.W.

Wolff relates it to the mernorabile, a form that focuses on the transmission of
“factual” events.

In the memorabile. when regarded as a “segment of history.” a
concem for the factuat suppresses any underlying intention to
narrate a story. Thus no autobiographical interest directs Hosea’s
account: rather, the passage is presented simply in order to set forth
the primary fact of God’s command to perform the symbolic
action.

When read in isolation. Hosea 3 seems to begin in mid-stream. Consequently,
some scholars assume that Hosea bas spoken in chapter 2. and therefore attempt
to trace common stylistic features. For others. its continuity with chapters 1 and 2
is rnost evident in the use oftbe command to marry an adulterous woman “again,”
thus creating a thematic link with previous material. Conclusions based on these
criteria are highlighted in the following citation from a commentary by Horacio
Simian-Yofre: “Its autobiographical style puts into sharp relief the drama of the

storys ending. the betrothal of Hosea. The order that Hosea receives to again
look for an adulterous woman. now the property of another man. suggests that this
woman is none other than Gomer.”4 Scholars tend to naturalize” Hosea 3 using

a real world template: they read the text as a historical account.
sad again” although the figures and table on the following pages allow for both possibilities.
Wolff. Hosea. 5$. Wolffseems to assume that narrating a storv is incotnpatible with
transmitting factual events.
4
Horacio Simian-Yofre. “Hosea” The International Bible Commentan: .4 Catho/ic and
Ectimenical Coinmentan for tue Twenri—firsi Centun. (ed. William R. Farmer: Collegeville:
Liturgical Press. 199$). 1117-7.
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Autobiography creates a pragmatic context that is much more complex than
biography or third person narration. In an autobiography. the speaker carnes out
a dual function: lie or she is both the reporting speaker. and (usuaiiy) a major
participant in the text. Aithough Hosea 3 resembies chapter 2, where Yahweh is
the main reporting speaker. as well as a major participant. in this case. it is the
propliet who is both. The reporting speaker expiicitlv embeds the speech of ail
other participants within bis own discourse fieid by using quotation frames; and
therefore the identity of the reporting speaker determines the scope and authority
ofthe events recorded in the text.

5.1.1 Quotation Frames and Discourse Typology
The identity of the reporting speaker aiso lias considerable bearing on how the
story une of the three chapters can be reconstructed by the reader. Does Hosea 3
beiong on the narrators story une? In other words. does it continue the narrator’s
discourse field in Hosea 1? Is Hosea 3 embedded within Yahweh’s discourse
field, and thus continues chapter 2?

Most narratological models assume that

speech is represented within an orderiy hierarchy of speakers. explicitly reflected
in the use of quotation frames. The section that foiiows takes a doser look at the
construction ofthis hierarchy in Hosea 3.

5.1.2 The Hierarchy 0f Speakers in Hosea 3
Hosea 3 begins with a quotation frame that contains the bare essentials for
describing the pragmatic context in which the story takes place: ‘Yahweh said to
me again.”

There is no mention of tirne. place, or other characters (except

Yahweh). and the me” (pnsics) is flot described or qualified in any way. The
pronominal suffix “me attached to

immediately places this text within the

context ofthe spoken discourse of one ofthe participants. who is not identified by
naine in this chapter.
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Hosea 3 begins with a wayyiqtol verb (main une of narration) that is not preceded
by background clauses. Table XXVII shows the analysis of the Hebrew text for
3:1-5.

The first quotation frame is in narrative discourse, foÏlowed by the

reported utterance ascribed to Yahweh (shown in the box). which begins in
mainline hortatory discourse with two imperatives. The only way to understand to
whom the “me” refers is by juxtaposition with chapters 1 and 2.

The first person narrative voice retums in 3:2, and confirms that the action
commanded by Yahweh has indeed been carried out. In the second quotation
frame. the participant quotes himself in narrative discourse. thus placing the frame
and the reported speech events in the past. The reported utterance begins with a
mixture of background predictive and hortatory discourse, unlike the discourse
that follows quotation frame # 1, which is in the foreground. As the reported
utterance progresses, it switches into mainline predictive discourse (3:5), thus
emphasizing the retum of the Sons of Israel to Yahweh and to David their king.
When direct speech is quoted in Hosea 1 and 2, the progression is ftom
foreground to background, but the reverse is the case in 3: 1-5. The speaker
closes with a time margin (found typically in prophetic texts) “in the latter part of
the days” that serves as a counterpart part to the “many days” that begins the
reported utterance.

The “me” or the voice of the prophet in this chapter fulfihis several roles. As the
reporting speaker, it provides the framework or pragmatic context for the speakers
who are quoted: Yahweh and himself

It also functions as the voice of a

participant within the text. who carnes out the command to marry; and the same
me” also interprets the significance ofthe mariage for the nation. Figure 26 (p.
274) illustrates the pragmatic context and the different roles caried out by the
speaking voice in Hosea 3:1-5.

The world of the text is set up ambiguously in Hosea 3. The first sentence of
chapter 3 is considerably different from that of chapter 1. Although the physical
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setting (place) is indefinite in Hosea 1. other parameters are fairly concrete. In
Hosea 3 there is no reference to place or time to situate the reader, whereas in
chapter 1 the dating in relation to the reigns of the kings of Israel and Judah give
an approximate tirne.

The two main participants. Hosea and Yahweh. are

specified (son of Beeri. word ofYahweh, Yahweh) in 1-Iosea 1. whereas in cliapter
3 only Yahweh is mentioned by name. In fact, the background clauses in Hosea I
allow the reader to understand the nature of the relationship between Yahweh and
Hosea. Ibis is flot the case in Hosea 3, which seems to assume that the reader
already understands the relationship between the two protagonists, and that he or
she lias minimal knowledge of tlie place and time in which the utterance took
place.

Anotlier major difference between the way the first and third chapters set up the
world of the text is in the manner that speech is represented. For Hosea 1, the
communication situation includes a narrator and a narratee. both of whom are
anonymous. In Hosea 3. the narrator—the “me,” is encoded in the text making it a
first person “autobiographical” story.
The text seems to assume that the reader
lias previous knowledge of the communication situation. and therefore suppresses
the background material that sets up the world of the text, an effect that is most
likely to happen when a chunk ofdiscourse is part ofa larger whole.6

Although some critics have attempted to do away with a narrator in some texts. research in
poetics and linguistics supports the presupposition ofa narrating voice: Even when a narrative
text presents passages of pure dialogue. manuscript found in a bonle. or forgonen letters and
diaries. there is in addition to the speakers and writers ofthis discourse a higher’ narratorial
authority responsible for quoting’ the dialogue or transcribing’ the wriften records.” Rimmon
Kenan. Narratii’e Fiction. 8$. The higher narratorial authority’ keeps the textualitv ofthe work in
focus.
6
Section 5.3 explores this question further. and concludes that Hosea 3 does not fit on the main
line ofdevelopment in either Hosea I or 2.
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A. Setting up the World of the Text
*Narrator
*Narratee

Speaker I

Content of Messa%e Transmitted

Time
?

“me”

Place

Addressee I

Beginning
ofthe event

+

?

9

Participants

une.

(No backzround
(Yahweh said
information Only
unto me again)
participants are specifled.)
*This figure shows a hypothetical situation. The narrator and the narratee are not directly encoded
in the text. In Hosea 3, the function ofthe speaker using the Ics pronouns fuses with the function
ofthe narrator.

B. Quotation Frame #J
Speaker I
Speaker 2
Addressee I

Addressee 2

Yahweh
said unto me again:
[“Go love a woman...”]

“Me”

?

Content of speech event
Embedding ofYahweh’s speech within the speech ofa participant “me.”

C. Quotation Frame #2
Speaker I
Speaker 2
Addressee I

Addressee 2

I

her

said
unto her: [Many days ou wiIl dwell with me...]
Content of speech event
The speaker quotes himself as a participant in the text: Me

=

I.

Figure 26: Pragmatic Context for Hosea 3
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The first quotation frame in Hosea 3 is significantly different from that of chapter
1. In Figure 26b, the “me” is both the reporting speaker. and the addressee. In
other words, the prophet is both the reporting speaker and a participant in the text.
As the reporting speaker. he quotes Yahwehs words. thus embedding the divine
command within his own discourse field.7

This signais a major change in

perspective. since none of the quotation frames in Hosea 1 and 2 embed
Yahweh’s speech within the discourse field of another participant.8
Although Yahweh’s speech is embedded within the participant’s discourse field in
Hosea 3. the reported speech event refers to Yahweh in a manner that closely
mimics the opening command in chapter 1:
Then Yahweh said unto Hosea:

Yahweh said to me (again)a:

Go, take a woman of prostitution.
and chiidren of prostitution, for the
land
has
been
habituaÏly
committing prostitution away from
Yahweh. (1:2)

Go (again)b, love a woman, one
loved of a friend, an adultress, as
the love of Yahweh (for) the
sons of Israel. They are turning
unto other gods, and are loyers of
raisin cakes ofgrapes. (3:1)

Figure 27: Comparison of Commands in Hosea I and 3
Although the reporting speaker is different, the reported speech event has a
similar structure.

Both commands begin with mainline exhortation: both

command the prophet to engage in a relationship: and both show the speaker

e

In the context ofthis dissertation. the terni discourse field’ is used to define the content ofa
reported utterance that can be attributed to a specific reporting (narrator) or speaking voice
(participant) in the text. A discourse fleld may occur within the conlext of narration, direct speech.
or unframed direct speech.
In chapter 1. Yahweh is aiways quoted by the third person narrator: and in chapter 2, the
discourse ofother participants is embedded within Yahweh’s discourse field.
“Again” is shown in brackets at two locations. depending on whether or flot r117 is interpreted as
modif\ in the quotation frame (position a). or the quoted utterance (position b).
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referring to himself by name (“from afier Yahweh” and “as the love of Yahweh,”
instead of from afier me. or as my love.. )•1O The use of Yahweh as a proper
name in the quotation frame and in the content of reported speech establishes him
as speaker and participant in the text.

Figure 26c. which illustrates the second quotation frame in Hosea 3, shows two
“pragmatic” roles played by the “me” in the text. It functions as though it were a
narrator in the quotation frame (speaker 1), and it is the speaker (speaker 2) who
is also a participant in the text, addressing the woman as a third anonymous
person: “I said to her.’ By quoting himself, the prophet embeds the speech he
addresses to the woman within his own field ofdiscourse as narrator.

Hosea 3 follows the pattern established by the quotation frames in chapter 1: a
speaking event is followed by an action event for the first quotation frame. As the
narrative progresses, narrative confirmation of a command is omitted:

Quotation #1
Yahweh said unto me again:
“Go love a woman, one loved ofa friend, an adulteress.
(3:1)
Narrative confirmation
I bouglit lier for myself for fifteen pieces of silver, and a homer of barley,
and a lethech ofbarley. (3:2)
Quotation #2
I said unto her:
“Many days you will dwell with me...” (3:3)
Continuation of discourse:
For many days shah dwell the sons of Israel without... (3:4-5)
.

.“

The reporting speaker (in this case the first person narrator) confirms the action
required and explained by the content of the quotation, thus the link between
action and meaning (the basis for a prophetic sign) is established. The woman,
however. remains anonymous. suent. and passive. and the focus is on the price
10

One major difference is that 1:2 moves from one type ofdiscourse to another. mainline
exhortation to background narration. joined by the conjunction ‘D. Whereas Verse 3:1 moves from
mainline exhortation to the setting ofhortatory discourse.
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paid for ber. This command. like those in Nosea I. is an example of non
conversational direct speech. where narrative confirmation of an event is a
substitute for the second pair-part ofa real dialogue.

A second quotation frame shifts the pragmatic context from the me” addressed
by Yahweh. to the “me” addressing the woman (Figure 26c). The prophet teils the
woman to remain chaste or abstain from relafionships with men, himself included.
a command that does flot stem from the previous speech event i.e., it is flot a
direct quotation of Yahweh’s speech. The speaker then ifiterprets the command
for abstinence as a sign. This chapter could be described as the “embedding” of
the abstinence sign (“For many days you will dwell with me.
marnage sign (“Go take a woman

.

.

.“

.

.“

3:3) within the

3:1) transmitted by one speech event

embedded within another.

The second command is unlike any ofthe others introduced by a quotation frame
in Hosea 1. It begins with background predictive discourse. followed by hortatory
clauses that describe the consequences.

The switch to predictive discourse is

ernphasized by the mention of a time reference “for many days” an expression
that is re-used in

y.

3:4. The final clauses of this chapter are mainline predictive

discourse that shifts the time reference past the “for many days” to the “in the last
days” stage. Thus the pattem established in Hosea 1, a quotatiofi frame followed
by narrative confirmation (1:2-3), ending with a quotation frame with no
confirmation (1:9), is repeated in chapter 3.

Hosea 3 shares other similarities with Hosea I and 2. Aithougli the speaking
voice differs from the voices in the first two chapters. it is also structured
primanily as monologue discourse (not dialogue or drama.)

While its surface

structure seems to provide the conditions for dialogue to take place through the
use of quotation frames and direct speech. each quotation is an example of non
conversational direct speech. The absence of an explicit narrative framework (the
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narrator-narratee relationship is flot encoded in background clauses) at the
beginning ofthe chapter reinforces this non-dialogic situation.
5.1.3 Participant Reference in Hosea 3
Participant reference in Hosea 1 and 2 is a richly woven tapestry of direct and
figurative reference. Yahweh’s figurative roles as husband and father intertwine
with Hosea’s actual roles. Merging discourse domains contribute to this merging
of figurative and direct reference in the text. Hosea 3 employs another strategy.
The figurative and actual levels of the symbolic action in the text are compared,
but carefully separated by the use ofsimile:

27.D1

nv’ -ru hm

‘Go, love a woman, one
loved (by) a friend, an
adulteress, as the love of
Yahweh (for) the sons of
Israel.” 3:1

Figure 28: Simile in Hosea 3:1
Participant reference in Hosea 3 tends to rely on direct reference for its effect)’
Furthermore. it does flot use NurnmerziswechseÏ—shifts in grammatical person—
to blur or set boundaries between discourse topics (as can be seen in Hosea 2:3).
F ive participants are referred to throughout Hosea 3: (1) Yahweh. (2)”me,” the
speaking voice or narrator. (3) the woman Ioved by other loyers who is bought by
rne”. (4) the sons of Israel. and (5) David “their” king.

12

Four of these

participants are involved in the two levels that are brought together in the simile.
but they are treated differently. The text names Yahweh and the sons of Israel.

c.

A direct! referential term is a term that serves simply to refer. It is devoid of descriptive
content at least in the sense that what it contributes to the proposition expressed by the sentence
where it occurs is not a concept. but an object. Such a sentence is used to assert ofthe object
referred to that it falis under the concept expressed by the predicate expression in the sentence.
Proper names and indexicals are supposed to be referential in this sense: and although definite
descriptions are not intrinsicallv referential. they have a referential use.” François Recanati. Direct
Reference: Fro,;, Langitage 10 Thought. (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. 1993). 3.
2
From this point onward “the prophet” vi1l be used interchangeably with the reporting speaker or
the me” in chapter 3. Ihe close resemblance between the command in 3:1 and the events
comrnanded and carried out in 1:2-3 lead the reader to equate the speaking voice in chapter 3 with
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but does flot name the two participants in the sign: the man (the speaker) and the
woman.

Reference to the speaker and the woman stresses their anonymity. The speaker is
only present in the text via a pronominal suffix (pn5ics) or the inflection of the
verbs (infl15).

The woman is referred to both by Yahweh and the reporting

speaker as “a woman.” “her”

(PflS3fs),

and “you”

(PflS2fs).

Although the woman

participates in the signlmarriage, is an addressee. and an object referred to by the
main speaker and by Yahweh, she herseif neyer speaks throughout the chapter.
She is the primary receiver ofboth action and speech events. The portrayal ofthe
suent, anonymous woman is achieved through a noun phrase in Yahwehs
domain: She is “the one loved by a friend, an adulteress.” She is also the recipient
of Hosea’s actions and speech: the one who is bought for “fifteen pieces of silver
and a homer of barley and a lethech of barley,” and the one toid to dwell at home,
not be promiscuous, and flot “be” with her husband. In Hebrew narrative prose,
participants are introduced by the use of a proper name at the beginning, and
sometimes at the end of a stretch of discourse. The prophet and the woman, the
protagonists of the sign ordered by Yahweh, are neyer referred to by name, a
remarkable contrast to the explicit naming in Hosea 1.

Yahweh and the “sons of Israel” are introduced by the use of a proper name, and a
noun phrase. Yahweh is the one who loves, the one who us sought, and the one
whom they turn to in dread. The sons of IsraeÏ are those who tum to other gods,
and love raisin cakes of grapes. They are the ones dwelling without king, prince,
sacrifice, ephod and teraphim. They retum, seek and dread Yahweh, and he “is”
their God.

They are always referred to in a speech act, but neyer addressed

individually or as a group. These two participants—sons of Israel, and Yahweh—
are refened to most ofien by name. and thus are more prominent in the text.

the prophet Hosea. who marries Gomer in chapter 1.
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The designation “sons of Israel” belongs to a repertory of designations (kinship
terms) that refer to approximately the same group of individuals.
Israel” is the political designation that is used throughout Hosea 1.

“flouse of
“Not my

people” captures both the figurative and religious significance of repudiation in
the same chapter. The expression “sons of prostitution” is used by the speaker in
Hosea 2:6 to describe the children of the unfaithful woman, a name that is later
reversed by “my people” in 2:25.

“Sons of Israel” is only used once by the

anonyrnous speaker in 2:1 for the reversai of the disinherison of the people; and
then becomes “sons ofthe living God,” by the end ofthe verse. This designation
is also used to identify the addressee in Hosea 4:1.

Although Hosea 3 is

surrounded by a text that builds and tears down the meaning of the expression
“sons of IsraeF’ it tends to use the designation for direct reference, without
ambiguity.

The central core of Hosea 3 is the marnage sign followed by abstinence. Unlike
Hosea I and 2, this text uses direct reference and separate discourse domains to
distinguish between the symbolic action and the historical events it is
exemplifying.

Under and over-specffication of participants also heighten the

contrast between symbolic action and historical events. The two participants in
the symbolic action—the speaker and the woman—are not identified by name,
whereas Yahweh and the Sons of Israei are.

Participant reference in Hosea 3 sets boundaries for speaker’s domains in the text,
however, it is used mainly to highlight the relationship between Yahweh and the
Sons of Israel. rather than the interpersonal relationship between the prophet and
the woman.

As we shah see, this strategy is supported by the perception

articulated in the text.
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5.2 Who perceives in Hosea 3?
In this section we will take a doser look at the way the hierarchy of speakers in
Hosea 3 perspectivizes or subjectivizes its content. First person narration is ofien
read as highly reliable by modem readers. since it seems to represent an “eye
witness’ account.3 As we have seen, Hosea 3:1 opens with a quotation frame
that embeds Yahweh’s speech in the discourse field of the addressee. Normally
direct speech creates an explicitly perspectivized situation where both the
referential center and the subject of consciousness of the narrator are “lent” to the
speaker.’4 In this case, however. the “narrator” introducing Yahweh’s speech is
also Yahweh’s addressee.

The text is thus composed by two “selves,” the

proximal self. who is the representing consciousness. and a distal self whose
consciousness is represented at a previous moment in time. In other words, the
speaker is taiking about an event that happened to himself at a previous moment
in time. The effect produced by first person narration is that Yahwehs speech is
filtered through the consciousness ofthe speaker. and is thus subjectivized.

Yahweh’s quoted utterance does not use many of the linguistic means that are
used to subjectify reported speech. There is no I-embedding, since he refers to
himself by using his full proper name.

There are no conditionals, and no

predictive discourse. Only two factors subjectivize or betray the vantage point of
the speaker: foregrounding of the speaker through exhortation, and the evaluation
of other participants (adulteress, tuming to other gods. see Table XXVIII.) Verse
3:2 retums to the discourse field of the first person narrator, which is
subjectivized by I-embedding. and the valuation or purchase price given for the
woman.
13

This probablv accounts for Wolffs classification ofthis chapter as a “memorabiÏe with a
highl factual focus. Reading in this manner assumes that the narrators perspective is completely
reliable. In other words. although the narrator’s report is subjective, he is reliable. and therefore
his field can serve as the factuaI” basis for the entire text. (This convention has slowlv been
eroded in post-modem fiction.)
The R or referential center is the actual location and time ofthe speech act, whereas S is the
subject of consciousness. the speaker or participant in the discourse to whom responsibilitv for the
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In the second quotation frame. the speaker (or representing consciousness)
portrays himself speaking to the woman. Once again. the proximal self “lends”
bis reference point and consciousness to a previous version of himself.

The

reported utterance is even more subjectified. since it combines predictive
discourse (and bortatory resuits or consequences) with I-embedding and
evaluation. The text contrasts Yahwehs evaluation with the speaker’s. While
Yahweh speaks ofthe woman as an adulteress (D?z 3: 1), the speaker uses the
root for prostitution to describe her activity ( ‘F 3:3). The interplay ofdiscourse
fields is shown in the following table. The second column under “Person” shows
participant reference in the text. The last column highlights the way each
participant’s role as “one in search of love” is articulated and differs according to
who is involved in the speaker-addressee relationship.
At verse 3:4. the speaker seerns to shifi to a more perspectivized account. Afier
the conjunction

‘

the participants are no longer himself and the woman but

Yahweh and the Sons of Israel (and David their king). References to time (“for
many days” 3:4 and “afierwards” 3:5) Iocate the events portrayed outside of the
speaker’s time frame (outside the moment of reporting). The text switches to
third person reference. and at 3:5, mainline predictive discourse highlights the
roTe of the sons of Israel, and Yahweh their God.
What does the interplay ofperspectivization and subjectification teli us about the
type of world constructed in Hosea 3? Wallace Chafe identifies the following
differences between the discourse ofa storyteller. and a written work of fiction:

unerance is attributed. Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective, Subjectivity and Modality” $6-87.
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The logic of fiction demands a special status for the representing
consciousness. A conversational storyteller or the author of
written fiction exists in what we regard as the real” world, but the
events such a person teils or writes about exist in a different
imagined world. When someone teils a joke or relates some other
type of acknowledged fiction during a conversation, we do flot
regard him or ber as a liar. but are willing to temporarily dissociate
the representing self from the real self that is embodied in our
presence.. .In written fiction there are two ways to handie this
dissociation. One option is for the author to assume a fictional
selfi so that the representing consciousness becomes a fictional
consciousness that is at home in the fictional world.1 The
language bas, as we say, a fictional narrator who belongs to the
world of the story. .If fictional language is to acknowledge a
fictional self who is its producer. that self usually belongs to a
person who bas access to fictional events because he or she took
part in them. Hence the strategy of writing with a first-person
nanator wbose distal consciousness is the source of the
experiences that are represented)6
.

The first quotation frame in Hosea 3 creates the separation between the proximal
representing consciousness and the distal represented self. Although quotation
frames are normally associated with a maximally perspectivized situation. this is
not the case in Hosea. where the speaker is a participant in the story. As we have
seen. I-ernbedding in the quotation frame subjectivizes it, a dispiacement that also
takes place in the second quotation frame.

Despite their similarities,

subjectification differs slightly between the first and second quotation frame. In
the first one (“Yahweh said to me”), the speaker becomes the addressee. in the
second frarne (“I said to ber”). the speaker becomes a speaker in a previous
context.

‘

The second option for the text to handie the dissociation is to use a third person. anonymous
narrator.
lb
Wallace Chafe. Discourse. Consciotisness und lime. 224-5. No maner how factual an account
mav be. re-telling a remembered event automatically introduces some dispiacement. Chafe does
not use the terni fictiona1’ as an antonvm to histor\. Fictionalization refers to the operation of
textualizing events. vhether the\ are factual or irnagined.
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Chafe identifies two other factors that contribute to displaced immediacy:
continuity and deixis. Both of these also contribute to the perspectivization or
subjectification of discourse.

“Continuity is. evident in the more or less
. .

uninterrupted flow of experience which lacks the major temporal and spatial
lacunae that surround the islands of ordinary remembering.”7

A storyteller

would stop, and give the background information that is necessary for the listener
to understand a new story. Hosea 3 does not do this: it begins in mid-stream, an
artifice that reinforces the distinction between proximal and distal consciousness.
‘The reader is given the impression of an experience that bas flowed without
interruption out of a preceding experience, and that now flows without
interruption into whatever will follow.”8 Scholars have attempted to supply the
background information by relating Hosea 3 to the two previous chapters. As we
shall see in the following section, this caïmot be done without altering or
destroying the hierarchy of discourse domains in the text.

Deictic expressions also contribute to displaced immediacy in Hosea 3. As we
have seen, references to shifis in time (“for many days” 3:4 and ‘afterwards” 3:5)
locate the events portrayed outside of the speaker”s time frame (at the moment of
reporting.) Chafe uses an example of narration in the past to make the following
statement:

adverbs like no’ and todav are related to the deictic center of
the represented consciousness. Language like this demonstrates
that the constant property of these adverbs is indeed the fact that
they locate an event of state at the time of the represented, flot the
representing consciousness.

Hosea 3 is much more complex.

The second quotation frame located in the

context ofthe representing self (1) shifts Hosea’s words to the woman in the past
(2): however. he uses deictic expressions and predictive discourse to project a

18

Wallace Chafe. Discotirse, Conscioiisness cmd lime. 22$.
Chafe. Discourse, Consciotisness and lime. 22$.
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“self in the future (3). These relationships. represented on a timeline are shown
as they move from the immediate present. to the past. to the indefinite future
beyond the immediate present

Represented self in past

Representing self

(2) “Many days you wilI dwell..
(1) And I said to her:
and I also unto you...”
Self projected indefinitely in the future (3)

Figure 29: Deixis and Displaced Immediacy in Hosea 3
Deictic expressions and the projection of future. possible or unrealized events that
characterizes prophetic discourse allow the speaker to represent himself in the
indefinite future.

Although a modem reader may experience Hosea 3 as a reliable “eye-witness”
account written by someone who participated in the events described. it is hardly
an “objectiv&’ account. First person narration is an artifice that brings together
the representation of a proximal and distal self in the function of the narrator. In
the following section we take a doser look at the issue of where Hosea 3 fits in
relations to chapters 1 and 2.

5.3 How Does Hosea 3 Fit into the Story Line Initiated in Chapter 1?
The placement of Hosea 3 on the event or stoiy line in chapters 1 and 2 affects ail
aspects of the world constructed by the text.

Although participant reference.

discourse typology. and verbal aspect are ail factors that “compose” the speaking
voice in the text. shiffing a block of discourse and inserting it at different points
along the event une of a text dislocates it from its milieu and changes the readers
perception of the speaker.

Shiffing the text changes it pragmatic context. and

alters the hierarchy of discourse in the text.

We shah see. for example. that

placing Hosea 3:1-5 imrnediately after the background clauses in 1:1 (instead of
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continuing the discourse of the anonymous third person narrator) gives the
prophet’s perspective greater weight. and also changes the way in which the text
constructs Yahweh’s identity as husband and father.
How Hosea 3 fits in with the events in chapter 1 of Hosea is a subject that has
been debated at length by scholars. Much of the controversy has centered on the
function of the adverb

m7

.

“again” in the first verse.

Should it be read as

“Yahweh said to me again’ or “Yahweh said to me: Go again...” The choice of
the verb modified by “again” changes the position that Hosea 3 hoÏds on the story
une described in chapter 1. If flr modifies the verb in the reported utterance.
then “Go again.

marry

marnage after a divorce.

could refer either to a second marnage. or to a re
On the other hand, if fl7 modifies the verb in the

quotation frame. then Yahweh said to me again” could refer to a command that
is repeated at least once. However, several other factors (which may also include
the placement ofthe adverb) defined by the methodology ofthis thesis may also
influence the relationship between chapters Ï and 3 in Hosea. Placing chapter 3
on the main story une in chapters 1 and 2 alters the temporal and/or logical
sequence established by the text as it exists. Inserting 3:1-5 anywhere else can
also affect the function ofa participant in the text (see f igure 30). The aim ofthis
chapter is flot to resolve the debate over whether one or two marnages occuned,
but to explore the possible changes to the main story une that a particular reading
may entail.

Scholars seem to agree (at least implicitly) about one element when interpreting
this text. Most interpret Hosea 3 based on the marnage relationship set up in
chapter 1. Hosea delivers lis own account of bis marnage; unlike chapter 1, it
centers on the wife. flot the children.”19 The me” ofthe opening quotation frame
(3:1) is thus identified with the prophet Hosea. However, the opening quotation
frarne changes the role played bv the two main participants.

Dennis J. McCarthv and Roland E. Murphv. “Hosea” 117e Vew Jeroine Bihiical Commentan’,
(Enaelwood N.].: Prentice Hall. 1990). 221.
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Chapter J
Pragmatic context

Yahweh

Hosea

Speaker

Addressee

Participant Rotes

Husband
Father

Chapter 2
Pragmatic Context

Participant Rotes

Yahweh

Other

Speaker

Addressees

Husband

Wife

Father

Jezreel. Lo Ammi (sons)

Hosea2°

?

Giver ofgifts
Redeemer

Chapter 3
Pragmatic Context

Participant Rotes

Yahweh

Hosea

Speaker I

Addressee I
Speaker 2

Addressee 2

Husband

Wife

Note: This diagram for Hosea 3 bears the greatest similarity to the prophetic paradigm. The oniy
difference being the fact that addressee 2 is flot clearly identified with the people oflsrael, as it
would usuaIt be in the paradigrn.

Figure 30: Correspondence of Participant Roles in Hosea J and 3
The three options proposed bv scholars: (1) a second marnage,

(2)

a re-marriage

and (3) the repetition ofa command. ail place the initiai quotation in chapter 3 at a
Hosea is shown under chapter 2. in this diagram as an addressee with a question mark because
he is neyer expÏicitlv addressed b Yahweh. Other addressees. such as Jezreel. the wife, Lo Ammi
are addressed explicitt\. a factor that highlights Yahwehs rote as husband and father.
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different point on the story une in chapter lor 2. No matter where the events in
chapter 3 are placed in relation to chapter 1, however. some point of transition
needs to be established.

Since conventions in Hosea 1 show a narrator explicitly introducing the speech of
a participant with a quotation frame. a hypothetical frame that introduces Hosea
as a speaker lias to be inserted in the appropriate place on the main story une. If
the narrator is the reporting speaker. then the ftame would be something like:

*Hosea said:
Yahweh said to me (again)a: “Go, (again)h love a woman.

.

.‘

(3:1)

The adverb “again” can be sliown either in position a or b depending on the
situation (options 1.2. or 3 described above) portrayed in the text. If Yahweh is
the reporting speaker, as in Hosea 2, the hypothetical frame is the same. or it
could also be:

*You said:
Yahweh said to me(again)a: “Go, (again)b love..

.‘

(3:1)

In this case, the hypothetical frame would be inserted on the main une of
discourse. in Yahwehs discourse field, (but it stili implies that an unspecified
speaker is quoting Yahweh. The choice of “Hosea” or “you” would depend at
what point the events in chapter 3 are inserted in chapters I and 2. The following
sections explore possible locations where Hosea 3 could be inserted on the
storviine of Hosea 1 and

2.21

Three possibilities vi1l be tested. Two possible

insertion points within the third person narrator’s field: (1) after the story une has
begun. and (2) before the main story une lias begun. The third possibility is to
insert Hosea 3: 1-5 within the male speaker’s discourse field in Hosea 2. One of
The purpose ofthis exercise is not to determine la ers ofredaction in the text. but to see where
Hosea 3 fïts in the hierarch\ of speech set up in the previous two chapters.
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the two hypothetical quotation frames proposed above will be used so that chapter
3 is also integrated into the hierarchv of speech at the point of insertion. The
purpose of this test is to discover whether or flot the hierarchy of speech set up in
Hosea I and 2 is modified by the insertion ofchapter 3.
5.3.1 Hosea 3:1-5 Embedded in the Narrator’s Discourse Field
This section tests two possible locations for embedding Hosea 3: 1-5 in the main
story une in Hosea 1. Two locations will be tested: (1) immediately following the
first quotation frame in 1:2, and (2) irnmediately before iL22 Placing 3:1-5 afler
the first quotation frarne locates it on the story une affer it has been initiated.
Inserting it before “Yahweh said to Hosea.” means that 3:1-5 initiates the main
sequence of events for the entire book. Each point of insertion will be provided
with a hypothetical quotation frame that would locate it in the discourse hierarchy
at that point in the text. Then the development of the story will be analyzed to see
if the insertion is coherent with the material that precedes and foÏlows it.
5.3.1.1 Embedding Hosea 3:J-5Afterthe Main Story Line has Begun
“Yahweh said unto Hosea” is the first quotation frame. and thus the flrst event (1)
on the main story line in Hosea 1 (see Table XXIX). If the events in Hosea 3 were
set in the narrator’s field of discourse, then a probable location for this quotation

would be afier verse 1:2:

22

Inserting at either one ofthese positions assumes that Hosea 3 is a “flashback” on the récit.
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Hosea I

Insertion

(I) Yahweh said to Hosea:
“Go take a woman of prostitution. and
children of prostitution. forthe land
has been habitually committing
prostitution from after Yahweh.” (1:2)
(2) *A,Id Hosea said:
Yahweh said to me (again)a:

“Go (again), love a woman loved ofa
friend. an adulteress. as the love of
Yahweh for the sons of lsrael, (for) they
(are) tuming unto other gods and (are)
loyers ofraisin cakes...”
(3:1-5)
(3) So he went and took Gomer daughter of
Diblaim... (1:3)
Quotation frame with asterisk and bold and italic is proposed in order to insert Hosea 3 in Hosea 1.
(Again3 in the quotation frame and (Againb) in the body ofthe quotation are mutually exclusive
options for the adverb

Table XXIX: Inserting Hosea 3:1-5 after the Main Story Line has Begun

Inserting Hosea 3:1-5 at this point situates the entire chapter as the second event
(2) to take place on the main story une. the first (1) being Yahweh’s command to
go and marrv a prostitute.

The story would then resume with the narrative

confirmation of bis marnage to Gomer (3). Up to this point, both commands (1
and 2) are similar, and can be explained as different points of view interpreting
the same event, in fact the repetition can be interpreted as a reinforcement of the
force of the command. flowever, as both Hosea 1 and 3 develop these images
independently. it is increasingly difficuit to reconcile these two blocks of texts as
if they belonged to the same story line. The existing text in chapter 1 develops
fertility as a sign act. whereas chapter 3 emphasizes chastity and abstinence as the
sign. Hoseal focuses on the conception of chiidren as signs of different aspects of
Yahweh’s relationship with Israel. On the other hand. Hosea 3 does not mention
chuidren at ail, but focuses on other loyers.23

In a post-rnodeni criticism. where concern for epistemological domains is eclipsed bv a concern
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This placement of 3:1-5 on the stoly une in chapter 1 does flot render the insertion
of “again” less ambiguous. The most obvious choice is to read I77 as an adverb
modifying the verb in the quotation frame, thus producing a re-iterated command.
However, again in position b can also be read as a re-marriage if chapter 3 is
considered a flashback (anaiepse) in this position.24 A second marnage to another
woman is more difficuit to defend because there is no explicit indication
anywhere in the text that a second woman is involved.

Although inserting 3:1 on the event une afier 1:2 is possible, it destroys the
structure of the text in Hosea I as a monologue. When “Yahweh said to me” is
introduced afier 1:2, Yahweh is stili a speaker, Hosea is stili the addressee, but the
reported ufferance is nested or embedded in the discourse field of Hosea.
Longacre’ s cniteria for repartee are (1) a succession of independent speakers, and
(2) an exchange of information via an imtiating and responding utterance.25
These are shown on the surface structure as dialogic pair parts. The pnmary
function of the pair parts is to ensure orderly transition from the discourse field of
one spêaker to another,

50

that the speakers interact with each other.

Within

Hosea 3, there is no dialogue, but there are two independent speakers introduced
by the same narrator. The text is no longer a monologue, because there are two
speakers, but it is also not a dialogue, since the speakers do flot interact directly
with one another.

Inserting 3:1-5 at this point in Hosea 1:2 inserts Hosea’s

discourse field within Yahweh’ s, thus altering the hierarchy of speakers in the
text.

Insertion of 3:1-5 afier the main story une begins also alters participant noies in
the text. The correspondence between the husband I father roles set up in Hosea 1
and deveioped in relation to Yahweh in chapter 2, do not hold in chapter 3. In
“erasure.” Bnan McHale, Postmodern Fiction, New York, Methuen, 1987, 99-132. The scene is
set up in 1:2, and then erased and reconstituted in 3: 1-5. This idea will be developed in chapter 6.
24
Rimmon Kenan defines a flashback, using Gerard Genette’s terminology as follows: “An
analepsis is a narration of a stoly-event at a point in the text aller later events have been told.”
Rimmon Kenan, Narrative fiction, 46.
25
Longacre, Grammar ofDiscourse, 44-45.
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and developed in relation to Yahweh in chapter 2. do not hold in chapter 3. In
Hosea 2 the prophet is clearlv the one in an interpersonal relationship with the
woman, an aspect that is blurred by figurative reference to Yahweh’s relationship
with the woman in Hosea 2. The pragmatic context changes explicitly in chapter
3; Hosea is no longer only an addressee, but also a speaker who in turn addresses
the woman.

Furthermore. the metaphorical role of Yahweh as husband and

father. so crucial for interpreting chapter 2. disappears from view.

A direct

correspondence between the marnage metaphor in chapter 1-2 and the events in
chapter 3. is therefore flot probable because ofthese two major role changes.

5.3.1.2 Forking Story Line or Flashback (Analepse)?: Inserting Hosea 3:1-5 Before
the Main Story Line Begins
As we have seen, inserting 3:1-5 (via the hypothetical quotation frame) 4fçf the
first event on the storyline in 1:2 creates problems with the story line and the
content of the prophetic sign.

What would happen if. however, 3:1-5 (using

*Hosea said: Yahweh said to me...) were inserted before the main story line
begins with the quotation frame “Yahweh said to Hosea” in 1:2? The block of
text from chapter 3 would be explicitly inserted within the discourse fieÏd of the
narrator (see Table XXX).

The background clauses in 1:1-2 ending with

beginning of spoke Yahweh with Hosea” would still allow the reader to identify
the ‘me” in 3:1. as well as the marnage sign that underlies the dynamics of the
text. The transition from the narrator’s discourse field is more abrupt, but the
preceding diegetic summary (Beginning of spoke-Yahweh to Hosea... (1:1)) can
act as a transition. The effect of this insertion would be to set up a parallel story
line. also structured primarily as a monologue. where Hosea’s field of discourse
would set the conventions for the remaining two chapters.

____________________________
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Hosea 1:2

Hosea 3:1.5

Hosea 1:2-25

Narrator’s Discourse
Field Begins
The vord of Yahweh which

Hosea’s Discourse
Field Inserted

Narrator’s Discourse
Field Resumes

‘as unto Flosea the son of

Beeri in the days of Uzziah,
Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah,
the kings ofJudah, and in
the days ofJeroboam, the
son ofJoash, the king of
J s ra el.
Beginning of Yahweh spoke
with Hosea.
*Hosea said:

Yahweh said to me (again a)
Go (again b) love a woman, one
loved ofa ftiend...
I

bought

her

for

myseif,

for

fifteen pieces ofsilver, and a

home of barley,

and

a

Iethech

of

barley.

I said unto her:
Many days you wiII dwell...

Yahweh said to Hosea:
Go. take for vourselfa
woman of whoredom...
He went and he took
Corner daughter of
Diblaim, and she conceived
and bore to him a son.

Yahweh said unto him:
CaIl his name Jezreet...
She conceived again and
bore a daughter.
He said unto him:
CalI her narne
Lo’ruhamah...
She weaned Lo ruhamah
and she conceived and bore
a son.
Fie said:
Cal! his name Lo Ammi..

Bold

=

reporting speaker

Table XXX: Shifting Discourse Fields
Insertion of Hosea 3:1-5 Before the Main Story Line Begins
—
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Although inserting 3:1-5 afier the background clauses in 1:2 can be done rather
smoothly. it creates a difficulty in relation to the quotation frame “Yahweh said to
Hosea in 1:2 (see third column in Table XXX.) This difficulty arises once more
in relation to the adverb

fl.26

If h modifies the verb said’ (shown as a in Table

XXXI) in the quotation frame. then the frame introduces a reiterated command to
marry. Since the reader hears the second command first, the absence of the first
command creates a gap on the story line. Reading

-flY

at position b does flot

resolve the issue. The reader must assume a previous marnage has taken place.

There are two possible options for reconstructing the event line. The story line
that begins with “Yahweh said to Hosea” can be read as a forking story une or as
an analepse (the term used for a ‘flashback” in narratology). If it is an analepse
then Hosea is told to marry. has chiidren, divorces. and is given a command to re
marry. thus filling the gap on the story line.

This option assumes that one

continuous storyline can be reconstructed in the text.

If the insertion of 3:1-5 before the quotation frame in 1:2 can be explained as a
forking story line, then two versions ofthe same or similar story are told from two
different perspectives. The fact that the discourse field shifis from Hosea to the
narrator tends to support this second possibility. As was the case when 3:1-5 was
inserted after the event une began, inserting it immediately after the background
clauses, and before the first event on the story line in Hosea I alters the nature of
the text. The narratof s voice resumes afler Hosea 3 finishes (third column in
Table XXX). but does flot necessarily allow for interaction between Yahweh and
Hosea. The text is no longer strictly speaking a monologue, because there are two
speakers. but it is also flot a dialogue. since the speakers do not interact and
exchange information directly with one another.

‘

As previouslv mentioned. the placement ofagain’ can modifv the sequence ofevents. Much
ofthe controversy has centered on the function ofthe adverb rJ again” in the first verse.
Should it be read as “Yahweh said to me again” or “Yahweh said to me: Go again
The choice
ofthe verb modified bv “again” changes the position that Hosea 3 holds on the storv une
described in chapter 1.
.
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5.3.2 Hosea 3 Embedded in Yahweh’s Field of Discourse in Hosea 2
If 3:1 is embedded within Yahweh’s field of discourse. it would have to be
located afier the disappearance of the narrative frame in 1:9, at 2:1 (see chapter 2
of this thesis for the description of this process) or in its present position at the
end of Hosea 2 (see Table XXXI). Any other position between 2:1 to 25, would
alter the fact that chapter 2 is structured primarily as a monologue. It would also
disrupt the metaphorical identification of Yahweh as the husband of the wayward
woman.

Current Text

Insertion

The word ofYahweh which was unto Hosea...
Yahweh said to Hosea :
(J :2)
Yahweh said to him :... (1 :4)
He said to him :...
(1:6)
11e said :...
(1:9)
...

It shah corne to pass that the numbe
the Sons of
lsrael. as the sands ofthe sea,
which may flot be measured, and may flot be
counted.
It shah corne to pass instead ofits being said to
them:
«Not my people. ‘bu.)>
it will be said to them
«Sons ofthe living

*Hosea said:
Yahweh said to me (again) :(3 :1)
(againb)Iove a woman,

*You said:
Yahweh said to me (againj:(3 :1)
Go (againb)love a woman,

Sav to vont brothers, « mv people, »
ana’ to vont sisters, « she lias heen shown
compassion. »
(2 :2)

Bold = Narrator’s field
Italic = Yahwehs field

Bold itahic
participant
—

=

Yahweh

=

reporting speaker

Table XXXI: Insertion of Hosea 3:1-5 in Yahweh’s Discourse Field

described in chapter

t
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As shown above. the hypothetical quotation frame that would act as a pivot for
introducing the prophef s speech could be formulated either in second or third
person:
*You said: Yahweh said to me:

...

or

*Hosea said: Yahweh said to me:

In the first case. the prophet Hosea is addressed explicitly as a participant on the
same level (face to face) with Yahweh. In Hosea 2, this only occurs with Jezreel.
the first-bom son (2:3). and the wife (2:2, 2:18,2O22).27 The reason for this is
probably that. as the narrative frame disappears. Yahweh assumes the roles of
husband and father, and is thus a participant on the same level as the wife and
son. Addressing Hosea as a participant destroys this process. At ail other times,
the addressee in Yahweh’s discourse is an unspecified third person, who is not
portrayed as a participant. The second proposed frame (*Hosea said) follows this
convention more closely.

If Hosea 3 were embedded in Yahwehs discourse field immediately afier 1:9 or
2 :1. the hypothetical “*You said” quotation frame would introduce an alternate
version of the marnage which would conflict with the process of narning the
children (see Table XXXI). In 3:1-5 abstinence is the sign of Yahweh’s action.
whereas in 1:2-9. fertility is the vehicle for the sign. This problem could easily be
avoided. if the 1i

‘again” is interpreted either as a second marnage, or a ne

marnage.

1f Hosea 3 were embedded in Yahwehs discourse field imrnediately after 1:9 or
2 :1. the hypothetical

*Hosea said’ quotation frame would introduce even more

ambiguitv. Both the narrator in chapter I and Yahweh could pÏausiblv use this
form of quotation. If it were placed after 1:9 (and the hypothetical frarne were
2

Role switching impacts upon the referential aspect ofthe text. which will be discussed more
full\ in chapter 5. Yahweh also addresses Lo Ammi with “ou’ in 2:25. but only within the
reported utterance. Lo ammi is referred to in the quotation frame in third person. i.e.. flot as a
participant w ith w hom Yahw eh is face to face.
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read as the narrators words). the disappearance ofthe narrative framework would
be interrupted (see Table XXXI). The graduai shifi from the narrator’s field of
discourse to the male speakers would be interrupted. If “*Hosea said” were
placed afler 2:1. it could be attributed to Yahweh or to the speaker who uses the
passive voice in 2:1. The transition from 3:5 to 2:2 would then be rather abrupt,
since it would involve shifting from Hosea’s field back to Yahweh’s discourse
field. Otherwise. the reader would have to fil in the gap created by the absence
of a quotation frame before 2:2 by reading back’ to chapter I to plausibly place
2:2 and the following verses within the discourse of the prophet.

implicit quotation frarne would be *Hosea said.”

Thus the

This removes the direct

association between Yahweh as husband and lsrael as wife that constitutes the
argument for chapter 2. Furthermore, if the hypotheticai quotation frarne were
read as Yahwehs words. the transition of identities. from Hosea= the husband, to
Yahweh

=

the husband would be interrupted. Throughout Hosea 2 neither the

husband nor the wife are specified by name in quotation frames.

This frame

would therefore deviate from the convention established throughout this chapter.
5.3.3 Where Does Hosea 3:1-5 Fit?
As we have seen. any attempts to insert the events described in Hosea 3:1-5 on the
main story or discourse une in chapters I and 2 are unsuccessful, even when a
hypothetical quotation frame provides a bridge.

Insertion on the story une of

either chapter I or 2 impacts upon the discourse field ofthe reporting speaker (the
narrator or Yahweh), and alters the sequence of events. furtherrnore, inserting
3:1-5 in Yahweh’s discourse field alters the process whereby Yahweh assumes
the role of husband and father moving into chapter 2. Three conventions that are
established when setting up the world of the text would be modified: time,
characterization. and speech representation.

C
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5.4 Summary: The Representation of Speech, Perception, and the Relationship of
Hosea 3:1-5 to Chapters I and 2.
Sections 5.3.1-5.3.3 examined Hosea 3:1-5, both as it stands on its own. and in
relation to the two previous chapters. Application of the four criteria--participant
reference, discourse typology. verbal aspect and the function of quotation frames
-to determine who speaks has shown that this chapter has similarities but aiso
significant differences from the rest of Hosea 1-2. Hosea 3 employs the three
types of discourse. narration. prediction and exhortation that are used in previous
chapters. but does not use variations in verbal aspect as richly as chapter 2. or
even chapter 1.

The active Qal dominates, except for a Piel in predictive

discourse in verse 5. The speaker-addressee reiationship is neyer obscured by the
use of a passive, and the agentive orientation of narration and prediction is flot
altered by causatives (Hiphiis).

While the quotation frames in Hosea 3 are structured in the form of non
conversafional direct speech. as is the case in chapters I and 2, their function is
significantlv different. The primary function of quotation frames in Hosea 3 is to
ernbed ail reported speech within the discourse field of the unnamed participant
me.’ Structured primarily as monologue, chapter 3 does not go out of its way to
identify. and thus reinforce the identity of the speaker. The absence of a quotation
frarne such as *Hosea said: or *you said:, that would embed this block of text
within the discourse field of either the narrator or Yahweh. suggests intentionaily
created arnbiguity.

Hosea I begins with a diegetic summary that reinforces the divine origins of the
speech events that will be represented in the foilowing two chapters. The carefui
identification of both participants. Yahweh and Hosea. plus the progression from

word of Yahweh. to beginning of spoke Yahweh with Hosea.” ending with
“Yahweh said to Hose&’ helps to establish the authority ofthe text. Hosea 3: 1-5
is completelv different. The lack of background clauses. and the first quotation
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frarne that embeds Yahweh’s discourse within the discourse field of a participant
limits the knowledge of the speaker, and reduces the reliability of the speech
events that are represented:

A reliable narrator is one whose rendering of the story and
cornmentary on it the reader is supposed to take as an authoritative
account of the fictional truth. An unreliable narrator. on the other
hand. is one whose rendering of the story and/or commentary on it
the reader has reasons to suspect.. .the main sources of unreliability
are the narrator’s limited knowledge. his personal involvement,
and his problematic value-scheme 28
The first person narrator’s personal involvement in the marnage, and the lack of
direct connection with the background set up in Hosea 1 and 2 create ambiguity
and raise the question of the reliability of the reporting speaker. On a thematic
level. the fact that the sign performed (abstinence) directly contradicts the
command indicating fertility in Hosea 1 Go, take a woman of whoredom and
chiidren of whoredom...” may reflect a deliberate contrast in the reliability of the
reporting speakers.

Although Hosea 3:1-5 may have been intended to be read in juxtaposition with
the first two chapters. it cleanly does not fit on the main story or discourse une of
either the narrator or Yahweh.

It is a monologue, because interaction (one

quotation folÏowed by another that reverses the positions of the speaker and
addressee) or direct responses between the three animate participants (the ‘me,”
Yahweh. and the woman) are absent. The main source of continuity between
Hosea 3 and chapters I and 2 is marnage. its use as a sign. and the fact that the
command to mamy comes from Yahweh.

Ail other elements, including the

discourse field of the reporting speaker. reference to time. and the way in which
the command is carnied out. undermine this connection.29

Rimmon Kenan. Narrative Fiction. 100.
This chapter examines the relationships between Hosea l-3 in relation to the hierarchies of
discourse created in the text and how these relate to one another. Some scholars have proposed
that there is an embedding or nesting relationship between these three chapters at a thematic level.
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The placement of Hosea 3 raises questions not oniy about chronology, but also
about the representation of speech in the first three chapters. Moving chapter 3
shifts the embedding relationship between the narrator, Yahweh, and Hosea. In
doing so. it calis into question the neatly structured levels of speech representation
proposed by standard theories of narratology, whereby the ‘highef’ the level of
narration. the more authority the reporting voice carnes. Although Hosea l-3
uses the resources ofthe Hebrew language for representing direct speech, it is flot
constructed as a continuous, linear event une, with a carefuÏly maintained
hierarchy of reporting speakers. At a notional or deep structure level. Hosea l-3
is pnimarily a monologue composed by discourse fields that are juxtaposed with
one another. This monologue uses surface structure quotation frames (or
unframed direct speech) that normally indicate dialogue to simulate a series of
related speech events.

5.5 Hosea 3: A Mythological World Juxtaposed with Hosea I and 2
The starting point for this thesis was Ricoeur’s study of chronology as a
convention that builds narrative worlds, and bis comment that prophecy seems to
fracture this aspect of world construction. Up to this point. we have been testing
the hypothesis that the world of the text in Hosea is constructed pnimarily through
the representation of speech. However. even the representation of speech deviates
from the model of a narrative text. since Hosea I-3 sets up. but then disrupts a
hierarchy of speakers in the text.

In Hosea 1-3. the brief narrative framework in the opening superscniption and the
quotation frarnes that follow provide the matnix or sheil for the diverse worÏds of
the text to develop.

The superscription and the opening quotation frame also

initiate the prophetic paradigm. The narrative framework remains long enough
(1:1 -9) to define possible speaker domains. and then disappears by verse 1 :9.
Despite this succession of quotation frames. the text as a whole does not maintain
This proposai. caii mLse-en-abi,ne xviii be examined in chapter 6.
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an orderly hierarchy of speakers domains. but juxtaposes them to create a
polyphonie texture that is not layered in a hierarchy. and is not dialogic. Hosea 2
and 3 are both dominated by different (male) speakers who belong to, but do flot
interact with other participants in the paradigm. Longacre cails this “autistic”
dialogue. where there is no exchange of speakers. and “the same speaker is both
questioner and answerer.”30

Hosea 3 contributes to the disruption of the narrative hierarchy set up in the
opening verses of 1:1-2. by introducing the voice of the Jch-narrator. first person
narration without any narrative background creates ambiguity.

The reader is

invited to imagine Hosea 3 as an independent world in its own right, whule at the
same time reaching back to Hosea 1 (and 2) to fil in the gaps in the text.
Furthermore, Hosea 3 is non-dialogic, and in this resembles the first two chapters.
Aithougli two speakers intervene, there is no exchange, and the chapter develops
through the lens of the prophet. This chapter does flot fit in the story une of
Hosea 1 and 2 because: (1) it alters the hierarchy of speakers when it is inserted;
(2) it develops the mariage sign in a different direction. Ail of this indicates a
text that develops several related worlds. held together by similarities of theme
(marnage). and by reference to the prophetic paradigrn. Hosea 3 is a world that is
juxtaposed with those created in the first two chapters.

If Hosea 3 does flot fit into the hierarchy of speech created in Hosea 1 -2, how
does it create its own hierarchy, and how is it authenticated? Modal categories
interact with or shape social norms that may reflect norms in the actual world.
Norms established and enforced in a textual world exist only because there is a
voice in the text that authenticates them:

Where does the narrativ&s authentication authority originate? It
has the same grounding as any other performative authority—
convention. In the actual world, this authority is given by social.
mostlv institutional. systems; in fiction, h is inscribed in the norms
Lonacre. Grci,n,nar of Discourse. 49.
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ofthe narrative genre. Let us note that ail discourse features ofthe
authoritative narrative are negative: it lacks truth-vaiue,
identifiable subjective source (it is anonymous”), and spatio
temporal situation (the speech act is contextless). This annulling
of ail the typical forms of natural discourse is a precondition for
the performative force to work automatically. If this negativity
reminds the reader of “God’s word.” so be it. It is precisely the
divine world-creating word that provides the model for
authoritative narrative and its performative force.3’
How does authentication take place in Hosea 3? The opening quotation frames
have ail the characteristics of a performative: the subject source is flot specifically
named, the speech act is context-less, and therefore its truth-value is internai to
the text.

Furthermore, the first person narrator lias a dual function: (1) he

participates as an agent in the text, and (2) produces monologic narrative, which is
the vehicle for constructing the world of the text. The first person narrator must
establish lis competence in these two functions by establishing the scope of his
knowledge, and identifying its source.

In Hosea 3. the narrator/speaker establishes his competence by indirectly referring
to the prophetic paradigm in the first quotation ftame: “Yaliweh said to me...”
3:1. Yahweh is the source and authority for the obligation to move contrary to
social

norms.

Furthermore,

the

prophetic

paradigm

expands

the

narrator/speaker’s knowledge of actual and possible states in the world, so that he
is able to interpret the mariage sign to the woman (and ultimately to the reader).
For example. he knows that the Sons of Israel will be deprived of their social
institutions. and that they will retum to Yahweh their God.

Hosea 3 opens with a quotation frarne that creates a matrix or shell” for a
subjectified world. This world is governed by an alethic (codexal) modality that
sets up the speaker as the mediator between the natural and supematural world.
Unlike Hosea 1. however. this rnodality is limited by the fact that it is located in
These three negative” features that constitute authoritative narrative correspond closelv to the
process of dispiacement described bv Chafe. DoIeeI. Heterocosmica. 49.
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world.

In other words, Yahweh’s command, the prophetic action, and its

interpretation are shaped by the perception ofthe prophet himself

Within this matnx, categones involving value/disvalue, permission!obligation
inter-twine to produce a modally heterogeneous world. The first command—”Go
and love a woman loved by a friend, an adulteress...” creates an obligation for the
speaker, moving him towards a person who is a disvatue (an adulteress) in his
wor]d. The woman is a disvalue to the speaker on several levels: (1) she bas
allowed other men access to her sexuality, and therefore to her fertility; (2) she
may corne from a lower level in society. The pnce the speaker pays for her may
reflect the second reason for her lack of value:

The entire pnce for the woman.. amounted to about thirty shekels.
That would equal the pnce of a slave according to Ex 21:32 (cf.
Lev 27:4). Hosea does not say to whom he paid the price, nor
where the woman lived. She could have been either someone’s
personal slave or a temple prostitute.32
.

According to Dolezel, valonzation of different aspects of the world is the
strongest source of motivation for a participant: “for an ordinary person, values
are desirable, attractive, and disvalues undesirable, repugnant.”33 When a world
is structured by a single axiological modality, the resulting story is a quest
narrative. The participant embarks on a search for value acquisitioli This is
certainly

the case of the speaker in Hosea 3. Yahweh’s command (deontic

obligation) ovemdes social norms that reject a woman’s adultery, forcing the
prophet to become an axiological alien in his social world.
The second command in the text—”Many days you will dwell with me. You will
not be promiscuous, and you shah not be to a man, and also I unto you”(3:3)—is
structured as a prohibition. According to Doleel:

32

Wolff, Hosea, 61.
DoleeI, Heterocosmica, 124.
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The deontic marking of actions is the richest source of narrativity;
it generates the famous triad of the fa!! (violation of a norm—
punishment). the test (obligation fulfihled—reward), and the
predicarnent (conflict of obligations), stories retold again and
again, from myths and fairy tales to contemporary fiction.34
Scholars have read the speaker’s second command to the woman as both a fali
and/or a test narrative: ‘The pathos and power of God’s love is embodied in these
strange tactics. a love that imprisons to set free. destroys false love for the sake
.

.

oftrue, punishes in order to redeem.”35 In this interpretation, J.L. Mays views the
prophef s command to the wornan as a story of deontic acquisition.

The

prohibition is temporary. and will be lified in order to give the wornan true” and
greater freedom. Feminist scholars view the command as an example of deontic
loss—a narrative of oppression and confinement:

In Hosea l-3 captivity’ is not simply a figure of speech...but isa
dominant motif used by the text as it describes in detail the
purchase of a woman for ‘fifteen shekels of silver, and a borner
and a lethech of barley’ .that is, the price of a slave. The text’s
relentless project of confinement.. .offends against feminist ethics,
it jars with the most fundarnental daims. ‘a husband might flot
imprison his wife to enforce conjugal rights.’36
.

.

.

.

The loss of social institutions by the Sons of Israel is held in parallel, but also in
tension by the conjunction

.

“They shall dwell without a king. prince, sacrifice,

pillar. ephod or teraphim.” (3:4). Their story ends with acquisition: they seek and
frnd David their king and Yahweh their God. and his goodness (3:5). Verses 3:45 can therefore be interpreted as a test, a story of obligation and reward. But the

storv does flot end here...

DoleeI. Heterocosmica. 121.
James Luther Mavs, Hosea: A Co,nmentan’. (Old Testament Libran, eU. Peter Ackroyd et al.:
Phuladeiphia: Westminster Press). 58.
S. Sherwood. Prostitute and the Prophet. 301.
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There is a glaring asymmetry in the text: the womans confinement is not
explicitlv reversed. The only way verse 3:3 can be read as a story of deontic
acquisition (as Mays interprets it) is by reading the dynamics of the story of the
sons of Israel (3:4-5) ‘back’ into 3:3. The sons of Israel find their reward: their
king and their God. The woman is rewarded with. .true love?
.

To conclude, Hosea 3 constructs a highly subjectivized world from the
perspective of a male narrator/speaker in the text. When the first person narrator
operates in his world-constructing mode, he creates the ground” or matrix for
the existence of a world in the text. The discourse of this speaker activates the
prophetic paradigm in the first quotation frarne: Yahweh said to me.” In doing
so. it also creates a mythological world by creating the possibility of
communication between the natural and supematural worlds (alethic modality).
When the speaker functions as an agent in the text, his discourse creates the
conditions for deontic operators. which can be interpreted as deontic loss or
acquisition depending on the perspective ofthe reader.

n
j

Chapter 6
Worlds that Bridge an Insuperable Difference: Hosea J-3

o
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Capax dei—the hum an capacitv to
know and live insuperable
difference, the “capacity “for God.
A lejandro Garda-Rivera

6.0 Introduction
How is the voice of God represented in Hosea?

How can that voice be

differentiated from the other voices in the text? These two questions are at the
root of the representation of God in Hosea. because like other prophetic texts,
Hosea represents the capacity to communicate across the gap between the human
and the Divine—an insuperable difference. This difference presents itself as a
technical difficulty in the construction ofthe world ofthe text: How can the words
and actions of a supematural being be adequately represented in a text since it is
an artifact modeled on human communication? Narrative and prophetic texts
provide two different solutions to this difficulty.

Ricoeur’s observation that the representation of the Divine could be affected by
the differences between the narrative and prophetic genres was the starting point
for this thesis:

“La tension entre récit et prophétie est. très éclairante

lopposition entre deux formes poétiques

.

—

.

ici, la chronique, là, l’oracle

—

s’étend

à la perception du temps qui, dans un cas est consolidé, dans l’autre ébranlé; la
signification même du divin est affectée...” following up on Ricoeur’s insight,
narrative conventions and techniques have served as a base une or starting point
to analyze the world of a text in Hosea 1-3.

Whule Ricoeur focused on the

representation of time or chronology in narrative worlds, this thesis focused on
the representation of speech and perception as the primary vehicles for
constructing the world ofa prophetic text.

As we have seen. Hosea builds the world of the text whule also blurring the
hierarchy of discourse. As the prophetic paradigm and the narrative framework
Paul Ricoeur, “La philosophie et la spécificité du langage religieux.” 19.
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interact in creative tension to open up a discourse space for the “Word of God” to
operate. they also undermine clear levels of reported speech ofien found in
narrative texts. The world of the text is constructed and erased—a tension that
thwarts the readef s process of naturalization in Hosea 1-3. A similar dynamic of
construction and self-erasure ofdiscourse space is a hallmark of postmodern texts.
For this reason, a brief comparison with postmodem strategies will shed some
light on techniques that subvert the very narrative structures that Hosea initiates.

6.1 What Type of World Does Hosea Construct?
Up tili now. we have looked at the similarities and differences between Hosea and
the conventions for the representation of speech normally associated with
narrative genres.

However, scholars have recently suggested that the

postmodemist challenge of narrative conventions could shed some light on the
world of the text in Hosea. Yvomie Sherwood compares this trend to a greater
acceptance of inconsistencies in a text that is found outside of Biblical
scholarship:

Over the last 25 years the ‘problem plays’ of Shakespeare have
become increasingly esteemed; their inconsistencies still remain.
but because. rather than in spite of them, they are seen as
astonishingly modem and full of resonances for contemporary
society.’ Hosea 1-3 can similarly be appraised in a postmodem
context: it miglit have little in common with texts that adhere to the
notion of unity (such as the Victorian novel) but it shows more
than a casual resemblance to a relatively new mode of fiction
which seeks deliberately to contravene the standards of the
Western literary tradition.2
Up to this point Hosea bas been analyzed in relation to a “standard” reading
strategy where Cullef s rules of naturalization apply.

The introduction to this

thesis described this reading strategy as follows:

Modem readers. conditioned by a strong cultural view of narratives
as texts that represent the actual world, expect narratives to provide
2

Sherwood. Prostittite cind tue Prophet. 32$.
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a chronological sequence of events. unambiguously situated in
time and space. characters with consistent identity, and a clear
indication ofwho speaks at any given point.3
This strategy naturalizes the 1extuality” of prophetic texts so that they are read as
a faithful reproduction of actual events and circumstances.

As we have seen,

Hosea resists this strategy and is therefore read as being fragmented and
incoherent.4 Interpreting the results of the research in this thesis from a
postmodem perspective could give new meaning to inconsistencies” in the text,
and challenge the naturalization of the textuality of Hosea.

6.2 The Postmodern Challenge
Postmodernism moves away from the assumption that the world(s) of a text is a
mimetic representation of the actual world.

It can therefore accommodate

heterocosmic texts—texts that consist of several different worlds, juxtaposed and
not necessarily related to one another hierarchically.

In these texts one world

may impinge on another, and flot resemble the actual world. Research in chapters
3-5 ofthis thesis bas shown that this is the case in Hosea—the world in Hosea 1

“impinges” on Hosea 2. and these two chapters are juxtaposed with Hosea 3.

At this point, a comparison between modernist and postmodemist reading
strategies will highlight the pertinence of comparing Hosea to twentieth century
narrative texts. Modemist texts minimize the effort the reader makes to naturalize
a text. According to Brian McHale, modernist fiction is shaped in such a way that
it raises epistemological issues for the reader as he or she participates in the
construction ofthe world ofthe text:

Post-modem texts however. consciously p1ay’ with these categories. disturbing the reader’s
neat construction ofthe world ofthe text.
More recent biblical scholarship suggests that ambiguity is an built-in characteristic oftexts that
are designed to be read and re-read: “Ifthe starting point ofthe scholar is that prophetic books
were texts written to be read again and again, then textual ambiguities and multi-layered readings
cannot be considered an unexpected’ presence in the text, but almost a foreseeable necessity, for
their openness and incertitude significantly contribute to the feasibility ofcontinuous re-reading.”
Ehud ben Zvi. “Studying Prophetic Texts.’ 133.
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I will formulate it as a general thesis about modemist fiction: the
dominant of modemist fiction is epistemological.
That is,
modernist fiction deploys strategies which engage and foreground
questions such as... How is knowledge transmitted from one
knower to another. and with what degree of reliability? How does
the object of knowledge change as it passes from knower to
knower? What are the limits ofthe knowable and so on.
These themes are emphasized via several modemist techniques: juxtaposition of
perspectives in a text. focalization of ail evidence through a single center of
consciousness. variants on interior monologue, dislocated chronology, and
incomplete information.6

Postmodem texts, on the other hand, manipulate the representation ofthe world of
the text in order to focus the reader’s attention on its constructed nature. These
texts raise ontologicaÏ concems for the reader. McHale describes them as follows:
postmodernist fiction deploys strategies which engage and
foreground questions like.. .What is a world? What kinds ofworlds
are there, how are they constituted, and how do they differ? What
happens when different kinds of worlds are placed in
confrontation, or when boundaries between worlds are
violated?. .how is a projected world structured?7
.

Some techniques used to foreground ontological concems in postmodern texts
are: (fl juxtaposition of two worlds whose basic physical norms are mutually
incompatible: (2) boundaiy violation—the identity of characters belonging to one
textual world are transferred to another. Modemist texts emphasize the hierarchy
ofspeakers domains; post-modernist ones blur and sometimes invert these levels.
“In place of modernist fonns of perspectivism. postmodemist fiction substitutes a
kind of ontological perspectiVism... This ‘flickering’” effect intervenes between
the text-continuum (the language and style of the text) and the reader’s
McHale. Postmodernist Fiction. 9.
McHaIe. Postmodernist Fiction. 9-10.
McHale. Post,noder,iist Fiction. 10. McRale does flot eliminate epistemological concerns from
post-modern texts. However. the dominant concem gives priorit to ontological issues and
backgrounds epistemolog\.
-

.

reconstruction of the world.”8 Worlds in a postmodernist text are constructed and
erased, ail within the same work.

6.3 Techniques that Subvert the WorIU(s) in Hosea 1-3
A postmodem text uses techniques to foreground the making of the world, and
curiously enough. so does Hosea. In the sections that follow we wiil look at three
specific techniques: (1) recursive embedding of several worlds within each other
(called mise-en-abyrne); (2) the dropped end-frame. where a text ends in the
discourse field of an embedded participant; and (3) the construction and erasure
ofworlds in a text. Mise-en-abyrne is especially important for analyzing Hosea 13 because it operates at several levels of the discourse hierarchy in a text. The
result is that these “types of strategy have the effect of interrupting and
complicating the ontological “horizon” of the fiction. multiplying its worlds, and
laying bare the process of world-construction.”9

6.3.1 Mise-en-abyme and Hosea 1-2
Recursive embedding or the embedding of one world within another “resuits
when you perform the same operation over and over again, each time operating on
the product of the previous occasion.”10 It is a form of embedding used by both
modernist and postmodemist texts to subvert the structure of the text. “Mise-en
abyrne is not. it need hardly be said, exclusive to postmodemist writing but. on the
contrary. may be found in all periods, in ah genres and literary modes.”1’ McHale
defines three criteria that define this form of embedded representation:

A true mise-en-abyme is detennined by three criteria: first, it is
nested or embedded representation, occupying a narrative level
inferior to that of the primary. diegetic narrative world: secondly,
this nested representation resembles.. something at the level of the
primary diegetic world: and thirdly, this “something’ that it
resembles must constitute some salient and continuous aspect of
.

$
‘

McHaie, Postmodernist Fiction.
Mci-laie. Postmodernist Fiction.
Mci-laie. Postmodernist Fiction.
McHaIe. Post,nodernist Fiction.

39.
112.
112.
125.
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the primary world. salient and continuous enougli that we are
willing to say the nested representation i’eproduces or duplicates
the primary representation as a whole. Such a salient and
continuous aspect might be. for instance. the story at the primary
level; or its narrative situation (narrator. narratee. act of narration
and so on): or the style or poetics ofthe primary narrative text)2

When Hosea I and 2 are considered together, they seem to fit at least two criteria
for mise-en-abyme. The salient and continuous aspect” they both share is the
family structure—a wife, and three chiidren who share the same names.

The

family conflict in Hosea 1. on the main story line—the wavward wife and her
three chuidren in relation to a husband—seems to be resumed from Hosea 2:3
onwards.

This story, which is at the primary level (diegetic level), seems to

develop at a hierarchically embedded level: Yahweh assumes the role of the
husband, and is featured as the main speaker in Hosea 2. The “real world”
political and religious conflict is the non-salient and discontinuous aspect; the part
of Hosea I that Hosea 2 does not develop.

Despite this important similaritv, there are indications that these chapters do flot
develop as a full-blown mise-en-abvrne. The nested representation in Hosea 2
does not reproduce or duplicate the primary representation (in Hosea 1); it
develops it by using its own form of recursion. The chapter begins and ends with
the reversal of the disinherison formula, and in between develops from the
divorce to the betrothal of the woman. As shown in chapter 4 (Table XXXVI).
the adoption formulas are flot exact replicas of one another. since the first one
establishes the sons of lsrael as “children ofthe living God.” (2:2) and the second
one uses the more intimate My people’ (2:25).

A true rnise-en-abyine requires a clearly articulated discourse hierarchy. However.
there is no clear sign that Hosea 2 occupies a narrative level that is inferior to the
narrative framework in Hosea 1. Verses 2:1-2. with their ambiguous Niphal verbs
McHaIe. Postmodernist Fiction. 24.
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do flot allow the reader to situate the speaker/narrator ofthese verses in relation to
the narrative frarnework. In addition, unftamed speech in 2:3 does not allow the
reader to clearly situate the rest of the chapter in the hierarchy of speakers
initiated in Hosea 1. The reader is lefi hanging in the air: Is the world of family
relationships in Hosea 2. the same as the one established in the narrative
framework ofHosea 1?

Blurred levels of diegesis (speaker domains) allow Hosea 2 to set into motion one
of the hallmarks of postmodem texts—boundary violation—whereby the identity
of participants belonging to one textual world are transferred to another. Proper
names are “attached” to individuals by building a cluster of characteristics that
relate to that name. The proper name is a “rigid designator” that points to the
same individual all the time. “The individuals keep their proper names when
moving through different possible worlds, so that we recognize them, even if their
essential properties change in the move.”

13

Postmodem texts manipulate rigid

designation by “re-baptizing” the individual:

the transposition of an individual from one world to another
might be accompanied by his or her rebaptizing: the counterpart
acquires an alias. The semantics of the alias does not invalidate
but rather supplements the semantics of rigid designation. Aliases
are variants of one and the same designator in different possible
worlds, as long as we can keep track ofthe consecutive baptisms.’4
This (radically non-essentialist) capacity to shifi personal identity allows
postrnodem texts to re-incamate” historical persons in alternative worlds. Could
this be happening to Yahweh in Hosea 1-2?

Chapter 4 concluded that Hosea 2 is a sub-world of Hosea 1. These two worlds
are coimected by the re-baptism” of Yahweh as God, father and husband to
Israel. Yahweh is introduced on the main story une as a speaker (Yahweh said to

‘
‘

DoIeeI. Heterocosinica. 226.
DoleeI. Heterocosmica. 226.
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Hosea 1 :2). but in Hosea 2 becomes the main participant who is flot fully named
(by himself’) until the reversai in 2:23. Yahweh’s re-baptism is initiated by the
disinherison formula in Hosea 1:9. Although the words themselves refer to him
using a formula reserved for God—”I am flot ‘I am’ to you”—their location in a
situation of disinherison also alludes to the issue of fatherhood. He fuffihis and
develops the roles of husband and father. which in Hosea 1 belonged to the
prophet. According to Do1ee1’s description, this cluster ofroles is rebaptized or
given an alias—it moves from being identified with “Hosea” to a delayed
identification with “Yahweh.” As we have seen in chapter 4, this strategy of
identification also reinforces the epistemic modalities that shape Hosea 2.
Yahweh moves from being “flot known” to “known” by the woman and
ultimately by the reader as well.

To sum up. although Hosea 2 is a world embedded within the world initially set
up in Hosea 1. it is not exactly a mise-en-abyme because it does flot compÏetely
satisfy the three criteria defined by McHale. The ambiguous discourse hierarchy
precludes the construction of a clear mise-en-abyrne, as would be found in a
modernist text.

Hosea 3 also picks up on the marnage sign. and thus on a salient feature of Hosea
1. Is Hosea 3 an example of mise-en-abyrne?

6.3.2 Mise-en-abyme and Hosea 3
Like Hosea 2. the third chapter also takes the marnage relationship as the starting
point for its story une, but develops the personal relationship on a parallel track
with the religious/political situation of the people of Israel differently than Hosea
1. By emphasizing abstinence instead of fertility the text clearly differentiates
itself from the world set up in the first chapter.

It does not “reproduce,” but

develops the primary representation in an opposite direction.

j

Hosea 3 definitely does not fit into the first criteria for a mise-en-abyme because it
is not a story that is explicitly re-told at a lower level in the hierarchy of speakers.
If the superscription in Hosea 1:1-2 is the uppermost level in the hierarchy of
speakers (the diegetic level). then it should also serve as an introduction to Hosea

3. However. as shown in chapter 5. if we trv to fit’ Hosea 3 at some point in the
development of the Hosea I or 2, it does not fit on the story une initiated in Hosea
1. nor does it fit as a bridge between 1 and 2.

From the first quotation frame in

Hosea 3 onwards, the prophet is both the reporting speaker and a participant in the
text. As the reporting speaker. lie quotes Yahweh’s words, thus embedding the
divine command within his own discourse field.

This comparison with mise-en-abyme allows us to discover an important point.
When the reader re-constructs the world cf Hosea, he or she “reads” the
superscription as the primarv level of diegesis. but the world of the text “forks”
into two separate. but related sub-worlds-—Hosea 1-2 and Hosea

3•1

These two

sub-worlds are not hierarchically embedded one within another (as they would be
in the case of mise-en-abyrne). but co-exist side by side.

Although Hosea 1-3 is probably not an example of mise-en-abyme. this
comparison has brought to light some ways in which recursive embedding is
constructed and then subverted in the text. Hosea 1 and 3 relate either explicitly
or implicitly to the prophetic paradigm that is set into motion by the
superscription.

Like fratemal versus identical twins. they share a somewhat

similar set cf participants (the prophet. Yahweh. and the wife). but they develop
their respective story unes in mutually exclusive prophetic signs or symbolic
actions. These chapters are not embedded in relation te each other to produce
infinite regress or mise-en-cthyrne but juxtaposed via the inspiration stage cf the
prophetic paradigrn set up in the superscription.

The superscription is explicitly the primai-y level ofthe hierarchy for Hosea I, but it is only
implicitlv so for Hosea 3. The reader bas to “supply” the missing quotation frame—Hosea said—
that brings the narrator into the text. See chapter 5. for the development ofthis idea.
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6.3.3 Disrupting the Discourse Hierarchy: Dropped End-frame
Hosea shares yet another strategy with postmodem texts that undermines the
discourse hierarchy:

In addition to these strategies for soliciting the reader’s
involvement in “unreal,” hypodiegetic worlds. there are other
devices designed to encourage him or her to mistake nested
representations for “realities.” Among the simplest is the device of
missing end-frame: dropping down to an embedded narrative level
without retuming to the primary diegesis at the end)6
Hosea 1 ends at an embedded narrative level with Yahweh’s speech: “I am not ‘I
am’ to you.” Hosea 2 ends at an embedded narrative level with Lo Ammi, the
son’s words: “My God.” Moreover Hosea 3, like chapters 1 and 2, ends without
retuming to the primary (or diegetic) level of the hierarchy of speakers—the level
where the speaker is the

rr17 At the end of every chapter, the reader is lefi

with the question: Which is the primaly world?

Although recursive embedding seems to operate in the text, it actually constructs
and then undermines the hierarchy of speakers in Hosea 1-3. In addition to this.
the dropped end-frame increases this ambiguity by leaving the reader with the
uncertainty as to which is the ground or matrix for each chapter and for the entire
text.

The following section explores yet another teclmique—worlds under

erasure—that creates and un-creates the contents. events, and physical setting of
objects in the world of a text.

This technique has been fruitfully mined by

postmodem texts in order to foreground the process of constructing the world of a
text.

16
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Hosea 1 begins in the third person narrator’s field. but ends in Yahweh’s discourse field. Hosea
2 begins in the ambiguous narrators field. who could be Yahweh. Hosea. or a third person
narrator. It ends in Lo Ammis discourse field. Similarly, Hosea 3 begins in the first-person
narrators field. and ends in the discourse field ofthe narrator-as-participant.
7
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6.3.4 Worlds Under Erasure
When some aspect of a textual world—space. participants, objects, events—
appears and then disappears. this “flickering” or “oscillating” element directs the
reader’s attention to the process of world construction. The term “worlds under
erasure” is adapted from Jacques Derrida’s habit of placing key concepts in
Western metaphysics under erasure (signes sous rature). They are no longer held
to be valid, yet their absence is stiil present in philosophical arguments.
example.

“existence

and

objecthood—continue

to

be

indispensable

For
to

philosophical discourse even though that same discourse demonstrates their
illegitimacy.”8

This occurs in a narrative text. when major “chunks” of the

ontological status of the world falter. When key aspects of a textual world
“flicker,” the effect is to foreground the act of world construction. Readers
accustomed to naturalizing a textual world in relation to the actual world
experience a form of displacement when some aspect of the world is represented,
and then de-represented or erased. Narrative self-erasure is used differently by
modem and postmodern texts, and as we shah

see, Hosea combines

characteristics of both of these types of texts.

In Hosea 1-3. three key elements of world construction are projected and erased:
participant’s identities, events, and social institutions. The entire text is stmctured
around the giving and taking back of different aspects of relationships, and social
and religious life. In Hosea 3:4, the marnage sign points to the disappearance of
social institutions—king, sacrifice, pillar, ephod and teraphim. In 3:5 kingship
and worship of Yahweh are restored. In Hosea 2 new wine, fresh ou. and grain are
given (2:10). taken away (2:11), and then restored by Yahweh (2:24).

The

disappearance and restoration of objects and social institutions are ascribed to
Yahweh throughout these texts.

8
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Perhaps the most prominent form of flickering” in Hosea is the giving, negation,
and restoration of participants’ identity in relation to Yahweh. The disinherison /
adoption and divorce / betrothal formulas achieve this effect. Two of the three
chuidren are named by negation—Not loved. Not my people. These names are
later reversed in Hosea 2 through the speech acts of Yahweh. The woman is “flot
my wife’ (2:4) and restored through a speech act ofbetrothal in 2:18. 2 1-22. The
most radical. yet implicit “flickering” in the text occurs in Hosea 2, where the
unknown (male) speaker reveals himself as Yahweh by the end of the chapter.
Representation followed by erasure is a technique that is shared by both modemist
and postmodemist narratives; however, they handie erasure differently:

Narrative seif-erasure is flot the monopoly of postmodemist
fiction. of course. It also occurs in modemist narratives, but here it
is typically framed as mental anticipations, wishes or recollections
of the characters. rather than left as an irresolvable paradox of the
world outside the character’s minds. In other words, the canceled
events of modemist fiction occur in one or other character’s
subjective domain or subworld, not in the projected world of the
text as
This ensures that the reader us able to naturalize seif-erasure as a subjective event.
Hoseas use of erasure within each chapter resembles that of modemist texts
because they can be attributed to the subjective domain of Yahweh or the
prophet’s speech. In Hosea 1 and 2 the giving and erasing of identity, as well as
the giving and taking back of objects is achieved through specific speech acts that
are attributed to Yahweh. In Hosea 3, the appearance and disappearance of social
and political institutions occurs in the prophef s domain of speech, but the text
does flot specify who carnes out these actions.

Hosea uses self-erasure in the manner of a postmodern text in the relationship
between states of affairs or events portrayed in the different chapters:

19
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seif-erasure may remain implicit. as when two or more—ofien
many more—mutually exclusive states of affairs are projected by
the sarne text. without any of these competing states of affairs
being explicitly placed sous rature. This violation of the law of
the excluded middle becomes especially crucial when it occurs at
one particularly sensitive point in the text, narnely its ending.2°
•

.

.

Hosea 1-2 ends with the restoration of relationship between Yahweh, his “wife”
and children. On the other hand. Hosea 3 ends with the restoration of Israel, but
there are no chiidren. The two symbolic signs are mutually exclusive in the sense
that procreation and abstinence exciude one another. The effect of seif-erasure is
compounded by the fact that the texts do flot retum to the primary level of the
hierarchy of speakers.

By flot retuming to the primary level in the hierarchy of speakers, erasure (in
conjunction with a missing end-frame) also changes the way recursive embedding
functions in the text.

Narrative texts “pull” the reader toward the ending by

creating “the expectation of a revelation which is withheld until the end.

—

This

is true when events are presented in chronological order. On the other hand. when
an event is anticipated. or inserted proleptically in a story, this creates anticipation
conceming the consequences and resolution of the event. The result is that it
“rearranges the perspective in which the events were first read. Things are cast in
another light to make the reader realize that however precise his prior knowledge
of the outcome. it had stili in some way been inadequate.”22 Recursive ernbedding
(such as mise-en-abyme) is a form of prolepsis (on a thematic level). and thus
anticipates or rearranges the meaning of events in a text.

With a missing

endframe at the end of each chapter in Hosea. there is no return to the highest
level in the hierarchy of speakers. The reader re-casts his or her interpretation of
the events. but is not able to compare this to an ending.

20
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6.3.5 Summary: Techniques that Subvert the World(s) in Hosea 1-3
This very brief, thougli incomplete comparison of Hosea to rnodemist and
postmoderimarratives lias shown how features sucli as recursive embedding and
erasure occur in Hosea 1-3. Aithougli at first sight recursive embedding in Hosea
seems to resemble mise-en-ab3’rne. we have shown that this is flot strictlv the case.
Mise-en-abvme requires careful and explicit separation of discourse domains,
something Hosea consistently undermines. Furthermore. the text uses a technique
that is ofien used in postmodern texts to blur these boundaries: when it drops
down to the discourse field of an embedded speaker and does flot retum to the
uppermost level ofthe hierarchy.

One possible reason that Hosea does flot exploit mise-en-abyrne fully is that the
prophetic paradigm and the text’s exclusive use of monologue limit the
maneuverability of the text. Hosea limits the drop in the hierarchy of speakers,
oui to the speakers invoived in the prophetic paradigm. In the case of Hosea I
and 2. the speaker is God; while in Hosea 3 it is the prophet. The addressees—the
woman. lier chuidren, and ultimately the people of Israel—are always quoted (in
Hosea 2) within the discourse field of Yahweh. They are neyer shown as speaker
responding directly to Yahweh or Hosea.23 This subjectifies the worlds created in
the text. and loosens the reader’s hold on the narrative framework of the text.

In addition, the prophetic paradigm facilitates tlie forking structure that resembles
the forking plot unes of postmodern narratives. The paradigrn consists of two
speech events that do flot necessarily have to be narrated chronologically.
Theoretically. this creates the possibility of various perspectives within the
paradigm itself. depending on whose consciousness is reporting the event. In
practice. however. Hosea 1-3 focuses on the inspiration stage narrated from (1)
the third person narrator’s viewpoint (Hosea 1): (2) Yahweli’s (Hosea 2); and the

In other words. there is neyer turn-taking where the two male speakers respond to the women or
chiidren whose speech is introduced in the nanators domain.
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prophet’s viewpoint (Hosea 3). Each ofthese develops the story ofthe prostitute
and the prophet in a radically different direction.

b summarize. Hosea l-3 uses techniques that resemble those of modernist and
postmodernnarratives to expose the world constructing conventions at work in the
text. Inclusion of the prophetic paradigm within a narrative framework creates a
dispiacement from the paradigms oral context (see chapters 3-5). Hosea
constructs and dissolves its discourse hierarchy tlirough the interaction of the
narrative framework and the prophetic paradigm. Recursive embedding. dropped
end-frames and narrative self-erasure also blur the hierarchy of speech. All these
elements v.’orking together also impact on the hierarchy of modal operators in the
text.

The following section analyzes the effect that these features of world

construction have on each other.

6.4 Postmodernism and the World(s) 0f the Text: Modal Operators and Discourse
Domains in Hosea 1-3
How do modal operators and discourse domains function in Hosea 1-3 as a
whole?

Modalities shape the world of a text so that it is able to “generate

stories... They have a direct impact on acting: they are rudimentary and
inescapable constraints, which each person acting in the world faces.”24 The
introduction to this thesis describcd the interaction between the narrative
framework and modal systems in a text as follows:
.the narrator’s discourse provides the “ground” for describing
and representing entities. persons, events (including represented
speech). modal systems and angles of perception or focalization in
the possible world. These worlds constructed through discourse
are shaped hy the intersection. and overlap of multiple hierarchies.
Modal systems, levels of represented speech, and types of
focalization. for example. are organized in hierarchies that
strengthen or weaken the factual or non-factual nature of discourse
that constitutes the world.

DoIe2eI.

fleterocos,nka.

113.
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As we have seen. one ofthe severai hierarchies that exist in Hosea is the discourse
hierarchy constructed as the prophetic paradigm interacts with the narrative
framework (expiicitiy in Hosea 1). Hosea I opens with the superscription, which
is iocated in the discourse field of a third person. anonymous narrator.

The

narrator’s discourse provides the ground or matrix for describing and representing
entities, persons. events (including represented speech). modal systems and angles
of perception or focalization in the possible world. As we have seen in relation to
Hosea l-3, modal operators can occur both at the level ofthe ground or matrix of
the text (codexai modaiity), or they can shape the world projected by a quoted
speaker.

Thus modal operators are invoived at every level of the discourse

hierarchy and can impact upon the authentication of speaker’s domains in a text.25

Narrative convention normally attributes the highest degree of authentication to
the ground or matnix whereby ail statements are given their truth-vaiue. In Hosea,
authentication begins with the superscription—expressed as “The word of
Yahweh which came to Hosea son of Bern.

. .“

1:1. This clause establishes the

possibiiity of communication between inhabitants of the supernatural and naturai
worlds.

It sets into motion a codexai norm that allows possibility and

impossibiÏity to meet throughout the entire text (Hosea 1-14). The codexal norm
shapes the prophetic paradigm. where communication between the supernatural
and the natural world represented by two possible speech events (and their
variants): inspiration and proclamation. In Doleei’s terminoiogy, alethic modal
operators are used to create a dyadic mythological world, in which the prophet has
the status of a special informer.26 In other words. the prophet incarnates the capax

25

Authentication refers to the truth-value given to a particular speech domain in a text. This
definition will be developed more fully in the following sections.
26
The possibility that human beings could communicate with God evidently caused some anxiety
to the authors ofthe Targums. The absolute transcendence ofGod was at stake, so the Targums
use the concept ofAlemra (God’s efflcacious Word ) to circumvent the issue. “The Mernra. or
“Word’ ofGod sometimes functions as God’s agent or intermediary between himselfand the
world. so that when he speaks or acts this is accomplished ‘by bis Me,nra.”’ Kevin J. Cathcart and
Robert P. Gordon. “Introduction.” in The Targum ofthe Minor Propl?ets. (The Ararnaic Bible, 14,
ed. Kevin J. Cathcart et al.: Edinburgh: T & T Clark. 1987), 4. Targum Jonathan does not use the
terni AIe,nra in Hosea 1. but it does use another term—the preposition qUai (before)—to avoid
anthropomorphic connotations: The word of prophecy before (qdin) the Lord that was with
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del—the capacitv to know and live the insuperable difference between a “mortal”
and God.

This alethic modality that is part and parce! of the prophetic paradigm is itself
embedded in the narrator’s discourse field.

Thus Hosea 1 layers these three

e!ements to create a maximal degree of authentication for the text. The leve!s of
authentication could be tested as follows: Can the narrator whose discourse field
“grounds” the text lie about God, Hosea, and the world ofthe text? Can Yahweh,
the participant who’s “Word” fus the world ofthe text with people and events, lie
about them? Can Hosea the prophet lie or distort the message he lias received
from Yahweh? These questions raise the issue of the degree of reliability of a
speaker in relation to the discourse hierarchy in a text.
Doleel describes the first two levels of authentication:

“Fictional facts

constructed by authoritative narrative constitute the factual domain, the non
authenticated possibles introduced in the character’s discourse—the virtual
domain of the fictional world.”27 In the case of Hosea. the authoritative narrative
is the ground or narrative ftamework, and the virtual domain is constituted by the
speech of the participants in the prophetic paradigm (Yahweh in Hosea 1. Hosea
in chapter 3).

According to Doleel, the authority of the “ground” is given by narrative
convention. and is ana!ogous to the authority of performatives. whereas the
authority of a participants speech is established by consensus and coherence
within the text:

The two different origins of fictional facts in the dyadic
authentication
spiit. .the factual domain of the fictional world
into two subdomains: ful!y authenticated. by authoritative
.

.

.

.

Hosea.’ Tg. Hosea :1. The actual term Memra is used in Hosea 1:7: But I will have pit. on the
people cf the house ofiudah and I w’ill save them by the Alemra ofthe Lord their God.” Memta in
this case almost becomes an intermediarv.
DoIee1. Heterocosmica. 150.
-
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narrative. and coflectively authenticated by consensual fictional
person’s accounts. As to the virtual domain, the domain of
possibles that remain non-authentic, it divides into private
domains, the beliefs. illusions, and errors of individual fictional
persons (Don Quixote’s giants. Emma Bovary’ s Paris).28
In Hosea. the collective authentication of Yahweh’s speech is minimized by the
non-dialogic structure of the text.

The role of the prophet as speaker is not

explicitly represented until Hosea 3, in which we hear the speaker’s monologue.
furthermore. no other participant speaks in the text. unless they are quoted within
the field of the I” revealed as Yahweh. or the “me” in Hosea 3 who is
presumably the prophet. The voices of the narrator, Yahweh, the speaking “I”,
and the “me” in chapter 3, are juxtaposed, but they do flot dialogue with one
another in these three chapters.

The “virtual domain” of Yahweh. a participant. overcomes the authenticating
performative of the narrative framework. Hosea J ends with the ultirnate form of
erasure; it does flot return to the primary level of represefitation (the “ground” or
matrix of the narrator’s discourse). The reader is lefi hanging in the subjective
discourse field of Yahweh. whose words “erase” the identity of Hosea’s child.
the people. and himself as their God.

Hosea 2 begins where the world in Hosea 1:9 was erased: And it will be that
instead of its being said to them: “You are flot my people” It will be said to them:
Children ofthe Living God (2:lb). The NiphaÏ verbs cause ambiguity. so that the
reader is flot certain whether or not the text retums to the primarv (diegetic) level
of representation. This strategy resuits in open questions about the framing of
Hosea 2: Are these quotations embedded in the narrative framework, or in the
prophetic paradigm?

In other words. is this the domain of the third person

narrator. or that of Yahweh or Hosea? This leads to ambiguous authentication,
because it is difficult to determine whose discourse verifies the truth-values ofthe
contents.
28
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As demonstrated in cliapter 4. Hosea 2:3-25 is a highly subjective sub-world
constructed through the discourse of the speaking “I”. It articulates primarily an
epistemic modality. In this world. the speaker’s words can strip away and restore
identity both to the woman and lier chuidren, yet the whoÏe purpose of this verbal
violence is to initiate an epistemic quest. In this world. knowledge of Yahweh
and the meaning of his identity is the secret of the epistemic quest, “a narrative
wliose modal base is the transformation of ignorance or faise belief into
knowledge.”29 Yahweh shares this knowledge with the reader, as lie unveils the
objective of bis action and speech.

The woman, wlio is ignorant, “knows”

Yahweh through a series of violent, and/or amorous acts.

Hosea 2 (like chapter Ï) does not retum to the primary level of representation. In
other words, the voice of the third person narrator is heard no more.

It is as

though the framework or ground for the text is no longer needed, since the voice
of Yahweli speaks for itself.

By eliminating visible signs of the prophetic

paradigm such as quotation frames, the text foregrounds the voice of Yaliweh as
the primary world constructing (and erasing) discourse in the text. Yaliweh’s
discourse creates. un-creates. and authenticates the speech of ail other
participants. and thus assumes the performative, world constructing role of the
narrative framework.

How does authentication take place in Hosea 3? The first person narrator bas a
dual function: (1) lie participates as an agent in the text, and (2) he produces
monologic narrative. which is the vehicle for constructing the world of the text.
The first person narrator must establisli his competence in tliese two functions by
estabiishing the scope of bis knowledge and identifying its source. Hosea 3 gives
onlv the barest amount of information to the reader in the first quotation frame.
Unlike Hosea 1. Hosea 3 does flot begin with the narrative background that wouid
establish tlie narrators competence.
Do1eeI. Heterocos,nica. 127.

It begins in media res. with no direct

reference to the narrative framework set up by the superscription in Hosea 1. The
first person nanator authenticates the world of the text in a slightly different way.
as a sort of eyewitness” account of the events that are narrated. Thus the alethic
modality (originally initiated in the superscription in Hosea 1) is embedded in the
discourse domain of a participant in the events. In other words. the reader is told
the fact that the supematural world communicates with the natural world through
the filter ofthe human participant’s subjectivity. If Hosea 3 is read in relation to
the superscription. it is doubly authenticated because the narrator (in 1:1-2)
reinforces the prophetic paradigm.

The story that unfolds in Hosea 3 is one of deontic loss and acquisition,
represented as the erasure and re-construction of social, political, and religious
institutions. A narrative of confinement symbolizes deontic loss: the woman is
“bought or acquired” to become the prophet’s wife, but loses her freedom in the
process.

Confinement and abstinence indicate loss and sterility in the social

reaim.
Hierarchies composed of speaker domains. perception. and modal operators work
together to distinguish the form and content ofthe participant’s discourse domains
from the ground or matrix. However, as we have shown in the previous section,
Hosea deploys a series of techniques that undermine the orderly hierarchies in the
text. Recursive embedding, erasure, non-dialogic speech. and the lack of formulas
to mark the different stages of the prophetic paradigm. all contribute to blurring
the levels ofauthentication in the Hosea.

6.5 The World(s) of Hosea and the Representation of the Divine
The representation of God in either a narrative or a prophetic text involves a
specific technical difficulty: How can the words and actions of a supematural
heing be represented in a text. since it is an artifact modeled on human
communication?

The world of a text is structured via hierarchies of speech.

perception and modal operators. whereby each level authenticates die next level
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down. Locating the voice of God at any level other than the narrative matrix
means that the representation of God is limited by the speech and perception of
another participant. The speech of a participant is “virtual” in the sense that it
does flot carry its own authority. but must be validated by the consensus of other
voices in the text. Where can Yahweh be situated in this hierarchy so as not to
limit or distort the divine nature, whule at the same time represent lis interaction
with human beings?

Narrative and prophetic texts approach this difficulty differently. According to
Stemberg, narrative texts in the Bible function in such a way that the reader
identifies the nanator’s authority with God’s by building omniscience into the
narrator’ s domain:

“Why is the biblical narrator omniscient?” the answer is by now
simple enough: his narrative manifests ail the privileges of
knowiedge that transcend the human condition. For one thing, the
narrator has free access to the minds (“hearts”) of bis dramatis
personae, flot exciuding God himself. For another, fie enjoys free
movement in time (among narrative past, present and future) and
in space (enabling him to follow secret conversations, shuttie
between simultaneous happenings or between heaven and earth).
These two establish an unlimited range of information to draw
upon or. from the reader’s side, a supematural principle of
coherence and stuff that would normally be inaccessible... The
biblical narrator and God are not only analogues, nor does God’s
information privilege only look far more impressive than the
narrator’s derivative or second-order authority. The very choice to
devise an omniscient narrator serves the purpose of staging and
glorifying an omniscient God.3°
.

.

.

.

.

If this is the case. then God is represented implicitlv in the omniscient narrator
who manifests ah the privileges of knowledge that transcend the human
condition.” But fie is also represented explicitlv as a participant in the narrative.
According to this view. biblical narrative does not fit what DoIeel caTis dyadic
authentication: “entities introduced in the discourse of the anonymous third

°
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person narrator are eo ipso authenticated as fictional facts. while those introduced
in the discourse of fictional persons are flot.”31 By in some way identifying the
biblical narrator with God. the Hebrew Bible moves beyond dyadic authentication
to graded authentication. whereby a participant’s discourse can aiso be used for
world construction.

“The function assigns different grades (degrees) of

authenticity to fictional entities. distributed along a scale between “fully
authentic” and “non-authentic.” Consequently, it provides world constituents with
different ranks or modes offictional existence.”32

Prophetic texts move along the continuum, doser or farther away from dyadic
authentication, depending on how the two stages of the prophetic paradigm are
represented within the narrative framework of the text. Instead of creating an
anaiogy of omniscience. Hosea’ s strategy for representing Yahweh minimizes the
narrator’s foie. The narrator in Hosea I does flot have access to the inner thoughts
and motives of God. except as they are expressed in Yahwehs direct speech.
Furthennore. the free movement in time and in space that gives the narrator the
capacity to fo1iow secret conversations. and shuttie between simultaneous
happenings or between heaven and earth,” is not explicitly represented in Hosea.33

This perspectivized view of God is gradually subverted in the transition from
Hosea 1 to 2. As Hosea 1 minimizes the narrative framework. it aiso opens up the
text to the figurative world of Hosea 2.

This world, iocated primarily in the

domain of the speaking “I” can then use the reaim of human reiationships to
represent Yahweh’s relationship with Israei.

The transition to Hosea 2 is

mediated through the disinherison formula in 1 :9—”You are flot my people. and I
am not (I am) to vou”—which the reader identifies as Yahwehs voice by
anaphoric reference. Hosea 2:1-2 foilows. creating a narrator with an ambivalent
identity. The rest ofthe chapter is constructed primarily through the discourse of
the speaking “I. The text moves from a highly perspectivized to a subjectivized
DoIe2eI. Heterocos,nica. 149.
DoIee1. Heterocosmica. 152.
Sternbera. Poetics ofBihlica/ Narrative. $4.
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representation of Yahweh.

In other words, it moves along a spectrum from

dyadic towards graded authentication. so that by Hosea 2:25, Yahweh’s (virtual)
discourse (re)constructs a world ofpersonal. religious and social relationships.
The movement from dyadic toward a more graded authentication increases the
flexibility for designating agents (or participants) in the text. Yahweh is able to
assume the role of father, husband, lover, not by simile or analogy, but by re
configuring his designation in the world of the text.

In narrative texts in the

Hebrew Bible. Yahweh is referred to by using a fairly fixed code of names and/or
roles.
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In Hosea 2. designation vields to re-configuration. We have shown this
.

.

in the analysis of Hosea 2. where the ‘speaking I” who is the father and husband
is gradually refers to himself as Yahweh. Identities are reconfigured in Hosea by
aligning the worlds of Hosea 1 and 2, a process that oflen occurs in post-modem
texts:

The allowances that the postmodemist rewrites take with proper
names can 5e accommodated by adjusting the strategy of
transworld identification. We start by aligning the protowork and
its presumed rewrite on the basis of sorne strong texturai and
structural evidence—the titie, the quotations, the intertextual
allusions. the similarity of the fictional worlds structure, the
homology of agential constellations. the paralÏeiism of story
lines. .we draw the transworld identity lines. Some of these will
link individuals with different names. .the transposition of an
individual from one world to another might be accompanied by his
or her rebaptizing: the counterpart acquires an alias. Aliases are
variants of one and the same rigid designator in different possible
worlds. as long as we can keep track of consecutive baptisms.
.

Hosea creates a ‘homology of agential constellations”; in other words, the set of
participants in Hosea 1 fulfiils similar roles to those in Hosea 2. Yahweh the
speaker in Hosea Ï acquires the aiias’ of Yahweh the husband and father in

,

Reveil lists simple (God. Yahweh) and compound designations (God oflsrael. God ofHosts)
and their functions within the text. He concludes that compound designations are used to draw
attention to the clause in which thev are used and not to highlight appearance in a new context.
E.]. Reveil. The Designation ofthe Individual. 197-217.
Do leel. Heterocosnnca. 226.
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Hosea 2.

Although Hosea I creates a parallel between the way Gomer acts

towards Hosea. and Israel toward Yahweh. the device that ultimately aligns the
worlds of Hosea I and 2 is the disinherison formula in 1:9. It is a device for
trans-worId identification.” Ail ofthis is perceived through the consciousness of
the speaking “I,” who is not explicitly identified as Hosea or Yahweh at the
beginning of chapter 2. By the end. however. the ‘I” refers to himself as Yahweh.
The text re-baptizes’ not only participants, but also the representing
consciousness so that Yahweh’s subjectivity filters events in the text.

The

‘ana1ogy of omniscience” is no longer needed.

Hosea 3 works against the ‘analogy of omniscience” typical of narrative texts in
the Bible. It uses the first person, representing consciousness that belongs to the
prophet, a participant who quotes and interprets Yahweh’s words. The effect is to
cancel any ‘privi1eged knowÏedge that transcends the human condition.” Hosea 3
sets up a world where Yahweh and the prophet’s (narrator’s) roles are kept
distinctly separate. Yet even this conclusion must be nuanced. While Hosea 3:1
distinguishes between the first person narrator and the discourse of Yahweh, the
following verses blur the distinction. Yahweh commands and the prophet
complies. expands the command (3:3). and explains its meaning (3: 4-5) and
impact on historical circumstances. The interpretation of the marnage sign points
towards a major gap in the text:

Whose interpretation is it? s the prophet

reporting the contents of a conversation with Yahweh that is not represented in
the text? Is lie representing his own analysis? The text blurs the distinction
between Yahweh’s tlioughts and the prophef s by a strategy of omission.
Hosea 1-3 resorts to a kaleidoscopic” strategy for representing God in the text.
By not fixing the narrator’s role and function. as in narrative texts. Yahweh is
viewed (bniefly) from an “omniscient” viewpoint (Hosea 1), as welI as a “human”
(Hosea 3) and ambivalent, subjective perspective (Hosea 2). Hosea is told to “go
and take” a wornan given to prostitution and conceive children of “prostitution.’
Chapter 2 This varietv allows the text to create parallel. but connected worlds.

Hosea I defines the parameters—the prophef s relationship to his wife and
chiidren. and the relationship of Yahweh to Israel—that are developed in different
directions in chapters 2 and 3.

6.6 Conclusion
Hosea represents the capacity to communicate across the gap between the human
and the divine—an insuperable difference. As we noted in the introduction, this
difference presents itself as a technical difficulty in the construction of the world
of the text: How can the words and actions of a supernatural being be adequately
represented in a text since it is an artifact modeled on human communication?
Situating God as both speaker and participant in a text is at the heart of this
difficulty.

According to Stemberg. narrative texts ascribe omniscience to the

third person narrator and in doing so, identify the uppermost level in the hierarchy
of speech with the voice of God. In contrast. Hosea l-3 resorts to a strategy
whereby these hierarchies are established and then subverted in the text.
This thesis has shown that the interaction between the narrative framework and
the prophetic paradigm can be highly malleable. thereby impacting upon other
elements such as the representation of perspective and the interaction of modal
operators that shape the text. In Hosea 1-3 the interaction between the narrative
framework and the prophetic paradigm sets up a discourse hierarchy. as well as a
hierarchy of modal operators, which together authenticate the voice of God.

At

the same time, the text dissolves this hierarchy by the use of recursive ernbedding,
dropped end-frame and erasure that are typical of postmodemist texts. The exact
embedding expected when a text uses mise-en-abvme is subverted in Hosea 2 and
3 by the dropped end-frame at the end ofeach ofthese chapters. The reader is lefi
hanging...

In addition. like a postmodernist text. Hosea uses these strategies to construct a
text that is composed of several worlds that are interrelated via the
rnarriage/divorce. adoptionldisinherison contrasts.

Through this creation and

ii

erasure of relationships. the text gives the reader several images of God ranging
from the highly perspectivized speaker in Hosea 1, to the “interior” view of the
speaking “I’ in chapter 2, to the view of Yahweh from “within” the consciousness
and subjectivity of the prophet in Hosea 3.

In Hosea 1, the domain of the

perspectivized speaker in Hosea presents a God who violates social and religious
norms, resorting to the command to marry a prostitute in order to portray the
dissonant relationship between himself and Israel. In chapter 2, the woman (and
the reader) is confined within the discourse of the male speaker, whose speech
constructs an image of an unknown, violent lover, who then becomes the known
God who enters into a covenant of love with his people. Finally, Hosea 3 portrays
Yahweh within the consciousness of the prophet as the objective of a narrative of
value acquisition. In order to “attain” God, Israel must lose its social, religious
and political institutions.

Although cadi chapter of the chapters of Hosea 1-3 portrays a different image of
Yahweh. they also articulate a common theological thread. Something must be
lost—social acceptance. material security, social, and even religious institutions—
in order to enter into a real relationship with him. Each chapter also builds a
different world that includes a God whose discourse is capable of creating and un
creating identities. relationships, the material world. and perhaps even the world
ofthe text itself

ii

Chapter7
Conclusion
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The prophetic corpus lies before us in what are,
to sonie extent, very shapeÏess collections of
traditional material arranged with ahnost no
regard for content or chronological order, and
apparent/’ quite unaware ofthe lmvs with whicÏ;
we are farniliar in the development of European
literature.
--Gerhard von Rad

7.0 Introduction
When the world of Hosea l-3 is read as a narrative text it creates an impression of
both unity and fragmentation. Gerhard von Rad’s statement, as quoted in the
epigraph. typifies the resuits of this reading strategy. Since both narrative and
prophetic texts create a ‘wor1d,” readers may be de-familiarized because they
expect a narrative text that follows the “laws” of European literature. What they
encounter, however, is a textual world constructed primarily by reported speech,
which does not naturalize as easily as a narrative text.

Gérard Genette’s categories—histoire, récit and narration—allowed us to
highlight more precise differences between narrative and prophetic texts. Unlike
narrative texts. in prophetic books. histoire includes a substantial number of
projected future or possible. unrealized events. Moreover, narration and prophecy
differ in the ways that they represent and anchor speech with respect to a speaking
voice.

Unlike actions. reported speech events are inserted in the récit as part of a
hierarchy. The context of speaking for each embedded utterance locates it in
time. and (usually) indicates the identity of the participants (speaker and
addressee.) In addition. each instance of reported speech also has the capacity to
develop its own event une. Since reported speech is more prominent in prophetic
texts. we proposed the idea that they create a thickef’ texture by constructing
ernbedded hierarchies of speech. However. as we have seen. Hosea l-3 does not
fully exploit the possibility of a “thicker” texture by representing several voices in
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dialogue, but on the contrary. sticks to monologue discourse and varies the
identity ofthe main speaker.

The way histoire, récit and narration are articulated in a text can shape the type of
world that it constructs.

This interaction is more complex in prophetic texts

because the proplietic paradigm is a brief histoire. which in tum is made up
primarily of speech events. Each ofthese speech events can develop its own main
une of development. As we have shown in the previous chapter, the interaction
between narration and the prophetic paradigm in Hosea 1-3 sets up a discourse
hierarchy, as well as a hierarchy of modal operators, which together authenticate
the voice of God. While at the same time. the text dissolves this hierarchy by the
use of recursive embedding. dropped end-frame and erasure that are typical of
postmodernist texts.

This chapter summarizes the procedure followed in this thesis to explore the
question: How is the world of the text constructed in Hosea 1-3? We begin by
re-evaluating the hypothesis.

7.1 How can Hosea J-3 be ReaU Differently?: Hypothesis Revis ited
The hypothesis that guided this investigation was stated as follows. Hosea 1-3
uses narrative conventions to set iip a world but alters them to create a prophetic
text. While space. time, and modalities may function differently than would be
expected in a narrative text, it is primariÏy the representation of speech and

perception thaï gives the text its ‘prophetic” characier. In a narrative text the
dispiacernent that characterizes written language (the co-presence and interaction
between the speaker and addressee. which is normal for conversational language
that is lacking) is overcome or replaced by the narrator-narratee relationship. By
minimizing the narrator’s function. Hosea substitutes the narrative convention
someone is speaking this text” with a more specific prophetic convention:
Yahweh speaks to a prophet. who then speaks to the people.” In doing so. a
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prophetic text also alters the participation of the reader in the process of
constructing the world of the text.

Analyzing reported speech in Hosea suggests at least one important change to this
hypothesis:

Hosea does not substitute the narrative convention with a more

specific prophetic convention: the narrative framework and the prophetic
paradigm exist in creative tension in the text. Moreover, their interaction does not
create the carefully layered hierarchy of speakers often associated with a narrative
text. Instead. the narrative framework and the prophetic paradigm intersect and
overlap, thus blurring the authentication of voices in the text. This is especially
true of the way the “authority” of the voice of Yahweh is articulated in each

chapter.

Another aspect of the hypothesis that needs to be revised is the idea of a uniform
“world” of the text. Hosea does not construct one uniform world, but a series of
worlds embedded (Hosea 1 and 2), or juxtaposed with one another (Hosea 1 and
3). The following section summarizes the application ofthis hypothesis to Hosea
1-3.
7.2 How is a World Constructed in Hosea 1-3?
The world in Hosea 1-3 is constructed through discourse broadly defined as “any
coherent succession of sentences, spoken or (in most usages) written.”1 However,
in this thesis. the term discourse is doser to the term “discours” in French, as it is
used by Benveniste—speech directed by a specific speaker to a specific
addressee.2 This definition includes the pragmatic context of speech and in doing
so highlights the difference between narration and reported speech.

This

distinction is crucial because it indicates two different functions of discourse
within texts: (1) discourse can be a world-constructing event that creates a
“shelF—a matrix or space that anchors the discourse of all other speakers: (2) a

2

Peter Maflhews. Dictionari’ ofLinguisties. 100.
Emile Benveniste. “De la subjectivité dans le langage” 258.

n,
j-,

speaker’s discourse can be that of an agent participating in the action and
interaction of the story.

Do1ee1 defines the matrix or discourse space as “the

macro structural conditions of story generation: stories happen. are enacted in
certain kinds of possible worlds.”3 We referred to the speaker (encoded in the
text), whose discourse constructs the overall matrix for the textual world as the
narrator. As we have seen. each of the two functions of discourse carnes its own
weight in the world ofthe text. By convention, the narrator’s domain is identified
with “factual” reference, thus serving as a bench-mark for “truth” in the text. On
the other hand, the discourse field of an agent participating in the action is
“subjective.”

The fact that the world of a text is constructed by discourse means that
information about the world is mediated through a variety of speakers (and
narrators) and therefore a variety of vantage points that ultimately indicate the
sources responsible for the selection and arrangement of world components: “The
dependence of a world on a perspective is varied: each type of world establishes
its own dependency relation with the perspective presenting or representing it.”4
Moreover, perspective in a text is mediated through narration.

In the case of

prophecy, and more particularly the Book of Hosea, this theoretical insight raised
the following issues.

•

Can a variety of speakers (and narrators) and perspectives be
identified in the text of Hosea?

•

Is there a primary perspective that dominates the way in which
characters (Yahweh, the prophet. the wife, Israel etc.) and thematic
material are presented?

•

How does the text authenticate or make the authoritative
perspective credible to the reader?

Lubomjr DoIee1, Heterocosmica, 31.
Ruth Ronen, Possible Wortds, 175.
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The issues raised above were narrowed down to two questions: (1) who speaks.
and (2) who perceives in Hosea 1-3?

The narrators report and speaker’s domains do not float independently in the
world of a text but are anchored in an ordered hierarchy. Narrative texts order a
polyphony of voices into a hierarchy; and each of its levels also shapes the
construction of perspective in the text.

A prophetic text, on the other hand.

introduces two specific communication events—inspiration and proclamation—
that constitute the prophetic paradigm. The following sub-section summarizes the
way the prophetic paradigm is embedded in the narrative framework.

7.2.1 Effect of the Interaction of the Narrative Framework and the Prophetic
Paradig m
Narrative texts build a polyphonic texture that separates the domains of

participants’ speech from the narrator’s:

The interweaving of different registers in the text of the nove!
produces the effect of heteroglossia, plurality of discourse; and it
is this concrete heteroglossia which serves as the vehicle for the
confrontation and dialogue among world-views and ideologies in
the nove!. its orchestratedpoÏyphony ofvoices.’
Each voice in a narrative text fits into a discourse hierarchy where one leve!
authenticates the next !evel down. In this thesis the reader response mode! was
modified to reftect the embedded nature of represented speech. In a prophetic text
the embedding is much more comp!ex, since the prophetic paradigm has been
inserted within the narrator-narratee relationship. f igure 31 shows the mode! as it
is modified to reflect this additiona! embedding.

Brian McHale, Postmodernist Fiction. 166. McHale is using the idea of heterogtossia developed
by MM. Bakhtin in Discourse in the Novel’ in The Diatogic Imagination: Four Essavs. (ed.
Michael Holquist; trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist Austin: University ofTexas Press
1994), 301-3 1. In this statement, the term registers refers to narrators’ and participant’s domains
of speech.
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Sender

Receiver

Actual author
implied author
narrator
speaker
Yahweh

Actual reader
imp!ied reader
narratee
addressee — speaker
Prophet

addressee
People

Figure 31: Reader Response Model Modified
to Include Reported Speech and the Prophetic Paradigm6
As shown in chapter L in its simplest form the prophetic paradigm consists oftwo
separate and successive speech events in which the prophet switches roles from
addressee to speaker.7 This interaction between the narrative framework and the
prophetic paradigm significantly enriches the options for creating the world of a
text. However, this poses a challenge for the reader, who must keep track of
boundaries between speaker’s domains.

Quotation ftames allow the reader to roughly follow the prophetic paradigm and
the narrative framework throughout a text. They define the “edges” or boundaries
of the discourse domains of narrators and speakers.

What happens, however,

when these indicators do not appear consistently throughout the text, as is the case
in Hosea? This thesis proposed three additional criteria to help define discourse
domains internally, and the next section summarizes the resuit of applying them
to Hosea 1-3.

7.2.2 Four Criteria for Analyzing Reported Speech
Instead of relying solely on the traditional indicators of the prophetic paradigm to
discem who speaks at each level in the text, we developed four criteria that
6

The narrative framework is shown in bold, and the prophetic paradigm in regular type.
This thesis has used the terms “narrator” and “speaker” to refer to levels in the hierarchy of
speech. These concepts and their relationship to the prophetic paradigm could also be ftuitfully
explored ifthe function and intention ofvarious speakers were taken into consideration. Linguists
distinguish between the person who frames the speech act. the one who produces the speech act,
and the one who is committed to what the words actually say. See Miller, The Representation of
Speech, 100.
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operate at different levels ofdiscourse: (1) participant reference. (2) verbal aspect.
(3) discourse typology. and (4) the use of quotation frames.

Bach criterion

operates at a different level: (1) at the sentence level. or (2) at the paragraph or
discourse level. Ofien one will operate at several levels: for example. participant
reference often fus the subject and object position in a sentence while at the
paragraph or discourse level it may indicate the importance of the participant in
the main story une.

The presence of quotation frames and the dvnamics of

participant reference are the criteria that are normally used to separate domains in
narrative texts: however, in Hosea, verbal aspect and discourse type can also
signal the presence or absence ofdomain boundaries.

Although for the most part these criteria worked together to differentiate
speaker’s domains. occasionally they worked at cross-purposes. In the transition
from Hosea 1:9, to 2:1-2, verbal aspect obscures the speaker addressee
relationship, flot allowing the reader to situate the voice at 2:1-2 on a specific
level of the hierarchy of speech. Moreover, participant reference. while used for
direct reference in Hosea 1, gradually shifts in Hosea 2 by re-configuring roles
attached to particular proper names. Thus Yahweh becomes both husband and
father. Both ofthese criteria were used to shifi the reader’s focus from the events
of Hosea’s life in chapter 1 to Yahweh’s subjective involvement with Israel in
chapter 2.

In narrative texts, once the outermost shell of discourse is established (the
outermost level of diegesis. in Genettes terms). this sheil grounds or anchors and
authenticates all levels of speech within the text. This does flot seem to be the
case with Hosea. Hosea I establishes an outer sheil, which is gradually phased
out in Hosea 2.

This is followed by first person narration in Hosea 3, which

cannot be inserted at any point on the main story line in chapters 1 and 2. The
outermost level of diegesis provides the ground” for the prophetic paradigm, but
then disappears.

Readers accustomed to narrative texts may expect a text to
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consistently refer or conform to the hierarchy of speakers: but in Hosea
boundaries between domains of speech are blurred.

The prophetic paradigm also shapes the hierarchy of communication in the text
but is not aiways explicitly represented.

In addition. the paradigm may not

develop in the normally expected chronological order. Its existence is established
in the superscription, and the flrst speech event—inspiration——occurs. but the
second one. delivery or proclamation is neyer explicitÏy signaled in the text (by a
prophetic formula, or a comment from the narrator for example). Both Hosea 1
and Hosea 3 belong to the inspiration stage—they represent the marnage sign
from different angles of perception, and there is no certainty as to whether or not
one is a repetition of the other.8

To summarize, the narrative framework set up in the superscription and continued
in the quotation frames in Hosea 1 creates the discourse space, or diegetic sheli,
for the story to take place. It also constructs the prophetic paradigm that will be
present like a giant iceberg, surfacing occasionally through the use of “Oracle of
Yahweh.” but flot explicitly and consistently stnlcturing the text.9 The reader
experiences the displacement of the prophetic paradigm from its oral context, and
must hold in tension two conventions—the narrative and the prophetic—in order
to interpret the text.

7.2.3 Hierarchy and Perspective
This tension within the hierarchy of speakers in the text performs other functions,
too. As in narrative texts, the outermost sheil bas a performative effect; it brings
$

It could be argued that Hosea 4-14 is the proclamation stage because the role ofthe addressee
(lsrael, or different groups in Israel) is more prominent: but there are no formulas to indicate that
this proclamation follows from Hosea l-3. These ten chapters are “unftamed,” i.e., they are not
explicitly inserted into a narrative framework. The only proof’ is the strong emphasis on the
identity ofdifferent addressees belonging to different groups in lsraet. atthe beginning of Hosea 4.
These comments refer exclusively to the representation of speech and flot to paragraph
structure—an aspect of Longacre’s discourse model that vas flot applied in this thesis but could
shed light on the thematic structure ofthe text. In conjunction with earlier studies on prophetic
forms, this approach could sharpen the reader’s perception ofthe prophetic paradigm that
underlies the text.

‘1’
j -f)

the world of the text into existence. As Hosea I develops. however. the worldbuilding characteristic of the narrative framework is offset by subjective
performatives in Yahweh’s speech.

The narrator telis the story of Hosea’s

marnage. and the conception ofthree children, whereas Yahwehs speech is about
the dissolution of relationship. symbolized most acutely by the negation of the last
two children’s names: Lo Ruhamma and Lo Ammi.

The narrator’s level

establishes their existence, while Yahweh’s embedded level of speech denies their
identity. and through this denial. Israel’s reiationship with himself

Minimizing reference to the narrative matrix or framework blurs the boundaries
between domains of speech, but it also creates conditions for a highiy
subjectivized representation of the world. Normally the hierarchy of speakers in
narrative texts aiso establishes the level of subjectivity or objectivity of a
statement.’0

The convention is that the outermost shell establishes a reliable,

perspectivized vantage point from which the reader can evaluate ail embedded
discourse in the text.” This vantage point “grounds” ail other domains of speech
by ‘referring to the speech event, its setting and its participants.. .the setting
includes the time and place of the speech event.”12 In Hosea the ground shiifs
constantly in relation to the prophetic paradigm. as it is viewed from three
different vantage points:
Prophet’s
Vantage point: Hosea 3
Narrator’s
Vantage point
Hosea I

e Area

Yahweh’s fimplicit)
Vantage point: Hosea 2

Figure 32: Prophetic Paradigm Viewed From Several Vantage Points
‘°

The theory underlying this statement was discussed in chapter 2, section 2.3.1 Focalization.
Perspective, and Subjectivity
As stated in chapter 3, the objective/subjective convention should be invoked with caution since
perception ofobjectivity and subjectivity can be culturally dependent.
12
j0 Rubba, “Alternate Grounds in the Interpretation ofDeictic Expressions” in Spaces, Worlds
and Grammar, (ed. Gilles Fauconnier and Eve Sweetser, CTLC, cd Giltes Fauconnier et aI.
Chicago: University ofChicago Press), 231.
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In Hosea 1, the narrator-narratee relationship is the vehicle for transmitting the
prophetic paradigm, but the anonymous narrator (and narratee) neyer participates
in the paradigm itself thus the an-ow indicating the narrator’s perception neyer
enters the onstage area.

Yahweh and the prophet on the other hand, are

participants, so their act of perception can actually enter into the onstage area, and
are thus subjectivized. Hosea 2, which lacks an explicit narrative framework, is
even more subjectivized than Hosea 3. Hosea 2 relies on I-embedding, predictive
and hortatory discourse to shape perception in the onstage area.’3

figure 32 shows three vantage points with diffenng levels

0f

perspectivization

and subjectification. At the beginning of Hosea 1, a highly perspectivized text
establishes the narrative framework.

As the text progresses, the narrative

framework and the prophetic paradigm interact, recede, and give way to the
higffly subjectivized discourse ofthe speaking “I.” In Hosea 2, the reader follows
the trajectoiy of the woman in the text, moving from flot knowing to full
knowledge of Yahweh, the speaker. This trajectory, which includes ail actions
and motivations, is filtered through the discourse of the speaker. Hosea 3 uses
another strategy to construct a highly subjectivized account of the marnage sign.
The first person quotation frame establishes the prophet as the “authonty” in the
text; and Yahweh’s words are embedded in the discourse domain of the prophet,
who is a participant in the sign. In this case the reporting consciousness also
beiongs to the consciousness that experiences the event, and this considerably
alters the interpretalion of the marnage from fertility to abstinence.

13

Predictive discourse involves temporal shift towards the future (prolepse) in a stoly une, but cari
also involve the possibility ofunrealized events. This discourse type can appear in the domain ofa
third person narrator, or within the domain of a participant. In the case of the third person
narrator, it is “effected by a narrator who is situated outside the story he narrates.” (Rimmon
Kenan, Narrative fiction, 50). In Hosea 2, however, prediction is located within the (male)
speaket’s domain, and in this case the convention is to associate it with “a present act of
remembering, fearing or hoping.” (Rimmon Kenan, 51). This conclusion is provisional since we
do flot know if ancient readers (and redactors) shared this convention.
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So far we have surveved the resuits of appiving four criteria to identifv domains
ofreported speech in Hosea. At this point we will look at several issues that were
notaddressed directly in this thesis. and could have a substantial impact on the
way the world of the text is constructed.

They point towards new areas of

researcli. One reason for not addressing them was that they would have required
broadening the scope of research to encompass the corpus ofprophetic books: and
a second reason was that some point toward areas where substantial additional
research may be required.

7.2.4 Issues Not Explored in this Thesis and Future Research Possibilities
Since this thesis is limited to Hosea 1-3, a key issue that needs to be researched is
if there is a world in Hosea 4-14. and how this relates to chapters l-3.
Preliminary analvsis of chapter 4, shows that while there is no narrative
framework. and the marnage image that is prominent in 1-3 is no longer
developed, the first three chapters provide an interpretative key to the rest of the
text. This key is provided by linkages with the “second level” metaphors such as
the land, the inhabitants of the land. the “sons of Israel” and other references
found in chapters l-3 and developed in 4-14.
Chapters 4-14 consist mostly of unframed direct speech in the form of predictive
or hortatory discourse. Although it is possible to propose the prophetic paradigm
with its embedding quotation frames as a structure underlying the text, the fact is,
quotation frarnes were not used by the final redactors of the text. The diegetic
summaries scattered throughout the text record the fact that a speech event bas
occurred. but are flot part of a strategy to represent a dialogic exchange. The
reporting speaker neyer surrenders control” of the reported speech event, thus
maintaining a monologue throughout.
Chapters 4-14 differ from the previous three in that they shift the attention of the
reader to the identity of the addressee.

They accomplish this by the use of

exhortations to listen, highlighting the actions of the addressee. and using diegetic
summaries that describe the process of reception for a speech event. Rhetorical
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questions also focus attention on the addressee. With their emphasis on the role of
the addressee as the people of Israel, chapters 4-14 could be seen as the
proclamation stage ofthe prophetic paradigm.

Like chapters l-3. Hosea 4 is probably a deep structure monologue. Although on
the surface. the voice of the prophet seems to merge with the voice of Yahweh. at
this time we do not have the necessary theoretical framework to understand what
happens at a deep structure level when two discourse fields or domains merge.
Establishing who perceives in the text also depends on distinguishing between the
voice of the prophet and the voice of Yahweh when discourse fields merge. This
conclusion can also be extended to the rest of chapters 4-14.

Before the relationship between the worlds in Hosea l-3 and 4-14 can be
determined. ii would be crucial to see if free indirect speech can be identified in
Hosea and if this would account for the merging of discourse fields and
perception (the prophet shares Yahweh’s consciousness) ofien cited by scholars in
relation to the prophetic books.’4
According to Cynthia MiÏÏer, studies of free indirect discourse have focused
primarily on the presentative rt in narrative texts.

In this case, information

introduced by UT1 fuses the deictic centers (the visual perception, not emotions,
desires etc) ofthe participant and the narrator:

4

Free indirect discourse has flot been addressed in this thesis because it requires further research
on a constellation of issues outside the Book of Hosea. Three important ones are as follows: First,
ftee indirect speech needs to be researched at both the sentence and paragraph level. This would
in turn give some notion ofhow it relates to the narrative framework. afld the prophetic paradigm
in the text. Second. it should be studied throughout the prophetic corpus, an endeavor that
demands knowledge ofhow the narrative framework and the prophetic paradigm work together in
ail the prophetic books. Third. deixis is one ofthe primarv criteria for establishing the presence of
free indirect discourse: but the issue ofwhen and why sudden switches in grammatical person
(while apparently referring to the same participant) occut in Hebrew prophetic texts has flot been
entirely resolved. Scholars have shown that participant reference in narrative texts allows the
reader to follow the action on storyline, whereas in poetic texts it is a device for signaling the
(thematic) beginning and end of paragraphs. Which ofthese strategies apply to prophecy and to
what degree?
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The use of
in narrative. then “approaches the imrnediacy of
speech’ precisely when. like direct speech. it is anchored in a
deictic center at variance with that of the surroundint narrative.
The use of the presentative m in narrative is thus an important
device for signahing point of view (or focalization) and for
Because of the
introducing new characters into narrative.
significant divergences between rim and Western free indirect
discourse. however. we prefer to avoid the latter terminology.
And. because sentences introduced with r3TîJ do not represent
speech in narrative. we will not consider them in the chapters that
follow.
rtr

appears in Hosea 2:8 and 2:16, and is used primarily to shifi the reader’s

attention from the woman’s actions to Yahweh’s. However. many shifis in Hosea
occur with no markers to indicate that a change in center is occurring. Moreover,
the deictic shifi oflen involves the addressee, for example:

First Person Speaker
Addressees = woman’s children

Accuse your mother. accuse
For she is flot my wife. and
I am flot ber husband. .2:4
Lest I strip ber and set ber
As on the day sbe was bom.
And I set ber in the wildemess
And make ber as a desert land
And kilt ber with thirst. 2:5

First Person Speaker
Addressee anonymous person
Chiidren = object of speech
And her Sons I will flot love,
For they are sons ofharlotry 2:6

Table X)(XV: Transition in Addressees: Hosea 2: 4-6
In this example. the chiidren who have been addressed through hortatory
discourse in an I-you relationship are suddenly referred to as I-they. This changes
the addressee to an unnamed listener.

Closely related to the issue of deixis and speaker’s domains, is the broader
problem of participant reference.
Mil 1er, Representation ofSpeech, 90.

Although chapter 2 of this thesis outlined

3

several approaches to participant reference—as an indicator of paragraph
boundaries (Regt). as a device for marking aperture and closure (Wendland). and
as a rnarker of sociolinguistic setting (Longacre. Revell)—these approaches do
flot take into account shifts from direct to figurative reference. In terms used by
possible world theory. they do flot account for the possibititv of trans-world
identity (as we briefiy explored in chapter 6). whereby a set of participant
referents is transposed and applied to a different set of characters. This approach
opens up a whole set of issues such as: How are boundaries between worÏds set
up? How do the discourse hierarchies of different worlds relate to one another?
These questions should be explored in prophetic texts beyond the Book of Hosea.

Another issue that was touched upon, but flot developed is the appearance of
OracÏe of Yahweh” in the midst of the male speakers domain (2:18. 23).
Although most scholars assume this formula is spoken by the prophet. there is no
explicit signal that allows the reader to know whether this unframed speech may
or may flot be part of the narrator’s or even Yahwehs discourse field. The issue
of whether or flot this formula functions as a quotation frame or a marker of focus.
and under what conditions, needs to be addressed. This would require research on
its use in the rest ofthe prophetic books.

A very important issue that was flot explored in depth in this thesis is the
relationship

of

the

four

criteria

to

paragraph

structure.

The

background/foreground distinction in discourse typology could shed light on the
thematic and/or chronological structure of a prophetic text.16

Moreover, its

corretation with different types of oracles discovered by fonn criticism could
relate them to the prophetic paradigm operating in the text.’7

6

Longacr&s discourse typology was developed using narrative texts. hence the paragraph
structures Fie proposes relate closely plot development. c.f. ]oseph: A Storv of Divine Providence.
‘
Prophetic texts shed some light on an assumption that may be operating when scholars read
texts: Can we automatically assume that paragraph boundaries correspond exactly with the
boundaries ofdiscourse fietds in prophetic texts? Wendland’s approach summarized in chapter2
makes this assumption.

3

Another issue that was discussed. but flot resolved. in chapter 2 is the impact of
syntactic subordination when establishing a discourse type.

Throughout the

analysis ofthe Hebrew text in this thesis, subordinating conjunctions in the initial
position of a clause were treated as elements that pushed the clause down the verb
rank dine.

Thus a clause could be moved from the main story une to the

representation of background activities. Resolving the impact of subordination on
typology would involve a larger scale investigation of both narrative and nonnarrative texts.

Several ways in which Hosea uses subordinating conjunctions may be more
typical ofprophetic texts. In Hosea 1 for example, the subordinating conjunctions
that introduce the reason” part of a command ofien introduced the political
implications of the actions commanded by Yahweh. In Hosea 2 subordinating
conjunctions are used more widely, but ofien precede the embedding of the
woman’s direct speech in the predictive discourse ofthe speaker (2:7,9).

F inally, the interaction of time and space references as world-constructing devices
in prophetic texts needs to be explored more carefully. In narrative texts, time
and space are usually articulated so that they create a textual world that resembles
the actual world. In prophetic texts, direct references to time and space—”On that
day,” “‘In that place”—seem to be found at major transition points that ofien
involve changes in discourse type.

Is this a device to move from actuality to

possibility? For example, to move from narrative to predictive discourse? (Hos
1:9-2:1) Should they be read as direct or as figurative references?

This thesis bas been developed based on the assumption that reading strategies are
more or less shared across cultures, and time periods.18 In other words, ancient
18

Generally speaking, narrative conventions of interpretation were established by the growth of
the novel in Western literature. Culler’s levels ofnaturalization discussed in the introduction to
this thesis describe the process ofreading that was the norm up until the end ofthe modernist
period. As we have seen in the previous chapter, with the advent ofpost-modernism these reading
strategies have been exposed and challenged. This leads to the question: Which ofthese reading
strategies reflects the conventions in place at the time ofthe final redaction ofHosea?
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readers ofa prophetic text brought the same expectations to the process ofreading
as a modem-dav reader. However we do not know if they naturalized in the same
wav as a modem reader. One example of this issue is the question of whether or
flot direct speech was perceived to be more “objective” at the time the texts were
composed. Even in this example. the objective/subjective dichotomy could easily
have developed over time as the texts were composed and redacted. Another
example ofthis issue is the way predictive discourse was perceived at the time of
the composition of the text. In modemist novels, predictive discourse is norrnally
tied in with the subjectivity of a participant in a text.

As Culler shows, this

“naturalizes” the text so that visions, dreams. and desires involving the
supematural conform to everyday experience of the actual world.

Did the

redactors of Hosea naturalize in this way? This question can only be answered by
a study of reading conventions and their development through tirne.

7.3 ConcIuson
This thesis focuses on the question of whether or flot the textual worlds in Hosea
1-3 are constructed primarily through the representation of speech. Two steps
were taken to answer the question.

On a macro-structural level. a hypothesis

about the relationship between the narrative framework and the prophetic
paradigm was proposed.

Second, four criteria for distinguishing between

speaker’s domains were chosen.

These steps have demonstrated that the

relationship between the narrative ftamework and the prophetic paradigm is not
one of simple embedding. In other words, the two speech events that constitute
the paradigm—inspiration and proclamation—do flot function in an orderly
chronological way. Hosea constructs a narrative framework and then dissolves it,
thus shifting the ground from which the prophetic paradigm is viewed.
The trajectory ofthis thesis has shown that the discourse hierarchy ofRosea I-3 is
much more malleable and flexible than those found in narrative texts—a
characteristic that also shapes other world constructing elements such as the
representation of perspective and the interaction of modal operators that shape the
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text.

The creation and erasure of discourse domains contributes to the texts

shiffing perspectives. Like a postmodemist text. Hosea constructs a text that is
composed of several worlds that are interrelated via the marriage/divorce.
adoptionldisinherison contrasts.

Through this

creation

and

erasure

of

relationships. the text gives the reader several images of God that range from an
exterior, perspectivized view of Yahweh as a participant. to an interior
subjectivized” view ofhis relationship with Israel.

Chapters 3-5 of this thesis. have shown that each of these perspectives transmits
its own dominant modal operators.

The entire text is govemed by an alethic

modality that sets up the possibility of communication between the supernatural
and the natural world. between Yahweh and the prophet. This is articulated in the
discourse field of the nanator. as it evokes the prophetic paradigm. Embedded in
this over-arching codexal modality, are the modal operators that develop the story
of husband, wife and chiidren in different directions.

Through the command to marry a promiscuous woman and the naming of the
children Hosea 1 introduces the value-disvalue opposition that characterizes
axiological modality. The woman is an axiological rebel, whose values set ber on
a quest away from Yahweh; a fact the reader leams through the subjective
discourse of Yahweh. In this chapter, fertility is a sign of dissonance between
Yabweh and his people.

Hosea 2 is a world shaped by the knowledge and

belief—the subjectivity—of the male speaker who confines all other participants
within bis discourse field. It is therefore a subjective, epistemic world whose
story-generating power lies in the transformation of the woman’s ignorance or
false belief in the Baals into knowledge of Yahweh. Finally, Hosea 3 sets up the
conditions for deontic operators, which generate stories ofthefalÏ (violation ofa
norm—punishment). the test (obligation fulfilled—reward). and the predicament
(conflict of obligations).”9 Abstinence becomes the sign that can be interpreted
as deontic loss or acquisition— fall or obligation—depending on whose
19

Doleel, Heterocosinica, 121.
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perspective the reader assumes. the male speaker’s. or the woman who is confined
in the text.

What new avenues has this process opened up? By viewing a Hosea as a textual
world, and flot as a ‘conglomeration” or antho1ogy.” this dissertation has
uncovered the many ways in which the voice ofGod is articulated in Hosea l-3.
The original contribution of this approach is that it does not assume that the
prophetic paradigm is the communication situation that underlies Hosea 1-3.
Instead, it is a paradigm for oral expression that is embedded in a narrator
narratee relationship. Furthermore, the paradigm in conjunction with the narrator
narrate relationship together articulate a discourse hierarchy that is constructed
and de-constructed throughout the text.

20

In addition to recognizing the “textualization” of the prophetic paradigm via a
hierarchy of speech, this approach addressed the way the representation of speech
shapes the authority of the voice of God in the text.

Hosea 1-3 offers three

differing views of God, resorting to a “kaleidoscopic” strategy for representing
God in the text. By flot fixing the narrator’s role and function, as they would be
in narrative texts, Yahweh is viewed (briefly) from an omniscient” viewpoint
(Hosea 1), as well as a “human” (Hosea 3) and ambivalent, subjective perspective
(Hosea 2). This variety allows the text to create parallel. but connected worlds.

Hosea 1-3 is a complex construction of inter-related worlds with their respective
discourse hierarchies. perspectives, and modal operators—a far cry from a
“shapeless collections of traditional material arranged with almost no regard for
content or chronological order.”

20

“Is there a world in this text?” is a question that can also be asked ofother types ofliterature in
the Bible. There is a real possibility that different literary genres create their own paradigm. which
then interacts with a narrator-narratee relationship to construct a particular hierarchy ofdiscourse
in the text. For example. these issues could be explored for texts that are as diverse as apocalyptic
and wisdom literature.
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Glossary

Agent Orientation

-

The term agent refers to ail participants whose actions or

states of being are portrayed in the text. An agent is a syntactic category usuaily
defined in opposition to patient. A patient undergoes or suffers’ flic effects of an
action. The agent or patient may be designated in a text tbrough the use of a noun
phrase. personal pronoun or proper name.

This can include the narrator. or

speaking voice. Agents either instigate a process (with action-process verbs) or
perform an action (with action verbs). In either case it seems necessary to insist
that intentionality is crucial to the definition of an agent..

Analepse

—

Flashback or presentation of an event afier its position in

chronological sequence.

Authentïcation

—

The degree of truth-value given to a statement in the world of a

text. According to narrative convention, the third person omniscient narrators
domain normally establishes statements that are factual’ in the world of the text.
Thus the narrator authenticates the truth-value of ail other speakers in the text.
Ibis must be differentiated from legitimization, a term used by scholars using a
sociological approach to a biblical text. which refers to the source of the authority
ofa social foie.

Authoritv

—

The power to authenticate propositions originating from other

speakers in the text.

1n literary contexts. authority is conceived as a convention
.

.

attributing more power of construction to an extemal speaker. and less power to
an internai and restricted speaker. Once a speaker bas been situated outside the
fictionai world with omniscience and omnipotence on his side. the events and
situations narrated are iikely to be viewed as facts ofthe fictionai world.”2

Lon2acre. Granimar. 1 56.
2

Ronen. Possible H”orlds, 176.
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Contingent Temporal Succession

-

(±

or -) means an event or action is

contingent or dependent on the previous event or action.
Longacr&s criteria for classifying discourse types.

This is one of

(See chapter 2. section

2.2.2.2.3)

Convention- Conventions are the set of assumptions made by the reader when

reading a particular text type. When re-constructing a fictional world, the reader
trying to understand followed the convention that a given world is not only
characterized by what it contains. but also by specific modes of organization
imposing order and coherence on the world-components.”3 Examples of those
modes of organization are the discourse hierarchy in the text and modal operators.
Diegetic — from the diegesis, this term refers to the presentation of events,

persons. objects and perceptions through the mediation of a narrator who talks
about, or summarizes them. This is the opposite of mimetic. the supposedly
“direct’ presentation of events, persons, objects and perceptions in which the
presence ofthe narrator is rninimized.

Discourse - In this thesis, the term discourse is doser to the term discours” in
French. as it is used by Benveniste—speech directed by a specific speaker to a

specific addressee.4

Domain or field of speech

—

Speech directed by an identifiable speaker to a

specific addressee or series of addressees. Quotation frames normally identify the
boundaries between speaker’s domains or fieÏds. Another element that can help
to identify a speaker’s domain is participant reference.

Ronen. Possible Wortds, 93.
Emi]e Benveniste, “De la subjectivité dans le langage” 258.

3
Droppeil End or End Frame

text.

—

This device creates ambiguitv in the world of a

It consists of dropping down to an embedded level in the discourse

hierarchy without returning to the grotind or the narrators domain.

Excluded Middle

—

Iwo options are mutually exclusive. and caimot create a third

option by overlapping. Ofien the excluded rniddle reflects a situation in nature.
For example, something cannot be both wet and dry. even and odd or dark and
light at the same time.

Fiction

—

In its broadest meaning, fiction refers to a text that is an invented or

constructed narrative. The nature of fictionality is a complex and un-resolved
philosophical debate. Some approaches define fictionality as a property inherent
in certain text types; others define it “relative to a given cultural context. as a
pragmatically decided feature of texts.”5 Defining a text according to a given
cultural context means that fictionality is determined by the reading conventions
inherent in the culture: When a text is considered to be fictional. its set of
propositions are read according toflctional worÏd-constructing conventions and it
is made to signi1’ by observing the set of fictionaÏ world-reconstructing
conventions.”6 These conventions occur on the horizon of interpretation shared
by the author(s) and reader(s) of a text.

Ground

—

The uppermost level of diegesis, the base or matrix of speech in which

ail other speech events in a text are embedded. In Genette’s model, the ground is
equivalent to narration.

histoire

—

A terni used by Gérard Genette, histoire, is composed of events that

represent a change from one state of being to another. These events are they
articulated in the world ofa text as a récit.

Ronen, Possible Worlds, 10.
Ronen, Possible Worlds. 11.

Histoire

—

A term used by Gérard Genette. Histoire refers to a series of events

located in the actual world.

Hierarchv of Speech or Discourse Hïerarchv

—

Every component of the world

of a narrative text is mediated to the reader through discourse. (See definition of
discourse above.)

Main une of discourse or main lime of development —A succession of events

that moves a particular type of discourse forward. In the case of narration, the
main line of development is indicated by a succession of wayyiqtoÏ verbs; for
exhortation, the main une is signaled by a succession of imperatives; and for
prediction by a succession of weqataÏ verbs.

Matrix —The context (time, space, participants) given for the world of a text. The

matrix is ofien (but flot always) articulated in the ground, or most basic level of
discourse in a text.

Meta-textual Proposition

—

a form of communication.

This is the assumption underlying every text that it is
Therefore there is someone who articulates the

contents of a text to an addressee.

Mise-en-abyme

—

Recursive embedding of one story within another where the

embedded story mirrors or resembles a salient characteristic of the one at the
upper level.

Narrative framework

—

In this dissertation this term refers to the speech, action

and background events narrated at the highest level of the discourse hierarchy in a
text.

Ah other speakers domains are embedded in this framework, which

consists of a narrator-narratee relationship. Embedded domains are specificahly
labeled with the terms speaker-addressee. The terms ground and matrix although
not exactly the same, are used interchangeably with the narrative framework. In

Hosea 1. the narrative framework is first articulated in the superscription (Hosea
1:1-2).

Narrative Convention

—

A convention (see defrnition of this terni above) that

characterizes narrative texts. For example. it is conventionally agreed that the
ego of the biographical author of a fictional text is divided into an actual and a
fictional part: the author as distinct from the narrator. By positing an author as a
source of autliority and control. one assumes that the fictional text is the only
source of information about the world it constructs. which imposes specific
constraints on the structure of the fictional universe.7 Another convention is that
every text is mediated through the discourse of a speaker and addressee. Eco
describes this as a metatextual proposition: ‘there is (was) a hurnan individual
who utters (uttered) the text I am presently reading and who asks for an act of
suspension of disbelief since lie is (was) speaking about a possible course of
events:’8

Most research on narrative conventions lias been carried out for

fictional texts.

Naturalization

—

Naturalization occurs when a reader encounters strange or

deviant elements in a text and is able to ‘explain” their existence in relation to his
or her subjective experience of the actual world.

Jonathan Culler describes

naturalization in narrative as—”the fact that the strange or deviant is brought
within a discursive order and thus made to seem natural.”9

Participant Reference

—

Participants are usually agents or persons in a text

wbose identity is consistently referred to using a particular constellation of labels
such as a proper name. pronouns and role or kinship descriptions (king, prophet
etc.)

Participant reference also helps the reader track the boundaries of each

speaker’s discourse domain.

8

Ronen, Possible Worlds, 92.
Eco, Role ofthe Reader, 17.
Jonathan Culler. Structuralist Poetics. 137-8.
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Perspective

- The presentation of time. space. participants. states of affairs and

actions are rnediated through a prism articulated by the narrator or a participant in
the text. Perspective can refer to visual perception. but also includes cognitive.
emotional and ideological elements. Genette proposes the word focalization in
order

to

avoid

the

visual

connotations

with

associated

perspective.’0

Nevertheless. underlying the concept of perception is a cognitive, spatial
metaphor: “In a narrative text. the reality of the narrator.. is the basic mental
.

space.. .Each time the narrator lets characters speak or presents their thoughts. an
embedded mental space. is created within the base space.””
.

Perspectivization

—

.

This term is used in a specific way in this dissertation. ‘The

most explicit type of perspective is direct quotation, in which a current speaker
lends flot only his 8. but even his R to another subject in the discourse. thus
creating a new ‘1” as the embedded current speaker.”

12

S refers to the subject of

consciousness and R to the referential center of an expression.

Projection

- (+ or -) as a category has to do with a situation or action which is

contemplated. enjoined, or anticipated but flot realized.”

‘

This is one of the

criteria used by Longacre to establish discourse types.

Prolepse

—

Flash-forward or presentation of an event before its location in a

chronological sequence.

Prophetic Paradigm

—

A sequence of events whereby God speaks to a prophet

who then speaks to the peopÏe of Israel. This sequence is composed of two types
of events: inspiration and proclamation. These two types of events can be further
analyzed into categories of transmission and reception. speaker and addressee.
See chapter 2 part 3.

‘°

2

In this thesis, the prophetic paradigm is treated as a

Genette. Figures III. 206.
Sanders and Redeker, “Speech and Thought in Narrative Discourse.” 295.
Sanders and Spooren. “Perspective. Subjectivity. and Modality” 89.
Longacre, Grammar, 4.
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prophetic convention that underlies the readers re-construction ofthe world ofa
prophetic text. The prophetic paradigrn is evoked via the superscriptions and the
use of formulae that refer to prophecy such as Oracle of Yahweh’ and Thus
says the Lord” among others.

Quotation Frame —A device that indicates the embedding ofthe discourse space

of one speaker within the space or domain of another. ‘LIn reported speech. two
speech events are brought together—the reported speech event (the putatively
original locution) and the reporting speech event—and each speech event brings
its own deictic center. In direct speech, the deictic center of both speech events
remain distinct. In indirect speech. however, only the deictic center of the
.

.

reporting speech event is apparent.”14

Récit

-

The reader abstracts individual events from their presentation in the text

and arranges them in chronological sequence, based on his or ber experience of
“how things normally happen” in the actual world. Récit is the presentation of
events in the text, which does flot necessarily follow the sequence of how things
normally happen in the actual world. The récit can present events out of their
expected order by using analepse and prolepse.

Referential Centre The referential center (R) is the actual time and location of a
-

speech act; it is the vantage point ofthe current speaker. It may be realized as an
“I” with first and second person pronouns. or may be implicit.

Subject of Consciousness

—

The subject of consciousness (S) is another vantage

point in which the speaker or participant to whom the responsibility for the
information in the discourse is attributed: S is ofien, but not necessarily always,
established in the current speaker.”5

‘
‘

Cynthia L. Miller, The Representation ojspeech, 63.
Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective. Subjectivity, and Modality,” 87.
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Subjectification

—

Subjectification occurs when time. space. persons. states of

affairs. actions and perceptions are filtered through the perception of a participant
in the textual world. Sujectification is not normaily attributed to a third person
omniscient narrator.

Transworld Identitv

—

‘Trans-world identity raises the question of whether an

entity can preserve its essential identity despite being characterized. located or
even named differently in different worlds.’6

Technique

—

A mode, means or tool for achieving artistic expression. This term

is used in this dissertation primarily to refer to specific means used by modernist
and postmodern texts to alter die hierarchy of discourse in a text. Examples of
these techniques are worlds under erasure”. mise-en-abyrne. dropped end frame
etc. In this sense a technique alters a world constructing convention in order to
achieve a special effect. for exampie, the dropped end frame does not allow the
reader to complete the discourse hierarchy at the end of a text or section. Thus
the reader is left with the question: ‘Is this the primary or an embedded world in
the text?’

Vantage point

—

A component of a perspective. a vantage point is “the set of ail

possible instantiations of an “I,” a deictic center” and is constituted on the surface
structure of a text.17

Two specific vantage points are used to represent

perspective and subjectivity in a text.

Verb Rank Cime

—

A concept used by Longacre to order elements that appear in

first position in a clause. The verb rank dine for narration shows wavyiqtol verbs
at the top ofthe dine. because these verbs move the action forward in the text. At
the bottom of the dine are verbless clauses which are use to indicate states of
being rather action.

6
‘

The dine indicates to what degree each element in first

Ronen, Possible Worlds, 57-8.
Sanders and Spooren, “Perspective. Subjectivity, and Modalitv,” 86.
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position is close to the main une of development of a particular discourse type.
Longacre uses the concept of a dine to distinguish between elements that are in
the foreground or background ofa particular discourse type.

World of a Text

-

The world of a text consists of time. space. and states of

affairs. actions and perceptions encoded via linguistic signs in a linear text. When

a reader decodes these elements and structures. he or she also contributes
knowledge and experience of the actual world to create an imaginary. textual
world.

World Under Erasure

-

When some aspect of a textual world—space,

participants, objects, events—appears and then disappears. this “flickering” or
“oscitiating” element directs the reader’s attention to the process of world
construction.

This occurs in a narrative text. when major chunks” of the

ontological status of the world falter.
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